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PREFACE
Because the
is

living

can easily contradict those who eulogize their achievements,

it

a pleasure as well as a relief to single out an educator, scholar, and critic whose future

work

will

uphold the high standards he established

in the past. In celebrating

Luckyj, all the contributors to this volume honour a

man who,

George

after retirement,

is

continuing both a productive career devoted to the study of Ukrainian and Russian
literatures

and an even more

active

life

dedicated to preserving and disseminating

among Ukrainians, particularly vulnerable and susceptible to the loss of their heritage,
knowledge of the

life,

histoiy,

and

culture of their people.

George Luckyfs life, much to his surprise and, perhaps, annoyance, has been full
and exciting. He was born in Ukraine in 1919, and his parents contributed greatly to his
development by providing unfailing and unfading models of integrity, disciplined
labour, cultured sensitivity, and commitment. His education began at home and
continued both

in the excellent local

gymnasium with

its

formal classical curriculum

and outside school where George received a quick and rough introduction to nationalistic
issues and problems that have intrigued and plagued him to this day. He began
university in Germany but, because of the threat of World War II, soon transferred to
England, where he received both a B. A. ( withfirst class honours) and anM.A. in English
literature at the University of Birmingham.

four years

in

Germany and

in

He then joined the British army and served

England, where, as an interpreter, he witnessed the

and the Russians that resulted in the shameful forced
who had fled their homelands together with the
return of those taken unwillingly from their countries as prisoners of war or slave
labourers. But exuberance and vitality are the experience ofyouth even in wartime, and
in 1944 George married Moira McShane a fellow student at Birmingham whom he had
met in Helen Gardner’ s seminar. Their marriage turned out to be a happy, long, fruitful
union, and in Moira George found not only a loving companion but also an intelligent
negotiations between the British

repatriation offormer Soviet citizens

,

editor,

In

a diligent proofreader, and, on many projects, a reliable and able collaborator.

1947 he and Moira, together with

born later
in the

in

Toronto-emigrated

to

infant twin daughters-a third daughter

Canada, where George began

was

his teaching career

English Department at the University of Saskatchewan at Saskatoon.

Two years

Columbia University in New York
C ity, where he was admitted both to the doctoral programme of the Department ofSlavic
Languages and Literatures and to the diploma programme at the Russian Institute. But
later he left

Saskatchewan and English

to enroll in

energy, some of which was devoted
Academy of Arts and Sciences in the U.S. and of the
Annals of the Academy
<7 journal which he created, editedfor its first few years, and
proudly followed for the more than thirty years it flourished. Upon completion of all

graduate study could not absorb
to the

all his prodigious

launching of the Ukrainian
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academic requirements, including the writing of a doctoral dissertation for the doyen
ofAmerican Slavists, Ernest J. Simmons, George returned to Canada in 1952 to take up
a position as Lecturer at the University of Toronto.
Atfirst George taught in what was called the Department of Slavic Studies, though
very few of the courses offered were not in Russian. But soon after he
in

became Chairman

1954, an office he retained until 1960, he lobbied effectively among the administrators

of the University to create a Department of Slavic Languages and Literatures, and he
activities among provincial and federal
Under George’s leadership, offerings in
Ukrainian dramatically increased, courses in Polish language and literature were
introduced, and thefoundation for a programme in Serbo-Croatian was laid. Along with
those who succeeded him as Chairman he worked to initiate a programme in Czech and
Slovak studies. Besides attending to the growth of his own department, George joined

built support for his

politicians

Department’ s widening

and other community

leaders.

colleagues in the social sciences to create at the University of Toronto the Centre for
in Canada scholars and
many disciplines could pool their talents to study the Slavic world, its past

Russian and East European Studies, where for the first time
students from

as well as present,

its

peoples and institutions,

its

borrowings from and

its

impact

on the West.

During

the

same period George

also fostered the growth

and

the development of

Slavic scholarship throughout Canada. In the mid-fifties he helped found the Canadian

Association of Slavists and became the first editor

q/"

Canadian Slavonic Papers, /w

years the only professional Canadian journal dedicated to the study of all facets of
Slavic

life,

history,

and

culture.

His basic commitment was and

Ukrainian studies. Though he did not

more, first,
the quality

initiate

to build a strong foundation for

and

such studies

them and,

in

still is,

of course, to

Canada, no one has done

later, to facilitate their expansion;

and his publications
and legitimacy of Ukrainian Studies. It was not suprising
George eventually was one of a handful of Canadian scholars to found
influence of his teaching, his public lectures,

established the respectability
therefore that
the

Canadian

seeing

Institute

its first

of Ukrainian Studies, which he served as Associate Director,

major publications on

literature

and

the arts into print

and

identifying

for the Institute immediate research needs as well as the most desirable goals for the
future.

His major contribution

Graduate Studies
students.

to publish,

CIUS was the founding of the Journal of Ukrainian
and thus encourage, the research of young graduate

to the

This periodical he served as faculty advisor through the first years

of publication.
In retirement

George relinquished many administrative

unhappy without some regular chores, he agreed
Suchasnist’. Az/rZ he continues to influence students

duties but, evidently

to serve as the literary editor

of

and scholars by means of a number

of significant publishing projects. Indeed, the unending stream of research proposals

from

his restless

and fertile brain amazes,

stimulates, and, at times, exhausts younger,

hardy friends and colleagues. The bibliography of his writings, included in this
volume, patently demonstrates the range and scope of George’ s interests: he has
less

and books on a

and topics: he has
and documents of
he has participated in a number of encyclopedia projects and has

written scholarly essays

variety of authors, themes,

published, both in translation and in the original, literary works
cultural significance;

viii

headed two important projects

to translate into

English abridged versions of the

Ukrainian encyclopedia edited by W. Kubijovyc What the bibliography does not
display, though

it

certainly must suggest it,

scholarly, artistic,

and

is

the breadth of his contacts with Ukrainian

cultural activity all over the world. Constantly in touch with

critics, artists, and educators, he keeps abreast of the trends and tremors,
movers and the jostled, the frequent scandals and the occasional triumphs, whether
cultural or political, in Ukraine and in all major emigre centres.

other writers,
the

As a teacher George

is

remembered for

his endearing eccentricities: he

was

early rather than late for class, generally the first to arrive: he lectured to his classes,

pacing the room while referring

and

to

small prompt cards that contained a few basic facts

generalizations; he rarely kept his students once he

had finished

his lecture,

preferring to let them out early if they had no questions rather than force discussion until
the

end of the allotted period; and he always ended his courses just before Good Friday,

no matter how early or late itfell during the Canadian academic year. More memorable
even than his rituals and routines was the substance of his lectures and classes.

a young

Many

Ukrainian student wasfirst introduced by George to the glories and complexities

of his or her

own language,

literature,

and

culture. Their preconceptions

,

formed by

were soon undermined firmly but gently, by new light shed on
familiar material and by new perspectives on old ideas. The narrow stereotypes
favoured by conservatives in the ethnic community were tested in George’ s classroom
religious school classes,

,

weak a response to the ambiguities and
and history. And the simplicities of left-wing “thought”
were as quickly demolished. More advanced students, with interests in history and
political science, also came to George’ s classes on modern Russian and Ukrainian
literature to learn about Soviet views on the relationship of literature and politics and
about the question of nationalities and nationalism. Not all walked away from these
classes sharing their instructor’ s views, but they did bring away a respectfor the clarity
of George’s presentation and for the depth and integrity of his thought on vital issues.
Graduate students in the Department of Slavic Languages and Literatures were even
more gratefulfor his seminars, where he demonstrated the intensity as well as the results
and

often

were shown

to be, if not false, too

complexities of Ukrainian

of his

life

own research, for his concerned but liberal guidance of their Ph.D. dissertations,

for his continued, generous patronage that helped themfind employment and promotion
in schools, libraries, institutions,

More a friend even

and

institutes

throughout North America.

than a colleague, George was always ready to help those he

worked with and to ask help of them. Reviews, articles, books were submitted to him for
a thorough and sympathetic critique, and he showed his respect for others by asking
their opinions of his

own work. And it is probable that the opinions he offered were less

severe and more encouraging than those he received. Yet even more important was the
gentle butfirm pressure he placed on others tofollow his example.
if not the

to inspire
it

that

Few could withstand,

energy he manifested, then his gentle prodding whenever he felt

a colleague

to

it

necessary

work, to think, and to write. Ifprodding failed, then he saw to

some piece of writing was commissioned from his unwitting protege. With
Department of Slavic Languages and Literatures at

retirement, therefore, the

his

the

University of Toronto lost a considerate associate concerned about the intellectual
health

and

vitality

of the discipline and of the school he represented so proudly, so

IX

honourably, so ably.

To summarize George

s

past work

is dijficult

because of

its

quantity, yet

its

The range of his interests and the depth of
their exploration impress his readers, but no less than the clarity, straightforwardness

distinctive qualities are readily apparent.

and

accessibility of his words.

As a

student, teacher,

and scholar he has watched

the

parade of passing fads and fancies; he has listened to the blaring of manifestos and to
the raucous, competing claims of pitchmen masquerading as teachers, theorists, and

and he has followed the twists and turns in Party lines and political fashions.
Though he continues to read voraciously and to watch all that passes indulgently,
George remains loyal to basic principles and premises-no matter how anachronistic
critics,

they

may appear-unaffected though

not

unamused by

the whims-o' -the -wisp that have

infected

and crazed

writing,

remain as informed now as they have even been by a restless

others.

His conversation, his teaching, and

his life blood, his

curiosity,

by a

and modesty af approach, by an unmannered directness and brevity of
expression, and by an old-fashioned common sense that admits the limitations of
rational inquiry and discourse without transgressing them.
To honour George Lucky], the contributors to this volume offer this collection
of essays, a modest, mixed bouquet of short and long pieces reflecting his variegated
concerns and interests. With these tokens of their admiration and esteem his students,
colleagues, and friends thank him for what he has already shared with them and look
basic simplicity

forward

to his

many productive years

to

come.

E.N.B., R.L.
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Note on Transliteration
There
articles

on

are, alas, three transliteration

linguistics

schemes employed

in this collection.

a extensive discussion of linguistic matters, the editors have decided to use

favoured by specialists. The essays on Russian literature use System
Ukrainian literature use System C.

Cyrillic

System

System

System

A

B

C

a

a

a

a

6

b

b

b

B

V

V

V

r

h

g

h

r

g
d

d

g
d
e
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e

e

e/ye

e

e

e

-

e

je

-

ye

yK

z

zh

zh

3

z

z

z

H

i

i

y

-

yi

y
k

i

i

For the

and for the essay by Professor George Shevelov, which features

1

ji

H

j

y

K

k

k

J1

1

1

1

M

m

m

m
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System A,

B and

those on

System

System

System

A

B

C

H

n

n

n

O

0

o

o

n

P

P

P

P

r

r

r

c

s

s

s

Cyrillic

T

t

t

t

y

u

u

u

$

f

f

f

X

X

kh

kh

u

c

ts

ts

q

c

ch

ch

m
m

s

sh

sh

sc

shch

shch

B

"

"

bl

y

y

-

y

’

’

3

e

e

-

K)

ju

yu

yu

R

ja

ya

ya

b

Note that in System B e is transliterated ye

in initial position

and when it follows a vowel,

B or b. Also, in B and C established English spellings of proper nouns (e.g., Alexander,
Gogol, Dostoevsky, Moscow, Kiev, Lviv) are usually retained, and “y”

hm” and

“-bifi” at the

end of names

(e.g.,

Mayakovskiy and Belyy).
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Mayakovsky and Bely

is

used for

rather than
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Ukrainian Studies. Littleton: Ukrainian Academic Press,

1976, 100 pp.

1977
54.

Vaplityans’ kyy zbirnyk. Oakville: Mosaic Press
Ukrainian Studies, 1977, 260 pp.

Ed., with an introduction.

for the

Canadian

Institute of

1978

“Shevchenko and Blake.” Harvard Ukrainian Studies, Vol.
(March 1978), pp. 94-115.

55.

56.

“Vid Nechuya do Atwood.” Suchasnisf No. 3 (1979), pp.
,

1

II,

No.

1

16-23.

1980
57. Ed.

Shevchenko and the

Critics. Toronto: University of Toronto Press

the Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies, 1980,
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522 pp.

and

“B. I. Antonych,” “M. Bazhan,” “I. Drach,” “I. Franko,” “O. Honchar,”
“M. Khvylovy,” “M. Kotsiubynsky,” “M. Kulish,” “E. Malaniuk,” “V.
Pidmohylny,” “M. Rylsky,” “V. Stefanyk,” “V. Symonenko,” “P. Tychyna,”
“L. Ukrainka,” “Ukrainian Literature,” “V. Vynnychenko,” “Yu. Yanovsky,”
“M. Zero,” in Columbia Dictionary of Modern European Literature. Ed. JeanAlbert Bede and William B. Edgerton. New York: Columbia University Press,
58.

1980.

1981
59. Ed.

Mykhailo Kotsiubynsky. Shadows of Forgotten Ancestors.

Littleton:

Ukrainian Academic Press, 1981, 127 pp.

1982
60.

Ed. Journal of Ukrainian Studies, Nos. 12 and 13 (1982).

1983

A Sketch of His Life and Times. East European
York: Columbia University Press, 1983, 229 pp.

61. Panteleimon Kulish:

Monographs.
62.

New

Trans. Eric Hoffer. “Vybrani dumky.” Suchasnisf

No. 9 (1983),

pp. 46-53.

1984
63.

“Ya

64. Ed.

nikoly ne buv Di-Pi.” Suchasnisf No. 3 (1984), pp. 74-79.

and

trans.

Mykola Khvylovy.

Stories from the Ukraine.

2nd

ed.

New

York: Philosophical Library Paperback, 1984, 234 pp.
65. Ed. (Engl. lang.

Ukraine. Vol.
66.

I.

“Almanacs,” “V. Belinsky,” “D. Chyzhevsky,” “Fable,”

of Ukraine. Vol.
67.

and co-editor, “Ukrainian Literature”). Encyclopedia of

Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1984.

I.

in

Encyclopedia

Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1984.

Ed. Panteleymon Kulish. Vybrani lysty ukrayins’ koyu movoyu pysani.

New

York-Toronto: Ukrainian

Academy

1984, 320 pp.
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of Arts and Sciences in the U.S.,

1985

“The Duma,” “Shevchenko and Russian Literature,” “Marko Vovchok
and Russian Literature,” in Handbook ofRussian Literature. Ed. Victor Terras.
68.

New

Haven: Yale University Press, 1985.
polyaky.” Vidnova, Summer-Fall (1985), pp. 87-93.

69.

“Kulish

70.

“Shche do temy

i

—Shevchenko

i

Kulish.”

SwcZ/t/.yn/.sr’,

November (1985),

pp. 15-25.
71. Co-trans. V. Stus. “Diary

from the

GULAG.” The

Washington Times,

August 29, 1985.

“Dmytro Chyzhevs’ky,” in Entsyklopediya ukrayinoznavstva. Munich:
Molode zhyttya, 1985. X, pp. 3747-48.
72.

73.

“On

Studies,

the Twenty-fifth Anniversary of Suchasnisf .'".Journal of Ukrainian

Summer

(1985), pp. 97-101.

1986
74.

Interview (conducted by L. Paliy) in Suchasnisf

January (1986),

pp. 92-98.
75.

Ed., with an introduction. Before the Storm: Soviet Ukrainian Fiction of

the 1920s.

Ann

Arbor: Ardis, 1986, 270 pp.

76.

“Rozdumy nad kongresamy,” Suchasnisf October

77.

“Shevchenkovi zustrichi z Mazepoyu,” Suchasnisf December (1986),

(1986), pp. 23-28.

pp. 41-50.
78. “Foreword,” in

Ed.

M.

Mykola Khvylovy, The Cultural Renaissance in Ukraine.

Shkandrij. Edmonton: Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies, 1986,

pp. IX-XI.
79.

“Reflexions

sur

VAPLITE,”

in

Ukraine:

1917-1932, Renaissance

nationale. Paris-Munich-Edmonton: Institut national des langues et civilisations
orientales, 1986, pp. 137-43.

80.

Literary Ed. Suchasnisf

October (1986)

-

June (1988).

1987
81.

“Shevchenko, Kulish i hraf Orlov,” Suchasnisf March (1987), pp. 7-11.
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82.

“Letter from an Ethnic,” The Idler,

83.

“Hortayuchy storinky ‘Literatumoyi Ukrayiny,’” Suchasnisf September

May-June (1987),

pp. 70-71.

,

(1987), pp. 75-83.
84.

Whistling in the Dark;

circulated,

85.

A Memoir.

Toronto: Privately published and

1987, 135 pp.

Keeping a Record; Literary Purges

in Soviet

Ukraine (1930s):

A

Bibliography. Edmonton: Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies, 1987,

Bioxli

-i-

50 pp.

1988
86.

Ed. and trans., with an introduction. Pavlo Zaitsev. Taras Shevchenko:

A

Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1988, 276 pp.

Life.

1989
87.

Ed.,

ukraintsiv

SSHA,

with an introduction. Sami pro sebe; avtobiohrafii vydatnykh

XIX

stolittia.

New

York: Ukrains’ka vil’na akademiia nauk v

1989, 327 pp.
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CKJIO:

ON AND AROUND A SIMILE IN
SevCenko’s poetry
George Y. Shevelov

Poetry of

who

many

styles begins

and

lives with semantic shifts.

attempts to penetrate other levels of poetry such as

its

The reader

symbolism, world

outlook, ideology and what not while ignoring the rather elementary levels of

To

a very high degree this applies to the poetry

Even those students who

are prone to disregard the semantic level in

semantics, as a rule,

fails.

of Sevcenko.

Sevcenko’s poetry can not but notice
the

meaning of

more nuances
is

always

in the

‘liberty,’

that, say,

pravda sometimes

is

closer to

many
many particular usages of the word. Those to whom volja

‘truth,’ in

other cases to that of ‘justice,’ and there are

slava ‘glory,’ svjatyj ‘holy,’ kozak ‘Cossack,’ and nimec’

‘German,’ to take a few better known examples, understand

The

they read or analyze.

scholars

first

who

little in

the

poems

kept a close eye on the stable

word meanings in Sevcenko’s poems were D. Dudar and F.
Samonenko, 1924. But they had few successors. Most studies of the poet’s
work were shaped by the ideological fashions and/or the fashionable ideologies
of the day. In most cases, the good will of the poet’s students cannot be denied,
but the results of their studies have little bearing on our knowledge and
understanding of Sevcenko as a poet.
instability of

One does expect

to

find semantic characterizations of Sevcenko’s

vocabulary in the dictionary of his language edited by V. Vascenko, but more
often than not these expectations are not fulfilled.

disregarded in this publication (where, admittedly,

words are

listed

a

breakdown by meaning

as a rule, as

it

issue

is

nearly totally

is

cannot be easily treated);

and examples are given, but interpretation

Moreover, only some of the examples are quoted
listed;

The
it

is

in context.

often absent.

Many

are just

given only in the most obvious cases and,

appears in general dictionaries. Little attention

is

paid to what

should be the true object of study; Sevcenko’s poetic language and his poetic
use of language. Such

is,

meanings for the word

(planet;

for example, the entry zemlja.

One

finds six basic

world inhabited by people; upper layer of the

earth’s crust; land or country; property; dry land), each with a couple of

examples, and then scores of semantically unidentified examples without their
contexts and without reference even to these six crude meanings. At best, the
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dictionary

may be used as a word and word-forms index.

to penetrate into the “secrets of

help here.

He

will not

A student who wants

Sevcenko’s poetic work” will find

even be assisted

in

or no

little

an attempt merely to understand

properly this or that particular poem.

Contrary to widepread conviction and to
educated, Sevcenko’s poetry

is

its

popularity even with the

little

not easily understandable. In addition to

semantic convolutions the poet typically used compositional “shortcuts,”
omitting the intermediate links between the events depicted and concentrating

on summit

situations, a technique rooted in

Byronic narrative poems but

applied also to the most intimate lyric pieces. In fact, under close reading
a small

poem by Sevcenko

interpretations
first

and not entirely affirming or endorsing any one, even though the

impression was one of complete simplicity and lucidity.
In this essay

1

many

turns out to be quite enigmatic, admitting several

I

shall limit

myself

to

one example, a short poem written

in

847, probably between April 1 7 and May 30 (Ivakin, 9), in order to concentrate

in a little more detail
is

on a simile found there. The purpose of these considerations

not to offer a definitive solution

poem

—

this

would require

amount of outside reference

To make
text of the

it

—but

Just to raise

easier for the reader to follow

some problems.

my remarks here is the complete

poem:

1.

3a OaOpaKOM baflpaK.

18.

2.

A TdM cxen xa

19.

MOXHJia.

20.

4.

MOXHJIH K03aK
Bcxae chbhh, noxHJiMH,

5.

Bcxae caM ynoMi,

22.

3.

the projection of the

onto the whole Kohzar and other writings of Sevcenko and a great

I3

21.

CBOK) KpOB P03JIHJ1H
I

3api3ajTH Opaxa.

KpoBM 6paxa BnnjiHCb
oxyx nojiHXJiH
y MOFHJli 3aKJIHXiH".
I

6.

I/te

7.

CniBa,

8.

"HaHOCMJiM 3eMjii

25.

9.

Ta H /to/toMy niuuiH,
Hixxo He 3xa,£iae
Hac xyx xpHcxa, hk ckjto,

26.

28.

Ta H 3aMOBK, 3d)KypHBCb
Ha cnHC noxHJiHBCb,
CxaB Ha caMiH MoxHJii.
Ha /iHinpo no3HpaB,
Th>kko njiaKaB, pn/taB,
CHHI XBHJii XOJIOCHJIH.

29.

3-3a /iHinpa

30.

Pyna racM

31.

15.

ToBapHCXBa jihxjio!
3eMjTH He npHHMae.
Mk 3anpo/taB xexbMan
y HpMO XpnCXMHH,

Tpexi niBHi cniBajiH
ripOBaJTHBCH K03aK,

16.

Hac HOCJiaB noxaHHxn.

33.

17.

no CBoiH no

34.

10.
11.

12.
13.
14.

B cxen, a

23.

cyMHO cniBae

24.

27.

I

1

32.

3eMJTi

I

i3

cejia

ryjia,

CxpenenyBCH OanpaK,
A MOXHJia 3acxoFHajia.

The poem’s commentators from Simovyc (220) to L. Bilec’kyJ (520) to
Hetman referred to in the

Ivakin (10-12) concentrated on the identity of the
10

poem. Petro Dorosenko, Jurij Xmel’nyc’kyj, and, reluctantly, Bohdan
Xmel’nyc’kyj were suggested, and yet none of them, the commentators
concluded, could be selected definitively. These three Hetmans were named
because they used the Tatars as their

convinced

allies.

All the commentators were

14-16 Sevcenko had the Tatars in mind. But must

that in lines

this

have been they? Without intending an exhaustive interpretation of the poem
us bring to light

The poem

some of its

clearly consists of three parts.

delineate place

let

peculiarities.

by providing

The introductory seven

lines

certain details of the landscape: hajraky, step,

mohyla\ the time of the action: night; and the protagonist: the old Cossack.

Metonymically,
is

this is

Ukraine, although not explicitly named. Nothing here

apparently in need of explication.

The third section (lines 23-34)
with two

new details:

takes us back to the location landscape, but

haj and Dnipro. Temporally

morning

As

it

marks the end of the night

and the

transition to the

shows

the culmination of his sadness {sumno, in the first section), the

materialization
transferred

of

this

mood

{treti pivni).

for the protagonist, the poet

rydannja,

into plac,

and,

metonymically

from the Cossack to the waves of the Dnieper, holosinnja, and then

his exit-disappearance.

The new image of Dniprodoes not necessarily mean the
Sevcenko ’s poetry Dnipro easily

localization of the scene at the river bank. In

and often

is

shifted semantically to

Ukraine, and here it

is

it

(again metonymically) the entire

Another new image,

(line 17) is called svoja zemlja.

in that

mean

synonymous with what in the middle section of the poem
that of selo, is important

stands as the pole of reality and contemporaneity, as opposed to the

pole of history and the past represented by the mohyla (repeated twice) and by
the

Cossack (and his 299 companions)

in the

middle part of the poem. Whether

the line strepenuvsja bajrak has any general symbolic

meaning (perhaps,

the

must remain an open question as long as we
corpus of the poet’s imagery in those years. The

reaction of the present to the past)

do not go

into the entire

function of parts one and three, thus,

is

auxiliary, offering a geographical

(Ukraine), temporal (the nineteenth century, night), and historiosophical (the
contrast and lack of continuity

between past and present)

setting.

The central part of the poem is the Cossack’s song, lines 8-22. The longest
of the three sections, it is so far from being immediately understandable in all
its details that it sorely needs a commentary. As if compiled for the initiated
only, without any concessions to an outside reader

no

listeners

—

after all, the

Cossack has

—the song contains several “undisclosed”

and sings for himself

passages whose degree of opaqueness varies from unnoticeable to barely

marked

to glaringly disturbing

and enigmatic. The easiest

opacities based on a mere failure to mention something,

to deal with are

most often, the subject.
Such is the very beginning of the song, lines 8-10: “Nanosyly zemli / Taj
dodomu plsly, / I nixto ne zhadaje.” The reader’s first guess would be that the
11

Cossack sings of himself and
is

his

comrades, a “we”-sentence. This possibility

in the mound,
The reader has now to shift the
although “nanosyly zemli” comes first in the song, he has

denied by the use of nas in line

1 1

who could not therefore have been
two actions
to place

it

in time:

second

which refers to those buried

the buriers.

in time since the death of the

to their burial.

Who the perpetrators

They

named

are never

in the

Cossacks

is

naturally anterior

of the burial were remains undisclosed.

poem, but the mystery

in the third section to the village, selo.

the contrast of Cossacks vs. villagers,

is

solved by the reference

Now the reader realizes that he is facing
i.e.,

peasants,

who

in the context

of the

entire corpus of Sevcenko’s poetry are also labelled “braty nezrjaci, hreckosiji”

(“Poslanije” 1845), etc.

Another “undisclosure,”

if

may be

such a term

coined,

is

generated by a

contradiction between the statement that “zemlja ne pryjmaje” the slaughtered

Cossacks (line 13) and the fact that they are in the earth, in the burial mound.
The resolution comes in line 22 which states that the grave is zakljata. Simovyc
220 appropriately comments: “It is told everywhere in our country concerning
the cursed graves {zakljati mohyly) that those
will rise.”
in the

Zemlja ne pryjmaje

mound of the poem

to the earth.

They

who lie there at a certain moment

in this folkloric tradition

means that those buried

are incapable of being reduced to dust, of returning

are not alive

and buried, but they are not

really dead. Their

identities are not dissolved, as is usually the case, in death. Silenced during the

daytime,

when the present reigns supreme, they are capable and even forced to
and to mourn their doom in the darkness of night, when they

act like those alive

are the past itself permanently redivivus.

On a different level, one faces

the contrast of the day-light Village world

again

and the night-dark Cossack world.

The knowledge of the properties of the zakljata mohyla comes to the reader’s
mind from sources external to Sevcenko’s poetry. But the deferment of the
information about the nature of the burial

(“mohyla zastohnala”)
postponement

is

(to line 29)

mound

a poetic device.

It

to the last line of the

is,

song

technically, akin to the

of the mention of the village in the case of the

first

“undisclosure.” In both instances an omission (a failure to mention) at an

expected or anticipated place occurs.

A minor case of “undisclosure” is the question why, if all the three hundred
buried are

damned

to

be “undead,” to roam

in the

Cossack actually appears. This contradiction

by the romantic

is

darkness of night, only one

not resolved by the

literary tradition in general as well as

poem

but

by the metonymic bent

of Sevcenko’s poetry {pars pro toto). And, doubtless, the impression of

and isolation, which suits the past-not-dead in the world of the living,
would most certainly be gone had Sevcenko brought on top of the mound a
crowd of three hundred.
Most mysterious and most significant is the fourth “undisclosure” of the
poem: how did the three hundred Cossacks perish? Lines 14-15 seem to allude
solitude
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to a

Hetman who

sold

some Ukrainians

into slavery to the Tatars:

“Zaprodav

U

jarmo xrystyjan.” Usually the Tatars, while enslaving the
Ukrainian population, did not need any Cossack escorts; they drove their
captives without any outside help. But the situation could have been different
het’man

if

/

the Ukrainian authorities (“het’man”) sent groups of their subjects into

them to the Tatars or presenting them as a gift. Istorija
Rusov should offer some help in unravelling this mystery. It was published in
1846 and should have been still fresh in Sevcenko’s memory in 1847. Istorija
Rusov mentions that Bohdan Xmel’nyc’kyj sent Poles taken prisoners of war
to the Khan of the Crimea (108) and that Dorosenko presented Russian captives
as a gift to the Tatars (163). These cases are, however, different since the
prospective slaves are foreigners, not Ukrainians. The only instance that
slavery, either selling

involves Ukrainians, again ascribed to Dorosenko,

is

his gift of “several

thousand Ukrainian boys... to the Turkish Sultan” (176). They probably were
driven by Cossacks, but, again according to Istorija Rusov, there were no armed
conflicts

between the boys and

their escort,

who peacefully

delivered them to

Istanbul. Istorija Rusov, therefore, contains nothing reminiscent of the allusions

Sevcenko’s poem.

in

Neither

is

there in the

poem any

indication of the direction in which the

Cossacks drove the captives. The Crimea

most enigmatic are the reasons
sequence.

How

is

not named, nor are the Turks.

And

and

their

for the events related in lines 17-22,

did the massacre or the battle actually begin?

Who

started it?

Was there a revolt of the captives (villagers?) and was the ensuing skirmish, or
even

battle,

hundred,

fought by them against the Cossacks (whose number was three

if all

captives? If so,
is

Or did the Cossacks attack the
why? In the sequence of events depicted by Sevcenko the reader

died, or more, if part escaped)?

placed vis-a-vis the very fact of bloodshed (“svoju krov rozlyly”

and “zarizaly brata”

—

line 19).

sequence of events

is

the absence of the subject (“they”

“we”

—

Not a negligible

the Cossacks?). Furthermore, the

unclear. Is

it

the blood of the Cossacks?

also Ukrainians?

Or

—

Or the blood of the

8).

/

U

mohyli

zakljatij”

—

the captives? or

captives,

The reader only knows

lines 21-22).

is

also

who

are

above considerations on the

the past events: three hundred Cossacks are buried in the

poljahly

line 16,

meaning of the pronoun svoju

the blood of both? (Note the

reference of “nanosyly zemli” in line

—

fact in the obscurity of the

the result of

mound

(“I otut

But who killed them? What

happened to the corpses of the murdered captives? Where were they buried? Or
were they also Cossacks and buried

Sevcenko
it

is

fails to

in the

same grave?

mention so much, chooses not

to

mention so much,

that

completely impossible to restore a “realistic” picture of the causes, course,

and aftermath of the

battle, if there

was one. Romantic poetics may be invoked

here to explain the obscuring of reality. But one thing becomes obvious from
all

these omissions (or suppressions?), and that
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is

the fact that all these

historical paraphernalia, the interplay of particular causes

no

interest to

war “po

fratricidal

He was

Sevcenko.
svojij

and

effects,

were of

only interested in a synthetic image of

po zemli” involving four powers:

Cossacks, the captives (probably villagers), and

—

Hetman, the
assumed the

the

as so far

—

Tatars. Thus it becomes clear why the Hetman was not named (and, consequently,

why the commentators’ attempts to identify him were doomed to fail). The poet
wanted to reach the highest possible degree of generalization. By applying the
technique of failures to mention or disclose certain information Sevcenko
successfully achieves his goal of a synthetic presentation of history.
If this is correct, there

seems

be one puzzling

to

detail: the Tatars, a too

obviously identified partner in the square of the conflicting powers. At
juncture one has to ask

if

they are really in the picture.

“Tatar” never appears in the poem. The optical illusion which affected

commentators and probably
until this point in

all

the readers and

our considerations,

Het’man
conflict between

which was taken

this illusion

U jarmo

14-15: “Zaprodav

/

evokes the

the Christians

this

To begin with, the word
all

the

for granted

has been created in the lines

xrystyjan.”

The

last

phrase certainly

and the Moslems, a conflict

that is

read in the context of Ukrainian history as between the Ukrainians and Tatars

(and Turks).’ Here, from the problem of a deliberately fragmented composition
presenting “summit events” only, a composition grounded on a series of

omissions (as discussed above), we come to the second cornerstone of Sevcenko’s
poetic technique, semantic shifts.

'^hiXtxrystyjany usually ‘Christians,’ metonymically means ‘Ukrainians,’
,

it

may be

shifted semantically to

mean

‘villagers, peasants.’

One example of

from Sevcenko is: “Hromada hluxo prysjahaje. / Zaprysjahla. Pytaje sud:
/Teper skazite, xrystyjany, / Xto otrujiv joho” (“Petrus’”, 1850). If we accept
that meaning for this poem, “Za bajrakom bajrak,” it becomes clear why
this

seljany, the usual term for villagers,

sides of the square.

semantically

is

The

is

mark one of the conflicting
named xrystyjany. And if the word

not used to

villagers here are

not ‘Christians,’ sensu stricto, and not even ‘the Ukrainians,’

but means, in a double metonymy, ‘(Ukrainian) peasants,’ the traditional

Moslems proves

implication of the
in the

poem, they

as such are not

be

to

false. Tatars are

even meant. Or,

to

not only not

named

be more precise, they are

invoked here with the same degree of specificity as other invaders or oppressors

who lorded over Ukraine and used Ukrainians (Ukrainian peasants) as captives
or slaves (“u jarmi”) and Ukrainian Cossacks as their drivers, be

it

in

wars with

the Turks in the case of the Poles, in the construction of St. Petersburg and in
the conquest of the

Caucasus

in the

case of the Russians, or in the slave markets

of Kafa or Kozlov in the case of the Tatars. In other words, the Cossack’s song
in

“Za bajrakom bajrak”

is

seen by Sevcenko as a conflict (to rephrase the above formula)

is

a synthetic

image of the history of Ukraine, which

among

four

powers: the Hetman or the Ukrainian ruling class, the Cossacks, the peasants.
14

and the foreign masters. The Tatars as a historically and ethnically specific
fill the generalized, synthetic picture that Sevcenko wanted and

force do not

needed, an historical vision freed of facts that the poet arrived
meditations and dreams in a St. Petersburg prison

marked

it

this

at in his bitter

kazemati, as he significantly

Elements of romantic poetics and semantic

in his manuscript).

admirably served

(\’

shifts

purpose.

The poem has one, and only one, simile, on line 11: “Nas tut trysta, jak
/Tovarystva Ijahlo.” These two lines appear in all Sevcenko’s manuscripts.
The “Mala knyzka” (28) has it precisely as published, except for the commas.
The “BiTsa knyzka” (66) differs only by an exclamation mark after sklo, which,
no doubt, shows the emphasis which Sevcenko laid on this comparison. Why
sklo,

“jak sklo” (‘like glass’)?
sklo or “Ijahlo

”

Grabowicz

or
is

may

“still

not.

it

refer? “(trysta) tovarystva

”

—jak

—jak sklol
translates

Sevcenko “despite
Cossacks

And to what does
it

their sin

“pure as glass” (108) and comments that to

and the apparent

[?

G.^.] consequent curse” the

are called ‘pure as glass’” (117). This

What

matters here

is

that

it

is

comment may be correct

based on the adjective pure, which

pure Grabowicz and not Sevcenko. Grabowicz, however,

understand the simile in this way. In

fact,

is

not the

first to

he follows (or coincides with)

SUM

284, which cites Sevcenko’s simile as the illustration of the meaning

9,

‘morally irreproachable’ alongside another example, from Kvitka, “Bulo pje
huljaje z

nic,

parubkamy, burlakuje, a uden’ jak sklo pered xazjajinom,”

which, however, probably refers more to the appearance of the character than

SUM

to his morality. In II, 331, s.v. cystyj,

deals again with the various

comparisons concerning purity and adduces an example from Hrincenko:

“I

znov ja teper stoju pered hromadoju cystyj, jak sklo.” This time the comment
runs:

in

“extraordinarily transparent (of materials, matter, fluids),” although

example definitely refers to moral
The phraseologically fixed simile

the

Ukrainian and

is

current.

We find

dictionary of 1843, 330: “cystaja,

purity.

“cystyj, jak sklo” does, of course, exist

it,

for example, in Bilec’kyj-Nosenko’s

mov

sklo,”“ translated into

Russian as

“prozracna kak steklo.” This translation brings us to the meaning of ‘being
transparent’ and not to that of moral purity; but this

is

a minor point because

metaphorically the two meanings are compatible.^ In Dudar’s survey of

Sevcenko’s similes, the most comprehensive yet offered, the simile

bajrakom bajrak”

is

not mentioned at

in

A guess may be ventured that

all.

it

“Za
was

considered too traditional to deserve discussion, which also implies that Dudar,
like

SUM and Grabowicz, understood
But the important point

is

that

adjective cystyj in the text of the
“failure to

it

as a reference to moral purity.

Sevcenko, as

mention” or lack of disclosure,

rather than in

its

stated,

does not have the

poem. This could be one more instance of
this

time in the imagery of the

general composition or story
15

line.

poem

Yet glass possesses some

other typical features which may serve as the tertium comparationis. Something

could be breakable like glass, and in the context of the poem the Cossacks were,
after all, “broken.”"^

Glass can also be

evoking the possible and rather

flat,

macabre image of three hundred corpses lying
else.

And

flat,^

and perhaps something

surely the notion of moral purity cannot apply to this

whose unforgivable

three hundred cursed Cossacks

poem

with

its

which makes even the

sin,

them without the slightest possibility of redemption, is fratricide (“I
/ Krovy brata vpylys’”)Thus the insertion of cystyj seems arbitrary and dubious, and once it falls,
then all the broad ideological generalizations built on it should fall as well. The
case may be similar to the semantic shift in xrystyjany. Nurtured on folkloric
earth reject

zarizaly brata.

traditions, the reader is inclined to tack

on the Moslem opposition, from whence

springs the notion of the Tatar-Ukrainian conflicts; but Sevcenko, while using

elements of the folkloric

style,

breaks their traditional frame and endows them

Can

with the meaning he wants them to have.

this

not refer to the simile

“jak sklo”?^
In looking for other possible interpretations of the simile, the possibility of

word sklo. Old Ukrainian stbklo, with the past tense steklo.
Old Ukrainian steklo, of the verb stekty may be examined. One of the meanings

the blending of the

of this verb is, according to Hrincenko, “sdelat’sja toscim, zaxiret’ (o rastenii)?,”

and he gives an example from P. Mymyj: “Psenycja...stekla: skazano, zemo jak

macyna”

(716,

s.v. stikaty).

“znyknuty, ne staty.”

Now

SUM 9, 7 12 as one of the meanings of stikaty gives
similes identifying plants with

human

beings are

very usual in Sevcenko and especially numerous in 1847-48: “jak bylynon’ka
V poll”

—
vesnoju unoci” “Knjazna”; “mov
odna”; “mov
—— “mov
— “jak kvitocky”——“Moskaleva
horox” “Miz skalamy
kvitocky za vodoju” “Zakuvala

—“Oj odna

krynycja”; “jak

zozulen’ka”.

rjast

ja,

jablucko u sadocku”

topolja”

ib.;

ib.;

“jak

And especially worthy of attention are those similes in which the
“Mov ta bylyna

“botanic” element combines with the motif of perishing:

zasyxala” (“Tytarivna”); and “Ponykly holovy kozaci,

bajrak” in

my

/

kozakamy”, a 1847 poem close
subject and mood).

trava” (“See jak buly

Nenace stoptana
to “Za bajrakom

Associations between s( t)klo and steklo, past tense of stekty, are older than

Sevcenko’s poem. As early as 1806-1814 Linde, commenting on Russian
steklo, derived

This

is,

it

etymologically from the verb stekaf stec (284,
,

s.v. sklo).

of course, a folk etymology. Stbklo by origin has nothing to do with the

—

sbteci), the noun being a loan word taken from
Germanic (Gothic stikls) while the verb is of Common Slavic stock. But
Linde’s etymology is an unambiguous testimony to the secondary associations
between the two words.
Thus the idea that sklo in “Za bajrakom bajrak” originally did not mean

verb (Old Ukrainian sbteklo

‘glass’ but ‘fall into decay,’ ‘fade

away,’
16

is

tempting and has some support

in

the

poem and in the broader context of Sevcenko’s poetry in the years

Yet

difficulties of linguistic order. In

meets grave

it

seems, the verbal form never appeared without e

1

847-48.

Sevcenko’s time, so

in the root,

it

while the noun did

not have that e (which reflects the original difference of the sequences -fek- in
the verb

and

-thk- in the noun).

have forms with b, and these forms are attested:
Old Church Slavonic, tbcewb (Supr 3 19, 23 [p. 26]; EuchSin 98a6 [p. 3061);
in later Church Slavonic of Serbian redaction, sbtbcemb se, tbci, tbcemb, tbcete
(Miklosich 989, 959); in Old Russian sbtbceMb sg- 1097 (Sreznevskij 843),
1156-1163 (Miklosich 989); and in Old Ukrainian, e.g., tbcete (Sreznevskij
956 cited from Besedy papy Grigorija, 12th cent.) and tbci, tbcemb tbcete
Historically, the verb did

in

—

,

12th cent. Uspenskij sb. 716). But

(late

all

these forms were probably South

Slavic only and were limited to the imperative where they developed at the time

of the di sintegration of Common Slavic as a by-product of the third palatalization
of velars {PoS 356f). Only exceptionally did forms with a secondary b in the

verb (but not in

testi -teci)

penetrate into the present tense, and almost never

to the infinitive-perfect-past-tense
this is

forms

(cf. tisti in

EuchSin 81 b,5

—

p.

249,

if

not a misspelling). There never was a past tense form ^sbtbklo which

would yield sklo (unless we consider as the reflex of such the name of the river
which flows across the town of Javoriv {oblast’

Sklo, a tributary of the SJan

Lviv), with

its

parallel

Contrary to

form Stklo (Cilujko 507, Vasmer 274).

this, the

phonetic development of the noun stbklo allows for

form steklo homonymous with the past tense neuter form of the verb, but
hardly for the mid-nineteenth century when Sevcenko lived and wrote. In
the

principle, originally disyllabic

weak jer, admitted

words of the type stbklo, after the loss of their
vowel as c or o (as in tesca, potja

—

restitution of the root

HPUL 249). It is possible that the forms of the Hypathian Chronicle, steklgnyi
(Ipat.

211 entry of

restituted

1 1

14)

and stekly

el But the forms with b

are well attested in the sixteenth

o krste, mid-sixteenth
stklgnyca skljanka
\

cent.,

My

843, entry of 1259), have such a

with the subsequent loss of t,

and seventeenth centuries: sklo

files

\2\',stljanyca

i.e.

sklo,

—O obrazex,

Slavynec’kyJ 1642, both cited in

—Berynda 1627,

1649, p.251 and more).

{ibid.

lost,

HPUL

489;

—Korec’kyj-Slavynec’kyj

of examples show that in the nineteenth

century the form steklo was virtually unknown, and only rarely are

some

e-

forms found in trisyllabic derivatives. One finds stekel’ ce in Bilec ’kyj-Nosenko,

340 (1843) and stekol’cja - Glaser in Z£lexivs’kyj 918 (1886).
It follows from the above that if the homonymity of sklo ‘glass’ and steklo
‘flow’, past tense, ever existed, it could have been a reality in the thirteenth to
fifteenth centuries only

and could have hardly influenced Sevcenko. Perhaps

was preserving, if not the phonetic shape of sklo as steklo, at least some
semantic ties between the noun and the verb. On this point it would be
interesting to hear from students of Ukrainian folklore. But for now one can

folklore

17

only say that the simile jak sklo in “Za bajrakom bajrak” does not necessarily

convey the idea of moral

poem

as a whole;

and

purity; that such

an idea

is

that other interpretations are

examined. The more Sevcenko’s poetry

is

harmony with the
welcome and should be

not in

studied, the greater appears the

number of passages with hidden meanings. The

simile in question

is

one

of them.

NOTES
two words in “Nenace cvjasok v serce vbytyj”
A sonecko na xrystyjany.”
For Russian, DaF cites: “Cist, kak stklo, ispraven, prav” (4, 525) and
Such

1.

is

(1848): “Nexaj
2.

dial,

“kak

tatary, /

oprjatno, svetlo, jasno” (191).

sklo..., cisto,

Cf. for

3.

the use of the

xmara na

Old Czech: “Nebo gakozto slunecny paprslek skrzie

stklo

prochazie, nic stkla neuraziegie, takez nas spasitel gegie svaty ziwot” (1379;
cited in
4.

Jungmann

107).

Cf. for Russian, as quoted in Dal’ 525:

and “Steklo da devku beregi do
5.

For Polish,

mydle, jak po
6.

stklo,

“Niby po szkle rownina zewsz^d

cf.:

Toloczko, 1776; cited

“Zena ne

in

Linde

mozno pobit”’

iz’’janu.”

5,

284.

si?

otwiera” (A.

Linde comments: “gladko, jak po

stole.”).

One should

not be deaf, either, to a dissonant accumulation of

consonants. The cutting,

shrill kskl

(jaK SKLo) can be an additional argument

against the idea of purity, innocence, and forgiveness, allegedly conveyed by
the simile.

Sevcenko was very

and the repeated

TovarySTva

t - st -

Ijahlo”)

“forgiving” poems,

is

sensitive to the

sound organization of his verse,

sk in these two lines (“NaS Tut TrySTa, jak

hardly accidental.

cf.,

e.g.,

his

It is,

SKlo

/

moreover, untypical of his

famous “nenace LjaLja v L’oLi biLij”

(“U Boha za dvermy” 1848).
7.

The forms with

the restituted (or preserved)

vowel prevailed

in

Russian {steklo) and South Slavic (Slovene steklo, Serbo-Croatian and

Macedonian staklo, Bulgarian
by no means exceptional.

stdklo),

although in dialects zero-vowel forms

are
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Malorusko-nimeckyj

TARAS SHEVCHENKO AS AN EMIGRE POET
Bohdan Rubchak

1.

Faithful to

my two

prevailing interests, the poetry of Taras

Shevchenko

and the psychological motivations and sociological implications of emigre
writing, I propose to reread some of the poet’s works against certain features
of emigre literature. The juxtaposition of these two areas of inquiry should add

something

to

each of them, and, perhaps more important, something new

should emerge from the very act of their juxtaposition.'
I

will address a

more or less

specific

and structured

set

of questions to

my

approximation of Shevchenko’ s oeuvre. The pair most relevant to the specificity
of emigre literature bears on the writer’s attitude toward his homeland and

toward his host country (the

latter

term, designating the country in which the

emigre presently resides, comes from the discourse of the sociology of
emigration; in Shevchenko’s case, for obvious reasons,
ironical).

with the writer’s attitudes toward time and space.
that

it

becomes particularly

These two questions will be made to imply more general ones dealing
I

will then

go on

to suggest

such considerations do much to establish the view that the writer has on his

own self as that self is presented in his texts. Such considerations will also help
me to define the writer’s self-image as a writer and to examine his view on his
actual

and implied readers, on the languages of

his

homeland and

his host

country (and consequently on the language in which he writes), and ultimately

on the

role of his literary production in society

and history and on the function

of literature as such, as these views are embodied in his texts.
I

should establish, before going on to Shevchenko’s

fact an emigre, in order to avoid the

“internal emigre” or

in life

Shevchenko’s views on

country, his writings, and even his
in his

he was in

consider him an

own

his

I

homeland, his host

self occasionally diverged

from those

poems.
2

As an adolescent

serf,

.

Shevchenko became a lackey (kozachok)

household of his owner, Paul Engelhardt. In the autumn of
year-old boy

I

some other kind of symbolic emigre. Most important,

should briefly show that

embodied

texts, that

misunderstanding that

left his

homeland

to travel with his

then to Warsaw. In the beginning of

1

1

in the

828, the fifteen-

young master

to Vilnius

and

83 1 he joined the Engelhardt household
,

21

in Petersburg, to

which the landowner had

impending Polish revolution;

most of his

it is

life.

In 1843, Shevchenko, then a free

decided to

somewhat earlier from the
Shevchenko was to spend

fled

in Petersburg that

visit his

hesitations.^

man and

a promising artist and poet,

homeland. That decision was charged with doubts and

Ten months

later

he returned

having realized that

to Petersburg,

the actual conditions in Ukraine justified his misgivings.

the poet returned to his friends, to his studies at the

Deeply disappointed,

Academy

business of arranging for the publications of his poetry. He, as

home from

a marred holiday to take up his normal

friends, he continued to call Russia a foreign land

life.

And

it

of Art, to the
were, returned

yet, in letters to

and cursed Petersburg as a

heartless, alien city.^

Such seemingly paradoxical

attitudes

An

country are not strange to emigres.

homeland

many

for

years, finally risks a visit,

disappointed with what he encounters.

of such situations

is

toward the homeland and the host

individual, after

dreaming about his

and becomes hopelessly

Among other interesting ramifications

the sudden confrontation of

dream by

actuality

—

a clash

which, in its various specific conformations, becomes central in the psychology
of the emigre.

Shevchenko,
again, as

if to

refused

characteristically,

psychological trauma of his

check his

first visit.

initial

to

Two years

impressions;

it is

be

later,

victimized

by

the

he traveled to Ukraine

not out of the question that the

Be that as it may, Shevchenko
was arrested in 1847 and transported as a political prisoner back to Petersburg,
where he was tried and condemned to banishment. Thus began his deeper exile
in the Kirghiz steppes
away not only from his beloved Ukraine but also his

poet wanted to stay in Kiev for a longer period.

—

near-native Petersburg.
It

was about Petersburg

that

Shevchenko dreamed when, toward

the

termination of his banishment in 1856-1857, he was shuttled from one Russian

“What will I do without my Academy,” he wrote in his diary
upon receiving the news that after his release he would be forbidden to reside
in Petersburg, “about which I dreamed so sweetly and so long?”"^ When that ban

city to another.

was finally lifted in 1 858, he greeted the Russian capital like a native son, happy
Academy of Art, its museums and galleries, its theatres and

to see again its

restaurants.^

But soon

after settling in Petersburg,

to visit his “dear Ukraine.”®

permission for such a

visit.

A

Shevchenko was again making plans

year after his release, he received official

He had hopes

of marrying a Ukrainian

woman,

building a house on the Dnipro, and planting a fruit orchard.’ However, after
a

few months

in his

homeland, Shevchenko was “advised” by the authorities

to return to Petersburg.
city,

He spent the last three years of his life in his near-native

ever more intensely longing to

settle in

22

Ukraine.

A

few days before

his

death he told a friend that he must “go home” to get well, because only the pure,

uncontaminated
It is

air

of his homeland could cure him.

easy to trace in these biographical facts not only several stages but even

several kinds of emigration.

The journeys of the adolescent serf can be regarded

economic emigration, determined by the boy’s social status as a
serf and by his specific duties as a lackey. The years after Shevchenko’s
liberation from serfdom in 1838 can be considered, at least to some degree, as
voluntary cultural emigration. There is no doubt that his incredible rise from
as enforced

serf to professor at the

Academy of Art would have been impossible in the then

provincialized Kiev. For

Ukrainian poet
to the

more

him—paradoxical

difficult for

if

political reasons,

as this

may sound

he had resided permanently

Kirghiz steppes

is

in

it

—

would have been more
become a celebrated

to

Ukraine.

And his banishment

obviously political imprisonment, the implications of

which become diametrically opposed

to those of his previous states

of exile.®

Finally, the poet’s life in Ukraine itself, initially as a socially alienated serf child

and

later as

an emotionally alienated

visitor,

can be viewed as a kind of exile

within his homeland, a state of “internal emigration.”
that

I

would

call

Shevchenko an

It is

only in this instance

“internal emigre.”

This reading of the biographical data might be threatened by the obvious
fact that, except for a brief trip to

Western Europe

resided within the borders of the Russian empire.

in his youth,

Shevchenko

Some of his Russian friends

considered him not a foreigner but a native of one of the exotic provinces of
their vast country.

As we shall see later, that attitude in itself imbues Shevchenko

’

s

sentiments toward his host country with a rather unusual hue. Should it be more
accurate, then, to call

Shevchenko a dissenter within the empire, thus

finally

resigning oneself to the concept of “internal emigre”?

Such a question might be seriously entertained
Shevchenko’s Ukrainian contemporaries who

in the case of

at certain

some of

periods of their lives

—

Kostomarov, Antonovych, even Kulish, and certainly
Gogol/HohoF, who experienced the psychologically grounded alternative
between Ukraine and the empire especially acutely. Although most of them
were quite explicit on the differences between the two nationalities {dve

resided in Petersburg

narodnosti), they hardly considered their residence in Petersburg as emigration,
let

alone exile.

What finally decides the question of whether or not Shevchenko

considered his residence in Petersburg as emigration

My reading of

it

is

the text of his

poems.

should show that not only did Shevchenko regard himself as

an actual emigre in Petersburg, but that he pushed that attitude, that psychological
self-positioning, to

surprisingly

many

its

very limits.

It

should also show that Shevchenko exhibits

negative, inhibiting, even potentially paralyzing, trends

inherent in the specificity of emigre literature, and that he succeeds in turning

those very weaknesses into tremendous strengths.
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3

Among

.

most manifest dangers

the

the emigre writer,

is

susceptible

is

to

which the emigre, and particularly

a distorted view of his host country. This may

be caused by either too enthusiastic an admiration of the host country, growing
out of gratitude and unexamined loyalty, or,
trophied sensitivity to

its

more

frequently,

by a hyper-

negative aspects. This latter attitude

is

often the

complex and deeply submerged feeling of resentment, stemming
from the fact that one is forced to remain on the periphery of what for one’s
actual neighbours, co-workers, and personal friends is so conspicuously, even
flauntingly, the center. Paradoxically enough, these two contrary sentiments
occasionally commingle in a completely irrational, almost ineffable,

result of a

emotional tangle.

Although in occasional passages of his diary and personal correspondence

Shevchenko may be suspected of approximating such a paradoxical emotional
complex,

in his poetic texts the structure of the

host country

far subtler

is

and more

emigre’s relationship with his

interesting.

He

often ridicules emigre

poem “Son” (“The
Dream”) where we encounter a caricature of an “economic emigre” a graftgrabbing zemlyachok (“country-man”), an ink-stained nonentity who brags in
broken Russian about his influence at the imperial court. But it is by no means
only the lowly economic emigre, the stupidly insolent clerk, who is the subject
of Shevchenko’s sarcasm. The Ukrainian political and intellectual leadership,
loyalty to the host country, as for

example

in the early

—

including the Ukrainians attached to the imperial court, also receive their due.

Here, of course, Shevchenko generalizes the issue far beyond the emigre status,

approximating central definitions of the distribution of power within an empire,
although there

is

no doubt that such privileged Ukrainians resided in Russia for

extended periods (often owning townhouses in Petersburg) and acquired
foreign ways. But

prodigal sons

I

its

more profound than moral censure of
The emigre Shevchenko is anxious that the

think that something

is at

stake here.

obnoxious ways of his host country will invade and sully not only his
but the soul of his homeland: the

spirit

own soul

of the emigre as a flunkey in the host

country will become the rule in the homeland as well, and thus the crucial line

of demarcation between the host country and the homeland, which should

always remain

in

sharp focus, will slowly be dimmed.

In the dramatic poem “ Velykyy I’okh” (“The Great Mound”), the Ukrainian

crow

—an

evil spirit

sisters that

of the Ukrainian nation

among Ukrainians

she:

aBopnncTBa CTpamny cHJiy
y MyH/jnpax poanjioanjia.
..

51k

thx Boiaen po3Bejia:

Bee

>K

BejibMo^Hii dancTpnxa!^
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—brags

to her

Russian and Polish

(...spawned awful crowds of courtiers in uniforms, hatched them like

They

are princely

bastards,

little

one and

lice.

all.)

In a much later poem “Vo ludeyi vo dni ony” (“In Judea, in days long past”),
by the use of the pronoun “we,” Shevchenko seems to include a much vaster
group of Ukrainians in this estate of utter flunkey ism:

Mh cepueM
Pa6n

3

roJTi /torojia!

KOKap/toK) na

Jio6i,

JlaKei B 30Ji0TiH 03/to6i

Onyna, CMixm

3

Moro BejiHuecTBa. Ta

(We are

utterly

..

noMOJia
ft

ro/ji.

naked of heart, slaves with cockades on our pates, lackeys

in

golden ornaments... Foot wrappings, sweepings from under the broom of His
majesty.

And

that

is all.)

We notice, incidentally, that in these two quotations from different periods
of Shevchenko’s career images of clothing and adornments predominate
uniforms, cockades, golden embellishments which in the second quotation
contrast with the dirty rags that a beggar

More

important,

all this is

naked poverty of the

Shevchenko sneers

would wear

to

keep his

feet

warm.

contrasted, again in the second quotation, with the

numerous other instances where
power is
contained in, gaudy wrappings, made

heart. Here, as in

directly at the cultural values of his host country,

not only represented by, but actually

to mask emptiness. In the specific case of Ukrainians, the deception is
more complicated: the empty trappings of power the illusion of power
are meant to co-opt the Ukrainian periphery, to lure it with baubles from the
center, in order to beggar and trash it much more thoroughly by depriving it of

gaudy

—

still

its

To be

culture and history.

resisting co-optation,

a bedraggled exile, an invisible Other, thus

becomes

the only possible moral choice,

and the

become the only dignified adornment.
Shevchenko s innate dignity, combined with the fear that he too may be coopted, forces him to choose the posture of an invisible outcast. Anxiety about
preserving the integrity of his identity forces him to pretend that he has none.
outcast’s ragged foot wrappings
’

In such a peripheral situation

it is

temptations that the host country

out of the question even to consider any

may

offer him.

Again paradoxically, he

frequently regrets his lack of choice, but although he often admits the powerful

temptation that the

glitter

of fame offers, he quickly reminds himself of

its

exorbitant spiritual cost.

Shevchenko

particularly resents that the host country holds out such

promises exclusively on

its

own

terms. This, incidentally, can again be

interpreted as an attitude characteristic of the emigre intellectual. In the
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introduction to his
treats this

poem “Haydamaky” (“The Haydamaks”) Shevchenko

complaint with particularly ascerbic irony:

TenjiHH KO>Kyx, TiJibKO

ujKO/ia,

He Ha Mene iuhthh,
A posyMHe Bame cjiobo
B pexHeFO ni^dHTe
(The sheepskin coat is warm, too bad that it was not cut for me.

words are lined with

The sheepskin coat

—

And your wise

lies.)

that “peasant”

word

—by

itself flagrantly

challenges the

goldbraided uniforms, silken cockades, and highfalutin words of the center,

even while

it

ridicules the gibes of the gold-braided ones against

Shevchenko

himself as a peripheral poet.

Shevchenko’s uncanny

ability to identify the crass intentions

behind the

apparently kind attempts of the host country to seduce him, and his categorical,
or perhaps downright rude, gesture of rejection of these attempts, lead the poet
to

open counterattack against

sallies

As

I

its

culture,

from

literature to architecture.

begin in the earliest phase of his career and end with his very

have attempted

to

show elsewhere, not only

last

Such

poem.

the thematic motifs of

“canonical” Russian poetry but, what is more interesting, its imagery, style, and

language

fall

prey to the poet’s recouping sarcasm.

The very enclave of language frequently becomes the field of such battles.
The short, almost cubistically composed poem “Nu, shcho b, zdavalosya,
slova?” (“And what, one may ask, are words?”), for example, begins with the
supposition that words, together with the voice speaking them, seem to be of
little

value. But the poet immediately negates this desperate suspicion:

A cepue 6'eTbCH, o>KHBa,
ix noqye!... Snarb. oa Bora
I

rojTOC TOH,

UyTb

i

Ti

cJiOBa

Mix< JiioaH!...

(But the heart beats faster, comes alive,

from God

that this voice

when

it

hears them!... Certainly,

and these words go among the

people!...

it’s

)

is made more particular by the fact that,
words and that voice come from the homeland. These lines

This patently romantic generalization
as

it

turns out, those

are followed

by powerful images of two

and the other the homeland
sad,

—which

are

texts

—one implying

meant

to

moving, but decidedly “unpoetical” folk song,

partially alluded to in a masterful
sailor sing

it

and then remembers

the host country

oppose each other. One
partially

is

a

quoted and

montage of text within text; the poet hears a
it from his childhood in the homeland. The
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song, incidentally, echoes Shevchenko’s state as a peripheral outcast

now become

actual, since the

poem was

—

a state

written in the second year of his

imprisonment:
^ajib Meui MaJioMy cxajio

I

Toro cipoMy-cupoTy,

mo

Bin 'yTOMHBcn,
Ha THH noxHJiHBcn,—
roBopnxb:
TIk)/ih Kaxcyxb
i

Ma6yxb

Biu ynHBcn'.

(And I, as a little boy, felt sorry for that ne’er-do-well orphan, that he
and leaned on a fence, and people

The other
“Diana,”

He

‘got tired

probably got drunk.’)

completely submerged and signalled by the single word

a parody of the written “canonical” poetry of the host country, a

is

parody of

text,

said:

its

heedless and haphazard classical allusions together with

its

fondness of clumsily coquettish periphrases:

,..l3

51k

xyMany

Kaxcyxb, cxajia Bnrjin/taxb

MepBOHOJiHunn /bnua
A n Bx<e /tyMaB cnaxb Jinraxb,
Ta H cxaB. mo6 xpoxu no/tuBHXbcn
Ha KpyrojiHUKD MOJio/tHuio,
Mh xee— /tiBUHHy!
..

...

(Out of the fog, as they say, began to peek the red-faced Diana... Although
already had thought of going to bed,

peasant wife or

As we

—pardon me—

I

girl!...)

notice even in this short quotation, the text of the

colloquial,

chatty tone, mercilessly undercuts

periphrasis of the

moon

as Diana, underlining

interjection “as they say.”

I

stopped to take a look at that roundfaced

its

poem, with

the pretentiously

mediated

its

literary

literariness

by the

The context further compromises the allusion by the

manifestly crude wisecrack about Diana’s doubtful, albeit widely proclaimed,
virginity. Finally,

it

“demotes” Diana to the ambiance of the Ukrainian village

More important, the text of the entire
poem stylistically supports its own overtly avowed sympathy with the folksong
with the single peasant word molodytsya.

from the homeland by aligning

its

style

and tone with those of the song.

demonstratively “unpoetical” words of both the song and the text
that in

country

—

It is

the

the

words

themselves unrelentingly undermine the high culture of the host

—which

solely have the

power

In the profoundly perplexing

to

awaken

the heart.

poem “Moskaleva krynytsya” (“The Well of
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among

the Muscovite Soldier”), which,

other things, embodies on both the

thematic and the stylistic levels the opposition between the authenticity and
dependability of the spoken as against the artificiality and unreliability of the
written language,

Shevchenko

directly identifies the literary

canon of the host

country as an instrument of power, abused for the oppression of even

people

own

its

suppression of the Pugachev rebellion):"

(in this case, the

niiXH B o/jax BHXBaJ15UTH

BoHuy

H uapuuK).

(The poetasters,

.

in their odes, praised

war and

the Empress...)

These lines are obviously antiquated, incidentally providing the author with the
opportunity to pun on the word piyity which originally had meant “poets” but

was subsequently caricatured

mean

to

such stylization directly opposes

villager (in the second version of the

plain folk language. This

“poetasters.”

context

its

—

What

is

more important,

the narrative of an old Ukrainian

poem, a haydamak veteran) spoken

in

but a fleeting example of Shevchenko’s numerous

is

and lengthier parodies of the “high style” prescribed by Lomonosov for serious
Russian poetry, particularly odes, which Shevchenko regards as eminently
suitable for sneering at the abuse of power.
In

“Moskaleva krynytsya” Shevchenko, going a

step further,

seems

to

accuse writing as such of being a subtle instrument of co-optation. For learning
to read

and write in the Russian army, the hero, a Ukrainian peasant, must make

himself ridiculous by wearing a wig

—an

unnatural, “cultured” adornment, not

unlike those of the Ukrainian gentry, here

demoted by

the peasant

word

kosa (“braid”):

Bo xaKH H nucbMa, cnacudi,
MOCKaJli HaBMHJlH.
1

B Koci 6yB,

6o h MOCKajii

To/ii, 6aq,

HOCHJiH

CUBi KOCH

3

Yci
I

/lo

KyqepHMH

o/iHoro,

dopoiBHOM nocHnajiH,

Bor

IX

3Ha

jxj\9\

Moro!...

(Because the Russians, bless them, taught him
a braid, because,

wore grey braids with
knows for what reason!...)
all,

I

to read

you know, Russians [Russian
locks.

And

and

write.

And he wore

soldiers] at that time,

one and

they sprinkled them with flour,

God

should again remind the reader at this point of the obvious fact that Russia

played a dual role

in

Shevchenko’s

life

and work
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—

that of the host country

and

homeland. All his sarcasm, as an emigre,

that of a ruthless oppressor of his

against his host country

other role in his

life.

immediately taken up and legitimized by Russia’s

is

This

is

where Russia

particularly true of those instances

appears as the imperialistically co-optative “civilizing Other,” depriving
slave nations of their history and substituting for

it

its

a makeshift, diluted version

of its own culture or a kind of “supranational” (or, more precisely, “infranational”)
kitsch.

An

interesting paradox develops here.

The evidently negative

forces,

which usually distort the emigre’s vision and often altogether paralyze him, are
compelled by Shevchenko to make his vision sharper and more lucid. He, as it
If Russia were
would be diminished; I
homeland, an inner emigre, would not be able to

were, forces the two images of Russia to reflect upon each other.
not his host country, his vision of
believe that a dissenter in the

it

as the oppressor

give his verdicts that added and ultimately ineffable dimension that

we find in

Shevchenko’s poetry.
This by no means excludes Shevchenko’s covertly ambiguous attitudes

bom

—and, most important,
—and immediate

of secret envy, perhaps admiration

awareness that success
for such feelings.

It

is

is

within reach

the constant

reaction of

the

shame

precisely this double attitude, with the aspect of

destruction stated and the aspect of temptation implied, that strengthens

Shevchenko’s views on the two faces of Russia. Needless to say, these attitudes
cancel each other out
In this poetry

when Shevchenko becomes

Shevchenko, as

—

it

a political prisoner.

were, forced upon Russia the role of a

—

an inhospitable, hostile host country in which he
would act out the part of a peripheral alien. He radicalized the differences
between Ukraine and Russia to the point of no return. That gesture of severance
was so powerful and so convincing not only because Shevchenko justified it by
irrefutable historical, political, and cultural arguments but also, and surely
more important, because of his irrational, profoundly revolutionary selfnomination as the Other, which radicalized beyond bounds his actual marginal
status as ex-peasant, ex-serf, Ukrainian poet, emigre in Petersburg. Going
much further down the road of exile in his poetry than in his life, Shevchenko
donned masks and assumed postures of a vagrant, a quasi-derelict, an outcast
in the fullest meaning of that word
an invisible, transparent underground
radically foreign country

—

man.'^

By literally forcing his host country to despise him, and also provoking

the displeasure of his actual native readers, he turned himself into a rather

special kind of emigre. His posture here

is

reminiscent of the view on exiles in

ancient and, particularly, medieval societies. Because the exile

both the native and the host communities, he

human body, unable

to

go on

from the center of the good

is

like a

fully living without

life,

its

is

severed from

member severed from
center; he

is

a

dissociated

and hence must exist literally beyond the pale,

much like a madman or a criminal.''^
One can go on to say that Shevchenko imposed
29

the fate that he

had

constructed for his early lyrical hero, as well as for the heroes of his early

dramatic and epic poems, on his
imitate

art,

own

daily existence.

Thus he forced

but surely not in the esthetic sense of an Oscar Wilde.

life to

An important

example of Shevchenko’s imposition of the primacy of literature upon life
within the constantly revolving cycle of imagination and experience which is
his oeuvre
is his goading of the authorities, in his poems and hence by them,

—

him the status of a banished political prisoner. A fairly recent
comment on a Spanish emigre writer may readily be applied to Shevchenko: a
into “granting”

fictional character, together with his author, actually '"wills

aids self-definition,

it

imprisonment.

helps to clarify choices and commitments,

it

It

engenders

revolt.”'^

4

.

Shevchenko’s embodiment of his homeland
is

in the

language of his poetry

even more decisively predicated upon his peripheral situation as an emigre

than are his attitudes toward his host country. Here

we again perceive a duality

of vision, both aspects of which reinforce each other.
to his homeland was shaped by circumstances
from those of Ukrainian emigre writers today. To begin with,

Shevchenko’s relationship
quite different

Ukraine was a part of the empire; moreover,

it

was

potentially accessible to

Shevchenko, except for the ten-year period of punitive banishment plus a few
episodic bans against his residing in Ukraine. Also, except for ten years of

banishment, Shevchenko was not completely cut off from his native readers.

And surely most important of all, he did not suffer a complete
the native sources of his inspiration,

writer’s talent to wither.’^To the contrary, although

much

of his native sources was obtained not so

And

himself (as the Spanish emigre writer Jose

Shevchenko’s knowledge

with his mother’s milk as by

assiduous study, the center of his creative energy
wellsprings of his native culture.

severance from

which all too frequently causes the emigre

is

particularly close to the

yet, finally,

Shevchenko deprived

Ramon Marra-Lopez put it about his

own situation) of “the direct paralinguistic immersion into the day-to-day signs
and nuances of the nation’s public

life.”’^

Much more atypical is the fact that Shevchenko seems to have deliberately
preserved, and even symbolically increased, the distance between himself and
at the same time declaring his closeness to the homeland. A
example of such distancing is Shevchenko’s frequent practice of
abstracting Ukraine as a land and a people by means of powerfully dramatic

Ukraine, while
significant

personifications

of

it

—

abstracting the country through the extravagant concretization

when we consider Shevchenko’s most familiar
we should keep in mind that such
so ancient and so widely used that it has become a de-

as a person. True,

personification of Ukraine as mother,
allegorization in itself is
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personified, neutralized platitude, as the English-language “mother country”

shows. But when
mother,

we soon

its

itself.

As

gather together his numerous images of Ukraine as a

worked

articulated, so

loses

we

see that the allegorical figure

you

or, if

is

so opulently molded, so fully

so carefully manipulated that

will,

it

almost

intended nature of allegory and almost becomes a figure in and for
such,

it

joins the elaborate structure of prominent female figures in

Shevchenko’s poetry
his lovers, his

—

the poet’s actual mother,

Muse, and,

finally, the

numerous embodiments of

Virgin Mary. The homeland

is

distanced

by becoming the crowning metaphor of another emotionally powerful paradigm,
even

the Eternal Eeminine, responding to the poet’s emotional (perhaps

unconscious) needs
reality

much more immediately

than to his vision of the political

of the homeland.

Along with such personifications Shevchenko seems to distance the
homeland by means of excessively idealistic symbolization, thus shifting it to
yet another emotionally charged paradigm. Here is the well-known opening of
the early poem “Rozryta mohyla” (“The Excavated Well”):
CeiTe THXHH, Kpaio mhjthh,

Mon
3a

yKpaiHo!

mo xe6e cnjiioHmpoBaHO,

3a mo, MaMO, rnnem?

(O quiet world
you,

More

why

are

[light] ,

o beloved land, my Ukraine

!

Why have they plundered

you dying, mother?)

interesting than the personification of Ukraine as

mother

is

the

pun

implied in the words “svite tykhyy.” Although the most obvious meaning here
is

that

Ukraine

is

“a quiet world,” which

is

reinforced by “krayu mylyy,” the

word svit as “light” hints at a more significant, and a more
provocative, design. The phrase repeats the beginning of a liturgical song,
where it serves as an apostrophe to Christ. My guess that Shevchenko intended
this pun is supported by the opening of his much later poem “Svite yasnyy!
older definition of the

Svite tykhyy!” (“O bright light!
criticizing the quietude of

O quiet light!”), addressed directly to Christ,

His light and calling upon

Him

to clean out, in the

gesture of a haydamak, the imperialistic Russian Orthodox Church.
interests

me

in the earlier

poem

is

that the counterposition of the

What

powerful

symbol “Christ” and “beloved land” goes far in the direction of abstracting that
“beloved land” by elevating

it

to the

metaphysical height of the divine symbol.

The extraordinary degree of symbolization, and hence abstraction, of the
homeland is, according to Paul Hie, an important characteristic of emigre
literature.'*

The

controlling psychological effect of personification, symbolization,

and other devices, too numerous

to mention, of the distancing of the
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homeland

is

finally paradoxical: actuality is kept at bay, so as to retain a certain

a certain profile of Ukraine

—

Ukraine

intimately close and unsullied. This effect

enhanced by a pretense at actuality, a playing with

actuality,

is

such as dedicating

poems to actual persons and addressing such persons directly, casual mentioning
of daily details,
pertaining to the
are

more

fully

etc. Although we readily see parallels between the events
homeland which are alluded to in the poetry and those which

developed

in the

correspondence and the diary, such events

in

the poetry are radically distanced by a sort of mythical atmosphere, a dreamlike
aura,

which invariably surrounds

The unclouded
advances

in his early,

them.'*^

profile of the

homeland

Shevchenko frequently

that

and occasionally later, poetry is the homeland of personal

and collective memory, overdetermined or valorized by imagination. Hence,
two disparate temporal planes go to comprise the past as it is oneirically
remembered: the historical, collective past of the Cossacks— already
romanticized by the historians whom Shevchenko read or with whom he
corresponded and conversed

—and

the poet’s personal past

overdetermined visions of a childhood spent
these

in the

two planes meet almost imperceptibly

continuity.

A

embodied

in

homeland. Occasionally

in

a

single

rather superficial but nevertheless vivid

metaphorical

example of such

blending of historical and psychological time can be found in the epilogue to
the

poem “Haydamaky,” where Shevchenko proudly

declares that as a

young

boy he walked with bare feet the same paths that the haydamaks once had trod.
Most often, however, such fusion takes place on deeper and less obvious levels,
as in the case of the understated and yet pervasive self-identification of the
narrator with the

poem’s hero Yarema Halayda.

It is

accomplished on the

compositional level by frequent autobiographical intrusions into particularly
dramatically heightened, particularly intense historical narratives.

The emigre

writer’s past life in the

homeland, especially

if it is

distanced

by time, somehow becomes predicated upon the past glory of his people; both
of those times were happy times, and they were happy together. Even more

where the energies moving both of these temporal
become fuelled (overdetermined or valorized) by his imagination. Such
investment in itself can be very productive, and it is by no means restricted to

characteristic are instances

planes

emigre poetry.^” Sometimes, however,

it

is

so deeply interiorized that

it

causes

debilitating frustration, which, in turn, paralyzes the subject’s ability to
differentiate not only

bad

art,

which,

between

in the end,

fiction

and actuality but also between good and

becomes one and

the same. In his emigre situation

of perceptual and experiential deprivation, together with an intense dis-

—

enchantment caused by a sense of hopelessness, such a writer frequently in
spite of his own wishes
turns his writing into a desperate affirmation of the

—

oneiric visions of his

own past, changed as they are by his desire. This, in turn,

founds his “unrealistic” visions of the future
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in

which everything

will be

overturned as

if by

magic. Such stubborn affirmation deprives the writer of the

playful distance, and even irony, which

of his

would again “enchant”

the language

art.

As an extreme example of

the overdetermination of

memory by

desire,

Shevchenko repeatedly refers to the homeland of his childhood as paradise and,
almost in the same breath, to the time of the Cossacks as a mythical time of
childlike play (as if actually imagined by a young boy), which somehow went
together with superhuman heroism and an almost Olympian majesty.^’ The
dark profile of actuality, overshadowed by heart-rending disappointment,

is

frequently suppressed, so that its unclouded, childlike profile be fully illuminated.

That dark

profile, nevertheless,

unconscious, begins to be

Shevchenko’s

first trip to

felt

almost like the shadowed products of the

and eventually intrudes, particularly

after

Ukraine. The shock of disappointment that the

youthful poet experienced at that time

may have been, at least in part, the result

of his former, powerfully interiorized, metaphorical distancing of the homeland;

homecoming may have seemed

him

to

to

be a deeper and a more dangerous

exile because actual events there threatened to rob

him of

his vision of

Ukraine. Notice that in the following two excerpts from “Son,” which deal
with the theme of leaving the homeland again, the images of “paradise” and

“mother” predominate. Also notice the secondary images having
clothing

—

to

do with

the horrible divestment of the vanquished for the purpose of horribly

investing the conqueror’s progeny:
rjiHHb: y TiM pai, mo th noKHmaem,
/laTaHy csHTHny 3 KajiiKH sniMajoTb,

Oh

3 lUKypOK) 3HiMaK)Tb ,— 60

HiUHM o 6 yxb

KHM^ar HeaopocjiHx.
Th)kko MdTip noKHmaxH

y 6e3Bepxifi xaxi,
A me ripme mHBHXHcn
Ha

cjib 03 H,

Ha maxH.

(Oh, look. In this paradise that you are
off a cripple’s back; they tear

it

now

leaving, they tear a tattered coat

off together with the skin to

make

boots for

unripe princelings.

It is

at

hard to leave one’s mother

her tears and her

in a roofless hut, but

it is

harder

still

to look

tatters.)

These examples and the large number of other poems which deal with the
theme of leaving the homeland suggest how emotionally draining and
excruciating such leave-taking must have been. Shevchenko’s threats of never
returning to the

homeland

—probably

the
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most desperate decision

that

any

emigre can make

—

are directed, in the following quotation

from “Son,” not

only against the enemies but also the circumspect “unenemies” (a play on the
Polish

word

let their

nieprzyjaciel, literally “unfriend”), his wealthy

countrymen who

country be ravaged and raped even as they lavishly entertain him:

Boporn H ne-Boporn
npomanxe! B rocxi ne npHi/iy!
ynHBaHTecb, SenKeTynxe!
^ B>Ke He nonyK)—
0/lHH C06i Ha BiK-BiKH
1

B CHiry aanonyK).
(Farewell,

my enemies and my unenemies!

Get drunk, make merry,
I

will

go

.

I

will never hear

I

will never return as

you now

—

all

your guest.

by myself, forever,

to sleep in the snow...)

And in the following quotation from “Try lita” (“Three Years”) Shevchenko’s
threat never to return to his

homeland

is

predicated upon the passing of his

youth and the death of his happy dream of Ukraine after his
in the past

visit

—

a

dream that

used to be embodied in the happy words of his youthful song:

Mh rojtocHO 3HeBa»aHxe,
Mh hhujkom XBajiixe
Moi /tyMH,— o/tHaKOBO
He Bepnyxbcn 3HOBy
/lixa

Moi

MOJto/tii,

Becejiee cjiobo

H e BepHexbcn!... n cepueM
Bac He BepHycn,
He 3Hafo, /te /tinycn,
/te n npHFopHycn,
3 KHM 6y/ty P03M0BJIHXH,
Koro po3Bax<axH,
nepe/t khm moi ^tyMH
1

/to
I

1

1

By/ty cnoBi/taxH.
(Insult

my poems

young years

loudly or praise them in whispers

will never return,

and neither will

—whatever you

my happy

word.

do,

And

I

my
will

my heart. And I do not know what I will do with myself
whom I will converse, whom I will
whom confess my poems.)

never return to you in

now, where
entertain,

It is

as

if

I

and

the banished

will turn, find shelter, with
to

Shevchenko banishes

the actuality of his

homeland from

his presence.

The

spiritual cost of this “reverse

banishment” can be heavy. One such
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sacrifice involves the emigre’s inability to live his time which, rather than

enemy, although ultimately time and distance are
The years spent in the host country fly by much too
quickly because they are now empty of significance (since all meaning has been
distance,

becomes

his worst

predicated upon each other.

relegated not only to another place but to another time), while boring days and
especially nights, unrelieved by luminous
at

moments of celebration, crawl along

an excruciatingly slow pace. After his

ill-fated visit, as after the

death of

someone near, Shevchenko learns to experience emigre time for what it is:
borrowed time, empty time. He particularly suffers from this temporal void
because in Petersburg the aurora borealis makes even the distinction between
night and day smudged and somewhat dubious:
I

/leHb— He

A

/^eHb,

i

H/je— He

V\j\e,

Jiixa CTpiJiOK)

npoJiiTaiOTb, saSupaioTb

Bee /io6pe

3

(The day

a day and not a day,

fly

To

die

by

is

co6ok)

like arrows, taking with

and

to

passes and does not pass, while the years
all that

was good.)

in a foreign land is

perhaps the emigre’s most

And Shevchenko frequently

expresses his acute anxiety

be buried

terrifying nightmare.

it

them

about being buried in the distant wasteland of snows and sands, the land of the

dead

in

Ukrainian mythology, which for him

The thought of even

a

sumptuous funeral

“Moskaleva krynytsya,” becomes

is

a constant

symbol of Russia.

in the host country, as

he

states in

intolerable:

Mh qyB TH, mo Ka>KyTb: Jierme yMupaxH
XoH Ha no>KapHHi b cboih CTOpOHi,
B

uy»:iH— B najTarax.

(Have you heard what they say?
if it

It is

easier to die in one’s native parts, even

be among smoldering ashes, than

in palaces in a foreign land.

.

.)

The imagined site of death and burial in the native land is almost invariably
not a desolate, fire-ravaged ruin, but the paradise of a dream-like, heavily

overdetermined landscape. Another “Son”

and more famous poem with the same

—

title

a much later work than the longer

discussed above

—

consists, in the

main, of manifestly mythicized Ukrainian landscapes, the romantic visions of

which

visit the

poet in a dream:

/iHBJUocb—

Henaue

OH nepe/jo mhofo

/jHBa BHpHHaioTb,

l3 XMapH THXO BHCTynaroxb:
ObpHB BHCOKHH, xaH, SaHpaK.
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(I

look

—and suddenly before me emerge seeming marvels,

quietly stepping

out of a cloud: a steep precipice, a grove, a green valley.)

It is

in

such a setting that an old Cossack

dignity.

He

is

ending his

life in

seemingly serene

thanks the Lord for permitting him to die on the “holy hills” near

the river Dnipro.

A very important change, however, occurs in the poem when the hills, first
called “holy”

(“Na

si

svyati hory”), are eventually seen as “despoiled”

tykh horakh okradenykh”). This change

is

(“Na

supported by the broader context, for

by
image an old Cossack

the lyrical descriptions of the oneiric landscape are brutally interrupted

dissonant, dark notes. In a “Gothic,” early-Gogolian

church, conversing with the Dnipro river, looks out upon the world with

moldy panes,

as a corpse

would

stare out of

its

its

coffin with green, dead eyes.

Addressing the chapel, the poet asks:
Mo:*e. qaem OHOBJienHn?

He >K/m

Tii cjiaBH!

Tboi JiK)/m OKpa/jeni,

A nanaM JiyKaBHM
Hamo saajiacb KoaaubKan
BejiHKan cjiaBa?!
(Perhaps you are awaiting renewal?

Do not expect

such glory! The backs of

your people are broken, and what need have the evil lords of the great Cossack
glory?)

The old Cossack then expresses embittered opinions on Ukrainian
the role of

Cossack leaders

in

it.

He blames

history and

the hetmanate for having ruined

“God’s paradise” (“Zanapastyly Bozhyy ray”), and

finally questions the

success of Christ’s attempts to change “God’s people” (“Lyudey Bozhykh”).

The quality of the valorized descriptions of the Ukrainian landscape is now
by these sober historical considerations. Such subtle changes in valuebestowing are precipitated by the emergent opposition between the outeraltered

directed vision of the eyes which, paradoxically, continue to valorize the

immediately perceived (paradoxically, because the immediately perceived
really seen in a

is

dream, removed from the present by valorized memory) and the

inner-directed vision of the heart which refuses such valorization. Here

we

have an interesting reversal of the familiar Platonic-romantic model of the
relationship between outer and inner vision, to
turns even as early as
itself also

romantic,

estheticized

“Dumy
is

moi...”

(“My

necessary in this

which Shevchenko occasionally

thoughts...”).

Such a

poem because

reversal, in

nature, initially

by poetic dreaming, now becomes ethicized by

considerations:
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historical

1

Bce Te, Bce re pa/iye OMi.

A cepqe

njiawe, rji^iHyxb

He xone.

(And all of it, all of it, gladdens the eye, but the heart weeps and does not want
to look.)

We see such ethicization of nature, to its detriment as a prelapsarian paradise,
everywhere

in

Shevchenko. More interesting, the opposition between the

and the

oneirically valorized

historically

wakeful views are embodied

distinctly separate orders of poetic discourse

in

two

which constantly threaten

to

annihilate each other.

The two subtly conflicting moods in the poem are but one of the many
embodiments of a rift in Shevchenko’s view on the past of his homeland. Even
together
as he constructs valorized images of his past and the nation’s past
with equally valorized visions of the future predicated upon such visions of the
past
he opposes to them passages of condemnation of the historical past, both
of the nation and of his personal life. Even more interesting are passages of
ironical criticism of his own childishly enthusiastic glorification, which

—

—

immediately follow, and undercut, a moment of celebration. Now the past is not
enthusiastically learned and re-imagined

from romantically coloured history

books, but existentially experienced through the present.

language of such

critical

It

follows that in the

views of the past, declamatory ebullience and general

“poeticity” are exchanged for sardonically sparse and concrete diction, based

on

specific detail, the latter frequently challenging

and undoing the former.

Such a double view on the past of the homeland begins in the works written after
Shevchenko’s first visit to Ukraine which seems to be symbolized as a kind
of “falling into sin”
i

—
—and continues

into his late poetry.

As early as “I mertvym

zhyvym...” (“To the Dead and the Living...”), the phillipic against the bad faith

of young Ukrainian intellectuals,

we

observe the practice of setting up and

immediately undercutting the romantic image of the Sich Cossacks as carefree
adolescents, capable of

Homeric heroic

receives similar treatment

feats. The majesty of the hetmanate
when it is linked with, and sometimes made directly

responsible for, the landowners, both foreign and native,

who

ruthlessly

Such angry passages do not replace those in
which the Cossack past is unequivocally glorified; the two contradictory
attitudes continue side by side, constantly reflecting on and interrogating each

exploit the Ukrainian people.

other.

An

almost analogous, but perhaps even more dramatic,

movement

proceeds on the temporal plane of the poet’s personal past because, as
already pointed out, the two planes

seem

I

have

depend upon each other. In the
powerful poem “Yakby vy znaly, panychi” (“If you only knew, lordings”)
which, incidentally,

is

to

also a literary polemic against the poetry of the center
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and of Ukrainian

folkloristic sentimentalism, and, at the

same

time, a bitterly

sarcastic instance of metaphysical rebellion against the highest center of the

Divine

—Shevchenko’s

mercilessly pierced and

cherished image of his childhood as paradise

tom asunder by

the

image of that childhood as

hell

is

on

earth:

5Ik6h bh 3HajiH, naHHui,

He JiK)^H njianyrh, >KHByMH,
To BH 6 ejierifi He tbophjih
Ta Mapne Bora 6 He XBajiHJiH,
Ha Hami cjibosh CMiFOUHCb
3a mo, He 3HaK), Ha3HBaK)Tb
XaxHHy B rai thxhm paeM?
H B xari MyuHBCH kojihcb,

Moi TaM CJIb03H

y

TiH xaTHHi,

5t

SauHB

y

npOJIHJIHCb...

paro,

neKJTO...

(If you only knew, lordlings, the place where people live by weeping, you
would stop composing your elegies, and you would not praise God in vain,
laughing at our tears. I have no idea why they call a hut in a grove a quiet
paradise. I suffered grief in such a house long ago, and my tears flowed there...

In that hut, that paradise,

I

saw

hell.)

Notice the impersonal “nazyvayut”’ (“they call”) within
it is

as if

on

this ethical level

its

immediate context:

of his poetic discourse Shevchenko

is

forced to

abdicate the responsibility of himself having called a peasant hut “paradise” a

few poems before, assigning that image, which has now become an instance of
bad faith, exclusively to the lordling poets.
Shevchenko s investigation of his own oscillation between the two extreme
’

views on the role of the homeland in the emigre’s life seems to turn,

“Buvaye v nevoli”
identity.

(“It

happens

in the

poem

that in captivity”), into a feverish search for

This search involves not only his personal past but also the historical

it is quite difficult to differentiate between the
two temporal planes, as his “ancient past” imperceptibly blends with images of

past of his nation. Here, in fact,

the Cossacks:

Byuae, b neBOJii ino/ii 3ramaio

CBoe crapo/iaBHe; myKato-myKaio,
mod MHM nOXBaJlHTHCb, mo H H TaKH X<HB,
L14o H H xaKH Bora kojihcb xo XBajiHB!
LLIyKaio, myKato...
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(It

happens

that in captivity

I

sometimes remember my ancient

search for something that would give
praising

God!

I

search and

I

past.

I

search,

me reason to boast that I too once lived,

search...)

We have seen that Shevchenko’s passionately out-spoken examination of
the historical past of his

homeland goes hand

in

hand with

his

unabashed

romantization of that past. This oscillation can be interpreted as the difference

between received tradition, so zealously protected by the emigre, together with
the ensuring

“safer”

need

to turn historical facts into

preservation,

and

pathbreaking

mummified quasi-myths
perceived

visions,

from

for

the

geographically and spiritually distant perspective of exile. Such an inconsistent,

wavering stance

is

Shevchenko from

precisely what protects

threaten the emigre

when he

views on the homeland

—

faces his homeland.

glorification of

its

Two

the dangers that

potentially dangerous

past and heedless deprecation of

—

now alien-bound present are counterposed in Shevchenko’s poetry in such
a way that they save the poet, not by blocking out but by intensifying his emigre
status. And the constant oscillation between plus and minus, with its adhering
its

interillumination, offers an excellent

and undermining

itself

example of the romantic

by means of romantic

irony.

It is

text

opposing

irony, in short, that

saves the emigre from the dangers of his status in Shevchenko’s text.

Such salvaging of the emigre’s view on his homeland through the two
and the historical past, and the two

intersecting temporal planes of the personal

contradictory attitudes attending each of these planes, does not occur within the

boundaries of any single temporal plane or any single attitude, or in the
supplanting of such planes and attitudes with each other.

It

occurs somewhere

“in-between,” somewhere within the very energy that courses between the lines
of the personal and historical past, the individual and collective present.

occurs in the energy of that quest, that shukayu, which

is

It

so characteristic

of Shevchenko.

5

.

Another danger that threatens the emigre writer
his identity.

It

directly ensues

from the emigre

is

state

a

warped perception of

of petrified temporality.

Basing himself on Bergson, John G. Gunnell writes:

Man first existed in space but he
is

first

became aware of himself in

only in terms of time that thought becomes conscious of

time, for
itself.

it

The

discovery of the self and the experience of temporality occurred simultaneously
since

and

it is

the self that posits, separates and mediates the dimensions of past

future.^^
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The emigre

’

s

mythologization of the historical past of his nation, and especially

of his personal past, almost always implies the corresponding mythologization

of his

The emigre obsessively concentrates on his self, aggrandizing it
which comprise his self, in the
onslaught of the tides of the alien sea. Glauco Gambon, writing about
self.

beyond
daily

belief so as not to lose his memories,

Dante, speaks of the emigre poet’s “vindication of the self as a center of
experience.”-"^

It is,

threatens the self in

paradoxically, precisely this overprotective attitude that

much more

ways

serious

that the intentional casting of

into the stream of daily activity, because such inauthentic conservation

hypertrophy of the

self, as

it is

fed with memories of the past,

is

it

and

already a kind

of death.

Shevchenko’s hypertrophic concentration on the

self and the urgent
embodied can be viewed
in the light of the proposition that the emigre is cut off from living dialogue
because, being isolated from community, he is isolated from communion.-^ As
early as the Middle Ages the emigre was regarded as “a creature without

immediacy of the language

dialogue.”-^ In the

(“My roads

are

poem

in

which

that self is often

appropriately entitled “Zarosly shlyakhy

overgrown with weeds”) Shevchenko

temamy”

writes:

Mabyxb, Meni ne BepuyTHCb
HiKOJlH /JO/JOMy;

MaSyxb. Meni /lOBe^exbcn
Mnxaxn caMOMy
Oui /lyMH!... Bo>Ke mhjihh!

T5DKKO Meni >khxh!
MaK) cepue lunpoKee—
Hi 3

(I

KHM

nO/jiJIHXH!

never return home;

will probably

all

by myself. O, dear God!

nobody

to share

The emigre needs

it

My

I

will probably

life is

so heavy!

to speak,

even

if it

is

to read these

have a wide

be to himself, as

and hence of his existence. What

Shevchenko, however,

I

poems

heart,

and

with!)

the drastic decrement of efficacious intentional acts,
identity

have

is

if his

voice, given

were the only proof of his

exceptionally interesting in

that in the midst of even his

most abject monologues

he almost imperceptibly establishes a dialogical relationship with the reader.

Within his images of lived speech, he actualizes and even dramatizes the

poems

and one day will be read. From
Shevchenko speaks with others, even when
they are obviously absent, do not exist, or are not human. He frequently speaks
implication that his

his first published

are, in fact, written

poem to the

last

not only to himself but also with himself, addressing himself in the second

person singular. The obviously dialogical nature of such self-address
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is

whose function is
mood. In the
poem with the telling first lines “Khiba samomu napysatV Taky poslaniye do
sebe” (“Perhaps I should write an epistle to nobody but myself’), we find an
exceptionally heart-rending passage, written in the first person, bemoaning the
fact that the poet is forced to write for himself alone, without a ray of hope for
emphasized by the tone, frequently bantering and
to

check the immediately preceding attitude cast

ironical,

in a contrasting

present or future readers. Suddenly, however, the poet turns to himself in the

second person with an immediately effective image of jocular, highly idiomatic
direct speech, constructed of abbreviated syntactical structures

and generously

larded with folksy expressions and vivid “linguistic gestures”:

Hiuoro, /ipyx<e! He :*;ypHcn!

B /lyjieBHHy ce6e aaKyn,

rapneubKO Bory noMOJiHcn,
A ua rpoMa/iy xou uanjiioH —
Boua Kanycxa rojioBaTa!

AbtIm— nK

3Haeiu, nane-Bpaxe:
He /lypeHb— caM co6i MipKyu!

(Forget

it,

friend!

And do

not worry! Enchain yourself in irons, say a decent

prayer to God, and you might as well spit on the community
a cabbage head. But then, after
a fool

all,

do

as

you see

The poet establishes a dialogue with himself,
in

midstream, in a

b,

move worthy of an

that, after all,

nothing but

you are not

when

in order to tell

himself not to

own

advice because he

tell

bright

poem “Nu

self occurs in the

the poet, after copiously

is

weeping over his

stems the flow of self-pity with a sudden ironical thrust against his

own maudlin mood.
inasmuch

it is

experimental novelist circa 1989, to

he does not need his

zdavalosya, slova?”

lost youth,

—

confrere:

interrupts this informal chat with himself

enough to know what to do.
Another example of dialogical division of the
shcho

sir

—use your own head!)

hope for dialogues. What is more, he
himself

fit,

Again, the two edges of the irony are in

—

as the reason for the poet’s despair

trivialized but,

on the contrary, stands out

his captivity

—

evidence,

full

is

by no means

in sharp relief:

Moro m xenep 3an.naKaB xh'?
Moro xenep xo6i cxapoMy

y

uiH HeBOJii cxajio >xajib?

Ufo ocb nx >KHXM /joBejiocn?

Mh

xax, Jiebe^jHxy?— Ere!..

(Why

are

you weeping now? What are you so sorry for now, old man, in this
That you have to live in this way? Isn’t it so, ducky? Yes, sir!)

—

captivity?...
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More

conventionally, Shevchenko addresses dozens of individuals

and

friends, fellow writers
historical

intellectuals, actual or

would-be lovers, parents,

He constantly turns to readers, both actual and
he at the same time doubts. As a romantic, he

personages long dead.

imagined, whose existence

apostrophizes his homeland, natural objects and entire landscapes, the moon,
the stars, his

Muse, and, more frequently than most, God Himself. He

is

particularly fond of speaking directly to his fictional characters, suddenly

them onto

projecting

the plane of actuality. Moreover, he posits

surely unusual for his time

—an

interlocutor

who

is

—and

this is

absolutely transparent, an

absence as a minus-device or a sign of absence which

is

turned into a presence

by the manner in which the poet directs his voice. Thus Shevchenko
overcomes the curse of non-dialogue to which he as an emigre was condemned.
solely

His victory

is

so pronounced that

it

overcompensates for lack of speech; his

more so than those of most poets, ring with various and diversified voices,
teem with voices, become almost oversaturated with voices. And while these
lines,

voices oppose themselves to silence, they include silence in their very

transcendence of

it,

as the early

poem “Osyka” (“The Aspen”)

1

3Hoey ynoeaK),
3HOBy CJlb03H BHJlHBaiO,

1

/tyMy rn>KKyK) mok)

indicates:

MojiFocn,

HiMHM CTinaM

nepe/jaio.

OaoBixecn

aanjiauxe,

HiMil, 30

>k

,

MHOK)

Ha/i HenpaB/^oK) JiK).acbKOK),
/lOJTeK) JIHXOFO...

(I

pray and again hope, and again pour out tears, and

to the silent walls.

injustice

and over

Within the highly charged

itself,

pass

my heavy thought
human

evil misfortune.)

bifurcation of the poet’s self, in

converses with

I

Speak, weep with me, you silent walls, over

field between the two points of the dialogical
which that self lives and heals itself, it tirelessly

interrogating

itself

about exile and

its

attendant

contradictory emotions, especially about guilt and doubt, the most baffling of
all

the emotions experienced by an emigre, particularly by one with Shevchenko’s

heartening view on the world.

Shevchenko frequently expresses feelings of guilt about having left his
homeland. Abandonment of one’s home becomes self-abandonment, and an
utterly immoral act. The magnificent early poem “Kateryna,” for instance, can
be read as a narrative of exile, reminiscent of Shevchenko’s

own

attempts to

and snows” of Russia and his guilty conscience
Another example of this thematic strain is the strong poem

find happiness in the “sands

about such efforts.

“Ne kyday materi” (“Do

not abandon your mother”), written in 1847 during
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Shevchenko’s

imprisonment

initial

The body of

in Petersburg.

closure openly hints at young Shevchenko’s
the anxiety that

own

poem
And its

the

implies that the heroine’s homeland suffers by her disloyal departure.

situation in Petersburg

and

must have caused him;

it

Bimye cepue, mo b najiarax

Th po3Komyeuj, ne >Kajib
To6i noKHHyxoi xaTM...
i

Bjiaraio Bora,

Te6e

/lo

mo6 neuajib

BiKy ne abynujia,

y najiaxax ne naHiujia;
xh ue ocy/jujia,
Maxepi He npoKJiruia!

Lllo6

mo6 Bora
1

(My

heart divines that

you luxuriate

in palaces

and do not sorrow

after

your

abandoned house... I pray to God that grief never wake you for the rest of your
life,

that

never find you in the palaces

it

—

that

you never condemn God or

curse your mother!)

In a

number of Ich-Gedichte the poet fears that by leaving home and
no matter how marginally, in the alien culture of the unfriendly

participating,

host country, he broke solidarity with his downtrodden countrymen. Here the
feeling of guilt fades into the

most desperate

lyrical

more corrosive emotion of doubt.

In

some of his

poems, Shevchenko blames himself not only for having

abandoned the homeland, but for further alienating himself from the people by
having become a poet and therefore a “homeless” member of the

which pushed him
during the

intial

into an

intelligentsia,

even deeper exile of punitive banishment. In 1847,

term of his imprisonment

in Petersburg,

Shevchenko

writes:

/lypHHH CBiH p03yM npOKJlHHaiO,
O/iypHXb,

lilo ,ZtaBCM

B Kajuo:«i bojuo yxonuxb.
(I

curse

my stupid brain for having let myself be duped by fools, and having
my freedom in a mud puddle.)

drowned

Shevchenko’s subtexts, gleaned from various poems, seem

to bring

together several meanings of “erring,” which also obtain in Ukrainian, such as

“wandering,” “deviating from the moral code,” “being mistaken.” There

something morally not quite right

committed an
wandering
literary

is

error,

in the

perhaps even a

not the result of sin, as

progeny;

it

is

wandering

sin,

it is

by having

in the case of

itself the

left his

a sin.

It is

by a lonely death

land of “svit za ochi” (“God
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homeland. His

Cain and his numerous

itself that constitutes

therefore, that such a life of “erring” be punished

snowy landscape,

is

emigre’s straying; he must have

fitting,

in a sandy,

knows where”

literally,

“beyond the reach of the eyes”), the wasteland of Moroka,

Marena, death.
Besides his fear of a miserable death, a fear which Shevchenko expresses

from “Dumy moi” to his very last poem, he also longs for a speedy death which
his unbearable life in exile or, perhaps, punish

would terminate

erring ways. “Zasny,

(“Sleep,

my

heart,

go

moye

sertse,

to sleep forever,

a brief, painfully despondent
heart so heavy?”).
suicide. In a

poem

naviky zasny,

And

uncovered and

poem “Choho meni

him

for his

Nevkryte, rozbyte...”

/

ruined...”),

tyazhko?...”

he writes

(“Why

is

in

my

thoughts of death occasionally focus on thoughts of

dedicated to his friend, the actor

Mykhaylo Shchepkin,

Shevchenko’s voice borders on hysteria:

CxaHb
bpaxoM, xon o/iypn!
CKa^H, mo pobHTH:
MH MOJIHTHCb, nn X<ypHTHCb,
Mh TiM'n posShth?!
(Become
should

I

my brother,

or at least pretend. Tell

sorrow, or should

I

smash

my

me what

to do.

Should

I

pray,

skull?)

Tortured by thoughts of injustice and of his

own

diminished

life,

the

emigre often turns his fury upon the entire universe. The destructive emotions
against the self and against the universe run parallel to each other or, as

frequently happens in Shevchenko’s poems, gestures of suicidal despair extend

outward, turning into gestures of metaphysical rebellion.

decided to commit his

gift to social

As early as the poem

—both
when
poet had
concerns — we hear grim notes of some

“Chyhyryn” and, particularly, the first “Son”

written

the

impending universal holocaust, a new Judgement Day:
Hexan
Bixep Bce poanocHXb
Ha HeoKpaeniM Kpnjii!
Hexafi nopnie, nepBonie,

riojiyM'nM noBie,

Hexan snoBy pnra

TpynoM
(Let the

wing!
let

it

.

.

.

aeiviJiK)

3Mii,

Kpne.

wind smash everything and carry everything away on its boundless
Let it grow black, let it glow red, let the flames blow on everything,

again vomit dragons and cover the earth with corpses.)

Shevchenko’s angry voice frequently reaches up to the Almighty Himself, who
either symbolizes the source

“divine right,” and then

and essence of the power of earthly autocracy,

He must

be put to sleep, or else
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He

is

its

deus otiosus.

indifferent,

Unlike
sorrow,

removed, purblind, and then He must be wakened.^^

many emigre

guilt,

domain of

writers,

Shevchenko refuses

to let the

emotions of

doubt, and blind fury against the universe usurp and rule over the

his poetic language.

Like

much

else in

Shevchenko’s world, the

language of such emotions, from the earliest of his poems to the

last,

moves side

by side with the language of joy and reconciliation. No matter how hard some
critics try to prove some neat evolution and resolution in Shevchenko’s thought
and work, the poet’s growth from strength to strength is based not only on his
love of
erases

life

—on

and other people but on

of Shevchenko’s

we come upon

of death,

it

opposes but by no means

even suicidal impulses. In the very

lines of gentle protest in the context of a typically

jocular, familiar apostrophe to the

Oh He

which

that

last poem
when illness forces the poet to face the urgent demand

his dark, destructive,

H/iiMO,

ne

Muse:

xO/[iiMO,

PaHO, ;^py^e. paHO,
riOXO/lHMO,

nOCHaUMO —

Ha cefi ceix norjiHHeM...
norjiHHeMO, Mon aojie...
Ban, HKHH UIHpOKHH,
I

UJHpOKHH xa BeceJlHH.

HCHHH xa
(Oh,

let

rJTHSOKHH...

us not go,

awhile and

sit

let

us not go yet;

it is

early, friend,

together. Let us look at this world...

it is

early. Let us stroll

See how wide

it is,

how

wide and happy, how bright and deep.)

This passage follows, and contradicts, lines in which the poet ironically accepts
the dreadful sign of his mortality:

Bxomhjihch ni/txonxajiHCb,
posyMy xaKH HaSpajiHCb,—
To H 6y/te 3 uac!— Xo/tiMO cnaxb,
Xo/tiMO B xaxy cnouHBaxb.
i

I

(We are tired and we are growing old, but we have learned an awful lot. Now
we have had enough! Let us go to sleep, let us go into our house to rest.)

To complicate such

oppositions,

Shevchenko occasionally

hopes are really hopeless self-delusions:

MHHatoxb

jiixa MOJio;tii;

IviHHyjia /tojiH, a na/tiH

B HeBOJTi 3HOBy 3a CBoe,
30 MHOK) 3HOBy JIHXO /^i£
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insists that his

I

cepuK) »ajiK) 3aB/iae.

(Years of youth are passing; good fortune has passed, and yet hope again
repeats

my

promise

its

in

my captivity.

It

bedevils

me again, pouring regret into

heart.)

No matter how excruciating his hoping against hope, the poet is condemned to
endure

it.

Hope

is

the curse of

desire, closing the past
that desire is for

memory, or of the overdetermined images of
in a charmed ring. The central object of

and the future

—

Shevchenko the hope of freedom a hope that in itself already
poem “Chemets”’ (“The Monk”) suggests:

constitutes freedom, as the

He BepneTbcn cno/jiBane,
He BepHeTbcn... A n, Spare,
TaKH Syay cno/jiBarHCb,
TaKH 6yay BHrjin/jaTH,
>Kajuo

cepmo

sa/iaBarH

(The hoped-for will never return. It will never return
persist in hoping,

I

.

. .

And yet, brother, I will

will persist in expecting, thus pouring

sorrow into

my

heart.)

Vacillation between the extreme points of hope and despair is an integral
component of the emigre psyche.^^ Shevchenko usually, although by no means

always, avoids the dangers that this implies, because in his texts one emotion

movement of irony, or even outright
Thus Shevchenko prevents his language from becoming an uninterrupted

undercuts the other in an almost constant
play.

shout, be

work

it

a battle cry or a cry of woe, petrified in the dead air of exile. In his

the alternation

between hope and despair, too often the curse of the

emigre, becomes a means of constant self-renewal, and therefore

it

also

constantly renews his poetic language.

6

.

Everything, of course, depends on a poet’s language; everything that can

be said about Shevchenko as a poet

is

predicated upon his tremendous energy

of writing. Except for a single, relatively short, “dry” period, Shevchenko’s
creative energy did not abate until the very last days of his

life. It

flowed

abundantly even during his darkest moments, perhaps especially then. For the

emigre writer the

words

ability to create is crucial; for

in his native

him

to

speak

is to

write,

language become his only viable means of support

alien sea that surrouds him.

More

than other writers, the emigre writer

and

in the
is

the

twin of Scheherazade.

But Shevchenko’s energy of writing, tremendous as
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it is, is

fraught with

constant hesitation, constant doubts about

its

viability, constant oscillation

between the poles of vivid speech and dead silence. His scruples and worries
about writing, so characteristic of emigre writers, find their way into many
letters

and poems.^^ In a short

lyric, written

when Shevchenko was

banishment, the poet turns his sarcasm against his

own

still

in

passion for writing:

Ha SaTbKa SicoBoro rpany
am, nepa nanip!
A iHoai TO me h aan/iany,
TaKH a>K HaaTO.
i

i

1

..

(Why,
paper!

in the name of the devil’s daddy, do I waste my days and pens and
And sometimes I even weep a little. And that is really too much...)

As we have

seen, in the depths of his despair

We may

writing for his personal misfortunes.
gesture, but
captivity”),

when,

in

“Chy

to

Shevchenko blames

suspect

it

nedolya chy nevolya”

to

his

be just a romantic

(“Is

it

misfortune or

he blames his misfortunes on those older intellectuals

who severed

him from the anonymous community of peasants by teaching him to write “bad
poetry,” all possible romantic poses are annihilated by sheer personal grief and
its

actual causes:

Bo BH Mene

3

cbbtofo ueda
nucaTb

B35U1H Mi>K cede

i

floraui Bipiui nayuHiiH!

BH Tn>KKHH KaMiHb n0J10>KHJIH
riocepea mjinxy

...

poadHJiH

i

0 Horo— Bora donuHCb! —
Moe Majiee xa ydore
Te cepue, npaBe/iue KOJiucb!
(You dragged me down from holy heaven and took me among you and taught
me to write bad verses! You put a heavy stone across my path. .and, fearing
God, you broke against it my small, poor heart, once so virtuous!)
.

If,

within this sarcastically desperate emotional frame (particularly during

Shevchenko’s punitive banishment), writing poetry
help “an old fool to fool himself’ or
self-dialogue. In the late lyric

against

God”) he

may

is

of any use

“Ne narikayu ya na Boha”

writes:

B caM cede, /typHHfi,
Ta me H cniBaFOMH

/typio,

.

(I,

foolish

man, fool myself, and singing
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at all,

it

may

entertain his lonely soul in feverish

at that...)

(“I

do not complain

But the writing of poetry has more serious, existential functions than mere
amusement, no matter how desperate such amusement may be. The process of
writing itself is the vehicle by which hope is sustained and nourished. The poet,
immediately after the lines just quoted, juxtaposes the poles of hope and despair
within the context of the
labour.

Although

it is

we

finally triumphs,

work of

compared to agricultural
hope or despair which
the labour of writing must go on:

writing,

which

indeed difficult to establish
are certain that

is

if it is

OpK)

CeiH nepejiir— y6ory HMsy!

Ta

CiFO CJTOBO.

—

do6pi >KHHBa

KojiHCb TO 6y/iyTb. /typio!
Cede TaKH, cede caMoro,
A diJibuie, danHTbcn, HiKoro?
1

(I

plough

my fallow ground

there will be a good harvest.

alone, and, does

it

—my poor

field

—and

I

sow

my word. Someday

And do I ever delude! Nobody but myself, myself

seem, nobody else?)

This time the poet does not stop here.

He proceeds to answer his timorous

question in a powerful passage in which he expresses his unequivocal conviction
that his labour of writing will lead to the liberation of his people.

The metaphor

of agricultural labour acquires Biblical, almost metaphysical overtones. At the

end of the poem, nevertheless, he again undercuts

that conviction, but with an

important difference: sowing his poetic word, which turns out to be both
capricious and

good

at the

same

time,

is

an ethical activity, the authenticity of

which can never be doubted no matter whether the harvest

will

be successful

or not. In an existential paradox, the labour of writing turns even self-deception
into an act of authenticity:

Mh He /lypFo ce6e n 3HOBy
CBOIM XHMepHHM /JoSpHM CJIOBOM?
ZlypK)! Bo JiyHue o/iypHTb
Ce6e TUKH, ce6e caMoro,
Hi>K 3 BoporoM no npas/ii >KHTb
Bcye HapiKaxb Ha Bora!
1

(Am I not fooling myself yet again with my capricious good word? Yes, I am!
Because

it

with one’s

is

better to fool oneself and

enemy on

faith

nobody else

—oneself alone—than

live

and vainly complain against God!)

The Kierkegaardian leap must be

taken, because

it

is

the only authentic

resolution of the inauthentic existence in the studios and salons of the capital.

Although writing

in captivity

may prove hopeless,
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it

alone authenticates one’s

existence.

As Shevchenko

numerous
between

externalizes the splitting of the emigre self in

self-dialogues, in order to keep that self intact, so he creates a split

himself as a poet writing and his written products. In his early texts, the poet
sends his poems-children to Ukraine, while he himself must remain in exile:
they are emissaries to his happy self of long ago. In the works from his middle

and

late periods, the

poems-children are instructed to reverse the direction of

their flight; they are to fly

that has

remained

from Ukraine

in the past

we

that

to the place of the poet’s exile.

in the

is,

poem “Na

source of creativity. In the
people, nor for fame”),

—

homeland

—now seems

The
to

self

be the

dlya lyudey, tiyeyi slavy” (“Not for

encounter an exceptionally concrete image of the

poet’s “migrating” words:

3-3a /Ininpa

mob

/jajieKoro

CjiOBa npHJiiTaioTb
1

CTejinjbcn na nanepi,

riJianyuH, CMirouncb,

Mob

Ti /jixH,

i

pa/iyioxb

0/iHHOKy ^ymy,
ySoryK).
(It

seems

that the

words

fly

here from the distant Dnipro and arrange

themselves on the sheet of paper, laughing and weeping like children, to cheer

my

lonely,

poor

soul.)

The important reason
harmful but healing

is

that the split

that these

between the

self and its creations is not

two poles are never

petrified in

permanent

forms. Shevchenko’s words, flying back and forth between the homeland and
the host country, are indeed

movement, energy,

act.

Such migrating poems-

thoughts are obviously not already written, but image the process, even the
physical gestures, of writing.

homeland and

They

are the energy that links the past self in the

the present self in exile into a self that transcends

the self of the poet as a self writing, writing almost literally

them both
between the

homeland and the host country.
Next to the preservation of the self and intimately linked with it, writing
fills the empty time of the emigre with articulated meaning. It is no wonder,
therefore, that in

most of what

I

call

Shevchenko’s “new-year” poems^

preludes to the given year’s yield which might have been meant as opening
pieces for the various phases of Kohzar

—melancholy meditations on

the empty

passing of slow days and speeding years are immediately counterbalanced by
strong passages about the process of writing. Writing
self in the flux of time, as the

is

expected to anchor the

opening and closure of a “new-year”

1850 suggest:
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poem

for

/liny B HeBOJii ^Hi
1

jiiK

0,

A

HOMi—

TO T5I>KKO

rOCnO/lH!

Tii'

i

saSyBaK)!

/IHi

JiiTa

MHHaiOTb!

njiHByxb aa hhmh,

riJiHByxb co6i cxHxa,

3a6Hpatoxb aa co6o(0
1

/io6po

i

JiHxo...

3a6Hpaioxb— He BepxaFoxb
HiKOJTH, HiMoro
...

Hexafi xhhjihmh 6ojioxaMH

Tenyxb co6i

Mix<

SypHHaMH
AH

/lixa HeBOJlbHHHi!

.

(TaxaH aanoBi^ab moh!)

nocHX<y xpoiiJKH, noryjiHFO,
Ha cxen, na Mope no/iHBJiK)Cb,
3ra/iaK) /lemo, aacniBaio,

Ta H aHOB Mepex<axb aaxo>Kycb
/lpi6HeHbKO KHH>KeqKy... Pyuiaro!
(I

count the days and nights

quietly, taking with

and forget their number.

in captivity

heavily those days are passing!

And

them both good and

never, nothing!... Let

my

evil.

They

take and do not return

years in captivity flow through rotting morasses,

among weeds! And as for myself? Such is my resolve:
walk around a while, look

at the

two, sing a tune, and then

am

writing...!

O God! How

the years flow after them, they flow

I

I

steppe and at the sea,

will again

embroider

my

will
I

sit

around a little,

will recall a thing or

little

books with

tiny

setting out!)

In the slow, almost putrid flow of time, in the context of meaningless, incidental
activities of

boring daily

(rushaty), to

move,

Committed writing
itself

there

life,

is

a single, strong resolve to set out

movement into the future.
how burdensome that commitment in

to write, as the only authentic

—and

recall

can occasionally be for Shevchenko

—

structures the creating self,

mundane existence.

It does so by articulating
them meaning. But it can
do much more than that. The writing of poetry, in and through its metaphorical
language, can structure the futurity of the homeland. Hence from a bothersome
curse or from an amusing game, the poetic word evolves into a tool of magic
and, finally, into the world-creating Logos. A poem, quoted here on several

causing

it

to transcend the poet’s

the void counters of emigre temporality, thus giving

occasions, begins with the lines:

Hy,

mo

6,

3/iaBajiocH cjioBa?!

CjiOBa xa rojioc— biJibui Hiuoro!..
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A cepue
Hk
I

i'x

S'eTbCH, o^Hea,

Bora

noMye!... SHaxb, o^q

rojioc TOH,

Uyrb

Mi>K

i

Ti

jik)/^h!

cnoea
...

(And what, one may ask, are words? Simply words and voice, nothing more!
And yet, when the heart hears them, it beats more quickly, it comes alive. No
doubt it is from God that this voice and these words go among the people.
.

In a romantic gesture, writing annuls the divine right of the Tsar

more

viable “divine right” of the poet

totally peripheral
all

divine right

is

emigre poet.

It

—

.

)

by the much

the lonely, abandoned, alienated,

challenges, moreover, the source from which

reputed to emanate. In this thematic phase,

it is

not

some

metaphysical region, and not even fecund, innocent nature, but the poetic word
itself

which

is

paradise:

CJIOBO MOe, CJlb03H MOi,
Paio TH MiH, paK),

(My word, my

What

saves

tears,

my

may be

is

which “makes nothing happen,” and, on the

never permitted to hold sway over the other for very long,

alone permanently replace

these

Shevchenko’s view, on the one hand, of the

thing, a toy

view that the poetic word is a world-creating power do not cancel each

other out; one view
let

romantic “fallacy” of

once again the energy that alternates between two extreme poles,

word as a paltry

other, his

typically

regarded as a partial result of his existential

rather than the poles themselves.

poetic

my paradise.)

paradise,

Shevchenko from the

logocentrism (and what
situation) is

oh

two poles,

it.

One may

again visualize these two views,

as extending in lines that run parallel to each other, constantly

checking, questioning, challenging, even undercutting, but never obliterating

each other.

One is indeed tempted to go so far as to say that Shevchenko seems
when he writes

to intuit the shifting, sliding nature of language itself, especially

about language, which he does so frequently. In such passages about the Januslike nature of poetic language,

we again see how in Shevchenko the marginality

and “insecurity” of the emigre writer become a lifesaving force.
7

I

.

have attempted to show in this essay the movement in Shevchenko’s texts

of a thematic structure of an emigre creating

self,

of an emigre self creating

me now briefly sum up my claims.
Many unhealthy elements of the emigre mentality

itself.

Let

time or another, into Shevchenko’s

texts.
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find their way, at one

They do not vanish and

are never

vanquished; in

fact, the

poet searches out such potentially dangerous elements

in order to exploit

them

authentic freedom.

I

It is

as points of stress in his difficult

have discussed

at

work of

attaining

length Shevchenko’s multivoiced style.

predicated upon the poet’s much wider state of motion, which

is

almost like

way Shevchenko overcomes the lethal
petrification that threatens the emigre writer is his constant dynamism (involving
dancing. Indeed, the most obvious

a constant readjustment of his point of view), which embraces everything,

moving

including Ukraine and even God. Such a perpetually

field creates the

impression of “emigre” incompleteness, provisionality; Kobzar certainly
creates this impression.

The reader

is

oeuvre or even the single texts within
work, of course,

is

not totally free.

called
it,

It is

upon

although not exclusively in

this,

postmodern poet. His Kobzar

is

—

complete the

to

The

reader’s

by the energetic
embodied in the unique

self

and uniting,

in,

work

directed at every step

underground stream of the poet’s prepersonal

sound of his voice, disseminated

to

to finish writing them.

this, that

his multiple voices.^'

Shevchenko

It is

in

so reminiscent of a

is

an “open structure,” militating against,

say, the authoritative finality of a sonnet, a realistic novel, or a

let

us

“well-made”

play.

Shevchenko’s poetic thought

and re-thinking

itself,

always

lived thought, thought actively thinking

is

process of becoming; his texts

in the

single text, a text without borders unfurling itself

thematic and stylistic motifs,^^ by

its

by

become

a

variation of constant

its

variegation of voices above the voice of

and by its dynamic contradictions. Shevchenko, therefore,
directly opposes himself to any monumentality It is only in this constant search
the prepersonal self,

.

for

new perspectives,

—

in constant

motion, in the refusal to be finished

commitment

state

of freedom

lita,”

written immediately after his first visit to Ukraine,

that authentic

is

possible. In the

—

in this

poem “Try

Shevchenko

states:

51 npospieaTH
CraB noTpoxy...
1

(And

He

I

slowly began to regain

my

sight...)

continues to cherish this lucidity until the end of his

life

—

this merciless

gaze from which no deception, particularly self-deception, can escape for long.

Under, or perhaps because

of, his

countless

poet ultimately searches out and banishes
authentic

commitment can become

moments of

all

traces of

self-indulgence, the

it.

It is

only thus that

viable.

Being denied, or refusing, a native culture, in the slow stream of which he
at home from day to day, the emigre writer seems to have a choice of

could be

either fabricating a surrogate of his native culture
petrified tradition, while everything

by slavishly adhering

to

around him is changing, or freely interpreting

or “reading” the text of his native culture, producing his
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own “version” of it, in

which he could authentically live. Not many have sufficient strength to take the
a leap vitalized by

hazardous leap into that authentically creative alternative
the ultimate faith in one’s

own

self.

—

Shevchenko was obviously

strong not only to take that risk but to see and poetically define
implications.

He was

alarming

enough to create a world of language, a
own light and darkness, joy and grief, desire and

strong

metaphorical world with
frustration, life

sufficiently

all its

its

and death. We all know the result: although most of Shevchenko’s

world has remained

in the text

of his poetry,

much

of

it

has imperceptibly

seeped out into the open work of actuality, helping to write the text of the

modern Ukrainian consciousness. And yet, Shevchenko’s world (not unlike
that of the Bible) is strong enough to resist depletion by such seepages into
history.

forever remains

It

suggest possibilities, as

new

if it

as a text

and

it

continues to offer promises and

were being written

at this

very moment, even as

I

write this sentence.

Can

all

emigre writers create such a world of their desire, parallel

never slavishly imitative of) the actual world of their homeland?

But

all

write.

of us are condemned to attempt

To

to save

write authentically.

our

lives.

To

To

write

write so as to

it.

To hazard such

by the skin of our

make

to (but

Of course not.

attempts means to

teeth.

To

write so as

everything, including the homeland,

possible.

NOTES
1.
A reading version of this paper was delivered in Edmonton as the
Twenty-Second Shevchenko Lecture (and subsequently in Saskatoon and
Winnipeg) in March, 1987. Also, this paper should be considered a pendant to
my “Images of Center and Periphery in the Poetry of Taras Shevchenko,’’
Annals of the Ukrainian Academy of Arts and Sciences: Studies in Ukrainian

(New York: Academy of Arts and Sciences,
As should become obvious from the two papers taken

Literature, Vol. 16, No. 41-42

1986), pp. 81-118.
together,

I

consider the question of Shevchenko as an emigre poet to

lie

within

the context of his peripheral situation.
2.
Immediately before his visit to Ukraine, he wrote to Y akiv Kukharenko:
have no hope for Ukraine... there are no people there, the devil take it, but
merely accursed foreigners [Germans] and nobody else... I have decided not to

“I

go to Ukraine, curse it, because there I would hear nothing but weeping.’’ Povne

vydannya tvoriv Tarasa Shevchenka, 14 vols. (Chicago: Mykola Denysyuk,
1961; based on the edition: Warsaw-Lviv: Ukrains’kyy Naukovyy Instytut,
1930-39), X, 26.
3.

Ibid.,

X, 20.

4.

Ibid.,

IX, 163.
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5.

9,

In

1

Ibid.,

859: “Here

November

He wrote Vasyl’ Tamovs’ky, Jr. on October
am in Petersburg, as if I were in my own living room” (X, 232).

IX, 221 et passim.
I

of 1859, however, he wrote to Varfolomey Shevchenko: “I

cannot stay in Petersburg;

choke

will

it

christened and unchristened soul from such
6.

me

to death.

boredom”

God

(Ibid.,

preserve any

X, 234-235).

Ibid., IX, 32.

From Petersburg, he instructed Mykhaylo and Mariya Maksymovych
him a suitable bride in Ukraine (Ibid., X, 221). He put a similar request
to Yaryna Shevchenko (Ibid., X, 235). On May 25, 1859, he wrote to Marko
Vovchok: “Should I hang myself? No, I will not hang myself, I will run away
to Ukraine, marry there, and then return, as if washed clean, to the capital
7.

to find

[Petersburg]” (Ibid., X, 228).
8.

Some

scholars of emigre literature call for

Glauco Gambon points out

more

refined distinctions.

that “it is unfair to equate the conditions of freely

chosen expatriation with exile under duress” (“Ugo Foscolo and the Poetry of
Exile,” Mosaic,

9,

No.

1

[Fall,

1975], 126).

common between

And Mary McCarthy

warns:

The
marked for
destruction” (quoted in Rosette C. Lamont, “Literature, the Exile’s Agent of
Survival,” Mosaic, 9, No. 1 [Eall, 1975], 2). Eor my purposes, I need a more
general definition, although I must differentiate between the exile and the
“There

latter is

is little in

the exile and the political prisoner.

not merely set apart as a dangerous undesirable; he

is

political prisoner.
9.

Povne vydannya

tvoriv

Tarasa Shevchenka. All quotations of

Shevchenko’s poetry are taken from the

first

four volumes of this edition, but

the translations are mine.
10.

See

my

“Images of Center and Periphery...”, pp. 110-111.

Leonid Pliushch’s intriguing and important cycle of essays Ekzod
Tarasa Shevchenka: Navkolo “Moskalevoyi Krynytsi” (Edmonton: Canadian
11.

Institute of

Ukrainian Studies, 1987) reached

me

too late to be of benefit for

this article.

12.

That he, indeed, intended such parodies

we

see in the

first draft

of the

prologue to the poem “Tsari” (“The Kings”) which he subsequently discarded:

A n rpoxH 3ro^OM
3axo^ycn kojto uapie
Ta 'ujTHJieM bhcokhm'
Po3MajuoK) noMa3aHHX
1

cnepe/iy, h 36oKy.

(And somewhat

later, I will

in the ‘high style,’

both

take care of the tsars, painting the anointed ones

in face

and

in profile.)

Anybody familiar with that bitterly sarcastic poem knows what kind of portraits
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of the “anointed ones” Shevchenko finally produced.

my

“Images of Center and

passim.

13.

See

14.

See David Williams, “The Exile as Uncreator,” Mosaic,

Periphery...,'"

8,

No. 3

(Spring, 1975), 8-9.

W.

15.

D. Redfern, “Exile and Exaggeration: George Darien’s Birihi,"

No. 3 (Spring, 1975), 169.
The exiled Spanish writer Jose Marra-Lopez

Mosaic,

8,

16.

this danger.

is

especially eloquent on

See Paul Hie, Literature and Exile: Authoritarian Spain, 1939-

1975 (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins, 1980),

p. 90.

17. Ibid, p. 22.

18. Ibid, p. 56.

Russian formalists have shown

19.

how

in poetry

mundane

details,

surrounded as they are by “poeticalness,” can in themselves become devices
of distancing.
20. See

and

the

Gaston Bachelard, The Poetics of Reverie: Childhood, Language,

Cosmos,

trans.

Daniel Russel (Boston: Beacon Press, 1971), pp. 108-

109, 117, 124 et passim.

homeland as paradise and
numerous examples from Spanish emigre literature, Paul Hie speaks
of “immobile idealism” or “infantilist constructions” which pretend to
21. Specifically referring to the topos of the

offering

reinforce reality while, in fact, evading
22.

The word kazhuf

it.

See Hie,

p. 84.

indirectly suggests the fact that these lines are based

on a folk song:
Oh n B ny*:iM Kpaio
?iK Ha nox<apHHi,
HixTO MeHe ne npHropne
npH JTHXiH ro/5HHi
(Oh,
will

It

is

I

live in a foreign land as in the

embrace

interesting

me

that

midst of smouldering ashes, and nobody

in this evil hour.)

Shevchenko reverses the location

of

the

fire-

ravaged wasteland.
23. John G. Gunnell, Political Philosophy and Time (Middleton, Conn.:
Wesleyan University Press, 1968), p. 1 1.
24.

25.

Cambon, p. 125.
The “I” dominates

in

Shevchenko’s

distinctions of the self in his poetry

texts.

The numerous

need not concern us here.

I

subtle

discuss them,

together with the various half-masks and full masks which that self employs,
in “Shevchenko’s Profiles and Masks: Ironic Roles of the Self in Kohzar,"
Shevchenko and the Critics 1861-1980, ed. George S. N. Luckyj (Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, 1980), pp. 398-427.
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26. Williams, pp. 3-4 et passim.
27.

Shevchenko’ s widely discussed instances of metaphysical rebellion do

not require further elucidation or illustration here. Suffice

it

to say that they too

are characteristic of emigre literature, particularly in the romantic period. Other

examples of the motif of metaphysical rebellion are found
quintessential emigre poet Adam
that the

also

from God,
is

or,

common

29. In

to

me

for

1

more

precisely, he considers himself to be exiled

from God

hope, death or survival, cleave

sets of alternatives, despair or

moral foundation of

all

exiles” (Hie, p. 87).

859, for example, he writes to Varfolomey Shevchenko: “If it were
I

that if

I

mad long ago. Meanwhile, I myself do not
Fame is not doing me any good, and it seems
my own nest Ithe letter is about buying real estate

should have gone

whom I work

in Ukraine],

tvoriv,

seems

We are again reminded of medieval views on the emigre.

“The two

not for my work,

know

It

exiled from his homeland, which itself suffers from political and

social injustice.

to the

works of the

emigre considers himself to be exiled not only from his homeland but

because he

28.

in the

Mickiewicz and in Juliusz Slowacki.

so hard.

do not build

my work

will

once again lead

me

to the devil

'\Povne vydannya

X, 235).

30.

The danger facing

the emigre poet in the act of writing

Hie explains, “the truth, the true

self,

circumstantial, time-bound self of the

is

is that,

as Paul

elsewhere, distanced from the

poem, and

easily traceable to

its

native

soil” (Hie, p. 45).

3

1

.

The notion of

the prepersonal self in Shevchenko,

which

I

base on

Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s theory of perception and Jose Ortega y Gasset’s
theory of personality, is developed in my “Shevchenko’s Profiles and Masks:
Ironic Roles of the Self in Kobzar,” pp. 399-400.
32. Especially the

“monads.” See

numerous minimal

Ibid.
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units,

which elsewhere I have called

J. J.

ROUSEAU’S EMILE AND R KULISH’S
VIEWS ON EDUCATION
Romana Bahry

Little

has been written about Panteleymon Kulish as an educator.' The past

official Soviet

view of him as a

bourgeois nationalist prevented any

liberal

extensive research or publication of his writings.-

were either ignored

or, in the

And his works on education

case of Lysty z khutora {Letters

from

the

Homestead), were briefly and negatively mentioned.-^ Yet Kulish was not only
a teacher, an author of textbooks, and an activist in the field of education, but

a theorist as well. Familiar with Rousseau’s Emile, he

was inspired by

Rousseau’s ideas on human nature and education and used them as a foundation

upon which he developed a personal view of education which was inextricably

bound
of

to his

unique theory of khutoryanst\'o (the khutir [homestead] way

life).

The educational system in Ukraine in the nineteenth century was singularly
when parochial schools were
numerous and widespread, when teaching was in Ukrainian, when schools
dismal. In contrast to the eighteenth century

were open

to all classes,

and when, as a

result,

many

peasant

men and women

were literate, by the middle of the nineteenth century, after the Hetman state had
been abolished

in

1764 and serfdom introduced

in 1783, the situation

changed

The educational system became centrally controlled, pupils were
segregated according to economic and social class, and teaching was conducted
solely in Russian. As a result, the number of parochial schools decreased, and
illiteracy increased."' In an attempt to remedy this situation Sunday schools

dramatically.

were established, first in Kiev
the

Hromada (community)

culture.

in

1

859 and then

in all the large cities, largely

by

societies dedicated to the revival of Ukrainian

There were some one hundred such schools

in

Ukraine from 1859 to

came
when in 1863 the Valuev circular, named after the

1862, where youth and adults learned to read Ukrainian.-^ These schools
abruptly to an end, however,

Minister of the Interior, ordered the closing of these Ukrainian Sunday schools

and prohibited the publication of religious and educational books

in the

Ukrainian language.
Kulish ’s pedagogical experience began very early when he, at age seventeen,

became
in

a tutor.

Then

Kiev, and in

St.

in the

1

840s he worked as a teacher in Luts’k

Petersburg.

He

in

Volynya,

also wrote textbooks such as Forest

oh

ukrainskom narode (A Story about the Ukrainian People), a history of Ukraine
for children which was published in 1846 in Zvezdochka {Starlet), a St.
Petersburg children’s magazine. For adults he printed Hramatka {Primer) on
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his

own press

in St. Petersburg, first in

1857 and again

in 1861; this

work was

a reader consisting of religious selections, such as prayers, psalms, and the story

of Genesis, and patriotic selections, such as a thousand year survey of

Ukrainian history.

He was

two associations whose
The first of these was the Brotherhood

also actively involved in

interests included educational concerns.

of Saints Cyril and Methodius of Kiev, which existed from 1846 until the arrest
of the

members and associates of this secret society in 1847. The Brotherhood,
such aims as the autonomy of Ukraine, the establishment of a

in addition to

Slavic federation, and the abolition of serfdom, advocated the general education

of the peasantry.^ Most of the “Brothers,” after their arrest and subsequent exile,

were reunited

in St.

Petersburg where they put out the

Ukrainian language, Osnova {The Foundation

1

journal in the

first

86 1 -62), devoted largely, if not

exclusively, to matters of education and cultural enlightenment.

Mykhaylo

Bernshteyn has pointed out that the participants of the journal not only wrote
about educational issues, such as the need for instruction in the Ukrainian
language, for lay teachers, and for textbooks, but were also instrumental in
setting

up Ukrainian Sunday schools and conducted fund campaigns for these

schools and for the publication of textbooks in Ukrainian.^

And Osnova’

movens and main contributor”* was Kulish.
Kulish’s theoretical writings on education include Lysty z khutora,
“Rokovyny po Shevchenkovi” (“On the Anniversary of Shevchenko’s Death”),
later subtitled “Nauka remesla pratsya narodna po selakh” (“The Teaching of
''spiritus

i

Trades and National Work

in the Villages”),*^

“Ustnya mova z nauky” (“Learning

Spoken Language through Teaching”), all of which were
published in Osnova, and “ Vykokhuvannya ditey” (“The Rearing of Children”)
and “Vykokhuvannya ditey za pidmohoyu shkoly” (“The Rearing of Children
with the Help of School”), published in 1869 in Pravda {Truth), a literary and
political journal published by Ukrainian populists in Lviv from 1867 to 1896.
All of Kulish’s works on education reveal the unmistakable imprint of
the Ukrainian

Rousseau.
Kulish’s familiarity with Rousseau’s ideas

Rousseau’s influence on

political

is

in itself not

America, and the Russian empire was profound.'*^ In one of his
Bilozers’ka in

December 1847, Kulish

are reading the writers

unusual since

and educational development
wrote,

who have had

“We

[i.e.,

in

Europe,

letters to

Nadiya

Kulish and his wife]

a decisive influence on France and

Europe; for example, Jean-Jacques Rousseau.”"

And

in his autobiographical

novel in verse begun that same year, Evgeny Onegin nashego vremeni {Eugene

Onegin of Our Time), Kulish wrote in chapter four “My poet loved Jean
Jacques” and “Jean Jacques Rousseau was a friend of nature, of the good, and
of moral freedom.”'- While he was

European works read by Kulish

Aksakov noted

that

Rousseau,

in exile in

Tula, Emile

in the original.'-'*

whom

Even

was one of the
1854, Vera

later, in

Kulish had called “his best friend in
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him strongly

exile,” continued to influence

Aksakov

at the

time of his

visit to the

estate.'"^

Emile, a program of education from infancy to adulthood published in
1

762, “remains one of the key books of modem times.

It

has inspired Pestalozzi,

Montessori, John Dewey, and other great leaders in educational theory during

acknowledges

the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.”'^ Jean Piaget

that

modem educational and behavioural psychology, though modifying Rousseau
ideas somewhat,

is

inspired

and others

by Emile,

assert that today

Emile is

’

s

still

“the child’s charter of freedom and the most influental guide to democratic
education.”'^

Its

well-known main premise

is

that

society corrupts him; the opening sentence reads,

man is originally good before
“God makes all things good;

man meddles with them and they become evil.”'^ In order that the original state
of goodness be preserved or restored man must rediscover his authentic inner
self

by discarding

all

modern society and must get
Thus the tutor takes the child Emile
the best life is, Rousseau writes, “the
of man, the most peaceful, the most

the artificial accretions of

as close to primitive nature as possible.

away from

the city to the country, for

patriarchal, rural life, the earliest life
natural,

and the most

attractive to the uncorrupted heart” {E. p. 438).

Both Kulish’s khutotjanstvo and his educational philosophy are based on
the

same premise of the inherent goodness of human nature. And like Rousseau

Kulish uses the image of “the heart” to describe the inner and true self as

opposed

to the false exterior.'^

the country, specifically,
In the first

“The

on the

heart,” Kulish states,

khutir, far

two Letters Kulish sharply

from the

city

is

best preserved in

and

its

institutions.

criticizes cities:

The gentleman glitters with gold, drives in a carriage, but he breathes polluted
air!... Are these the luxuries you speak about? Or perhaps they consist of the
roaring, the clamour, the hubbub, clangour, and whistling? Are these not the
allurements of wretched civilization with which you tempt us from our
peaceful melodious homesteads?“°

Not only are the luxuries of the

city illusory, so too are the arts of the city.

Moreover, they are immoral, for they are acquired through exploitation and
serve only the egoism and self-interest of a limited number:

We do not envy either these great marvels of the city, or the comforts of the
city, for

what are these worth, since only about a hundred people

live in this

comfort and enjoy these various marvels, while thousands of other people are
being destroyed like fish by

ice.^'

Kulish condemns the “practical wisdom,” the material advantages of urban life,

which are enjoyed by only half the population:
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half of

...

you are immersed

starvation...

Sale and

May you

civilizers

Consumption^

gold while the other half

sinking into the

is

whole world would become involved

in

the falseness, corruption, exploitation,

paradise.^^

and immorality of cities

is

opposed

wisdom, and morality of the khutir and its inhabitants.

the purity, simplicity,
the country

is

be damned! All you have on your minds

If the

you would forsake even God’s

business, then

To

in

and wasting away from infernal labour and dying of

stench-filled mire

and in country people renewal

are “healthy like green oaks”

and “pure

is

be found, Kulish

to

and strong

in soul

states, for

In

they

“Are our

in body’’.^"^

simple peasant people not worthy of being emulated! There is no education that

more pure heart than that of our good peasant and homesteader,”

will give us a

writes Kulish.’^ In his speech on the anniversary of Shevchenko’s death Kulish

again

all

we
who is

country people, in their yet unspoiled nature, that

insists, “It is in the

must seek

Like Rousseau’s Emile,

our strength for future times.

reared in the country, so too Kulish ’s model homesteader and fictional author

of Letters from the Homestead, Pavlo Beleben’,
specifically,

on the

In contrast to the
his

reared in the country,

more than four hundred pages of Emile, Kulish describes

views on education without elaborate

detail.

his educational plan to the wealthy, assigning

who

is

khutir.

Unlike Rousseau

one teacher

to

who

limits

each pupil, and

plans to shield the child from society until he reaches the age of twenty,

Kulish defends the schools advocated by Rousseau’s disciples, Pestalozzi and
Froebel, and strongly supports education for the peasantry. Yet, despite these
differences and others that will be discussed later, the fundamental principles

and basic goals of both of these writers are

similar,

and

in

many

instances are

almost identical.

For both Rousseau and Kulish the primary purpose of education

is

moral

education and not the acquiring of knowledge. In Emile Rousseau writes:
It

matters

little

to

me

whether

my pupil

is

intended for the army, the church,

or the law. Before his parents chose a calling for him, nature called
a man. Life

is

the trade

I

would teach him.

When

he leaves me,

I

him

to

be

grant you,

he will be neither a magistrate, a soldier, nor a priest; he will be a man. (£, p. 9)

Yet since, according

comes

at

to

Rousseau, goodness precedes morality, for morality

a later stage with the development of reason,^^ education must begin

and must consist of the preservation of the child’s innate and natural and
hence good impulses, so that the moral purpose of education be accomplished:
at birth

We

begin to learn

when we begin
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to live... {E, p. 9)

Would you keep him

[the pupil] as nature

made him? Watch over him from

Take possession of him as soon as he comes into the world and keep
he is a man; you will never succeed otherwise. (£, p. 16 )

his birth.

him

till

Consequently he advocates, among other things, the necessity of fresh country
air and breast feeding by the natural mother, and condemns such customs as
rocking the infant, scheduled rather than
stating that the infant

“was

freer

and

demand

feedings, and swaddling,

womb” {E, p.

less constrained in the

11).

Kulish expresses his agreement with Rousseau’s views in his articles devoted
to early

childhood education, “The Rearing of Children,” and “The Rearing of

Children with the Help of School.” Just as for Rousseau, so too for Kulish the

primary purpose of education is moral. “Literacy,” writes Kulish, “is only a tool
for family and household living,

and the main thing

is still

the actual living.”^*

Although he was never a parent, he offers some remarkable insights. Here he
writes, “Whoever wants ultimately to derive joy from his children, let him teach

them home religion

when

they are

still

[i.e.,

moral behaviour] right from birth,

infants.”^®

He

also

freedom which God granted every creature;
to sleep

when it pleases.

let

condemns swaddling
that

is,

to

him teach them

for

it

limits “the

move when it pleases and

However he disagrees with Rousseau on the matter

of regular feedings and considers them good. Could

it

be because he himself

was so “well organized, punctual and tidy”?^'
In the earliest years and for as long as possible, according
negative education should prevail; that

is,

to

Rousseau,

education should consist “not in

teaching virtue or truth, but in preserving the heart from vice and from the

of error” {E,

p. 57).

Formal study should be delayed

reading until the age of fifteen,

at

until the

spirit

age of twelve and

which time Emile is to be limited to one book

only Robinson Crusoe. The education of Kulish’s homesteader Pavlo Beleben’
,

is

outlined in Letter

as a child Pavlo

is

V and follows roughly the model proposed by Rousseau:

reared on the country khutir by his parents; later he travels

with the chumaky (itinerant salt-vendors); and only afterwards

is

he exposed to

formal study, for Kulish, too, places the acquisition of formal knowledge in a
position subordinate to the development of moral behaviour.

The emotions are of prime importance in the rearing of a child since he has
not yet developed his reason and experiences the world in terms of his natural
sensations and feelings. According to Rousseau’s Emile, the development of

reason does not occur until adolescence or youth, which Rousseau places
ages fifteen to twenty. Only then

is

sensations. For the child, however, “sense experiences are the
thought...” {E, p. 3

1),

at

Emile capable of having ideas rather than

raw material of

and thus teaching must be carried out through actual

acts

and experiences and cannot be communicated by abstract thought. This
certainly the type of education that Pavlo Beleben’ received:
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is

I

was then only

a

little

boy and uneducated. I didn’t yet know about poetry or
it was the

about the beauties of painting or about musical harmony. Yet

chumaky who first began to teach me about these things. My soul experienced
that feeling which occurs during that intuitive moment when it appears as if
the whole of God’s universe is communicating with one’s soul.^^

The homesteader Beleben’

is

speaking

now in retrospect;

as a

later, after

the experience.

On

this subject

Rousseau

writes:

Let us transform our sensations into ideas, but do not

from the objects of sense

boy, he did

little

The thought comes

not realize that what he had experienced was poetic insight.

to objects of thought.

let

The

us jump

all at

once

latter are attained

by

means of the former. Let the senses be the only guide for the first workings
of reason. No book but the world, no teaching but that of fact. The child who
reads ceases to think; he only reads. (£, p.

Rousseau continues

to

131)

develop the idea that the phenomena of nature are the

immediate steps by which the child progresses from experience
he
is

is

so

overwhelmed by

his experiences that

he begins

to thought, for

to question

them. This

the exact process of the education of Pavlo Beleben’.

Since Rousseau considers education primarily an emotional experience,

he thinks

it

absurd to take the child away from the natural unit of society, the

family, where the child

first

experiences those feelings of love and security that

are necessary for moral growth:

The

real nurse is the

in the ordering

one to the

mother and the

real teacher is the father. Let

of their duties as well as in their method;

other... If the

let

and colleges, will find the
will

home

strangers.

When

when

there

is

man

convents,

sisters will scarcely

company they will behave as
no confidence between relations, when the family

they are together in

society ceases to give savour to

any

in schools,

of their affections elsewhere, or rather they

form the habit of caring for nothing. Brothers and
other;

from

mother is too delicate to nurse the child, the father will

be too busy to teach him. Their children, scattered about

know each

them agree

the child pass

life, its

place

so stupid that he cannot see

is

how

soon usurped by
all

this

vice. Is there

hangs together?

(£,

pp. 16-17)

Kulish, too, insists that any education that ignores the family will

fail:

We have grown accustomed to seek instruction only in schools, but the home
is

our first school and our first place of instruction. .. The home must be the first

school and the

homes

first

church for man. Only those

will effectively profit

who have come from good

from the teaching of the school and of the

church.^^
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And

it is

precisely the khutir that

If the child
is

is

“the

demesne of a family.

cannot be cared for and educated by the natural parents, which

the case in Emile for

Emile

is

an orphan, then Rousseau grants him a foster-

who will nurse the child in his early months, and an intelligent, young
who will be not only the child’s inseparable guide and teacher for some

mother,
tutor,

twenty years but virtually a foster parent, invested with the duties and rights of
a parent. Because “true education consists less in precept than in practice” (E,

Rousseau insists that the tutor always set a good example: “Remember
you must be a man yourself before you try to train a man; you yourself must set
the pattern he shall copy” {E, p. 59). Kulish makes similar points about the

p. 9),

models children imitate and about the overlapping
Addressing parents, he advises them

how

to teach

roles of parent

and teacher.

through example:

not merely by words but in deed. If you wish to be a temple in the eyes of your
children, let

them be a temple

to you.

Do

not defile their eyes or ears with a

bad deed or word. Let your children become accustomed

to seeing in

you not

only power, but also justice and kindness.

The

teacher, like the parent,

example

to

must communicate

his love

and offer a worthy

be followed; he does not merely convey knowledge.

He must

respect the domestic lives of his pupils and demonstrate this respect by
his school an extension of their

homes. The teacher must,

making

in effect, take the

place of the parent.
Discipline, however, cannot be postponed for
the moral training of the child. Lest the child

it

plays an important role in

become

a tyrant and miserable,

writes Rousseau, “Give willingly, refuse unwillingly, but let your refusal be

irrevocable” {E, p. 55). Kulish essentially repeats this advice in

much the same

form:

When the child asks for something he should have, then give this immediately;
if it is

will

something unnecessary, then do not give

respecting his

Punishment

even once. Then the child

in

obey a single nod of your head when you say “no” and he

is

own and

will grow,

others’ rights.^®

essential but only if children fail to respect the rights of others,

heed the law of contract upon which society is grounded.
They should never, according to Rousseau, be punished arbitrarily, for their
punishment must “always come as the natural consequence of their fault” {E,
only

p.

if

they

fail to

65 ). Kulish in Letter V mentions that Pavlo Beleben

experienced either “beating” or “shouting.

was

sent

away from home

his father’s friend,

to

’

,

spend a summer with the chumaky

Kyrylo Porokhnya, so

responsibilities to others.

when a child, had never
But then when he was older he

that the child

in the care

of

might learn of his

On the trip he was assigned to keep watch on the last
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wagon, but fell asleep, fell off the wagon, and was left behind.

When Porokhnya

found the youth, he lashed him with a whip for breach of contract, but upon their

camp Porokhnya

return to

laughing

at

did not allow others to humiliate Pavlo by

him.

Both writers also agree upon the practical knowledge students are
acquire.

Rousseau recommends

to

that Emile, in addition to farming, learn a

useful trade such as carpentry. Kulish supports the trades by stressing the need
for local trade schools in peasant villages in Ukraine, since tradesmen like

carpenters and blacksmiths are scarce, and since the peasant does not want to

send his child to serve as an apprentice

in the city,

where country trades such

as “shoe-making, tailoring, harness-making, the furrier’s trade, weaving, the

blacksmith’s trade”^® are denigrated and where “the master tradesman will turn
the child into a townsman...

and will make the child different from the peasants

in all his customs.

Finally, after both
training,

moral and formal education, after physical and vocational

Rousseau recommends

travel for his student, not only in order that he

will learn about the social nature of human beings

a

summary of which

and about the social contract,

the author provides in Emile, but so that, after learning

about various countries and governments, he will be able to choose a place to
live with his future wife

only

if it

Sophy

Yet

travel,

follows solid moral preparation

In the course of their travels,

up

all

warns Rousseau, can be useful

home:

young people, ill-educated and ill-behaved, pick

the vices of the nations

the virtues with

at

among which they have

which these vices

sojourned, and none of

are associated; but those

who, happily for

themselves, are well-bom, those whose good disposition has been well
cultivated, those

who

travel with a real desire to learn, all such return better

and wiser than they went.

(£, p.

419)

In the Letters Pavlo speaks of his early travels with the

father sent

him so

that

chumaky,

to

whom his

he could learn of his obligations to others outside of his

immediate family, as well as of his
like Emile, eventually

later visits to

many

chooses to live in the country:

simple homesteader, despite the fact that

I

foreign lands. But he,
“...I

have remained a

was fortunate enough

to travel to

many

countries and to speak to

“Give

me Sophy and my land, and I shall be rich,” the tutor responds, “Yes, my
is all a wise man requires, a wife and land of his own” {E,

many people and to read many books. Both
Emile and Pavlo Beleben’ desire a simple way of life, to live freely, bound only
by the necessities of their natural condition as men. To Emile’s declaration,
dear friend, that

420). Although Kulish does not comment on the desirability of marriage, his
model homesteader is married and has sons and daughters, all of whom share

p.

his simple country life

on the khutir^-
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While travelling, Rousseau points out, a person discovers that no perfect
government exists anywhere, but that one can be morally free no matter where
one lives, as long as one is morally responsible and respects the natural laws:
Rich or poor,
shall

I

I

be free

as far as

am

I

I

free.

concerned,

am

be free not merely

shall

I

in this

country or

that;

any part of the world. All the chains of prejudice are broken;

a

I

know

my

them from

trained to endure

death, for

be

shall

in

man;

laws... Liberty is not to

be found

I

shall

have been

I

endure them

until

do we seek freedom under the power of the

In vain

...

only the bonds of necessity.
childhood, and

in

any form of government, she is

in the heart

of the free man, he bears her with him everywhere. {E, pp. 436-37)

The only reason why

his tutor exhorts

because they protected him

which he should repay
Letters

on

this, too,

is:

“I

by serving as an example and model for
somewhat similar. Pavlo Beleben’s last sentence in

in the future

others. Kulish’s position
X\\Q

to live among his countrymen is
He owes them a debt of gratitude,

Emile

in childhood.

is

must stay

at home.”"^^

Since no perfect political system exists

Kulish agrees with Rousseau

—an

individual must return to the

natural state of the khutir to be free. There he can preserve his inner moral self

and can be
But

spiritually, if not politically, free.

in returning to the

country and to the khutir the individual preserves

not only his natural moral state and
nationality as well.

It is

all his

natural and

good impulses, but his
from

precisely on this point that Kulish diverges

Rousseau, for the khutir

is

both the place where the inner moral self or the

“heart” of the individual

is

best preserved and, simultaneously, the location

where the “heart” or soul of the nation

is

most clearly sensed and assimilated.

Kulish’s apolitical theory of kurturnisf (“culturalism,”
translated “cultural nationalism”), formulated in the
rest
its

of his

life,

seems to be derived at

belief in a mysterious group

least partly

soul."^*^

feels that

it is

is

to

literally,

but best

850s and affirmed for the

from Romantic ideology with

And, according

true inner essence, of the Ukrainian nation

Shevchenko, Kulish

1

to Kulish, the soul, the

be found on the khutir. Like

in the country

people

—

the “narid”

—and,

especially, in the language of the country people that the soul of the nation can

be rediscovered. Hence his high praise for Shevchenko:
Shevchenko took his wondrous speech, not from the great cities, not from the
self-glorified academies, not from the brilliant and powerful in society; he
bypassed all of them, ignored them, and abandoned them. Only the language
of the homestead and the village was suitable for his purpose. For his poems,

he sought amidst the villages and among simple peasant homes for people
great in spirit, pure in heart, dignified and noble."^^

Yet, although Kulish

was immersed

in

Romantic ideology, for the

environment of his student years was saturated with
65

it,“^^

he, unlike his

contemporary Shevchenko, seems not to have converted totally to Romanticism.
His theory of kurturnisf stresses not so much the mysterious and irrational
nature of the national soul as

and exterior

interior

irrational as

moral essence. Kulish’s dichotomy of the

its

not the Romantic dichotomy of the subconscious

is

opposed to the conscious reason;

rather,

it

is

based on Rousseau’s,

as well as Skovoroda’s, opposition of the inner moral essence

immoral

exterior, a

Enlightenment with
nature,

dichotomy derived from the
its

static

and the

false

world view of the

belief in eternal, universal laws, a universal

human

and a Divine order of the universe. Hence the method of discovering the

national soul, or essence,

is in

fact analogous to the process of discovering the

inner authentic essence of the individual;

it

involves the rejection of

does not express the national essence. The process of discovery

work of

“the farmer, the pioneer with a heavy axe,

native land the rubbish

ground,

which covers

it,

who

is

all that

similar to the

only clears from his

uprooting thorns, ploughing fallow

who by his toil only helps to awaken that which is asleep and who does

not create anything

new.’’"^^

According

to the Letters, the “rubbish”

and

“thorns” of Ukrainian culture are the land’s foreign cities with their foreign

customs, their foreign system of education, and their foreign language. These
cities in

Ukraine, Letter II states, “appeared suspiciously and brought no good,

own

only enslaving the people’s minds and forbidding them to live in their
way.”"^*

them

Addressing the “panove horodyane” (“city gentlemen”) Kulish reminds

“your educated,

that

rich,

forcing them into serfdom.

and powerful ancestors abused our brothers by

Country people had been exploited from the time

of the Varangians,^® during Lithuanian and later Polish

Russian tyranny of his
the

own

rule,^‘

and through the

day. Because of censorship Kulish cannot specify

contemporary exploiters, but the “city gentlemen” speak

right at the beginning of the Letters

the city

gentlemen openly for the

urban cliques build schools only

Russian,*^^

he mentions “stone Moscow.
illiteracy

and

He blames

of the Ukrainian peasantry. The

in the cities

and do not give permission for

village schools. Thus, village children are forced to attend foreign city schools,

which most peasants cannot even

afford:

the child in order to be educated has to be uprooted
to

complete strangers.

from the family and sent

You do not know who these people are and you do not

know what they will do to your child. Now again the cost of this city education
is

so high that perhaps only one out of a thousand farmers can afford

end the
to

the

child,

it.

In the

having studied with the city children, will grow unaccustomed

simple peasant’s overcoat and simple customs and will grow

unaccustomed

to his native speech.”’'^

In another article Kulish criticizes the centralization so characteristic of the

educational system in Ukraine:
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The

schools

to

day

this

hands

the

remain... in

of

the

so-called

pravopravyashchoyi chy prederzhashchoyi vlasty (“law enforcing authorities
of the powers that be”). The central school system
ministry, and the central school system by

controlled by the

is

means of its

representatives sets

regulations even for those schools that arise independently and freely, and

even

sets regulations for education in the

home

it

outside the school.

There will be no respect for the child, the family, or the home, continues Kulish,
until the vseuchylyshche (“the central school system”) is in the hands of the
local village

What

community.
Kulish

truly enrages

is

how

foreign the entire system

is.

To

teach

Ukrainian peasant children the central administrators employ either foreign

even worse, native teachers who, having acquired foreign

instructors or,

learning, consider everything native as bad.
insist that all teach in a foreign

Moreover, the central authorities

language, Russian. Referring to these teachers,

Kulish sarcastically calls them “priests” and asks rhetorically,
this

temple by the

childrens’

some

sacrificial altar?

homes and

sort of

den of

their parents

evil

Who

and consider the home of their students as

which they are supposed

Kulish describes the results of

“Who stands in

are the priests that ridicule these

this

to uproot?”^^ In his Letters

system of education with sarcasm, vivid

images, and powerful rhetoric:

Thank you for those “highly educated” Cossack or peasant children who can
no longer talk to our brothers! Thank you also for those smart people who,
when they leave the cities to visit us in crowds, cause mothers to worry about
their simple, still naive, and sincere daughters until they manage to rid their
homesteads or households of these young fops! Thank you for those withered
suitors

who

with their

and the country

!

money

lure the dearest flowers

from the homesteads

We don’t want any of the blessings of civilization if as a result

of these blessings our children will be unable to talk to us
if

as a result of their high education

we

when we are old or

be able

will not

to understand

one

Keep forever and don’t let near us your painted dandies, who play
with a girl’s mind and heart as with a flower, rejecting her after only one day
another!

of play!

tombs
in

to

May

those scraps of civilization,

who

suck fresh blood, rot away in your

like

cities!

patched peasant’s clothing rather than measure
This

is

is

rise

from

their

human

tears in quarts!

our answer to you civilized city people, to your invitation for

cooperation with you in education, that practical

you

vampires

We prefer to walk around

wisdom from which half of

bathing in gold while the other half sinks into foul-smelling mud,

wasting away from infernal work and dying from hunger.^^

Inevitably this imposed, foreign educational system,

children and
cultural

and

makes them

live in the city

away from

linguistic environment, causes
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which uproots the

their families in a foreign

widespread alienation, moral and

and denationalization. Kulish argues that this is so because
and the natural laws which

social decadence,

the foreign city system does not respect nature

require that children be reared within the family, the natural unit of society and

and

the source of the children’s moral development,

person’s most natural and hence moral state

is

in the country

where the

preserved. Moreover, Kulish

argues that morality can only be taught in the native language and customs of
the people, for both morality
heart.

and nationality originate in the same source,

in the

And the heart or soul of the Ukrainian people, states Kulish, is to be found

on the khutir.
Yet Kulish

is

by no means opposed

to progress

and

civilization,

nor

is

he

advocating provincialism. The cities themselves are not evil, only the principles
of exploitation and injustice upon which they are

We do not state that

it is

a sin for

good people

to gather for large fairs, to construct

built:

to

convoke

in large gatherings,

huge buildings and co-operatively

to

devise various technological innovations, to build fortresses on borders, to
erect fleets, to establish academies, to preserve

past generations in hidden strongholds.
cities

We

books and manuscripts from

only write

letters against

those

which, as in Ukraine, appeared suspiciously and brought no good, only

enslaving the people’s minds and forbidding them to live in their own way.^^

Naturally,

they

if cities

lose

will

homesteaders
your own

change and become organized according to moral principles,

their

in Letter

cities

existing
II,

and you will establish

to

be emulated

institutions set

up

them new customs; but these customs

and administer justice

continued to operate efficiently and
sell

them, “Perhaps you will build

of course, the khutir and

is,

to protect

in

tells

which take root like weeds

will not be the present city customs,

The model

Addressing his fellow

negative features.

Pavlo Beleben’

fairly. In Letter

its

that

IV

in the steppe.

institutions, those

have survived and

entitled “Pro zlodiya u

Hakivnytsi” (“About the Thief in the Village of Hakivnytsya”) Kulish

writes,

“The

origin and the root of the cities have been preserved in the

homestead. Thus,

it

seems

of all city organization.

that

It is

which actually underlie the
an example of
called the

good

how

it is

here that one must look for the foundations

here also that one must search for the real principles
city institutions.

In this

same

letter

Kulish gives

a simple natural institution, the village public assembly

hromada, dispenses justice. But, according to Kulish, this basically
committed to the preservation of law and order has become

institution

corrupt in the city and unjust: “For thousands of years now, you [the city] have

been holding

trials in

Ukraine, but your city police officials,

who travel into the

do not represent justice any more than the first
Varangian who left the city to extract tribute from the country people.”^'
Nor is Kulish opposed to his countrymen obtaining foreign learning, as

provinces to hold

trials,
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long as they do not abandon their own language and customs and their simple,

moral homestead way of

life:

There are on the homesteads many people

and

who

will not

can talk about Shakespeare as

if

who have been

all

over the world

he were a close relative. Yet they

admit into their homesteads lawless luxury and arrogance.

a foreign book, read

it

and find out what

him and ask

foreigner visits you, speak with
to visit distant lands, listen

happening

is

If you like

in the world. If a

questions. If you should

with both ears and observe well what

is

happen

happening,

but don’t bring worthless fashions to the homestead, respect your freedom,

and do not jump into

city misery.

Even if you should all become literate and,
you should read German books like the

as they say, “enlightened,” even if

Germans themselves,^^

regardless of this, preserve with a pure heart your

native language and native customs.^^

Thus, the khutir, though

it

represents the source of nationality,

nationalist or populist concept.

While

is

no narrow

stressing the preservation of the native,

Kulish’s view, tolerant and capacious, does not exclude other cultures. His

component within a larger
The “heart” of the individual and the “heart”

tolerance results from his placement of the national
universal and spiritual framework.

of the nation, that

is,

the khutir, are repositories not only of the national essence

but also of the good nature of mankind.

And for Kulish as well as for Rousseau,

good nature is in turn a part of nature as a whole, which is derived
from God and from divine, universal laws.^"^ In the just cited quotation Kulish
does not advise his readers merely to preserve their native language and native
customs, but to preserve them with ‘with a pure heart.' Here too Kulish is in
agreement with Rousseau, for whom “nature involves far more than man’s
this authentic

existence, for

it

is

a cosmic principle of divine origins.”®^

Kulish’s views on religion and religious education are also similar to

Rousseau’s. For both writers the moral teachings of religion are central, not
ritual

there

and dogma, and they recognize
is

no need for elaborate religious

that, if

its

people respect moral principles,

institutions.

Rousseau does not teach his

student about religion until the age of twenty and does not favour any particular
religious sect. In the section of Emile, entitled
Priest,”

he advocates deism, the belief in

“The Creed of a Savoyard

God grounded on nature, conscience,

and reason rather than on biblical scripture and the church. There are indications
views on natural religion. Having particularly criticized
and Catholic priests of the past in Letter I, he continues in the second

that Kulish shares these

the Jesuits

letter to contrast the corrupt city and its religious institutions to the purity of the
pagan religion of the early Slavs. The latter, he claims, possessed morality

simply as a result of their existence close to the uncorrupted, primitive,
natural state:
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For thousands of years now, you

[the city]

have been preaching love and peace

within your expensive towers, but do you really have

than those simple Slavs

to a yet uninvestigated but

And

IV Kulish

in Letter

more love and peace

who in the woods and in the grain fields paid homage
kind and generous God?^^

about the thief how moral
He argues that not the church but the hromada,

illustrates in his story

impulses stem from conscience.

which preceded the church, has preserved morality and

justice throughout

the ages;

We homesteaders do not care about the church... Well, if you really want to
know, the people on our farmsteads pray with sincere hearts on the dew
covered

fields,

under the starry sky, or early before the sun

even those fathers here,
a priest...

I

am

rises.

There are

who are capable of teaching their children better than

of the opinion that the hromada

everywhere a great Body.

is

was a great Body even way back when our ancestors first used to pray to God
in the grain fields, along the river beds, and in the oak groves. It was also a

It

great
will

Body when

they began to pray according to the Byzantine ritual and

remain great when these people will bow

to

it

God with the spirit of justice

alone, forsaking Jerusalem.^^

Just as

Rousseau considers Jesus the founder of natural religion and

regards the Gospels as an expression of the principal qualities of natural
religion,®® so too Kulish, tolerant

of all religions, recognizes the dominance of

among religious teachers (“I turn here to Christ for no other reason than
more people know this great teacher than any other; and there were many of
Christ

them on earth...

”®^).

But, unlike his predecessor, Kulish assigns a dominant role

in the teaching of morality to the

selects

Robinson Crusoe as the

Gospels and to Christ. Whereas Rousseau

first

book

for his student, Kulish selects the

Bible, specifically, the Vcw Testament, as the single
there are

numerous references

to Christ

most important book, and

and the Bible throughout the

Kulish contrasts the eternal moral verities of the
“teaches people

how

to save their souls

with the corrupt values of the

We

modem

and not how

New

Letters.

Testament, which

to stuff their pockets,”^®

cities;

have, gentlemen, our knowledge which

is

a thousand years old.

It

has

more to the righteous words of God than to the hypocritical
teachings of the nobility. If you would teach us as Christ taught us, then we
would heed your words immediately; but you teach us not to serve God, but
Mammon. You bow your heads to the golden idol and you think you have
progressed beyond the teachings of the Gospel.^'

taught us to listen
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Moreover, the teachings of Christ are constant, unlike the changing fashions of
the city people. His knowledge is taught for its own sake and not for other
motives, and His apostles are recognized by their methods, for they do not urge
the people to leave their

homes

go peacefully

but, instead,

to the

people they

to serve. Kulish, the first to translate the Bible into the

hope

vernacular

—a labour of love

for the last thirty years of his life

Ukrainian

—considers

that

knowledge and moral vision are more accessible to its readers because they
are conveyed through feeling and intuition rather than reason:
its

Thus,

if it is

necessary that there be

bookish knowledge, then

it

men

world

in the

must be necessary too

who can understand
men read only one

that

book, the great Testament of the great universal teacher, and that they
perceive the world more with their hearts than their heads.

Christianity

and the Bible occupy an important place

in

Kulish ’s views on

education, in his conception of the khutir, and in his outlook in general.

Chyzhevs’ky

rightfully asserts that Christian beliefs

Kulish ’s thought throughout his

life,^^

Kulish ’s ideas were based “on the

were

at the

Dmytro
core of

and George Luckyj points out

static eternal

that

values of a spiritual world

view” and perceptively described the khutir as a “Christian

retreat.”’"^

The khutir philosophy is simultaneously a spiritual and a national
programme. The promise of the Letters and of Kulish ’s educational theory is
that if

one recovers one’s natural

state,

one will also regain one’s morality and

nationality. Therefore, national consciousness is but another product of the

moral education developing the inner being, the “heart,” that can be accomplished
only on the khutir.

And

although Kulish

first

discovered the idea of the

Ukrainian nation organized on the basis of homesteads in the Litopys Samovydtsa

{The Eyewitness Chronicle), a manuscript copy of which he himself found
while doing ethnographical and historical research,
is

it

should be stressed that

it

not the social and political organization of this society of homesteaders that

interests

him;

it

the moral

is

and

spiritual basis

upon which this society

is built.^’’

Like Rousseau, Kulish is preoccupied with moral rather than political awareness

and awakening, for he

is

convinced, together with his predecessor, that “In vain

do we seek freedom under the powers of the
in

any form of government, she

him everywhere”

is in

laws... Liberty is not to

the heart of the free

be found

man, he bears her with

{E, pp. 436-37).^^

Since freedom stems from the nation’s moral condition and not its political
organization, the solution of the central problem of Ukrainian history, the

freedom of the Ukrainian nation,
in the cultivation

lies

paradoxically not in political change but

of Christian morality and in the cultivation of cultural identity

through the preservation of the Ukrainian language and customs.
preserved in the “heart,” or on the khutir that
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is,

Kulish

is

It is

the spirit

convinced, the

stronger force in the long run. Thus, through his homesteader Beleben’ he
,

his

countrymen

that, if

tells

they preserve their morality, their language, and their

customs, they will be “a great people” and “a respected community,” to which

“no beast will stretch out
Like Rousseau,

its

paw.”^^

who in his Emile provides not just a manual on education

but a “philosophical treatise on the nature of man,”^^ Kulish in his Letters and
other essays presents his views on education in a philosophical framework

which addresses such issues

as the nature of

man,

ethics,

and freedom.

It is

knowledge
makes him so unique

precisely this philosophical framework, in addition to his extensive

and use of Western European primary sources,^^

among

that

his Ukrainian contemporaries.^*’

Kulish ’s views on the goodness of human nature and nature in general and
his

views on the “heart” and the dichotomy between the “heart,” that

is,

authentic inner goodness, and the false exterior, although reinforced by

Skovoroda and even Romantics such

as, to

some extent,

Schelling, are largely

derived from Rousseau. Rousseau’s ideas are in turn ultimately grounded in the

Enlightenment view of an ordered,
is

static

universe that, according to Rousseau,

good and derived from God. As Carl Becker has shown,

ultimately

the

Enlightenment interpretation of the universe does not contradict the Christian
one.^' Kulish therefore

had no difficulty reconciling the Christian point of view

he had inherited from the days of his involvement with the Brotherhood of
Saints Cyril and Methodius with Rousseau’s view.

Kulish ’s innovation

lies in his

addition of the national dimension to

education and, specifically, in his application of Rousseau’s view on
nature to the nation. Kulish follows Rousseau in stripping
accretions from

human

away

human

artificial

nature but he extends this process from the individual

to the nation. In so doing,

he provides a

new

insight into the

problem of

Ukrainian education, culture, and society: namely, the conflict between the
foreign cities of Ukraine and the native Ukrainian countryside.*-

The main

significance of Kulish ’s views on education, however,

is

that

he

places the national within an even larger universal framework, in the spirit of
the Gospel and in the spirit of the Enlightenment with

of tolerance and the rejection of fanaticism.
his erudition,

its

dedication to the ideals

And it is his philosophical breadth,

and his deeply analytical approach, together with the moderation

of his thought, that

still

attracts

and continues to stimulate modern readers.

NOTES
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Kulish:
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A

Sketch of His Life and Times, East European Monographs, No.
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N. Luckyj, Panteleimon

York: Columbia University Press, 1983). See especially the
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views of the Cossacks.
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II,
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praising, for example,
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Simmons [New York: Columbia University Press,

preference, on the other hand,
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difference

is

to

is
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An
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78. Grimsley, Jean-Jacques Rousseau, p. 47.
79. See

Dmytro Chyzhevs’ky,
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(New

York: Ukrayins’ka akademiya nauk v SShA, 1956),

who

80. Kulish’s contemporaries

p.

444.

tackled the problem of Ukrainian

education included: Konstantin Ushinsky, Nikolay Chernyshevsky, Leonid
Hlibov, Taras Shevchenko,

Marko Vovchok, Anatoliy Svydnyts’ky, and Ivan

Nechuy-Levyts’ky.
81

.

Carl Becker, The Heavenly City ofthe Eighteenth Century Philosophers

(New Haven: Yale
82.

University Press, 1932).

The accuracy of Kulish’s

the

analysis

many Ukrainian
same problem. Consider “Do

twentieth century

Theory

of the Conflict of

Two

is

attested to

teoriyi borot’by

book Internatsionalizm

Russification?), written in 1965

fact that in the

dvokh kultur” (“On the
1926 by Mykola
the Ukrainian S.S.R., and

Cultures”), written in

Skrypnyk, the People’s Commissar of Education
the

by the

intellectuals continue to discuss basically

chy

in

rusyfikatsiya?

by Ivan Dzyuba.
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{Internationalism

or

IVAN FRANKO AND MOLODA MUZA
Marta Horban-Carynnyk

Moloda muza was

who flourished in Lviv

a handful of writers, mainly of modernist tendencies,
as a

group roughly from 1906

members of the group published

a

to 1909. In this time, the

number of books and

thirty-seven issues of the short-lived

magazine

S’vit.

edited thirteen of the

Less tangibly but just as

importantly, the molodomuztsi helped to transport new literary trends, especially
in the realm of poetry, from Western Europe and Poland to Eastern Ukraine.
The molodomuztsi had a valuable ally in this in the person of Mykola Vorony,
dubbed the “godfather” of the group.' The influences that he carried from Lviv

and points west into Eastern Ukraine can be traced, for example,
of Pavlo Tychyna.- But while

it

in the writing

does not take a scholar to recognize Tychyna’s

name, how many Ukrainian readers can enumerate the molodomuztsi!
The question seems to imply a parallel, but it would not be appropriate

to

place any of the Moloda muza writers on an equal footing with Tychyna,

whose
works are certainly a high point of Ukrainian poetry. Still, proper credit must
be given to Tychyna’s predecessors. After all, it is not the writing of Tychyna
that represents the first reaction against the

populism

that

had dominated

Ukrainian poetry until the beginning of this century. Nor, for that matter,
the writing of the better-known poets of the pre-war

Ukrayinka, say, or Oleksander Oles’^
rather, in the

—

works of the molodomuztsi

years

—of

that constitutes this reaction.

that

Ukrainian literature saw

notable foray into the “pure” art that had thrived for

some time

in

is it

Lesya
It is,

its first

Western

Europe.

The present-day reader can

find

members of Moloda muza mentioned

in

passing in literary histories, overshadowed by the major figures, the Frankos

and Hrinchenkos, of the time, and superseded by the poets of the next decade
in

Kiev,

who

are also given a large dose of attention.'^

The molodomuztsi do

appear in anthologies, but there too they are overshadowed by their more
conventional peers, and superseded by their younger Eastem-Ukrainian relations.
Is their

presence

in these histories

treatment fair? Perhaps

it

is

and anthologies representative, and

not in the nature of things for

is

Moloda muza

their

to

be

more conspicuous. The group represents just a first, and, in terms of its product,
a minor stage in the development of modern Ukrainian poetry. At the same
time, though, the fact of

prominence.
find

How

did

its

chronological priority should accord

Moloda muza end up

in the position in

it

greater

which we now

it?

Generally speaking, what

we choose to read is determined by what readers
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before us

deem worthy and draw

to

our attention. Those

speak out for certain works, or see to
process

is

it

that they are

in a position to

do so

widely published. The

repeated from one generation to another.*’ Thus, in order to see

Moloda muza
that

it

does,

why

or any other literary entity occupies the place in our awareness

we

are well advised to consult

examine the

instructive for us to

a professional one

—

that

is,

role of a

its

earlier readers.

It is

particularly

contemporary reader, and preferably

a critic. In the case of

Moloda muza,

it

the

is

responses of Ivan Franko that can shed light on the status of this group in our
j

canon.

literary
'

I

i

Moloda muza came to be known mainly through the books that it published
under the “Moloda muza” imprint. Individual members had already brought
out volumes, the earliest being Petro Karmans’ky ’s Z teky samovhyytsi {From
the Portfolio of a Suicide) in 1899,® but it was the inauguration of the imprint
in 1 906 that confirmed the existence of the group. The first volumes in the series
included prose and poems by VasyP Pachovs’ky; poems by Kannans’ky,
Stepan Charnets’ky, and Sydir Tverdokhlib; stories by Volodymyr Birchak
and Mykhaylo Yatskiv; and a small collective volume on the occasion of
Birchak’s marriage.^ The group also published poems by Bohdan Lepky^ and
planned to bring out works by Eastern Ukrainian writers.

[

In

!

1

906 the molodomuztsi had also launched what was supposed to be their
S' vit? In fact, it was only briefly theirs. The publisher was the

own magazine.

pragmatic Vyacheslav Budzynovsky

[sic],

Karmans’ky, Yatskiv, and Ostap Luts’ky
path of Goodness and Beauty

(1

:

1 ).

while

set out

—

its first

in their

The publisher and

editors, Birchak,

own words

editors soon

—on

came

the

into

Only nine issues appeared before Luts’ky resigned as editor; after that
summer issues appeared, and then Budzynovsky took over
as editor. His preferences were soon apparent: in the closing issues for 1906 he

conflict.

only two, double,

expounded on

his interest in popular literature

and

his intentions to raise the

publication standards for such literature (1: 253-56, 270-72, 284-88, 318-19),

and

in the last issue

of the year he announced that in 1907 one quarter of the

magazine would consist of
dominated by items on

illustrations (1: 320).

historical subjects,

By 1907

the

magazine was

and as for poetry, Budzynovsky

published a curious notice in the second issue of the year to the effect that the
journal was not interested in poems of pessimism or despair (2: 32). S’ vit finally

folded in 1908, with the last issue for 1907, for lack of reader support. Sadly,
in thinking that the public

Budzynovsky had
Moloda muza.

might be more interested

dealt a cripping

blow

to the

in history than in art,

hopes and opportunities of

may have failed, but the spirit and direction of the early issues, those
would reappear in ¥aqv \nUkray ins' ka khata.
And while this ceased publication with the outbreak of World War I, its spirit
S' vit

edited by the molodomuztsi,

was perpetuated

in turn in the literary

and
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intellectual journals published in

Kiev

was published

in the 1920s. S’vit

October Manifesto had just begun
1876, making

it

in

Lviv

at

a time

when

in

possible for Ukrainians in Kiev to

language. S'vit did not follow the Literaturno-Naukovyy Visnyk in

Kiev, but

its

Kiev the

Ems Ukase of
publish in their own

to ease the restrictions of the

early issues had provided the useful

example of an

its

move to

alternative to

the Visnyk.

As for Ostap Luts’ky,
by

his departure

from Lviv

his departure
( 1

:

from S'vit, explained

The published explanation was more an excuse than a
absence from Lviv,

in fact,

that

“Moloda Muza,”

it

reason. During his

article

about

it

some of

—and

S’vit

spirit

its

accomplishments

outlines

its

in Dilo.'^

could be expected simply to contain information

about the group. Indeed, Luts’ky defines the organization, explains
lists

magazine

Moloda muza.

Luts’ky remained sufficiently involved with the

towards the end of 1907 he published an

group
Titled

in the

145), did not signal a break with

—

its

origins,

omitting, incidentally, any mention of

aspirations. In closing, as if to illustrate the congenial

of the group, Luts’ky declares the admissibility of disagreement within

the cenacle, by citing an instance of one member criticizing the

work of another.
would suggest. In the
Luts’ky approaches the emergence of

But Luts’ky gives the reader more than
longer, initial, portion of his article

his title

Moloda muza from a general perspective. He begins with a discussion of the
malaise that was felt in Europe near the end of the nineteenth century and the
central role of Nietzsche,

and particularly

This wave of malaise marked

his Zarathustra, in disseminating

it.

much of the literature of the time and, according

was introduced into Ukrainian letters by Ol’ha Kobylyans’ka. At
dominant mode in Ukrainian writing was the realism of NechuyLevyts’ky, Myrny, Eranko, and Karpenko-Kary, which was based on truthful
representation and intended to combat various social woes. While giving the
to Luts’ky,

the time, the

masters of the genre their due, Luts’ky points out that in less competent hands
this

type of realism degenerated into artistically worthless tendentious

new generation of readers and writers began
demand freedom of form and content. This new atmosphere gave rise
utilitarianism. In reaction, a

to
to

Kobylyans’ka, Stefanyk, Kotsyubyns’ky, Lesya Ukrayinka (as represented by

“Oderzhyma” [“Possessed”]), Lepky, Shchurat, and a number of other
and ultimately “Moloda Muza,” which Luts’ky defines as the first
organization of its kind of Ukrainian writers and creators who could not come
to terms with the old order but decided to follow their own path. Only here does
Luts’ky get down to his factual account of Moloda muza.
her

writers,

Ivan Eranko read Luts’ky’s article as a manifesto and responded with his
own, rather vicious, “Manifest ‘Molodoyi Muzy [sic].’”‘ The exchange would
be a turning point. It was not solely responsible for the decline of the new group,
but it did have a dampening effect, because of the issues that Eranko raised, the
‘

tone

in

which he raised them, and the authority
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that

he brought to his statement.

Franko begins with a humble announcement of his intention

to share with

some thoughts that occurred to him as he read Luts’ky’s article. He
gives an account of the early development of Moloda muza, which he sees as
a group of young litterateurs, united by one ideal, who have undertaken to
establish a new literary school. In an ever so slightly patronizing tone, Franko
claims to find that “The appearance... is as endearing as any impulse of the
human spirit to independent flight” (“Poyava... sympatychna, yak sympatychnyy
his readers

usyakyy poryv lyuds’koho dukhu... do samostiynoho
identifies the

He

letu”) (410).

then

beginning of this movement as the publication of Pachovs’ky’s

Rozsypani perly {Scattered Pearls),

in 1901.'^

He recalls

that

he reviewed the

volume and that while he had found it mostly commendable, he had nonetheless
had certain reservations.'^ Still, he had not felt authorized to speak out as a
mentor, and felt that time would take care of the inadequacies. Franko does not
say whether this happened, and thus seems to imply that

Franko

is

it

did not. In any case,

not writing the ensuing history of the movement, only noting

newest phase, the establishment of a formal organization, and
concepts. In this opening passage Franko pretends to put
table

all his

its

guiding

its

cards on the

and to propose a set of ground rules for his parry at what he calls Luts’ky’s

“onslaught” (“hremiyal’nyy vystup”) (411). In

Franko assaults the

first

background information,

if

fact,

it is

paragraph of Luts’ky’s

he

who

article;

it

attacks

first.

merely gives

somewhat exuberantly, but Franko calls

it

a tirade.

He first quotes more than half of the paragraph and then devotes five paragraphs
of his own to a hair-splitting challenge of every statement, it seems, that Luts’ky
makes. The following paragraph, which constitutes his response
statement that one

dogma

after another

had

to Luts’ky’s

fallen, is characteristic:

'/torMa 3a /lorMOK) na^ajia,'— KaxeropHUHO xeepziHTb nan JlyubKHH
UiKaeo 6 6yjio 3Haxn, Koxpa xo xon o/jHa-o/iHiciHbKa /loxMa ynajia b naci

OCHOBaHHH Ha /JOXMaX KaXOJlHU,H3M H6 /jyMaB XHXaXHCn, ajie
HaBnaKH, B ocxaxHix poKax nanyBaHnn nann JlbBa XIII BHpic /jo HeuyBaHoi

xoi KPH3H?

i

IhuiI /ioxmh
me H xenep ne cnHHnexbcn b cboIm apocxi. HkI
Mh Jii6epa.fibHi, hh couiaji-meMOKpaxHHHi, hh HaBixb
apHcxoKpaxHHHi? HiHKiciHbKa He Bnajia! Xi6a mo m /lyqbKHH xone nim
'/lorMaMH' po3yMixH menKi eexexHUHi c{)opMyjiKH. Hy, xa ce MyxH-

CHJiH

i

nonamajiH"?

O/JHOmHeBHHUi .... 412
(

(‘Dogma

fell

interesting to

after

)

dogma,’ affirms Mr. Luts’ky categorically.

know: what single

Catholicism, which

is

solitary

dogma

based on dogmas, did not so

the contrary, in the last years of the reign of

strength and even

now

has not yet slowed in

its

fallen!

It

would be

the time of that crisis?

much as think of wavering. On

Pope Leo XIII

it

What

grew

to

unheard of

dogmas have
or even aristocratic ones? Not a

growth.

fallen? Liberal ones, or social-democratic ones,

one has

fell in

other

Unless Mr. Luts’ky wants to consider as ‘dogmas’ certain aesthetic
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formululae.

Why,

Franko argues as

if

these are mayflies...)

he believed that Luts’ky had used “dogma”

in its strictest

meaning of the term with the
formululae” shows that he knew full well what Luts’ky

sense, but the culmination of his guesses at the

patronizing “aesthetic

meant. His howls of disapproval are directed
ideas. Similarly,

he

liberty in content

later

at

Luts’ky’s style rather than his

accuses Luts’ky of tautology in writing “freedom and

and form,” because there

is

no difference between freedom

and liberty (4 1 5- 1 6). In his stubbornness, he does not see a legitimate rhetorical
usage that produces the parallel pairs of “freedom and liberty” and “content
and form.”

And yet, Franko deploys a rhetorical arsenal of his own even while crying
“Foul!” at Luts’ky’s. In contrast to Luts’ky’s hyperbole, Franko practices an
is a meaning to Luts’ky’s
“dogma” passage illustrates,

ironic self-effacement, admitting that perhaps there

words even though
Franko finds

it

it is

beyond

his grasp.

As

the

appropriate to hurl one question after another at Luts’ky

are close to thirty in the article

—and he couches

—

there

his attack in exaggerated

repetitions of “Mister Luts’ky” that are a travesty of politeness.

Franko attacks Luts’ky’s ideas as well as

his style. Luts’ky writes that art

cannot be locked up in a tight materialistic-positivistic cage, and that “the stuff
of journalistic didactism” (“materiyal hazetyars’kykh mentorstv”) must be
separated from poetry and

all art (57).

Franko, on the other hand, invokes his

own understanding of the didactic function of art in requiring that the members
of Moloda

muza be held accountable to the community they

are addressing for

whatever influence they may have on the young people of that community (413).
Franko’s disagreements with Luts’ky are not, however, always to the
point.

His response to Luts’ky’s passage on the decline of realism provides an

illustration.

Franko sees

his

own doctrine of the utilitarian function of art under

attack and in his indignation fails to read closely, thus missing an important
detail.

Luts’ky did not dismiss

all realist

writers at

one stroke, as Franko would

have it. He simply pointed out that realism had inspired great works in the hands

movement

of talented writers, but like any other

it

had degenerated into a

of formulas in the hands of inept epigones and was
insult to injury

by concluding

inattentiveness with

injustice, in

spent.

set

Franko adds

his response with the contention that Luts’ky

does not seem to distinguish between

The

now

fair criticism

which Franko reads

and slander.
results in another kind of

which Franko misquotes Luts’ky and then quibbles not only with
write, but also with what he did not. Thus, where Luts’ky

what Luts’ky did
writes

first

Cshchyrist’

about “sincerity” and then about “nuances of
i

teplo serdechne

i

human

feelings”

zrozuminnya vsikh nizhnostey v pochuvannyakh

lyuds’kykh" [57; emphasis added]), Franko writes about “sincerity of
feelings” in addition to nuances thereof (“shchyrist’

human

v pochuvannyakh

lyuds ’kykh” and “nizhnostey v pochuvannyakh ly uds ’kykh” [416]). Regardless
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of the merits of Luts’ky ’s argument, the inaccuracies in the phrases that Franko
quotes do not testify to cool-headedness on his part. Regrettably, such

Franko’s authority that even today,
editors

do not appear

reproduced
without

this

comment

to

fifty-volume edition of his works, the

to

check Franko’s quotations, but have

have seen

error, just

as

is

in the

it

fit

had originally appeared

in

Dilo,

and

(416, 644).

Franko’s piece ends with a cruel parody of Luts’ky’s conclusion. Out of
a factual account of Moloda muza’s activities and the concluding statement of
a

somewhat promotional

only of a carnival barker.
as

no

nature,

Franko manages

less of a quotation than the legitimate

of limited sophistication

Franko

is

to

produce a speech worthy

What is worse, the passage is irresponsibly presented

who had

ones

in the article,

and any reader

not happened to read the article to which

responding could mistakenly take

this for

an actual quotation.

Luts’ky deserved a fairer reading, particularly from such an influential reader.

Franko had been prominent on the literary and intellectual scene for a good
twenty-five years by the early 1900s and was clearly the senior
in

Lviv

at the time. In spite

man

of

letters

of his socialist and anti-clerical views, which

sometimes made him unpopular, he wielded great influence, if only through the
sheer volume of his writing.

He had earned

Y et the volume was sustained by strong credentials.

a doctorate in literature in Vienna in 1893 and as a poet had

already produced several collections. With Zivyale lystya (Withered Leaves),

published in 1896, he had briefly ventured into personal lyricism.'"^

By

Moloda muza years, though, he was back in the utilitarian camp,
Semper tiro {Ever a Novice) and Moysey {Moses)N

writing

In 1900 Franko

had written a letter

—

in verse

—

understanding of the utilitarian function of art. The

to

the

Vorony, expounding his

letter

was printed together

with Vorony ’s response, written in a similar style but opposing Franko’s view,
in

Z-nad khmar

al’manakh

i z dolyn {From above the Clouds and from the Valleys), the
Vorony had conceived as a tribute to modernism, but that was
by the time it was published.’^ The sentiments that Franko voiced
of his critical and theoretical writings. Thus, Franko was

that

quite eclectic

were typical

sufficiently familiar with

and interested

publications by the poets

who would become molodomuztsi had found him

favourably disposed.

Rozsypani perly. But

He
it

in

pure lyric that early individual

had, for example, responded well to Pachovs’ky’s

must have been the cohesion of

their individual

tendencies in a group, however informally organized, that provoked Franko

and led him, as Karmans’ky points out in
Ukrayins ka Bohema {Ukrainian Bohemia),

memoir of Moloda muza,

his

to find the group’s modernistic

ideals inexcusable (14).

Moloda muza enjoyed only

a brief period of

activities of its era. In this short

Ukrainian literature through

its

time

it

made

prominence

books and magazine.
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in the literary

significant contributions to

No sooner was its identity

To some extent this was
Moloda muza could not have survived long
1900s. As Karmans’ky puts it in his memoir,

established, though, than the group began to drift apart.
predictable. Intent
in

on serving

art,

any case in the Lviv of the early

found themselves exiled, since all that people needed were
few stock phrases from Shevchenko that they could remember on festive
occasions and use as a sort of cultural and patriotic status symbol; furthermore,
the poets of the time

a

the public found unacceptable the relatively

many

of the molodomuztsi,

who

bohemian manners and mores of

did not value material comfort and security

(110-11). This attitude, shared by the pragmatic publisher Budzynovsky,

may

muza s collaboration with S’vit.
Still, the inevitable came more quickly with the help of Ivan Franko. His
response to Luts’ky was not the sole factor in the fate of Moloda muza, but it
help explain the end of Moloda

had its effect. Granted, Franko had in the past been censured by the community,
but by the time in question his persistence and productivity had earned him

And

As
modernism into
Ukrainian literature had to reckon with both Franko ’s enormous authority and
his merciless wit.’^ The extent of his authority is clear, if only from the fact that
he was portrayed before anyone else, and in the role of mentor, in Ukrayins’ ka
Bohema (13-20, esp. 14). It was also mol odomuzets’ Pachovs’ky, who noted
Franko ’s inordinately destructive style and placed him at the fore of critics who
respect.

was

the style of his charge at Luts’ky

Bohdan Rubchak has

written,

any attempt

typically intemperate.

to introduce

di

,

discourage writers by belabouring the negative aspects of their works.

Franko’s response to Luts’ky’s

and

effect

its

on

writers.

article is a

The exchange

immediate discouragement of the poets

good example of this tendency

interests us for

more, though, than

its

touched. This immediate effect was

it

only one instance of the process by which respected authorities grant or

withhold “sanctions”

works

—

to use Luts’ky’s

to posterity but not others,

The 1976 Soviet

own

term

and not always by

—

that

commend some

literary or artistic criteria.

works provides a

telling

example. In the annotations to volume 37, which contains Franko’s

critical

edition of Franko’s collected

writings for the years 1906-1908,

Moloda muza

repeatedly identified as a

is

grouping of decadent modernist writers, even though by comparison with some

European writers of a slightly earlier period, Moloda muza's decadence is timid
indeed.

What is more, on the face of it, this edition

example, the index

lists

published in Lviv from

and only

1

even an item

is

meticulously edited. For

like the populist

863 through 1 865, although

it is

magazine Meta,

mentioned only twice

Moloda muza, however, despite the many
and especially with regard to the 1 907 “Manifest...” article, does

in the notes (624, 629).

references to

it

not figure in the index.

For

all

the brevity of

its

existence,

Moloda muza can be credited with
The body of poetry that it

fostering innovations in Ukrainian literature.

nurtured helped to break the ground for the poetry of the twenties. For example.
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Myron Stepnyak profferred

in

1933 his view that Pavlo Tychyna was a direct

heir of the molodomuzets’ Pachovs’ky.-° This

VasyT Barka,

in

view has since been endorsed by

a 1967 article included in a recently published

volume of

Pachovs’ky ’s collected works7' Given the importance of the molodomuztsi as
couriers to Eastern Ukraine of Western European literary currents, and as

own community,

proselytizers for poetry in their

they

may

well have been

given short shrift7^
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rpt. in

(L’viv: [privately

19-75.

Ivan Franko, Moysey (Lviv: [privately printed], 1905) and Semper

r/r<9(Literatumo-naukovabiblioteka 135-36, Lviv: Ukrayin-rus’kavydavnycha
spilka, 1906), rpt. in

Zibrannya

tvoriv, 5, pp.

201-64 and

3, pp.

101-82,

respectively.
16.

Ivan Franko, “Mykoli

Voronomu

(poslanye)” and

Mykola Vorony,

“Ivanovi Frankovi (vidpovid’ na yoho poslanye),” in Mykola Vorony, ed. Z-

nad khmar

i

z

dolyn (Odessa:

A. Sokolovs’ky, 1903), pp. 1-3 and 4-6,

respectively.
17.

Bohdan Rubchak, “Probnyy

Molodomuzets’
18.

let,” in

—

Yuriy Luts’ky, Ostap Luts’ky

p. 28.

VasyF Pachovs’ky, “Moya

spovid’,” Dzvony, 4 (1934), pp. 154-61,

pp. 234-39, rpt. in Zibrani tvory 2, p. 30.

1

1.1

19.

Ivan Franko, Zibrannya tvoriv, 37,

20.

Myron Stepnyak, “Poety ‘Molodoyi muzy,”’ Chervonyy Shlyakih

(1933),
21.

rpt. in

597,

p.

598,

p.

631,

p.

643.

p. 182.

VasyF Barka, “Liryk

—MyslyteF,” Ukrayins’ki

Pachovs’ky, Zibrani tvory,

22.

p.

2, pp.

Visti,

Apr.

9,

1967,

13-14.

The experience of Moloda muza is by no means unique. In recent
Ne w Y ork Group had a similar shaky start as far as public acceptance

times, the
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was concerned. Now, recognized by such authorities as Yuriy Lavrinenko and
Hryhoriy Kostyuk [Yuriy Lavrinenko, Zrub i parosty: Literatunw-krytychni
statti, eseyi, refleksiyi

Suchasnist’, 1971), p. 5 and pp. 253-307;

(Munich:

Hryhoriy Kostyuk, “Z litopysu literaturnoho zhyttya v diaspori,” Suchasnist’,
129 (1971), pp. 37-63; 130 (1971), pp. 63-82], the Group
detractors.

Valentyn Moroz protested

in

September 1985

still

finds

its

that a University of

Ottawa conference called Beyond Tradition, planned for the following month,
would be monopolized by the New York Group; he did not name the Group but
as being made up of good friends who ran about without pants
when hippies were in vogue [Valentyn Moroz, Address,
Commemorative Evening in Honour of VasyL Stus (St. Vladimir’s Cathedral,

characterized
in

the

it

1960s,

Toronto, Sept. 22, 1985)]. In Moroz’s view, such admission to the club of
canonical poets, on grounds of acquaintance
the death of poetry.

York Group on

He went

—connections

as

it

were

—

signals

on, however, to object to the poetry of the

the grounds that

New

did not serve as a weapon. If the works of

it

certain poets did serve the cause of defense, perhaps

Moroz would be

less

sensitive to nepotism in literary selection.

As for the conference to which Moroz referred, the consecration
of an entire conference to what
either a passive examination of
it,

is

implied to be ‘beyond tradition’ allows for

what constitutes the canon and the reasons for

or an active attempt to reconstitute

it.

Either way, the fact of such a

conference implies a responsible stance towards the canon and one’s role in
perpetuating

it.

responded thus

With regard to Vasyl’ Stus, for example, Leonid Pliushch
comparison of the honours paid to the memory of Stus with

to a

the cult that developed around Shevchenko:

Heaven

forbid, he said, that Stus

be made a civic poet, for in his work he could not be farther from one [Leonid
Pliushch, personal conversation.

May

29, 1986].

Pliushch ’s words are a reminder that literature should be judged
first

and foremost for

itself.

The process by which works of

literature are

sanctioned and the canon determined cannot be avoided, but

it

must be

who receive the canon and those who shape it. We will
be told that a work is good, or that it is bad, but we must stop and think why,
and on whose word we have it.
acknowledged, by those
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IRONY IN THE WORKS OF
MYKOLA KHVYL’OVY
Myroslav Shkandrij
mad

“Well, he’s

—

that he is

—and

the kind of

it’s

madness

that generally

mistakes one thing for another, and thinks white black and black white, as was
clear

when he

were giants and the

said that the windmills

dromedaries, and the flock of sheep hostile armies, and
this tune.
girl I

many

friar’s

mules

other things to

So it won’t be very difficult to make him believe that the first peasant
is the Lady Dulcinea.’’

run across about here

The Adventures of Don Quixote

Mykola Khvyl’ovy,

the greatest Ukrainian prose writer of the immediate

post-Revolutionary years, was acutely aware of one

Almost

self-consciousness.

Anarkh

in

—

trait

his central figures

pro

sanatoriynu

typify the

modern ego’s

“Povist’

“Val’dshnepy”

all

zonu,”

—

modem ego, its

of the

the narrator in “Ya,”

Dmytro Karamazov

uncertainty,

its

of appearing ridiculous, of discovering the truth about

itself. It is

these heroes were searching for their identity in the figures of

Sancho Panza, and Miguel de Cervantes

in

fear of being wrong,
as though

Don

Quixote,

—more
though they were
resembled.
works
—
of most of
precisely, as

not sure which of the three they most closely

The
seems

structure of Khvyl’ovy’s stories

to shuttle elaborately

indeed,

between the noble

his

illusions of a

Don Quixote,

the

humour of a Cervantes. Often the
attitudes within the mind of the hero

earthy realism of a Sancho Panza, and the
chief interest lies in the struggle of these

or heroine. Such an organizing principle

is

also evident in the selection of

characters: an idealistic dreamer, usually a

beautiful illusion

(Andryusha

zonu”); a strong-willed cynic,

in

Tahabat

in “Povist’

view of the mishchanyn or

Phili-

“Kamo” in “Povist’ pro sanatoriynu zonu,” Aglaya
and the impotent intellectual, who sides with the ideal but

in

“Ya,”

in

“Val’dshnepy”);

is

overpowered by the

real,

serves as the central character in

story’s conflicts are played out (the narrator in

whose mind

“Ya,” Anarkh

sanatoriynu zonu,” Dmytro Karamazov in “Val’dshnepy”).

in “Povist’

and self-sacrificing

woman

in

(Maria

in

“Ya,” Sestra Katrya

“Val’dshnepy”); the fool (Degenerat
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the

pro

One might also add

to the list of recurring characters: the simple soul, usually a quiet,

Hanna Karamazov

the

pro sanatoriynu

who knows the weakness of the flesh and has an

instinct for survival, represents the point of
stine (Dr.

young person, represents

“Ya,” Khlonya

in

unassuming,

in “Povist’...,”

“Ya,” Duren’

in

“Povist’...,”

T’otya Klava’s husband in “Val’dshnepy”); and the provocateur,

usually a sexually attractive

woman who has lost her noble illusions and has

a

compulsive need to destroy the illusions of others (Maya in “Povist’...,” T’otya

Klava

in

“Val’dshnepy”). All these character types point to the author’s desire

to structure the story

around the juxtaposition of poet and

Philistine, illusion

and reality, innocent joy and malicious experience, love and hate.
motifs focus attention on the central

dilemma of the

And all these

hero: the debilitating self-

consciousness of the potentially active and creative individual.

Yet the author’s
the

modem

own

self-awareness blocks him from merely portraying

ego. His corrosive self-consciousness compels

him

to intervene

continually in his works in order to debunk, demystify, deflate, remind the

readers constantly that

all

perceptions and

all

Finally, he cannot resist demonstrating that the

desires have to be distrusted.

work of fiction too is an illusion,

nothing but an intellectual game.
All these attitudes, besides being very cental in the development of

twentieth-century Modernism, were also typical of Romantic irony. Therefore
it

would not be amiss to take a brief retrospective glance at Romantic

only because

because

it

it

is

an attitude that

is at

irony, not

the core of Khvyl’ovy’s work, but also

sheds some light on the terms “Romantic Vitaism” and “Active

Romanticism” which the author used

to describe both his

work and

that of the

twenties as a whole.
Socratic irony has often been spoken of as a

purpose of which

is

method of dissimulation,

the

expose ignorance by pretending to seek information.

to

has been admired as a device for drawing out the

full

It

implications of a

commonly held opinion, thereby revealing its contradictions and shortcomings.
As a didactic tool its purpose was to teach that established codes of religion,
morality, justice, and art were often based on faulty premises and had to be

rethought. Since

question

it

was nobler for an individual

to reach an understanding of a

through reflection rather than to adopt conventional notions

automatically, irony

was

the tool

by which

beliefs

were analyzed and

false

views exposed, by which the social collective’s claim to be correct was often

shown

to

be wrong.

Romantic
splendid

irony, in the opinion of the critic Friedrich Schlegel,

weapon

against

philistinism,

false

rationalism,

was

also a

untrammelled

emotionalism, and fossilized thinking. For the Romantics, however, irony was
not only a negative power;

it

was

also a revelation of a positive capability: the

world of necessity and to summon up divine
powers as creator and poet. The exercise of irony, they thought, offered the
most unlimited expression of freedom, the widest prospects for creative
writer’s ability to step outside the

endeavour. Through

it

gained a glimpse of

its

liberate the individual

intelligence

became completely self-conscious and
Control over irony would thus

infinite possibilities.

and bring a clearer understanding of the
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truth.

A striking feature of Romantic irony was its need to remind the reader that
was a fictional account constructed by an author. By stepping outside
Romantics seemed to be demonstrating an aspiration to
situate the artist, the supreme creator, at a point outside the world. Such a
calculated mental act was the manifestation of a detached and ambivalent
the story

the narrative, the

world

attitude to the paradoxical essence of the
in Schlegel’s

The Romantics

felt

they had discovered something essentially new, non-

Greek, in the concept of irony: the reflective,
of

art

and the

—“transcendental buffoonery,”

words.

artist

critical attitude

toward the work

himself, which could illuminate the working of the

during the act of creation.

mind

One immediate consequence of such an attitude was

the idea of literature as play.

It

became

the fashion for the writer ironically to

rethink various literary forms, to treat literature as an intellectual game, to enter

work and comment on his literary devices, and to make the production and
literary work the subject of literature. This was, of course,
connected to the idea that the human mind was not a passive reflector of the

his

compositon of the

surrounding world but an active creator working according to

laws

—
A

was

its

own

internal

a basic tenet of Romanticism.

second major consequence for

the

literature in

adopting the ironic stance

development of the concept of doubt. Since Kant had shown the

limitations of knowledge, the futility of attempting to construct a comprehensive

metaphysical system that could reduce everything to a single basic principle,
the

Romantics had

total

to accept the impossibility of

complete knowledge and of

communicaton, while, paradoxically, recognizing the necessity of striving

for both. This kind of ironic attitude

had much

in

common

with scepticism in

philosophy, with agnosticism in questions of religious belief, and with tolerant
relativism in matters political and moral.

Towards ultimate mysteries and
and equivocation was to

eternal questions a certain degree of non-commitment

be assumed, toward socio-political complexities a stance of disinterest. But in

SchlegeTs estimation, irony would liberate more than it
would restrain, freeing the artist to hover playfully over the surface of his work,
aesthetic matters, in

to

savour

all

the paradoxes of his craft, to rejoice in the

and the imagination, and

powers of the

How closely acquainted Khvyl’ovy was with Schlegel
irony

we do

not know.

intellect

to delight in the artist’s ability to poeticize the world.

It

may have been

’

s

theory of Romantic

a second-hand acquaintanceship

obtained through the writings of the Russian Modernists, the translations of

German

authors,

and reports of the newest publications and

theatrical

Ludwig Tieck’s Der gestiefelte Kater was produced in Berlin in
1921 and Luigi Pirandello’s Sei personaggi in cerca d’autore, a work that did
more than any other to popularize the devices of Romantic irony in the modern
theatre, was published in 92
It may also have been derived in part from the
Ukrainian Modernists, in particular, M. Kotsyubyns’ky. Nevertheless, it is
productions:

1

1

.
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clear

from

his

work and from

his polemical writings that

profoundly influenced by Romantic theory.

He

Khvyl’ovy was

both considered himself a

“Romantic Vitaist” or “Active Romantic” and was strongly attracted to the
ironic mode. Furthermore, an argument can be made for the progressive
development of this mode as the path taken by Khvyl’ovy’s genuis.
Friedrich Schlegel

it

saw irony

as a counterbalance to the unrestrained

Storm and Stress period:

feeling of the

it

cooled the poet’s fervour, supplemented

with clarity of vision, presence of mind, and calmness of judgment.

A

marriage of emotion and intellect was considered important if the world was not
to

make of

the poet a naive fool or a helpless slave.

A

similar motivation

appeared to have prompted Khvyl’ovy to reject his youthful, naively enthusiastic
verse of the Revolutionary period, in which the poet wore his heart upon his
sleeve,

and

to search for a

following years he was to

more

sophisticated form of expression. In the

mock caustically those writers who remained cast in

such an artless mold, perhaps seeing in their earnest, innocent, and
contented lyrics a reflection of his
years. In fact the

1925-1928 was

own

literary

famous “Literary Discussion”

initiated

short-sighted writer

self-

persona of the Revolutionary
in

Ukraine during the years

by Mykola Khvyl’ovy with an attack upon a third-rate

who could

see in the story

“Ya” nothing but an offensive

slander of the noble revolutionary activist and a delving into morbid psychology.

Khvyl’ovy’s critique of hollow rhetoric, sentimentalism, and technical
incompetence, with which he opened his attack in 1925, was to be a leitmotif
of the entire “Literary Discussion.”

The ironist who emerged in 1 923- 1 924 with the publication of Syni Etyudy
and Osin' was already an
it

artist in

control of his material, not one controlled by

(Schlegel’s distinction between Romanticism and Classicism). Khvyl’ovy

the artist

had

set

himself different goals from the politician,

“A commitment

of another Romantic,

to

for, in the

an idea, no matter

how

words

beautiful,

means a chance of getting stuck in some kind of servitude to the sublime.... If
you are lacking in irony, that divine freedom of spirit, then you cannot do justice
to the sublime.”’ In his work Mykola Khvyl’ovy uses irony in the selfconscious manner admired by the Romantics as detached authorial manipulation
:

of material, as self-mirroring, as self-restraint, and as a symbolic imitation of
the infinite play of the universe.

In the stories of this period

show

He

that literature

is

Khvyl’ovy continually intervenes

a kind of intellectual

in order to

game being played with the

loves to take the reader into his confidence, asks for advice as to

plot ought to develop, gives instruction

viewed, and shares his
full

artistic secrets.

reader.

how

the

on how unfolding events should be

Some

chapters are non-existent, others

of clues that lead nowhere. The author delights in exposing the conventions

of the literary form, of drawing the reader into his laboratory and displaying to

him

the very creative process itself.
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But running alongside the theme of literature as play is the second major
theme of his work: literature as doubt, as a systematic questioning of all human
perceptions and desires. This begins with the manipulation of narrative devices
in order to advance the story on several levels at once. The straightforward,
“realist” narrative is shunned: the point of view constantly shifts; fragments of
letters, diaries,

and posters appear frequently; and dream sequences, ghostly

visions of past Cossack glory, and idyllic fantasies about the future Republic

of

Communes

some
reality

unexpectedly glide in and out. All

who

characters,

and

at certain points

this

becomes too much

illusion:

Anarkh looked at Sister Katria and suddenly jumped:
Ugh, how

—

for

can no longer distinguish between

Listen,

Is

she a phantom too?

stupid!...

—he turned

dreaming, or

to her,

rubbing his eyes

—what do you

think:

am

I

is this...

—
what? —
Katria
—Oh, God! I’m asking you:
Sister

Is this

rejoined.

is it

a dream that I’m talking to you, or

is it

reality?^

Or, like Sister Katria, they begin to philosophize:

—

Just think... perhaps

Lake Baikal, Hegel

when I’m somewhere beyond Lake Baikal or North of

will appear in a completely different light.

be quite understandable, because you cannot

in fact

say what

And
am

I

this will

exactly:

Even if you take hold of my hand and feel my flesh under
your thumb, even then you do not have the right to say that at this moment I
exist. Perhaps this is just your dream, because you could feel exactly the same

reality or a phantom

.

thing in a dream... Everything

is relative!"^

KhvyTovy’s most characteristic device is anticlimax. He almost always
mocks his own lyrical flights. He will paint a character or describe an incident
and quite deliberately puncture the

illusion with

an admission that no such

person existed or that nothing of the sort occurred;

we have simply been taken

for a joyful ride.

Sometimes, as

in the conclusion to “Iz

he even proposes more than one ending to a story: a

and a happy, successful one. The reader
appropriate:

is life

wondering which

a terrible nightmare or a euphoric

Another interesting device
consciousness and doubt

in

conclusion,
is

the

more

dream?

Khvyl’ovy for heightening the sense of self-

and the
beyond the immediate and the individual for eternal and
Khvyl’ovy makes this explicit in the endings to some of his stories.
is

the search for “Platonic forms”: the author

characters are looking
ideal types.

is left

Varynoyi biohrafiyi,”

bitter, tragic
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For example,

in “Kit

u chobotyakh” and “Vardshnepy”

importance of analyzing the chief characters

lies in their

we

are told that the

representative nature;

the hero of the second represents the typical Ukrainian Party intellectual of the

twenties, trapped

between Communist

loyalties

and national sympathies.

It is

precisely because of this almost obsessive search for “Platonic forms” that

Khvyl’ovy’s work teems with

all

literary allusions.

Almost every character, every scene, and every conflict recall some other
work. The author himself constantly compares his characters to
fictional ones and wonders whether they are Don Quixotes, Prometheuses,
Dmitri Karamazovs, Fausts, Ostap or Andriy BuFbas, etc. Sometimes he seems
unsure about which persona his character will assume next, hesitates in
literary

developing the

plot,

appears to stand back and to observe developments with

detached curiosity. Khvyl’ovy’s characters often have allegorical names which

encourage comparisons and contrasts, or remind the reader of other characters
in history or fiction: in “Povist
is

pitted against

Kamo,

,”

’
.

.

.

for instance, Anarkh, the former Makhnovite,

the crude, earthy. Party realist. Individuals also have a

protean quality, drifting into and out of one literary personage after another.

Their characters seem to be perpetually in flux, ephemeral. In the same story

Anarkh is associated with Savonarola, Don Quixote, Makhno, Lenin, and even
the Fool, who in this story wanders the grounds of the sanatorium occasionally

mad cry. In his struggle for self-awareness, for an
own character and role in life, Anarkh, as it were, tries on

piercing the stillness with a

understanding of his

these various personae.
his

mental

When he is unable to reach the desired self-awareness,

illness progresses rapidly, leading to his suicide.

Not only

are the

Platonic ideal types here an aid to self-characterization for Anarkh, the author’s

—
—seems

use of them

another

in particular of
to

Anarkh ’s continual

shuttling

from one

to

imply that conventional realist methods of characterization

are suspect.

The business of

know” some character, of reducing him to a
made more complicated by the fact that he is

“getting to

recognizable dimension,

is

continually posing, playing roles, hiding behind masks:

Karamazov looked
odd you

are!

at his friend

and suddenly burst into laughter. “Oh, how

Didn’t you notice that

wouldn’t make such a bad

I

was just playing

the fool? Obviously

I

actor.’’^

All this tends to produce a kind of “hall of mirrors” effect in

which the reader
and each character watch the players without being sure whether the image
observed is really there. The importance of the image, however, is crucial; in
it is usually the image that creates the reality.
KhvyTovy’s characters are themselves constantly reading other authors,
and readily discuss the world of other fictional characters or famed philosophers.

fact,
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them than their own. We hear echoes from
Marx, Nietzsche, and a host of others.
Each thread is picked up only to be dropped as soon as another association
occurs. And yet all these streams seem to flow into one prolonged search for
which often seems more

real to

Plato, Cervantes, Swift, Voltaire, Hegel,

What is reality? What is the individual? What
What is art? And in this world of fiction, the

the answer to recurring questions:
is

history?

What

is

illusion?

world’s great writers and the eternal creations of fiction seem to be looking over
the characters’ shoulders

and participating

in the action.

This device of Romantic irony, so reminiscent of Tieck and Pirandello,

goes hand in hand with another device that
is

is

central to

Khvyl’ovy and which

often at the base of his plot structure, especially in his later stories: the

mass

destruction of the

illusion or the popular

myth. In a world reminiscent of

Gogol, Khvyl’ovy’s characters are often the product of a mass psychosis, of

how others see them. They are beneficiaries or victims of popular misconceptions.
The inspector in “Revizor” is a product of the popular fear of bureaucratic
institutions. The pusillanimous Ivan Ivanovych or Stepan Trokhymovych in
their eponymous stories are familiar to the reader, but not to their subordinates
who consider them wise, dignified leaders. The pompous, giftless, and vulgar
Party official Ivan Ivanovych is, for example, keenly aware of the power of the
general impression his circle has of him:

“Well, Galaktochka... Ah... what are they saying about me, in general?”

“Where do you mean?”
“Well... in general. In Party circles, so to speak, and...

whenever

the

subject arises.”

Comrade Galaktochka looks at Comrade Zhan in a motherly way and says:
“What can they say?... They say that you are a very fine worker and an
exemplary Party man.”
Ivan Ivanovych rubs his hands, goes to the radio loudspeaker and tenderly
strokes
is

to

it

with his palm: he

is

quite pleased by this information.

The main thing

avoid any kind of misunderstanding.^

Eventually, of course, the facade collapses, and the delusory nature of the fears

and ambitions

it

has fostered are exposed. The characters emerge chastened,

but less gullible and more critical of the world’s vanity. Ivan Ivanovych, the

conceited Party dignitary
obscurity; Stepan

is

purged and tumbles from

Trokhymovych discovers

as incompetent as he

is;

his high post into

that the Party authorities are just

the Revizor turns out to be a frightened, obsequious,

Romantic irony is very much in evidence in the overt
manipulation of characters and events and in the ambiguous attitude of the
author to his literary progeny Towards them intimacy alternates with aloofness,
and pathetic

careerist.

.
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mockery, and sympathy with

the tenderest affection with
is

criticism. This again

an attitude that Schlegel praised and one which he detected

was

It

in the greatest

Cervantes, Shakespeare, Goethe.

artists:

in the years

of the great “Literary Discussion,” 1925-1928, that

Khvyl’ovy’s prose began to undergo a change. The dominance of essentially
poetic devices

give

way

—which gave

his prose a lyrical,

to structural devices

fragmentary quality—began to

more usually associated with prose

narrative: a

well constructed plot, character development, psychological interest, sociopolitical contrasts, etc.

increased.

Whereas

The use of

and flippant tone, and tended
general,

began

now

it

to focus

A

irony, however, did not diminish, but

in the earlier stories

became more sombre

on

specific targets, to

strong satirical streak

it

had often assumed a playful,

witty,

an easy acceptance of human folly

to reveal

in

and all-pervasive, and

in colouration

expose and castigate specific vices.

emerged

in

KhvyTovy’s

writings. Bureaucratic

snobbery, obsequiousness and servility, hypocrisy, petty ambition, selfishness,

and the ubiquitous “poshlist” of Soviet
stories

life

became

the objects of ridicule in

such as “Ivan Ivanovych,” “Revizor,” and “Opovidannya pro Stepana

T rokhy movycha,” published in the years
of satire are employed: affectation
inflated opinion of himself

is

is

1

929- 1931.

Some standard techniques

unmasked; the base character with an

overtaken by bedlam, confusion, or chaos; the

mechanical response to situations by the brain-washed, self-demeaning cog
ridiculed; the blindness

technique

is

and hypocrisy of the snob

is

exposed.

a subtle one which relies on ironic distancing for

its

And

is

yet the

effect.

Here

again clues are dropped as to the author’s intentions; “Ivan Ivanovych” begins
with references to Jonathan Swift, Voltaire, and anti-utopian literature; the
heroine in “Revizor” wonders whether she

is

a Ukrainian

Madame

Bovary;

Stepan Trokhymovych’s philistine happiness echoes Gogol’s old-world
landowners.

But behind the social
conventions in

satire lies a

literature.

parody of the representation of these

Khvyl’ovy took pains

to

explode the naive

epistemological assumption on which the “heroic” or “monumental” realism

of the official Soviet literature (later “Socialist Realism”) was founded. While
part of the satirist’s attack

norm
this

was aimed

manners and

at

attitudes

in Soviet life, another part travestied the literary

period Khvyl’ovy was in fact ridiculing the official

writing

—

Panch’s

which were the

norms. In the works of

VUSPP

school of

works such as Ivan Mykytenko’s Braty (1927), Petro
nashykh dniv (1928), and Ivan Le’s Roman mizhirrya (1929),

in particular,

P ovist’

which were soon to be granted canonical status

—by laying bare

the devices

and

the illusions the school tried to foster.

Take, for example, Ivan Ivanovych in Khvyl’ovy ’s story of the same name.

none other than a Party Candide. We are immediately informed that he
was expelled from the Faculty of Law for “Voltairianism” and today lives on

He

is
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Thomas More

Street (in the

contemporary Utopia, of course). In

his heart

vibrate exclusively “major chords” of “monumental realism,” while all

“minor

chords” and rebellious attitudes are considered by him to be expressions of a
“petty-bourgeois impressionism.” Just like Voltaire’s Candide, he continually

we live in the best of all possible worlds until, that is, he

repeats to himself that
is

thrown out of the Party and his career is ruined. This

is

a very obvious travesty

VUSPP fiction of the day, of its dominant mood and of its positive hero.
Moreover, the typical plot of the VUSPP story has the hero making some

of the

scientific discovery

and thereby raising the material level of the masses. In a

transparent parody of this fomula Ivan Ivanovych spends the entire winter in

study until he invents an electric fly-swatter, which only works, however,
the fly obligingly decides to
that

sit

in a

—something, we

designated spot

when

are told,

does not often happen.

KhvyTovy’s purpose seems to have been the education of the public to a
more critical reading and to a more profound self-awareness through the revelation of the limits of fiction. Hence the parodistic game played with other texts,
other worlds, with the whole idea of fiction as a “reflection of reality.” In fact,
Khvyl’ovy’s ultimate purpose is an attack on the mimetic myth. Through the
use of irony,

satire,

of nature in

art.

and parody he criticizes the naive views of the representation

A

naive reader like

Don Quixote

(a recurring

symbol

in

KhvyTovy) takes the fictional world of chivalry to be true, just as Khvyl’ovy’s
heroes and heroines accept their images of lovers. Party leaders, historical
events, the

common people, or the artist to be the truth

—with

disastrous results.

Byanka’ s image of her lover turns out to be completely false in “Sentymental’na
istoriya”;

Stepan Trokhymovych’s impression that a wise leadership is guiding

the Party eventually

is

deflated; Ivan Ivanovych’s picture of historical events

proves to be totally false since he believed that “they cannot purge members of
the Central Committee... that’s only for the people... the masses!”^

Khvy ovy
1

’

’

s

irony argues for a more sophisticated and complex presentation

of the world, for a more self-conscious use of the
for a

more

ironic, detached,

increasingly dogmatic official posture in

philosophy, morality, and
Finally,

literature is essentially deceptive

this

all

life in

the face of an

matters intellectual: politics,

doubt

may have been

to illustrate the idea that all

and therefore morally questionable. One of

commenting upon

newspaper, expresses

of fiction, and, perhaps,

art.

Khvyl’ovy’s purpose

his characters,

art

and tolerant approach to

the reflection of life in the local factory

in the

power of the

written

word to convey the

truth without distortion:

But scepticism kept eating away

at me...

I

took an active part in the women’s

organization, in meetings of delegates, in editing the town’s wall-newspapers,
but

I

constantly thought that our wall-newspaper [stinhazeta]
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was not

called

wall-gas [stinhaz] for nothing. That’s

straw burning.

And

no smoke without

Khvyl’ovy seems

to

be

the people

by

sit

all

it

was

—

gas,

smoke.

this illusory bonfire

A lot of damp

and think: “there’s

fire.’’*

telling the reader that the simplistic

Engelsian and

Leninist “refection theory,” which served as the epistemological foundation for

and
comprehend a changing

the crude productions of “heroic” or “Socialist Realism” in the late twenties

was

early thirties,

far too primitive an instrument to

world. Everything in the later stories (“Ivan Ivanovych,” “Revizor,” “Zlochyn,”

“My sly vs ’ki

opovidannya dobrodiya Stepchuka,” “Z Lyaboratoriyi,” and
“Opovidannya pro Stepana Trokhymovycha”) is built on a contrast between
illusion and reality, seeming and being. Nothing is what it appears to be.
Khvyl’ovy begins to reiterate the words “son, mara, omana” (dream, phantom,
delusion) as though trying to convince us that

grasp the whimsical dialectic of
In

the

following

human reason alone

is

unable to

life.

which occurs towards the end of “Z

passage,

Lyaboratoriyi,” Spridonova philosophizes on the inscrutable logic of events:

And

so here you are at

my

place!...

accidentally somehow... Well,
at

tell

And, you know,

happened quite

my place? Of course not. Everything in life turns out in a funny sort of way.

Not because the principle of causation
provincial

place

would

say.

is

broken

at

every step

—

as

some

But because these same causes, which bring us

we never expected

—

these

same causes

a hidden manner, and only afterwards do

Or

it

me, did you think you would find yourself

take the following quotations,

Stepana Trokhymovycha,” and

all

all

we

to a

are acted out before our eyes in

find them.^

gathered from the “Opovidannya pro

pointing toward the limitations of

human

reason:

Of course we could build the commune without directives, but the point is the
nature of our people. Darkest ignorance,
that they will think their

way through by

I tell

you, and you cannot presume

themselves.

And here Stepan Trokhymovych had a sudden thought:
fear

it

and

it is

not terrible at

‘Life’s like that

—you

all.’

The point is that life is like that: you get ready to go somewhere; you take off;
you arrive at the place; and then it turns out that what you were looking for
isn’t there;

it

turns out that

you didn’t ask the

right questions, or the

right people.

Stepan Trokhymovych tried to wrap his brain around the problem, Stepan
Trokhymovych pondered intensely. But all the same Stepan Trokhymovych
could not

make head

or

tails

of

it.'°
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In his awareness of the process of creation and of the dangers of a simplistic
fictional portrayal,

Khvyl’ovy was very much a twentieth-century

Mann

Joyce, Proust, Gide, Kafka,

artists

—sense perception was

twentieth-century prose
to

—

be true was not; and

same time

at the

who

to be doubted, for what appeared

illusions, one’s

could be as tangible as perceptions of external

knowing anything

for certain

in the

reality.

it

most insignificant details of our daily life, none of us can

need only be turned up
our social personality

its

like a

is

in

is

identical for everyone,

an account book or the record of a

and

will;

a creation of the thoughts of other people."

aware of its conventionality,

are

art,

page

moral ambivalence. Disturbed by

self-reflective

impossibility of

best:

be said to constitute a material whole, which

All these artists mistrust

images of the world,

The

—of even knowing other people well—haunts

these authors. Perhaps Proust put

But then, even

For

writer.

defined the direction of

this

knowledge, they

its

“literariness,”

feel the

need for a

manner; unsure of where they stand, they are concerned with

constructing a multi-layered, multi-faceted narrative that would approximate
the irreducible complexity of

human

parody: the portrait of the

One of Khvyl’ovy’s

artist,

last

consciousness. This concern perhaps

KhvyTovy’s

explains the popularity during

lifetime of the genre of self-

the novel within a novel, the text within a text.

works, “Z Lyaboratoriyi” (1931),

is

a discussion

with the readers concerning a novel in progress. The author decides to write a
novel, discusses each chapter with us as

it

emerges, explains which elements

of the work he likes and dislikes, and finally breaks off after only three chapters

have been produced. Once
fiction is

it

becomes

no longer acceptable

clear to both author

Donbas

to gather material for a projected

his day,

which
The

is

to

and readers

new work about the “new” heroes of

be written in the “new,” “realist”

style:

writer decided to write a novel with living people, that

workers, with collectivists, the labouring intelligentsia, that
novel,

which would be read by workers,

intelligentsia

—

all

were creating the

grown Marcel

that his

to the regime, the writer then leaves for the

is,

is

collectivists,

with ordinary

to say, a realist

the

labouring

who under the leadership of the Communist Party
new life and who were looked down upon by our homethose

Prousts,

let

us say.'^

This was, of course, the final irony: the “new” literature was neither “new”

nor “realistic,” nor contained “living people,” nor would be welcomed by
workers, collectivists, or the intelligentsia. In fact, Khvyl’ovy would never
write his novel because he
intelligence.

To have done

was incapable of destroying

his ironic, critical

so would have been to crush his social conscience,

self-awareness, and sense of self-worth,

all
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of which were intimately connected

with the very meaning and function of literature.

There are dark notes

in

Khvyl’ovy’s

last stories.

He seems

to

have

premonitions of some great horror and he turns from irony as play to irony as

anguished doubt. The “road to consciousness” traversed by his characters is full
of disillusionment: conscious ideas are subverted by the unconscious will;
visual images do not correspond to reality; the reasons given for actions differ

from their deeper motivation; the individual cannot find a vantage-point from
which to survey the maelstrom of history.
This sense of unsureness, of bewilderment even, among many writers led
to a reaffirmation of the ironic attitude in the twenties. In a

decade that

witnessed the rising tide of fanaticism, a growing commitment to totalitarian
ideologies, and the

punishment of dissent with persecution, such a reminder of

human understanding in the ironic prose of T. Mann, Kafka,
in fact, in many of the greatest writers of the century
was not out of

the limits of

—

Proust

—

place. Playful

and yet capable of expressing anguished doubt, tolerant of

ambiguity,

of contradiction, complexity, incoherence, and eccentricity

full

the irony that flourished in the twenties could not, however, be tolerated a

decade

later

by the triumphant mentality

that rejected doubt, dualism,

and

detachment.
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YURIY YANOVS’KY’S FOUR SABRES:
A RE-EXAMINATION OF THE CONCEPT
OF FAUSTIAN MAN
Dolly Ferguson

In

1925 Mykola Khvyl’ovy, one of the most influential figures of the

Ukrainian literary renaissance of the 1920s, initiated a debate
“Literary Discussion” (1925-28)
literature

—over

—known

as the

the directions that Soviet Ukrainian

should follow. In a well-known series of

articles'

he attacked the

was dominant in Ukrainian literature and urged
Ukrainian writers to turn away from Moscow, whose lengthy cultural and
political dominance he believed responsible for the lack of development of
Ukrainian literature. In order to produce works of high literary value and create
cultural provincialism that

an independent Ukrainian literature of world stature, he reasoned, Ukrainian
culture

must partake of the

absorb and give

new

literary

and

life to that greatest

spiritual heritage

of Europe;

culture of the ever-striving heroic individual. Similar ideas

ously espoused in Western Ukraine by

it

must

achievement of European history, the

Dmytro Dontsov,

were simultane-

the nationalist leader

of what was to become the Visnyk group^ of Ukrainian writers. Dontsov was
more open about the Nietzschean origins of his ideas, and his arguments were
presented in a more unabashedly nationalistic terminology, but Dontsov,
KhvyEovy, the Neoclassicists, and their supporters “all, more or less, started
from the same point: the crisis of Ukrainian literature. They all met at the same
source: the treasury of Spengler’s Faustian man. Einally, they arrived at the
same/z/7(7/c: the Ukrainian messianism of the coming strong-willed Ukrainian.”^
Indeed, Eaustian man, the Nietzschean superman in the popular Spenglerian

garb of the

day,'^

symbol of excellence, achievement, the heroic life, was what
on both sides of the Dnieper were really about.

the literary polemics

When
man

the “Literary Discussion,”

to the fore, began,

young prose

writer.

which brought the concept of Eaustian

Yuriy Yanovs’ky (1902-54) was already a promising

Making his literary debut in

the early 1920s, first as a poet

and subsequently as a short story writer, Yanovs’ky rose to prominence in 1925
with the appearance of his first collection of stories Mamutovi hyvni {A

Mammoth's Tusks).

In that

Proletars’koyi Literatury

same year he joined VAPLITE (Vil’na Akademiya

—

the Eree

28), the literary organization

Academy of Proletarian

Literature, 1925-

headed by KhvyEovy. During the turbulent years

of the “Literary Discussion,” he published a second collection of stories Krov
zemli {Blood of the Earth, 1927), a book of poems Prekrasna Ut {Beautiful Ut,^
1928), and his

first

novel Mayster korahlya {Master of the Ship, 1928).
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The year

in

which Master of the Ship appeared was the year of the

inauguration of the First Five-Year Plan and of the Party’s drive to
literature serve the

strident

became the demands

tremendous achievements
this

make

needs of socialist construction. Even more persistent and
that Soviet literature depict the heroic efforts

in the factory

was accompanied by an

and

and on the collective farm. In Ukraine

campaign against nationalism.

intensified

Khvyl’ovy’s ideas were condemned as a “bourgeois-nationalist” deviation,

and his novel, VaT dshnepy{The Woodsnipes, 1927), which seemed to repudiate
in favour of nationalism and the cultivation of a generation of

Bolshevism

was attacked as a nationalist piece of the most
same year VAPLITE was forced to disband. The
relatively free exchange of ideas between Eastern and Western Ukraine was
halted, and a campaign against Dontsov and the Western Ukrainian nationalists,
who were blamed for pushing Soviet Ukrainian literature in the direction of
“bourgeois-nationalism” and “fascism,” was launched.* Yet, in the period from
strong-willed Ukrainians,^
insidious kind.^ In this

1927 to 1930 when controls over

literature

were progressively tightened, the

years in which Yanovs’ky undoubtedly conceived his novel

degree of freedom

still

Four Sabres, a

existed in the literary arena. Khvyl’ovy and his

supporters regrouped and continued their efforts on behalf of an independent

Ukrainian

literature,

and

in Ukraine, as in Russia, the best literary

showed “no more than a partial response
them.”^

By

to the pressures that

1930, however, this relative freedom had

“literature of social

command”

with

its

all

but disappeared as the

writers’ brigades, literary

workers, and “socialist competition” in literature and sketch-writing
its

own, and the drive to unite writers

its

successful conclusion.

into

one

works

were exerted on

literary organization

shock

came into

approached

It was at this time and in this atmosphere that Yanovs’ky’s Four Sabres,
which depicts the changes in the lives of four partisan leaders from the time of

The criticism
was severe, so severe that Yanovs’ky was driven into silence for
years. Unanimously condemned" for its “abstract romanticism,” for

the Revolution to the era of the First Five-Year Plan, appeared.
that greeted

several
its

it

failure to depict the role of the

tone of the final chapters.

masses and the Party, and for the pessimistic

Four Sabres was dismissed

as an artistic

and

ideological failure. This view has prevailed in Soviet criticism to the present.'-

Four Sabres was excluded from
to this

day

is

the 1959 edition of

Yanovs’ky ’s works'^ and

much lauded

not regarded as a worthy predecessor to his third and

novel Vershnyky {The Cavalrymen, 1935). Representing in essence a reworking
of the themes and of the subject matter of Four Sabres with

removed, the
career held in

marks the beginning of the period
high esteem by current Soviet criticism.

third novel

Somewhat

the “errors”

Yanovs’ky’s

Four Sabres has come to be regarded
West as well. In one of the few comments"

surprisingly.

ideological failure in the

all

in
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as an
it

has

Union

elicited outside the Soviet

chapters,

which are seen

pressure.

Four Sabres

this

novel

as representing

criticized for

is

thus reduced to “the

is

final three

its

Yanovs’ky’s capitulation
first

to official

four sections [which

expressl... a thought about the ability of the heroic spirit to maintain

independence and freedom even when the enemy has attacked from
sides of the globe
it

is

also

all

its

four

Four Sabres is, of course, about heroism and heroes. But
than this. In this novel Yanovs’ky presents not a

.

much more

and their Cossack
meaning of heroism, re-examining the

glorification but a critique of the Ukrainian partisans

ancestors'^ and thus explores the

concept of Faustian
realities outlined

man in light of the changing realities of the late

Commenting upon
book

characterized the

—

thought

1920s, the

above.

Yanovs’ky

his novel shortly after its publication,

as “a chronicle of the highest points of creative

a chronicle of heroic deeds.”’’

in the first four chapters, or

The nature of the heroism portrayed

“songs” as Yanovs’ky calls them,

is

obvious:

it is

synonymous with military greatness.
Shakhay Ostyuk, Halat, and Marchenko

the heroism evinced in battle, the heroism
In peacetime the heroes of the novel

are ordinary

Cossack

past.

—

,

men, well-to-do Ukrainian peasants with strong

They

only after they

rise to greatness

ties to their

become involved

in the

Revolution and the Civil War. Then these once ordinary men reveal themselves
able to organize and lead partisan armies to victory after victory against

seemingly insurmountable odds. Symbolic representations of the rebirth of the

Cossack

spirit in the partisan era,'* the

four main protagonists are portrayed as

equal to both their Cossack ancestors and to

all

the great warriors of history.''^

commanders possess the strength of
men gladly to die for them and for the

Fearless and invincible, Shakhay and his
will, the

superhuman power,

new Ukrainian

state.

They

strong-willed Ukrainian

to inspire

are

examples of the ever-striving Faustian man, the

who was

on both sides

the ideal of Ukrainian writers

of the border. Like Aglaya, the heroine of Khvyl’ovy’s The Woodsnipes, they
are called “to impassioned action”; they “wish to create

They

created by the brave for thousands of years.

life...

as

it

has been

are the kind of

men

she toasts:
drank to the brave and resolute, my friends. Do you hear? I drank to the
madness of the daring! ... I drank to the madness that knows no blind alleys and
I

burns with the eternal flame of striving for

unknown

shores.

I

drank to the

madness of the conquistadors.^'

They also resemble the strong-willed individual Dontsov admired and believed
ought to be celebrated in Ukrainian
has observed, a work of

fiction. In

art
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Dontsov’s view, as one scholar

has to depict strong men, individuals obeying only the call of their irrational
will to act,

uncompromising

in their strivings

even

of getting into

at the price

conflict with their own community; the heroes of such

who accepted the world for what it is;

works would be realists
they would have intense loves and hates,

and would die calmly without any sorrow and without revealing their feelings
and sufferings

to others.

Such personages would be worthy replicas of the old

Ukrainian types represented by the Cossacks of the Zaporozhe.^^

This description fits the heroes of Four Sabres. Indeed, Yanovs’ky’s heroes are
akin to supermen, the “powerful natures” like Caesar and Napoleon

whom

them that the victories belong. Without
them the people are nothing; the masses do not truly comprehend the goal they
are striving to attain and hence they are both short on courage and easy prey for
competing movements such as anarchism. The leaders, the “powerful natures”
like Shakhay, Ostyuk, Halat, and Marchenko, are the ones who galvanize the
masses into an invincible military force. They are the ones who make the
Revolution and successfully defend it against its many enemies. They are the
ones to whom Soviet Ukraine owes its existence.
But the era of the hero is short-lived. The Revolution and Civil War are
soon over. By the end of the fourth song the partisan frigate-'^ is sinking. “The
element that came from the seas has again returned to them.”“^ While the first
four chapters portray the heroism and greatness to which ordinary men may rise
in war, the remainder of the novel depicts the effects of peaceful times on the
men who had once been heroes. As the Soviet critic M. Parkhomenko has
Nietzsche greatly admired.^^

It is

to

observed:

heroism does not vanish with the triumphant conclusion of the Revolution and
the Civil

War but...

is

present in the feats of “everyday existence” of the

constructive period. Only

now

it is

not so evident... But

it

is

new

there and

it

represents a continuation of the heroism of the earlier period.

its new form this heroism is intellectual and psychological, consisting of
moments of “creative thought” in which the four great partisan leaders come
to terms with life in peacetime. The fifth song is devoted to Ostyuk who is found

In

in Paris in his capacity as a diplomatic courier.

he aimlessly wanders the

street,

commander and repeatedly visiting both
the wax museum. In the latter he

history

—

of heroic

life

without which he cannot

manifestation of his inner psychological

movement and change

life

A physical and mental cripple,

thinking of his days as a heroic partisan
a real

live;

state.

to

morgue of
wax the kind

the

in the former,

Unable

a

concrete

cope with the kind of

has brought, Ostyuk chooses to live in the past,

But on one of his numerous
body among the corpses. And the

rejecting life in favour of a kind of living death.
visits to the

morgue and

finds immortalized in

morgue he discovers a

living
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monk whose
partisans’,

he saves reveals to Ostyuk the implication of Ostyuk’s, the

life

and

view of

their heroic forefathers’

explaining that they

life,

all

how to live, how to destroy but not how to build. As
one critic has observed, the monk is Ostyuk’s double, his positive self,^^ and as

knew how

to die but not

such symbolizes his nascent awareness of the underlying implications and
negative consequences of his longing for the heroic era of the past. This

awareness grows progressively, culminating in the dream Ostyuk has at the end
of the chapter.

As

the

dream begins, Shakhay,

Halat,

Marchenko, and Ostyuk

are attempting to capture Khortytsya, the future capital of a powerful Ukrainian

which symbolizes the potential the Ukrainian people have for life, for
But suddenly in the midst of the fighting

nation,

positive heroism, and for building.

Ostyuk

realizes that

Marchenko is dead, that he has resurrected both his dead
Ostyuk was fighting to ensure the existence of

friend and his dead past. That

Khortytsya,

i.e.,

of

life,

positive heroism, and building,

is

revealed to be false

when Khortytsya turns out to be Paris,^® the city of death. Ostyuk is fighting not
for the ideal future, “not for

of fighting per

se.

life,

but for death,”^^ and consequently for the sake

Uike their heroic forefathers, partisan leaders like Ostyuk

to adapt to life in peacetime. Once the period of strife is over, they
become superfluous men. They lose the self-mastery they once possessed and
become very much like the men who Nietzsche regarded as among the
“weakest” and least consequential, men who would eagerly go to war for their

have failed

fatherland in order thus to avoid their task of self-mastery,

No
extent,

men for whom “war

a detour to suicide, but a detour with a good conscience.

offers...

less “a detour to suicide” is the life that

Ostyuk lead

in Siberia,

Marchenko and,

where they both turn up

to a lesser

in the sixth song.

Marchenko lives a violent frontier life, devoting his time and energy to a search
He is very much like the wolves who stalk him and his companion as

for gold.

they

make

their

way home through

finding gold. Life for

him

As Ostyuk, who

is

the frozen wastelands of Siberia after

a continuous battle with nature and

Jiis

fellow

good areas for future
settlement, later observes, life for both of them, but especially for Marchenko,
remains “a large field of battle” (200). In fact, Marchenko represents Yanovs’ky ’s
man.^'

argument carried

to

its

is

in Siberia to scout out

weak”

in

many

and here again his analysis

logical conclusion,

reminiscent of Nietzsche. Marchenko
respects. Like

fits

them he

is

Nietzsche’s conception of “the

is

wild, arbitrary, fantastic, and

disordered, a man with a plenitude of life force, of animal passions (symbolized

by the wolf imagery linked with him), but unable to sublimate them through
positive creative activity. Like them, too, he seeks a substitute for genuine inner
power; he seeks power over others, a power he believes gold will give him.
After the period of strife

is

over,

Yanovs’ky suggests, he and indeed

heroes of Ukrainian history, who, like him, have

and longed for the return of the era

that

known only how

would again allow them
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to

all

the

to destroy

do

so, are

in the final analysis

simply “blond beasts.

Having thus attacked the one-sided, negative, and destructive nature of the
heroes of Ukrainian history, Yanovs’ky them presents a critique of life in
peacetime. In the seventh and final song the four partisan leaders are

engaged

in the construction of their country.

harmony

in their

urban

roles as workers in a steel mill. In fact, industrialized

revealed to be dehumanizing, degrading, and destructive. The

life is

individual

new

all finally

But they do not find joy and

submerged

is

in a

mechanized sea which saps

his strength

and

destroys his potential. Life degenerates to a monotonous, unchallenging
routine.
spirit.

There is no place for mystery; there

As Starynkevych has

“legend” of the

first

is

no place for the soaring romantic

aptly observed, here “life”

part of the novel.^^

is

But the partisan

juxtaposed to the

leaders,

Yanovs’ky

must resign themselves to this new reality. If Soviet Ukraine
is to avoid the fate of its Cossack predecessor, it must build; if the superman is
to avoid becoming a living relic and to continue to contribute to his nation after
the period of strife has ended, he must participate in the building, returning
again to the ordinary life from which he emerged. While Nietzsche would have

clearly suggests,

states destroyed so that the

by reversing
mediocrity

superman might continue

this proposition.

is

The submersion of

to exist,

the great

Yanovs’ky ends

man

in the sea

not the result of the desire of the mediocre to assume the

of

power

belongs to the great. It is rather a choice that is freely made by
who value the survival of their nation more than their own power and

that rightfully

the great

greatness.

“The

Shakhay says to his friends as they sit
same fire or the cross!” (213). Like the
he speaks, Shakhay and his three companions also become

fate of prophets,”

—

together one day, “is always the

prophets of

whom

martyrs-^^ for their faith, for Khortytsya, the

Jerusalem of the Ukrainian steppes,

willingly accepting the mediocrity and degradation

construction

—an

(“Silhouettes”),

era which for them, as for Khvyl’ovy

is

imposed by the era of
”
s Veronika in “Syluety

not one of “heroic construction but of heroic suffering.

Four Sabres polemicizes
man, both

’

in its original

against the then popular concept of Faustian

Nietzschean form and in

Yanovs’ky portrays Faustian man

as a warrior

its

Spenglerian variant.

whose greatness

reveals itself

during times of strife. He admires the strong-willed individual for the contribution

he makes to humanity but argues that he becomes superfluous in peacetime.

The polemic he offers in his novel can thus be read as an attack against the

ideas

espoused by both Dontsov and Khvyl’ovy, as a disavowal of the kind of
“bourgeois nationalism” and “fascism” that Khvyl’ovy and the Western

Ukrainian nationalists had been accused of fostering and, perhaps also, of the
nationalism that was

at the

time seen as informing his

first

novel Master of the

Ship. Moreover, by interpreting the heroes longing for the past as a death- wish,
’

Yanovs’ky

is

clearly taking a stand against the nostalgia for the past that

permeated much of the

literature

of the

NEP period, against the “superfluous”
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men and women who

populated the works of writers like Khvyl’ovy, and

against the pessimistic tone of such prose,

condemned

as inappropriate for the

new

of which had been officially

all

era of construction.

It

can indeed be

Four Sabres Yanovs’ky did
succumb to pressure from above. In fact, he did more than that. He entered the
polemical fray on the Party’s side, joining in the official campaign against
Dontsov, Khvyl’ovy, and the very ideas upon which the literary renaissance of
the 1920s was founded. Moreover, the thrust of his novel, which proceeds
relentlessly toward the conclusion that the superman must take his place in the
factory and participate in the building of his country, suggests that Four Sabres
argued, as Western critics have done, that in

was designed primarily as an endorsement of the First Five-Year Plan and the
newly enunciated policy that literature serve the needs of socialist

Party’s

construction.

Four Sabres

Yet,
that

is

not simply one of the

were then beginning

to

many

trivial

propaganda pieces

be churned out with a fury. For one thing, there

the pessimistic tone of the concluding chapter. That the strong
in the construction of their

country

is

a conclusion that the heroes of the novel

and Yanovs’ky as well, one suspects, come to reluctantly
soul-searching.

again to

let

Not

do so would be

to

is

must participate

to fail to learn

after

much agonizing

from history and once

any chance of building a strong Ukrainian nation, a Ukraine with

a mighty capital city like the Khortytsya envisioned by Ostyuk and his friend,
slip.

Such

is

the harsh truth that

must be faced, a truth

Cossack era suggests Yanovs’ky gleaned
Kulish.^^ Secondly,

it is

that the parallel with the

at least in part

from Panteley mon

not merely a nonnational socialist utopia that Yanovs’ky

offers as his vision of the future.

By making Khortytsya, the island upon which

the Cossack Sich had been located, the site of the capital city of the economically

powerful Ukraine he foresees, Yanovs’ky implies that cultural and national

independence will follow in the wake of economic power and prosperity. Four
Sabres

is

thus at one and the

same time an

and a defense of the

attack against

ideas that informed the literary renaissance of the 1920s.

why the novel has been unanimously rejected as

And this may explain

an ideological failure both in

Soviet Ukraine and in the West. However, in seeming to champion the Party

while at the same time defending Ukrainian national aspirations, Y anovs ’ky
was simply adopting a strategy commonly employed by the opposition in the
1920s attacking ideas condemned by the Party and recanting without ever

line

—

surrendering fundamental beliefs, fondest hopes.^^

When

all is

Yanovs’ky’s
changing

said and done, Faustian

ideal.

realities

Only

his role

of the late 1920s.

martyr, sacrificing his

own

man and

all

he symbolized remains

and function have been altered

He

to suit the

ceases to be a warrior and becomes a

potential for his country.

The mediocrity and

degradation he must endure during the era of construction
“cross” Shakhay speaks of in the final pages of the novel.
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is

To

his “cross,” the

accept this cross

more courage, more heroism, more self-mastery than was ever required

takes

of him in his role as warrior. So, in a sense, rather than being debunked, Faustian

man

gains in strength and validity.
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YEVHEN HUTSALO’S
POZYCHENYY CHOLOVIK:
THE WHIMSICAL IN THE
CONTEMPORARY UKRAINIAN NOVEL
Marko Pavlyshyn

Seldom does a literary kind come into being simultaneously with a critical
it. The Ukrainian “khymemyy roman” (“whimsical

term adequate to denote
novel”)

is

When the first of the new species, Oleksandr
chiizha
nema perevodu abo zh Mamay
s No End to the Cossack Clan, or Mamay and the Strange

one of these rare cases.

Il’chenko’s Kozats'komu rodu

molodytsya {There'

i

Woman), was published in 1958, the term was part of the subtitle: “Ukrayins’kyy

khymemyy roman z narodnykh ust” (“A Ukrainian Whimsical Novel from the
Oral Folk Tradition”). The attribute “khymemyy,” which we have translated as
“whimsical,” but which also means “chimerical,” “fantastic,” and “strange,”

proved appropriate not only

to Il’chenko’s

book, but to several successors.

Numerous whimsical novels appeared in the 1 970s, including Ivan Senchenko’ s
Savka (1970), Vasyl’ ZQvNiydk'sLehedyna zhraya {Flight of Swans, 1971) and
Zeleni mlyny {Green Windmills, 1976), and Pavlo Zahrebel’ny’s Levy

sertse

{The Lion-Hearted, 1977).

made
He identified as its

Soviet Ukrainian critics embraced the term, and Anatoliy Pohribny
the “whimsical genre” the subject of a useful critical essay.
salient characteristics an “unfetteredness of style

general, includes as

its

and imagination

that, in

elements the fantastic, laughter, and the free but

deliberate deformation of spatio-temporal relationships.”'

By

focussing on

technical features, Pohribny ’s definition recognized that the whimsical novel,

whose

origin lay in the post-Stalin thaw, challenged the formal conservatism

of the mainline Soviet novel.
traditional

It

dispensed with the “master plot”^ and the

concept of the positive hero, and practitioners of whimsical writing,

especially the

more recent ones, such

as Zahrebel’ny, have utilized formal

approaches that before 1954 would have been regarded as formalist.

On

the other hand, the whimsical novel has been careful not to burn

its

bridges to ideological and aesthetic orthodoxy. Il’chenko’s novel devoted

much

space to underpinning the notion of the historical friendship between

Ukraine and Russia, and

its

successors have continued explicitly to reiterate

aspects of party policy. Whimsical novels have maintained their link to official

high measure
—by
“people-mindedness.” Indeed,

aesthetic precepts

of “narodnist”’

cultivating in

the Socialist Realist attitude
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Pohribny discerned their

“overall task” as a “striving to reveal national character and [to present] an

image of the

life

and thought of the people.”^

The whimsical novel

is

further defined by the traditions within

stands. In the Soviet literary context the whimsical

is

which

it

regarded as a pre-

eminently Ukrainian phenomenon with roots in Kotlyar&ws’ky' s Eneyida {The

Aeneid) and an especially vibrant manifestation in Gogol’s Vechera na khutor
hliz

Dikanki {Evenings on a Earm near Dikanka). At

same

the

connection to the European tradition of the comic novel

is

time, the

apparent;

it

is

acknowledged by Pohribny, who recognizes a generic relationship to Rabelais’
Gargantua and Pantagruel and to Cervantes’ Don Quixote He might well
have also made reference to Laurence Sterne’s Tristram Shandy and E.T.A.
Hoffmann’s Kater Murr.

The tradition of the comic novel is especially illuminating for a discussion
of the work which concerns us here; Yevhen Hutsalo’s Pozychenyy cholovik.

Pryvatne zhyttya fenomena {The Borrowed Husband. The Private Life of a
Phenomenon). Eor Pozychenyy cholovik, at least at first sight, resembles the

comic novels which we have enumerated
whimsical

in several respects:

it

features a

whimsical notions, introduces comically eccentric

plot, entertains

characters, exercises itself in satire, addresses (or purports to address) questions

more

serious than

its

surface levity suggests, and impresses

unmistakable, highly individual, ironic

Hutsalo

’

s

in the journal

its

reader with an

style.

novel was published in book form in 1 982, having first appeared
Vitchyzna during 1980 and 1981. Hutsalo, born in 1937 near

Vinnytsya, was, like Volodymyr Drozd, Valeriy Shevchuk, and Hryhir

Tyutyunnyk, a member of the new generation of prose writers who made
literary

their

debut around 1961, and were recognized in East and West as having

new

contributed a

tone and quality to Ukrainian

letters.^

Hutsalo has

now

an

numerous collections of novellas and
stories. But his Pozychenyy cholovik was perceived as a new departure in his
creative career; though approved neither unanimously not unreservedly by

established reputation, based mainly on

Soviet critics,

Even

if,

it

as

stimulated considerable debate.^

we

shall

have cause

satisfactory representative of the

panache and

is

to demonstrate, the novel is less than a

European comic

tradition,

deserves critical attention in

its

own right.

It is,

insight into the nature

and

stylistic

it

may deepen

our

cultural function, as well as the problems, of that

The following discussion, accordingly, proposes a description

and evaluation of Pozychenyy cholovik as evidence for the
novel’s failure

has

furthermore, a fully elaborated

exemplar of the whimsical novel, and an examination of
eccentric genre.

it

ambitious in design and intentions, and for these reasons

is

thesis that the

principally a (perhaps inevitable) failure to reconcile the

intellectually subversive

comic

tradition with a panegyrical intention to

reinforce officially prescribed points of view.
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Pozychenyy cholovik and Pryvatne zhyttya fenomena are two parts of
in his subtitle calls a “roman-dylohiya” (“dilogy”). These parts

what Hutsalo
differ

from each other

person by

in narrative perspective.

Khoma Khomovych

The

first is

narrated in the

first

Pryshchepa, a collective-farm worker and

resident of the village of Yablunivka in the Ukrainian mid-West; in the second

persona

part, the author’s

is

an unnamed professional writer. Pryshchepa

figures as a naive narrator untutored in the

ways of “high” literature, but buoyed

by folk wisdom which permeates the very language spoken in his country
milieu. His professional counterpart, on the other hand, is culturally sophisticated
and well-informed, even

to the point of familiarity with

Freud and

Sartre, but

envies Pryshchepa his natural genius.
In both parts, the plot follows a similar pattern:

complications but with

with few chronological

many digressions, the story tells of the hero’s departure

from, and return to, familiar conditions of life. In each narrative, the perturbation
of normality takes the action into the domain of the fantastic or highly

improbable; the disparity between the rules that apply in this

and the rules governing the familiar

artificial

world

experience often

reality of the reader’s

generates the effect of humour.
In the first “novel” of the dilogy, Pryshchepa is lent by his wife, Martokha, to

another woman in the collective, the market speculator Odarka Darmohray ikha,
for a period of six months in exchange for a thoroughbred calf.
this

whimsical exchange

prosperity, the result of

is

Darmohrayikha’s need

illicit

The motivation

to explain her

commercial operations,

as the

for

growing

outcome of a

husband’s industry Episodes which deal with some aspect of the loan and explore
.

its

comic

possibilities are interspersed with other anecdotes.

fantastic story of

Khoma’s

Khoma’s attempts

to establish special rights

over a bastard child

honour, are spread over several non-consecutive chapters.
dialogues and monologues

The

Some,

like the

ark, are narrated without interruption; others, like

—

vehicles for whimsical notions

principle governing the narrative

is

—

A

named

in his

good many

are interpolated.

the chronological succession of often

unrelated events and encounters, a fact to which the narrator draws the reader’s
attention:

AB>Ke>K, HixTO 6e3

XoMy
rpa/3

npHTO/m He npoxcHBe,

a

mo

B>Ke TO/^i KaaaxH

ripHmeny, Ha HKoro 3aB>K/iH npuroziH caMi CHnjnoTbCH,

Ha /lypnoro rojioBy!

npo
mob

(156)^

(Naturally, nobody can live without adventures, least of all

Adventures are always raining down on him of

Khoma Pryshchepa.
own accord, like

their

hailstones onto a fool’s head.)

The hailstorm of “adventures,” and the first part of the dilogy, is terminated not
by any psychological or dramatic cause, but by Khoma’s return to Martokha at
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the

end of the contractual period.
The plot of Pryvatne zhyttyafenomena is only

new

slightly more complex. The
him the Writer) travels to Yablunivka from Kiev in
meet Pryshchepa, now famous as the author of Pozychenyy cholovik.

narrator

order to

(we

shall call

Motivated by a desire

to

sympathise

at first

hand with the victims of capitalist

repression, Pryshchepa leaves for the United States.
his sensory

The Writer discovers

that

powers are mysteriously enhanced by toothaches, which allow him

telepathically to witness Pryshchepa’s

alternating chapter

American adventures. Their

by chapter with accounts of events

the occasion for satirical treatment of

of the United States.

Western

narration,

Yablunivka, provides

in

culture, expecially the culture

A number of the episodes depend on the technique of the

explained supernatural and narrate the Writer’s encounters with figures from
the

more and

less distant past: Tatars,

mysteriously enticing

woman. These

Cossacks, a Nazi officer, and a

are revealed at the

end as part of a

re-

enactment of Yablunivka’ s history by a dramatic troupe striving for maxium

mimetic

illusion.

The end of the novel

is

brought about by Pryshchepa’s return

and the Writer’s departure from Yablunivka, convinced

that

Khoma’s genius

surpasses imitation.

This plot, though whimsical in the sense that

it

advances through a series

of improbabilities, does not contribute to the whimsical temper of the novel. In
contrast to

its

counterparts in the comic tradition, Hutsalo’s plot is simple rather

than complex.

It

dispenses with the elaborate manipulation of tension, the

arousal and frustration of readers’ expectations, the convolution of time levels,
the interpolated narratives

whimsical character

of,

and

say,

structural ironies

Kater

Mwr

which help determine the

or Tristram Shandy. Hutsalo’s

abstention from complexity of plot reduces the potential for playfulness in his

management of

the relationship

between audience and authorial persona;

indeed, large stretches of the novel

Pozychenyy cholovik

is

make

dull reading.

linked to the comic tradition,

if

not by plot, then

through familiar thematic elements (birth and death, family relationship,
procreation and impotence, food and drink and their excessive consumption),

through familiar topics for theoretical discussion (language, the relationship

between

art

and

life,

the nature of genius, virtue

and

vice), through a familiar

(mock seriousness and a combination of affected prudishness with sexual
innuendo), and, above all, a comic style. Like Cervantes, Rabelais, Sterne, and
Hoffmann, Hutsalo amuses the reader with such devices as irony, hyperbole,

tone

amplification, the set-piece rhetorical speech, and the parody of specialized
styles of discourse (e.g., those of international relations, botany, medicine,

animal husbandry). Such features contribute to the novel’s

air

of

and

stylistic

excess, which one critic has equated with a “baroque” manner.® But the most
striking ingredient of Hutsalo’s style,

character of the book as a whole,

is

and one which strongly influences the

the saturation of the text with Ukrainian folk
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riddles, proverbs, fixed

metaphors and similes, and other standard locutions,

not only in Pryshchepa’s narrative, but in that of the Writer as well.

By

identifying his style with the folk idiom, Hutsalo departs

from the

Western comic tradition, which had preferred to affect a humorous learnedness
to the tradition of Ukrainian ethnographic

and bookishness, and turns instead

humour that is linked with Ivan Kotlyarevs’ky. We shall endeavour to interpret
this

to

evocation of pre-romantic ethnographism

remark

at a later stage;

here

of Ukrainian ethnography, then Hutsalo’s Pozycheuyy cholovik
thesaurus.^

it

suffices

Kotlyarevs’ky’s Eneyida was regarded as an encyclopaedia

that, if

Whole dialogues

composed

are

as

is

a folkloric

exchanges of folkloric

commonplaces. Ryabchuk’s statement that folk sayings account for more than
half of the novel

or object

is

is

a hyperbole,

but

it is

true that in

many

cases a single idea

The

elucidated or illustrated by a cluster of folk expressions.

following passage from

Khoma Pryshchepa’s reflections upon learning that he

has been lent to Odarka Darmohrayikha

may

serve as an example:

O/iapKa /lapMorpaixa nadpairacn bcmkhx mg/ihuhmx /joei^oK, hk

cobaKa 6jiix. CaMa 3/iopoBa, hk xpin, xa /lOBi/jKH /lOKasyBajm, mo
nauedTO ne xaKe Bona b>kg h nepBone 5i6jiyuKO, mo Bcepemuni xaM
MepB'nqoK. nKHaqHTaxHCbOTHX /^OBimoK— MO>KHanomyMaTH: Hanei
codaKH B>Ke /jaBHO qacnuK xoBqyxb, to6to noMpe CKopo, to6to, nx
MOBHTbcn, CKopo 3 neqi na JiaBxy nepeSepexbcn. Ti moBimKH Ka3ajiH,
mo noMO>KyTb Omapui xi6a mo qoTupn momKH BacHJTbKiB xpomKH. (52)
..

i

(Odarka Darmohrayikha collected medical references as a dog collects

She was healthy

as horseradish, but her referenees

such a red apple after

all,

that there

was

a

worm

within...

fleas.

was not
If you read enough

proved

that she

of those references, you might begin to think that the dogs had long been
grinding garlic for her, that
say, that she

to say, that she

is

would soon be dead,

or, as

they

soon would be moving from the top of the stove to the bench.

Those references said that only four boards and a few basil flowers would cure
Odarka.)

The domination of the
its

style

by the folk idiom, while it imparts to the novel

unmistakable flavour, contributes to Hutsalo’s problems in developing

credible

intellectual

content,

and

in

characterization.

By

signalling

its

comic novel, Pozychenyy cholovik arouses
expectations. Sterne’s novel had also been a discussion of Locke’s

participation in the tradition of the
certain

Essay on
romantic

Human
critics

Understanding',^'" the Schlegel brothers

own aesthetic theories;
level,

and other German

and philosophers regarded Z)<9/? Quixote as a prototype of their
the adventures of Hoffmann’s

Tomcat Murr are, at one

an exploration of the political alternatives of post-Napoleonic Europe

and of the Romantic religion of
Hutsalo’s book suggest that

it

art.*"*

In addition, internal indications in

lays claim to a similar philosophical dimension.
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as we have already pointed out, the novel echoes themes
which the tradition has treated with whimsical seriousness. Second, each of the
two narrators at intervals adopts a philosophising attitude, most commonly that
In the first place,

of an apostrophe addressed to the reader. Third, one of the unifying factors in
this

outwardly disjointed text is a “serious” issue: that of death and immortality

in a secular society.

This question

the

is

common denominator of such aspects

of the novel as the theme of sexual impotence, the motif of Khoma’s quest for
a son,

Khoma’s

own book

description of his

as a surrogate child, the Writer’s

wish to stand on Khoma’s pedestal, expressions of nostalgia for a period when
the Soul

was

still

an approved concept, and even the gravedigger’s proposals

new

to install radio receivers in all

potentially central issue

is

graves.''^

Hutsalo’s treatment of this

typical of the novel’s philosophical endeavours.

Although the phenomena enumerated above signpost the issue of secular
immortality, they do not add up to a discussion of

present the reader with

products of

its

commonplaces,

own

ways of thinking about

When

it.

the novel does

the problem, they are not

argumentation, but familiar and often platitudinous

like the following:

TaHaHdiJibiuHH >Kajib>KajTMTbcepueTOMy.
njiaBKoro,

mob

BTpaTHTH... 328
(

Boma,

mo— Ha/idaBuin seMJii,

xapniB— 3 ojimhom *htt5i CBoro

xy/iobH, rpomen, Mamnn. o/inry,
Juo/jHHa

/jecb

na

Mae

cxHJii Bixy

Bce

)

(But what stings the heart most painfully is the fact that, having acquired
land, cattle,
his life,

money, machines,

which

is fluid,

clothes,

and food, man must,

like water, lose all of this

in the

course of

somewhere on the downward

slope of his years...)

Or again, when Khoma addresses himself to

the

same question, he enunciates

the ideologically correct materialist account of the relationship

between an

individual and eternity:

Ta KOJiH BiquyBaem cbok) najie>KHiCTb qo Jiioqy, nKHH HHHi b
KOJirocni xpy/tHTbcn. nKHH aaBxpa cbok) cnary /to >KHXX5t 3 jnodoB'to
Bi/t/tacxb LpH caMiH 3eMJii,— xo/ti XBoe icnyBaHnn rexb-HHCxo
no36aBJinexbcn lUKypHnubKoro, B/tacHHUbKoro CMHCJiy, xo/ti boho
najte^HXb napo/tOBi
HaJie>Ka<XH napo/toBi, caMO no CMepxi
HadyBae cboc deacMepxn. 322
i,

(

(But

when you sense

collective fann today,

that

and

)

you

are

one of the people

who tomorrow

vigour to this very soil

—then your

and possessiveness;

it

who

existence will completely lose

will belong to the people

immortality after death.)
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labour

in the

will lovingly sacrifice their life’s
its

selfishness

and will thus achieve

its

For

temper escapes Hutsalo. The

aspirations, the philosophical

all his

impression created by the novel’s pedestrian reflections
folk idiom.

It is

in the nature

is

reinforced by the

of proverbs, riddles, and standard comparisons that

they should apply models of thought already available in language to

life

and

embodiment of conventional thinking. But even
the conventional wisdom enclosed in folkloric commonplaces are deactivated
by Hutsalo’s penchant for accumulations of such expressions. The individual
its

situations; they are the very

proverb

is

valued not as a carrier of meaning, but as part of a

stylistic effect.

Furthermore, because riddles and proverbs relate experience to material
objects,

most often

encountered in the agricultural society where they

to things

have their origin (animals, plants, implements),'^ Hutsalo’s novel also represents
the world in terms of images

drawn from

consequence,

this sphere. In

its

discussion of complex issues, denied any dimension beyond the purely material,
is

seem parodic:

often so banal as to

Abo

iHiua sara/jKa.

CTonTb^jBa CTOBnn, nacroBnax
MaKijpa, Ha MaKirpi

Jiic,

a y

Jiici e

/ii»:a, KOJio/iix<i

KyBixa,

mo xycae

3a BciMa u,hmm MacxyBaHHHMH nepmoi
KpHCTbCM /ly^e npocxa poara/iKa. H/ieTbcn npo

i

pyuKa, Ha/ji)Ki

HOiioBixa.

/ipyroi

aara/iKH

Jiro/mHy... (177)

(Or take another riddle.

There are two posts, on the posts a

barrel, at the side of the barrel a

handle, on the barrel a mortar, on the mortar a forest, and in the forest there
lives a creature [?],

which

bites.

Behind the masks of the
solution.

The

riddle

is

first

about a

and second riddle there

human

is

a very simple

being...)

Even the structure of the folkloric material itself is at odds with the novel’s
philosophical aspications. Proverbs are generally aphoristic observations'^

(“shchob spekty yayeshnytsyu,

to treba

rozbyty krashanku”

—“you

can’t

make

an omelette without breaking eggs,” 39); riddles are in most cases metaphorical
in structure

and

objects'^ (“za

call for the recognition

of a similarity between non-identical

bilymy berezamy soloveyko svyshche”

—“behind white

birches

a nightingale is singing” [teeth and tongue] ,11); and many other fixed locutions
also consist of comparisons (“ne hasay

svakha, ne shy bay sya po khlivakh,
the village

and the outbuildings,

around the cow-sheds,

po selu po obiy styakh, yak pereyzhdzha

mov chort po peklu...”

like

like the devil

—“don’t

race around

an itinerant matchmaker, and don’t sneak
through

hell...,” 83).

From such figures of

thought there emerges a model of the world in which phenomena are related by
similarity

and

in

which

truth is encapsulated in short, familiar phrases. In

Hutsalo’s novel, discourse follows this pattern even where
text of riddles or proverbs.

it

does not quote the

Thinking cosists of the discovery of analogies.
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—“The human —

expressed either as metaphors (“Lyuds’ka dusha
svitlo zapalyuyet’sya zridka...”

which the
lastivka,

seldom

lights are

tse

soul

lit...,”

temna komora, v yakiy

is

a dark storeroom, in

425), or as similes (“slovo

—to

yaka vy litaye i hamu pohody obitisyaye, a to nache kibchyk

—“apazurchyk
word

nevelychka,
vishchyt’”

ta

hostryy, a to nache synytsya, yaka pyshchyt’

is like

nache

—ptychka
i

zymu

a swallow, which flies out and promises a fine day,

or like a sparrow-hawk, a small bird but with sharp claws, or like a tomtit, which

screeches to predict winter,” 429).
In

working with such notions, the novel harks back to a pre-modern model

of thought;

it

comes

to share the archaic

without transcending

it.

mind

reflected in proverb

of pre-enlightenment methods for comprehending the world,

knowledge which

and riddle

For the similitude, as Foucault points out in his critique
is

the basis of

“plethoric yet poverty-stricken”:

is

each resemblance has value only from the accumulation of all the others, and
the

whole world must be explored

justified

and

knowledge

finally take

even the

dependent on one another.

all

slightest of analogies

certainty.

and must, proceed by the

that can,

confirmations

if

on the appearance of

infinite

It is

is

to

be

therefore a

accumulation of

And for this reason, from its very

foundations, this knowledge will be a thing of sand.

of link between the elements of this knowledge

is

The only possible form

addition.'*

The modern reader is not accustomed to Hutsalo’s “plethoric” accumulation of
similtudes; for such a reader, a world view, whether laid out in abstract pro-

postions or implicit in a

work of

a developed model.

art, is

It

consists of a

hierarchy of insights which link the simple to the complex, the particular to the
general.

The modem reader is familiar with novels which either construct such

models, or deny their possibility; but a novel like Hutsalo’s, in which a kind
of

wisdom

is

diffusely scattered without subordination to any order, causes

bafflement and unease. The

critic

Mykhaylo

Strel’byts’ky has given voice to

such discomfort: “Reading Fozyc/z^wyy cholovik... one truly has the impression
of being in the embrace of a sea.

You wade

into

—and

it

it’s

only up to your

knees.”

But the weakness of the
ultimately, result

from

its

intellectual content in Hutsalo’s novel

archaic quality.

It is

does not,

conceivable that a novel should

be written as an idyll of pre-rational (indeed, folk-based) “naturalness” of
thought.

What deprives the novel of credibility, and makes of it an anachronism,

is its

failure to perceive itself as archaic.

open

to accusations of provincialism

If style has

cholovik,

it

It is

and

this naivete

which lays the book

philistinism.-®

a determining influence on the intellectual temper of Pozychenyy

also has an impact

on characterization. Memorable characters from

comic novel, such as Don Quixote or Toby Shandy, achieve
the quality of memorableness through a combination of eccentricity and

the tradition of the
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psychologically persuasive portraiture. This

is

not the case with

Odarka, or Martokha. The novel’s style inhibits the author
these characters speak

psychological individuality;

speech

their

from each

uniformly “ethnographic,” and does

is

other.

Nor does

in

more than they

little

Khoma,

developing their
act,

to differentiate

but

them

the content of their discourse resolve itself into

individual “opinions”: they share equally in the diffuseness of thought that

make no claim

characterizes the novel as a whole. Since the characters

psychological verisimilitude, the reader

may

to

seek to interpret them in some

other way Their attributes and names appear to call for symbol ic interpretation,
.

but

more often than not such readings lead up blind

alleys.

The hero

is

a case

Khoma (one of the forms of “Thomas”), is related to
the novel’s concerns. When Pozychenyy cholovik first appeared in Vitchyzna,
the novel bore a subtitle: “abo zh Khoma nevimyy lukavyy” (“or Doubting
in point.

His

first

name,

i

and Crafty Thomas”). The reference

Khoma

seen,

certainty

is

is

the mouthpiece of a discourse in

Apostle

is

apt: as

we have

which the formulation of

impossible. But his surname, “Pryshchepa,” meaning “graft” in the

botanical sense,
novel.

to the sceptical

is

far

from a metaphorical summary of the hero’s role

The image of an exotic branch grafted

not transfer to

Khoma. On

artificially

the contrary, he

is

the

in the

onto a host plant does

embodiment of organic

integration into the community and its guiding ideals. Equally free of signification
is

Khoma

Pryshchepa’s leitmotivic self-definition, based on the words of a

riddle, as a butter-mushroom,

which has come through the earth and found a red

cap (“kriz’ zemlyu proyshov, chervonu shapochku znayshov”). This frequently
reiterated, erotically suggestive

image actually contradicts Khoma’s poor

sexual performance.

Perhaps because of the lack of psychological nuance in Hutsalo

’

s

characters,

some critics have compared them to marionettes or to carnival masks.^' But this
comparison does not hold true for the main characters, who lack the sharp
typification and grotesque exaggeration of puppet or mask as much as they lack
It is the minor characters who are represented as
embodiments of a single humour: the picaresque “military

subtlety of portraiture.
caricatures, the

comrade,” the biotechnician Nevecherya, the comically philosophizing
gravedigger (member of a tradition
artist

with his idee fixe, the

One of

new

at least at

old as Hamlet), and the bearded

aesthetics of “mobile art.”

the characterizing qualities of the genre to

cholovik belongs

is,

which Pozychenyy

of course, humour. Hutsalo uses only some of the

humorous devices availabe

to the novelist

—

his plot abstains

from comical

convolutions and intrigues, and he does not combine this folksy style with
verbal wit.

He does, however, utilize the humourous possibilities of incongruity,

eroticism, and irony.
In the first part of the dilogy, a conceptual incongruity
plot: the

adherence by

all

is

the basis of the

the characters to a strict code of propriety
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on lending

and borrowing stands

comic contrast

in

to the equally universal

abandonment

of social mores concerning marriage. This paradox gives rise to a series of

comic

situations:

Martokha insists that Khoma be respectably dressed when he

goes to live with Odarka, so that the villagers should not think ill of him;

Khoma

passionately disputes with Martokha, whether propriety requires that he or the
calf should first be delivered to their respective borrowers.

humour

exploit incongruity for

in this

way

But situations which

are rare in Pryvatne zhyttya

fenomena, and in Pozychenyy cholovik they predominate only in the first
chapters, where Hutsalo explores the comic possibilities of the notion of a

borrowed spouse.

It is

these by Chapter

IX and then moves on

In his

impossible to avoid the impression that Hutsalo exhausts

comic treatment of the

indeed, originality.

The comic

to other anecdotal material.

erotic,

tradition

is

Hutsalo displays ingenuity and,
familiar both with the uproarious

Rabelaisian approval of sex, and with the combination of feigned authorial

prudishness with sexual innuendo. Hutsalo does not adopt either of these
alternatives. In overtly sexual situations, a voyeuristic attitude

by sentimentally ornate

is

accompanied

style;

mo n MO>Ky CKasaxH npo rpy/ju, kojih moi oui nacjmcb

no
bohh 3/iiHMaK)TbCM h
ona/iaiOTb nm BHiuHsanKOK). Bi/iTax nuiuHi BHUinxi kbIxkh nane
Bopymaxbcn, nane XBHJiioioxbcn HecnoKiHHi. A npo caMi rpy/m
Mox<na 6yjio Jimue 3,aora/iyBaxHCb. mo. Mox<e, cxo>Ki bohh na mea
KHHiui HH Ha mei najiHHHui. (36)

A rpy/iH

.

i

rpy/^nx, ajie Morjin TiJibKH aanpHMixHTH, nx

(And her breasts... What can
on them, but were able

I

say about her breasts,

when my eyes pastured

only their rising and falling beneath her

to discern

embroidered blouse, and the luxuriant embroidered flowers seemed to be

moving,

fluttering with agitation.

One could only

speculate that the breasts

beneath were themselves, perhaps, like two loaves or two bread

Even by contemporary Soviet
there

is

standards, this

a hint of innuendo in the

is

rolls.)

fastidiously chaste, although

comparison of sexual

attributes to items of folk

cuisine.

With

the

same mock innocence,

the author alludes to animals in the roles

of sexual surrogates. Parodying the myth of Leda, Hutsalo has Martokha lavish
affection

on a wounded swan. Humour is derived from the incongruity between

the consequences of Leda’s rape (the birth of the Dioscuri)
village

rumour foresees

and those which

for Martokha: namely, that she will give birth to

cygnets (489).

More

suggestive

is

the role of the pedigree calf.

Martokha creates an

analogy between the possession of the calf and the “possession” of a person
through marriage. She asserts

that, after his six
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months’ loan

to

Odarka,

TH MaTHMeui reJiHUK) h Maproxy, a 5iMaTHMy
oxa npoH/ja O^apKa /JapMorpaixa He MaxHMe

BTHMHB?

XoMy

A
Xomm,

h rejiHuio

Hi xejiHui, Hi

(31)

(you will have the calf and Martokha, and

And that sneak Odarka Darmohrayikha
Khoma understand?)

I

have

shall

shall

Khoma and

the calf.

have neither the calf nor

—

The author delays giving
until the

his reader

any signal that his innuendo

second part of the dilogy, when

it

is

is

intentional

revealed that a Western literary

scholar has discovered in Pozychenyy cholovik not merely the eternal lovers’

Khoma, Martokha, Odarka, and the calf
The device serves a double purpose: on the one hand, it assures the reader

triangle, but a lovers’ quadrangle:

(334).

innuendo

that the author’s

is

on the

intentional;

other,

it

takes

its

place in

Hutsalo’s indignant criticism of Western society’s perversity.

A

self-irony

whose

signals are well concealed

is

an important feature of

Hutsalo’s prose.^^ In representing Soviet society, the narrators often

make

straightforward statements, apparently without satirical markers, that are in

keeping with

state

propaganda, but absurdly

odds with

at

reality.

When

Martokha raises doubts about whether Khoma will be permitted to travel to the

USA, he

responds,

Zakhotiv

—

“Choho

permitted to go? If I want

makes a leitmotiv of the

mene mayut’ puskaty chy ne puskaty?
(“Why should I be permitted or not

idu”

to. I’ll

go,

lists

—

tse

—ne

idu, zakhotiv

if not, I

won’t”

—

446). Similarly, Hutsalo

of international newspapers that can be bought

at

Le Figaro, the New York Times, and
the Daily Telegraph (403, 513, 519)
and that are avidly read by the collective
farm’s milkmaids. Such jokes are from the genre of the tall story: their humour
depends on the narrator’s maintaining his seriousness throughout.
Even Hutsalo’s earnest anti-American satire is not without occasional
the

Yablunivka market

relativizing signs.

the Messagero,

—

One of the more

strident ideological tirades, for

example,

is

delivered by a robot, and the Writer’s visions of Khoma’ s frightening American

adventures are framed as psychic phenomena related to toothaches. The

paraphrase of Khoma Pryshchepa’s

Western

political

crime

is

condemning conventionally decried.

letter

punctuated by cliches from the idiom of Soviet

propaganda; their parodic function

is

underscored by anaphoric repetition:

B cBoeMy jmcxi rpuSoK MacjuoHOK rniBHo BHxpHBaB

xaBpyBaB, najiKO 3acy/(>KyBaB
nepe/i yciM cbItom

i

i

naxxHeHHO

uema/iHO
cnpaBe/yiHBO bnuyBaB, noKasyuaB
i

aaKJiHBaB.

Thibho BHxpHBaB y6ore x<HTxn SI/ihoth b Kpainax Kanixajiy
rpuSoK MacjuoMOK Hema^gHO xaBpyBaB MiJiixapHCTCbKy
...

no.JiiTHKy iMnepiajiiSMy...

rpuSoK MacjiFOHOK THiBHo 3acygxcyBaB nojiixHKy pacoBoi
gHCKpHMi Hauil H nojiixHKy renocHgy, go nKoi Bgajoxbcn
123

BepxoBO/iH CLLIA Ta
(In

his

lapaijito,

FIAP

i

HaMiSii,

the butter-mushroom angrily

letter

MiJii

naparBaio. (650)

i

unmasked and mercilessly

denounced, passionately condemned and justifiably castigated, exposed
before the whole world and appealed with inspiration.

He angrily exposed the miserable life of the poor in capitalist countries..
The butter-mushroom mercilessly denounced

the militarist policies of

imperialism...

The butter-mushroom

angrily

condemned

the

of racial

policies

discrimination and genocide pursued by the leaders of the

USA

and

Israel,

South Africa and Namibia, Chile and Paraguay.)

However, ironic framing does not negate the loyalist political message.
The satirical passages are so long and loud, and the ironic markers so subtle, that
even a between-the-lines reader would be hard put to interpret the satire in
Pozychenyy cholovik as self-subverting. Hutsalo’s book is ideologically
mainstream. At most, its irony concedes that it is possible to become ridiculous
But

by overstating orthodox views.

over

fourteen

chapters

Hutsalo

industriously and elaborately castigates the culture and society of the United
States.

He

constructs systems of grotesque symbols to convey to his reader a

sense of the enormity of the adversary system: a city inhabited only by sentient

motor vehicles, with

filling stations

and garages as bars and restaurants; a

modern mechanized piggery becomes a detailed Orwellian allegory of
American society. Phenomena which Hutsalo finds disturbing, such as health
care for domestic pets and trade in transplantable

human organs,

are presented

as representative of the culture as a whole. In the end, despite Hutsalo’s

moderating hints

at self-irony, his

America becomes an object of aggressive

mythologization, inhuman and incomprehensible.
In endeavouring to place

Pozychenyy cholovik

in its generic context,

have repeatedly confronted the book with its predecessors

comic novel, and have concluded on several counts
short of the standards of the tradition.

philosophising, as a

medium

expectations which

does not meet.

messages

it

It

is

its

for

intends to address to

and what messages

between

it

It is

characters, the

book arouses

reasonable to ask of such a work, what

audience in the culture of which

it is

part,

involuntarily conveys through the lack of congruence

it

intention

that the novel falls rather

As a narrative, as an exercise in humorous

memorable

its

we

in the tradition of the

and achievement.

number of

not difficult to distinguish a

predictable intentional

“arguments.” Not unlike other books closer to the formal mainstream of
Socialist Realism, the
culture, as

we have

book

seen,

is

indirectly but unmistakably,

sets out to apportion praise

the object of
is

strongest apologetic argument

its

treated panegyrically

is

the

form
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and blame: Western

direct criticism; Soviet culture,

itself.

and apologetically. The

A whimsical structure, playful

and wanton,
action,

and

is

a demonstration that the Soviet

is

artist

has a

no longer bound by the immutable formulas

new freedom of

that

governed novel

production in the past. Hutsalo’s novel argues that in Soviet literature there

now room

is

enjoyment and individual self-expression. Furthermore, by its
very critique of the West, the novel points out that it is aware of the West, and
in some detail, too: fashionable names, be they of pop groups or intellectuals,
are not

for

unknown to the

sophisticated Soviet writer and his audience. (There

of course, an involuntary counter-argument here as well: in

demonstrate that
another proof of

it is

its

its

is,

anxiety to

“not behind” Western culture, the book furnishes yet

provincialism.)

Symbolical of the whimsical novel’s ostentatious revision of the rules of
the Soviet novel

is

Hutsalo’s critique of Socialist Realism

the Writer encounters the bearded artist

who

itself.

In

Yablunivka

has invented “mobile art”

(“rukhomyy zhyvopys”). The artist’s objective is to paint so
cows and tractors in his frescoes can descend from

the

realistically that

their walls

and

participate in the productive process:

— MpiK)

opn Koposa, HaMaJibOBana na CTini,
npo Taxy CHJiy MHCTeuTBa,
ceSTO CBoro pyxoMoro ^HBonncy, kojih HaMajTbOBana qepe/)a
/jaBaTHMe mojioko m Macjio, cup CMeTany 396
npo

;^oiTHMeTbC5^!.

uac,
.

kojih

H MpiK) npo TOH uac

i

i

(I

will

(

)

dream of the day when this cow, painted on the wall
I dream of a time and of such an omnipotence of art

art, that is

to say

—when

here, will yield

—my own mobile

milk! ...

painted herd will yield milk and butter, cheese

this

and cream.)

The

butt of Hutsalo’s satire here

Socialist Realist art:

its

is

the “partiinist”’ (“party-mindedness”) of

subordination to party-defined objectives, especially

those of enhanced production. Hutsalo derives much humour from lampooning

The bearded artist must later submit to criticism by the collective farm
cow as painted by him is not proof against
mastitis, and the wheatfield in his fresco would yield less grain per hectare than
this idea.

and

its

chairman, because the

Yablunivka already produces.

The novel’s
characterization

folkloricity,

which embraces

—everything

its style,

that is unified in the

thematic concerns, and

symbol of Yablunivka

—

is

by intention, an argument. For if the myth of the United States is associated
with that which is sinister, mechanical, and dehumanized, then Yablunivka is

also,

supposed

to

be the opposite:

it is

human. Hutsalo’s ethnographism

the

domain of

strives to

the natural, humorous, and

emulate that of Kotlyarevs’ky by

seeking to create an attractive, colourful, and interesting literary world whose
variety

the

and liveliness has appeal for the reader. In creating the contrast between

USA

and Yablunivka, Hutsalo aims
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to

associate

the

former with

dehumanizing

brutality, the latter with simple

humanity.

But the emulation of Kotlyarevs’ky has always been a dangerous business.
Kotlyarevs’ky’s Eneyida had an important argument to offer

late-

its

eighteenth-century and early-nineteenth-century readers: in the face of the

progressive loss of ethnic identity by the Ukrainian
culture of the
all

elite,

it

discovered the

common people as the only available value which Ukrainians of

social classes could call their own,

and on whose basis a more differentiated

and sophisticated national culture could develop. Hutsalo’s novel has no such
function to perform in the 1980s.
for

By

revelling in the rural roots of the culture

no better reason than the expectation

that this will automatically provide

entertainment, Pozychenyy cholovik lays itself open to much the
that Kotlyarevs’ky’s

redeeming

intellectual

and aesthetic content

is

reduced to vulgarity and

provincialism. In the light of the foregoing description,

Hutsalo’s ethnographism remains largely unredeemed.
novel’s characters are rarely
best

is at its

when

it

more than mouthpieces

alludes to bestiality;

its

above proverb-bound

The

must be said
put

it

that

bluntly, the

for platitudes;

its

humour

philosophy seldom

its

cliche.

fault is not entirely Hutsalo’s.

That he has imagination, a talent for

command of the

grotesque situations, and an outstanding

from the book. The problem,
Pozychenyy cholovik

it

To

sophistication consists of the

demonstration of familiarity with another culture; and
rises

same criticism

epigones faced: namely, that ethnographism without

it

would seem,

tries to be:

language,

is

evident

kind of book which

lies in the

an ideologically orthodox apologia and a

comic novel in the received sense. At the basis of the tradition of Cervantes and
Sterne lies the right to the intellectual experiment, a readiness to question

and ridicule prevailing models for explaining the world. Hutsalo
conscript this essentially sceptical tradition for his

own

devil-may-care attitude of bold individualism, with
attractiveness, to a

novel

is

work

that remains, at bottom, a

its

tries to

to impart a

modernity and

Byzantine panegyric. His

an extraordinary endeavour to argue the legitimacy of a closed cultural

system by misrepresenting
novel

all

cause:

itself: it is

literature, and,

it

as open.

The key argument

in the

apologia

is

the

intended as evidence that the aesthetic possiblities of Soviet

by extension, of Soviet

life,

are unlimited.

But the evidence

refuses to support the case.
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THE RETURN OF A SYMBOL:
SHEVCHENKO’S KATERYNA IN
CONTEMPORARY SOVIET UKRAINIAN
LITERATURE
Rozumnyj

Jaroslav

For Shevchenko’s heroines the name Kateryna

is

used most consistently

and enduringly.' But the name resonates even more vibrantly when one realizes

how many of his female characters with other names resemble in some essential
way those called Kateryna and how the works in which the others appear seem
to play variations

upon the thematic material of the works

prominently figures. Eventually, therefore, the

in

which Kateryna

name Kateryna,

reflecting so

many different characters and embracing as well as crystallizing their thematic
concerns, acquires weight and stature, attains such force and vitality that

it

becomes a stable, constant symbol in a world of change and variability. The aim
of this essay

is

to analyze the origins

and the variants of Shevchenko’s heroine

Kateryna and to draw the parallels or diagonals along which the characters
bearing this

name move, both

literature, particularly in the

According

to

its

in

Shevchenko’s works and

in later

Ukrainian

poetry of the 1960s.

Greek etymology, Kateryna

signifies

“the

good,

immaculate, pure, undefiled bride.” The name’s origins are certainly respected
in the Christian tradition, as

Alexandria^ and

St.

witnessed by the martyred

St.

Catherine of

Catherine of Siena.^ Like the names Maria, Mary, Mara,

Annemore, Lada, and others, Kateryna is also a variant of the name Cinderella,
the fabled beauty and heroine of folk literatures. Whether Shevchenko in
fashioning the personality of his heroine was consciously influenced by these
sources is not known, but all of the essential features of those with whom her
name links her are somewhere reflected in the image created by the poet.
Interestingly enough, Ukrainian folk literature seems to play a very minor role
here. The heroines of Ukrainian folk songs are, as a rule, called Marusya, a
name which together with Oksana and Halya entered classical Ukrainian
literature.

studied by
ballad,

But whereas in the sixty variants of a folk song about a girl’s betrayal
M. Dray-Khmara"^ only the name Marusya appears, the Shevchenko

“U

tiyeyi Kateryny,” built

name of the

heroine. Yet Kateryna

tradition. In P.

Chubynsky ’s

upon
is

is

name

song shuns the traditional

totally

unknown

to the folk

collection of folklore are found five versions of a

song about Kateryna (Katya, Kasya),
Poles. ^ There

this folk

not a

who ran away from her mother with

the

also recorded in the Kharkiv district a song about a Kateryna
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seduced and abandoned by a Russian

officer.^ Other songs exist which record
same name and have seduction and abandonment as motifs. To these
materials Shevchenko certainly had access, and perhaps it was from these

the

sources that the heroine’s name, soon to be fixed as a poetic symbol of Ukraine,
first

took root in his mind.

Shevchenko’s Kateryna appears, either as central or supporting

works which offer two contrasting views of her; one profile
Russian-language tragedy Nikita Gayday
(1843),* in the

Kateryna” (“Once There
the

( 1

84 1 ),’

Was a Kateryna,”

figure, in

displayed in the

drama

Stodolya

Girl,” 1845),

“Bula sobi

young Kateryna

in

Russian-language novel Naymichka (The Servant Girl, 1852-53);

a

radically different profile

is

1847),^ and the

presented in the

the first and second version of the

Perhaps the characters that best

drama Nazar Stodolya and

poem “Kateryna”

poem “Moskaleva

Muscovite Soldier’s Well,” 1847 and 1857),
(1848), and in the guise of “dyuzhaya Katria”
the

in the

poems “Naymychka” (“The Servant

is

fill

krynytsya” (“The

“At Kateryna’s”

in the ballad
in the novel

out the

first profile

in the tragedy Nikita

(1838),'° in

The Servant
are the

Girl.

widows

in

Gayday. Reflecting the

creative political and social forces at play in the upper and middle classes of

Ukrainian Cossack society of the seventeenth century, they exemplify the
traditional, dignified
spirit

household

and

in

serenity.

which she
is

the

Ukrainian mother and defender of the hearth, the good

and the priestess-guardian of national and religious

is

traditions. Katrya’s

Nazar Stodolya is steeped in poetical conviviality, in goodness
It is the place where the young gather for soirees (vechernytsi), of

a participant as well as the hostess. In this play khazyayka Katrya

embodiment of concord, of motherly wisdom and kindness, and of

the

collective national Geist.

Other characters comprising the

maiden

first profile

of Kateryna are the young

poem “Once There Was a Kateryna” and the young wife of the
Hanna’s son Marko in the poem “The Servant Girl.” The first

in the

servant girl

expresses pure love, soaring hopes and aspirations, and dedicated allegiance to
her country; the second, living in an idyllic environment, personifies the ideal
of true femininity and maternity by means of the unlimited self-sacrificial love
that lies at the core of so

many

folk songs and folk rituals.

completes the pattern of an ideal, harmonious family unit
daughter-son

—

that is not often

character in the ensemble

Though most of

is

the

found

in

The

Shevchenko’s works.

young Kateryna in

the novel

latter also

—father-motherThe

last

The Servant Girl.

the girls comprising the first profile of Kateryna appear in

works dealing with the Cossack period
Kateryna emerges

work

in the history

of Ukraine, the

latter

and political condition of
the nineteenth century and represents Shevchenko’s hope for a healthy,
younger generation arising from the ashes of Ukrainian life.
in a

The most impressive

reflecting the historical

quality of the first profile of Kateryna, sketched
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is its luminosity. The personalities and lives of these characters reflect
dynamism and grandeur of the epoch and state in which they or their
ancestors thrived. Under the conditions of personal freedom and political

above,

the

independence enjoyed in seventeenth century Ukraine are bred self-esteem and
the motivation to protect that self-esteem. Idealism flourishes,

and dedicated

service to the higher interests of the state overrides personal considerations and

traumas. In such an environment the figure of Kateryna, like the ancient

Guardian {Berehynya), watches over the

spiritual treasures of the past

and

stands for the traditional ideals of femininity and maternity.
It

was not only through

the prism of romantic idealization and not only

because of the nostalgia of a Ukrainian exile

drew

this profile

in

Petersburg that Shevchenko

of his heroine; philosophical notions of a moral and political

The

nature were also influential.

spirit

of Romanticism helped him create the

idealized past of his people; his nostalgia sought and found psychic support in
the bright positives of that past; and

Shevchenko

the intellectual posited that

personal and national freedom contributed to the formation of healthy
personalities

and

facilitated the

The various characters
however, different

flow of profound spiritual currents.

filling

out the second profile of Kateryna reflect,

political, social, cultural,

witness and suffer the downfall of a

householder to serf and whose dignity
different political, cultural,

and psychological

woman whose
is

status is

realities.

They

reduced from free

crushed in the clash between two

and ethical systems. Concretely, Ukraine

swallowed by the “dark kingdom” of Catherine II and Nicholas
political reality triggers a set of equally

I,

is

and the bleak

bleak social and psychological

repercussions. Moreover, the conquered populace, in Shevchenko’s depiction

of merciless clarity, accepts the grim reality of occupation; instead of resisting,
they remain blind to the real intentions of their oppressors (“Kateryna,”

1

838).

Some collapse psychologically and morally (“The Muscovite Soldier’s Well,”
1847), others lose

all

sense of national pride and dignity and slavishly obey

and serve the oppressors (“The Muscovite Soldier’s Well,” 1857), and a small
number even betray perfidiously their own people (“At Kateryna’s,” 1848).
Shevchenko’s

first

attempt to trace the second profile of his heroine

Kateryna, as the embodiment of a nation that is not free,

is

so perfect that

it

soon

became the classic model of the type. The poem itself, “Kateryna,” treats a
young girl dishonoured and abandoned by a Russian officer, and her journey
towards death. Shevchenko views his heroine on two levels. On the purely
emotional level, the poet sympathizes with the unwed mother {pokrytka) and

accompanies her on her wanderings through Muscovy. But, on the
level,

intellectual

he accuses her, the keeper of the eternal principles of the nation, of

treason.

He condemns Kateryna for her naive trustfulness, which permitted the

flattering foreigner to violate her purity

and dignity; for her frivolous disregard

of the code of her community and for her readiness to replace this code with a
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hostile, alien one; but,

most of all, for her sinful disregard of the teachings and

admonitions of her mother. Betraying her kin she betrayed herself, and
this

—

reason that the poet places the words of judgment

—on

moment

dramatic

the

it

is

for

poem’s most

the lips of the mother:

Donyu moya, donyu moya,
Dytya moye lyube!
Idy od nas."

(My

daughter,

my

daughter.

My beloved child!
Go from

us.)

Later portraits of Kateryna, following Shevchenko’s
1

trip to

Ukraine

in

unwed mother that he had
1838 stood somewhere on the border between

843-45, are more severe. Whereas the image of the

fashioned in Petersburg in

Romanticism and Realism, the following variants of this character are drawn
in the hues of dark realism. In the poem “The Muscovite Soldier’s Well”
Kateryna symbolizes the total moral downfall of Ukrainian society. She
ventures further than her predecessor for, after her house
leaves her husband
Later, after she has

Uman,

been lead “shorn” and “shameless” through the

she drowns somewhere, and a song

however,

is

bums down,

is

composed about

not treated at any length. She appears and quickly fades, though in

Maksym who

the epoch’s

streets of

her. Kateryna,

that short time a full picture of her spiritual prostitution is given.

husband

she

Maksym and, of her own free will, follows the Muscovites.

is

depicted in great detail for he

dominant social and moral

attitudes,

and

is

It is

her

a tableau vivant of

in his character is rooted

As the representative of
whose mentality has been affected by its serflike status,
he has lost all sight of higher, more idealistic values and has turned inward. For
him the height of happiness consists in the ceremonial donning of a “silver
cross,” which he brought back from the war in lieu of his leg, in wearing
powdered tresses in the Franco-Russian manner, in attending church services
the motivation for his downfall as well as his wife’s.
the second generation,

as frequently as possible.

On

church-free days he digs a well by the roadside,

so that passers-by could drink and pray for his sins. Everything contents him,
for everything
is

comes from God

—good and

evil.

But what delights him most

peace and quiet. Kateryna ’s mother has died, and her lancer brother guards

the southern borders of the Russian empire. Things are

neighbours, he remarks, “while
total,

we

sit

quietly, thank

happening

God.” True

at

our

to his desire,

deathly stillness prevails. In “Kateryna” (1838) Kateryna’s personal

desires collide with the national ethos, and her sin

is

punished;

when Kateryna

“The Muscovite Soldier’s Well” is dishonoured by the Muscovite rake, no
conflict between her and her society ensues, and no punishment follows.
in
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In

The Servant Girl (1852-53), written

in

Russian and fictitiously

backdated to 1844, the “hefty Katrya” appears when the seducer of the servant
girl

attempts to deceive his victim a second time. Bribed by the officer, the

“hefty Katrya” agrees to help

him “break”

the “stubborn

khokhlachkaT and

depicted as the embodiment of unscrupulousness and venality. Close in
to the bribed

Katrya are the rich kozak Y akym Hyrlo and the unwed mother and

servant girl Lukiya.

weakness and

Yakym comes

instability, passivity

to

and

condone

evil

intial rejection

him and

ward off its temptation.
by

the Russian, a conflict inspired

of all things Muscovian,

soldier’s shameless ruses,

to represent

Though honest by

schemes of the Russian officer, his

directness and his capacity to oppose evil as well as to

Eventually, the conflict between

and thus

self-satisfaction.

nature, he loses, because of the importunate

Hyrlo ’s

is

spirit

is

obliterated as a result of the

and Hyrlo amicably accepts

all

he had once rejected.

He swings from one extreme to the other and, with the lightning shift from total
negation to total acceptance, demonstrates an extremism characteristic of a
servile mentality.

doomed

The real servant in the work, Lukiya, represents complaisance,

suffering or, better, the subconscious desire to suffer taken to a

extreme.

pathological

Aware of

the wickedness of her deceiver,

she

nevertheless surrenders to his insincere advances and finds herself on the

threshold of a

new tragedy. Both of the weak Ukrainian characters, master and

servant, carry within themselves the inexorable bacillus of self-destruction,

and thus
in the

it

is

the Russian officer, revealing not a shred of decency or nobility

course of the entire novel,

who emerges

victorious.

The Kateryna of the second version of “The Muscovite Soldier’s Well” is
propelled toward death by fear. As in the poem’s first version, her behaviour
is

motivated by her husband’s passivity and his lack of personal and national

community helps Maksym to dig his well, which
becomes the source of self-contentment and peace. For his blind service to
power and for his passive acceptance of its standards of good and evil, Maksym
the “Muscovite” is eventually destroyed, drowned in his own well by the
varnak (convict). The Kateryna in the ballad “At Kateryna’s” demonstrates
faithless treachery, for which she perishes at the hands of a hQixdLyo-dzaporozhets
In this ballad no other character reflects her traits, attitudes, and values, and
dignity. In this version the

.

there

is,

therefore, only the simple opposition between the principles of betrayal

and honest dedication leading

to the death of the faithless girl.

All of the Katerynas of the second profile as well as the supporting

some are drawn with the
some with searing sarcasm, and others are touched by the
grotesque. So much more subtle is Shevchenko’s treatment of and attitude
towards his heroine that even some modem readers and critics are unable to
decipher the poet’s fine discriminations.'- To Shevchenko Kateryna’s love is

characters are complexly conceived and portrayed;

most refined

irony,

both her doom and her redemption.

On the one hand, love invariably clouds her
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judgment and leads her onto the path ending in her death; on the other hand, her
devoted love for her son (who represents the contemporary generation which
avenge

shall

mother’s suffering) purges her of

his

goodness and her
evil

and

resisting

ability to love that
it.

Kateryna

is

sin.

So firmly rooted

is

her

incapable of comprehending

Yet from her first encounter with evil her love

is

powerful

enough to transmute it into good, though she herself is fated to perish unless she
finds the strength to resist evil or,

if

unsuccessful in

this, at least to

endure

it.

The goodness of the character, therefore, softens the poet’s criticism, which
even at its most intense is tempered by sympathy. In the novel The Servant Girl
Shevchenko scorns his pokrytky for their consistent incorrigibility: “Novelty is
your damned idol, novelty; before it you place everything, often your own
dignity, and later your ill-fated life... No bloody drama can teach you.”
However, as in other expressions of disdain, in the depths of his contempt lay
the poet’s love

and painful anxiety about the

fate of his heroine.

II.

On

the preceding pages are discussed ten variants of the Kateryna figure

that present

two

antithetical profiles of the heroine,

which

in turn

image two

major stages in Ukrainian history. Both profiles, the luminous figure suggesting
the times of independence
political

and the dark lady somehow reflecting the eras of

bondage, have haunted the imagination of Ukrainian writers for over

a hundred and fifty years.

And

the

number of twentieth century

writers

who

continue to employ Shevchenko’s heroine and to develop the motifs associated

with her points impressively both to the obsessions of the

artists

and

to the

suggestive depths of what they explore.

Modernist prose

way of a

sets the tone

slight detour

and indicates the direction of the future by

and homage

Mykola KhvyTovy’s etude
compared to Shevchenko’s heroine,
Communist, Myshko. The motif of the sinful
to the past. In

“Zhyttya” (“Life”) Oksana, whose fate
is

seduced and abandoned by the

birth of a

child

is

is

Muscovite bastard and the mother’s redemption through love for the
found

in

Vasyl Stefanyk’s short

story,

“Hrikh” (“The Sin”), but

redemption is absent from his story “Maty” (“The Mother”),

in

which Kateryna

betrays her husband with a Russian officer and brings dishonour to the whole

community. In the first story the heroine leaves her legitimate daughter,
Kateryna, with her husband and goes off with her bastard child to atone for her
sin; in the

second work Kateryna, pressured by her mother, commits suicide.

Two poem-ballads and a long dramatic poem by

Sava Holovanivs’ky are

dedicated to the Kateryna theme. The background of the dramatic

Kateryna,
the

( 1

957)'^

is

poem

the first stage of collectivization in a Ukrainian village at

end of the 1920s, with some hints dropped about the artificially created
in Ukraine in 1932-33. Abandoned by a husband who commits suicide

famine

because he lacks determination

to

cope with the social paradoxes of the period,
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needed to defend
imposed by the government.
Like Shevchenko’s heroine, her son Ivan proves to be the source of her hope
and support. The ballad “Kateryna” (1943)'“^ deals with World War II, during
which the heroine, given supernatural powers and other attributes of a fairy-tale
hero or of the hohatyv in the ancient hyliny, appears unexpectedly as a young
Holovanivs’ky’s Kateryna discovers

the village

community from

in herself the strength

the grain requisition

moments of

bride bringing hope in

punishment and justice. In the

third

despair or as an avenger dispensing

work, “Balada pro Katerynu” (“A Ballad

about Kateryna,” 1948),'^ the heroine destroys the

enemy

but perishes in the

Thus Holovanivs’ky, in displaying Kateryna as the reborn heroine,
the bearer of hope and protection, and the symbol of self-sacrifice, emphasizes
the symbolic features of the character created by Shevchenko.
In Oleksandr Dovzhenko’s Poema pro more {The Poem About the Sea,
struggle.

1

Kateryna

955-56)

is

deceived by a modern-day seducer, Valeriy Holyk, an

engineer by profession but a

behaviour

—“a looker with

bug.” Because Valeriy
that inspires

and

man

is strictly

the product of his environment,

tacitly aids in the criminal assault

the ethical standards represented
lonely,

of “unclear character” and frivolous

the brain of an engineer and the conscience of a bed-

its

society

inevitable consequences.

In Soviet Ukrainian poetry of the 1960s the

Shevchenko’s Kateryna increase

is

by Kateryna. The heroine, forsaken and

defenseless against assault and

is

it

of “bestial passion” against

number of works dedicated to
and modeled upon

significantly. Inspired

Dovzhenko’ s The Poem About the Sea, Mykola V inhranovs ’ky s poem “Zoloti
is a dramatic monologue in which the lyric hero
confronts Kateryna, who also appears in other allegorical guises as the image
of Ukraine, of Anxiety, of Conscience. All of these variants eventually merge
’

vorota” (“The Golden Gates’’)’^

within the lyric hero. In

him they germinate and come

realization of the metatemporal:

(“You

—

central

are the land, this

is

“Ty—-tse

to fruition, the concrete

zemlya,

tse

Vitchyzna tvoya,”

your Homeland”) says the hero’s Conscience. The

theme of the poem is the renewal of Kateryna, representing in this work

a quiescent and pastoral Ukraine,
vision of the “golden gates” of a
ideals of communism

and pleas with

whom

the hero attempts to

new moral

society in

and socialism. She, however, responds

silence, agitation,

win over

to all his appeals

and alarm, and her virtues of aloofness,

passive honesty, and goodness are treated by the hero as valueless:
Malo, Kateryno, buty chesnym.

Malo, Kateryno, buty dobrym.
Treba, Kateryno, shche tvoryt’
I

dobro,

(It’s
It’s

i

to his

which are realized the

chesnist’, Kateryno.

not enough, Kateryna, to be honest.

not enough, Kateryna, to be good.
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One

also,

Kateryna, must create

The honest and

When
avows a

the good, Kateryna.)

how much

he sees with

love, which, evidently,

is

pain she reacts to his reproaches, the hero

soon requited. Thus his monologue veers

sharply from side to side, from one pole to the other, from one feeling to
another: an expression of polarized emotions that progressively alters

from angry indictment

its

form

to confession to prayer to ode.

In the course of this polyphonic

monologue, in which Kateryna’ s responses

makes oblique references to
when the hero confesses his
fidelity and readiness to defend the values of the Homeland. Of special interest
are not given but clearly

felt,

the poet repeatedly

the fate of Shevchenko’s Kateryna, particularly

are the passages in
that

which he anticipates the

perils that await him, for

it is

here

he alludes to his predecessor’s heroine:

Ne zhuby moyu melodist’, Ukrayino,
I sumlinnya moye ne zhan’by.
DozvoT ne poviryty v shchastya nayivno,
DozvoT ne

lezhaty v

(Do not waste

And my
Let
Let

me
me

my

nohakh doby.

youth, Ukraine,

conscience do not disgrace.

not trust naively in happiness.
not

lie

passive in our age.)

In his encounter with Conscience, the hero asks her for the strength to
that stands ever in the way of service to others, to
He believes that in some future time the complexes and flaws of

conquer his Faustian pride
one’s country.
all

societies will vanish,

and only “passion, love, and

final moral-ethical victory is predicted,

hero shows Kateryna his future and
that are rising into

view

“The Golden Gates”

A

hers—“the golden gates’’ and the new days

“horsemen” from below the horizon of the steppe.

like

unconnected parts which

suffering’’ will remain.

and in the epilogue of the poem the lyric

is

are,

a cine-poem.

It

consists of twelve logically

however, united thematically and

Vinhranovs’ky, as a writer and film director, combines

in this

stylistically.

poem the forms

of literature and film by blending the color of words and images with the
structure. It is a thoroughly symbolic work in
which so many of its formal and ideational elements give witness to the poet’s

dynamics of a cinematographic
faith

—

a faith close to that of Shevchenko and even of Skovoroda

possibility of spiritual retreat

Vasyl’ Holoborod’ko’s

from the often

horrific realities of

—

in the

everyday

life.

poem “Kateryna”'^ is constructed fugally, with

its

thematic development adhering to a certain tonal and rythmic plan. The work,
introducing an urbanized Kateryna,

is

written as a recitative and depends

almost exclusively on the use of allegory, symbolism, and oneiric imagery. The
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subject

theme of Holoborod’ko’s fugue

is

announced by the

first

voice in a

seven line exposition:

Pomizh stil’tsiv, rozkydanykh na ploshchi
pomizh yabluk, rozsypanykh na snihu
pomizh porozhnikh avtobusiv na vulytsyakh,
ide
i

Kateryna

niyak ne vyberet’sya z ts’oho lyabiryntu.

Na plechakh chomi

ptytsi,

chorni ptytsi pechali.

(Among stools scattered over the square,
among apples scattered over the snow,
among empty buses on the street
Kateryna walks,
trapped in this labyrinth.

On

her shoulders are black birds,

black birds of grief.)

In this surrealistic

opening scene, the symbolically charged and logically

discordant objects reproduce the black and terminal reality in which the heroine
is

found. Then, her drama unfolds in four related but independent voices or

parts,

each marking another milestone of the road taken and her reaction to

Kateryna as the

sister

of the hero; as an

unwed mother;

as a

young

girl;

it:

and as

the hero’s betrothed.
In the first part

brings

him

Kateryna

to school.

birds of grief’

She

is

is

the hero’s caring sister

on her shoulders, and these lead

ty stoyala pid

and

tutor,

who

first

of a joyful nature, but one day he notices “black
to her suicide:

yabluneyu,

a potim pishla,
ale

holova ostalasya,

yak odne-odnisin’ke yabluko
na potukhlomu osinn’omu derevi.

(You were standing under an apple
and later you went away,

tree,

but your head remained,
like a single apple

on a burned-out autumn

tree.)

The whole scene is saturated with a symbolism that portends Kateryna’
The tree a symbol of the synthesis of the life-giving elements of

—

tragedy.

and water; a symbol of nourishment, support, and shelter, all the
of the Great Mother Goddess; and, ultimately, the symbol of the

sky, earth,
attributes
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principle of femininity

—has

died, and there remains only a “single, solitary

apple,” suggesting temptation, deceit, and indulgence in the frivolous pleasures

of the earth.

As an eternal momento of the fall, the apple hangs on the dead tree

through each season of the natural cycle of

life.

poem Kateryna, the unwed mother, walks with her
bastard child in her arms and meets only human suffering, victims of greed and
futile toil. And in the poet’s meditations on the highest and lowest points of his
In the second part of the

life

he turns

inevitable

to his eternal feminine, cast in the garb of

an outcast, and asks the

and yet unanswerable question, “Navishcho ya?” (Why

Kateryna’ s third appearance takes the form of the
survive the harsh winter and to

of the heroine.

grows

am

I?)

spring flower to

sleep, all suggesting the

renewal

A great love between the hero and the young girl is bom. His face

into hers, so that they

joyful, as she

waken from

first

may be forever joined as “one face.” She

was before when she was

is

again

his sister, but “the black birds of grief’

never leave her shoulders.

The fourth and

final scene is the

most dramatic: the wedding of the hero

and his betrothed “from the spring sun.” Each element of this scene, taken from
the surreal dreamscapes of nightmare,

is

point of the macabre transformation of

chameleonic and grotesque

human

opposites and the stripping from reality of

madness rules this scene,
be consummated.

in

and betrothed

leitmotif refrain,

Chomi

—

—

as sister,

which orders the poem-fugue’s

ptytsi zvely svoyi

ptytsi zastyat’ svit

(Black birds nest

to the

non-human

appearances. Tragic
to

Kateryna cannot

unwed mother, young

as well as each of the poet’s meditations

structure

is

heard the

and tone:

hnizda v moyikh ochakh

chorni ptytsi shchebechut’ v

chomi

human

which the wedding of hero

Following each appearance of Kateryna
girl,

all

faces into their

moyikh ochakh

svoyimy krylamy.

my eyes
my eyes

in

black birds sing in

black birds hide the world with their wings.)
In the conclusion of the

image. Kateryna’s

human

poem

all

four feminine personae blend into one

attributes vanish,

allegorical figure of omnipresent Grief.

from him
heights.”

his power to help the helpless, and to
The poem ends with an ominous coda:

Zabiliyut’ snihy,
i

and she appears

She comes

V snihu,

V travyanomu hnizdi

vylupyt’sya ptashenya.
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to the poet as

him
summon him
to stir

an

to act, to take

“to climb the

Nevzhe chomoyi

ptytsi,

chornoyi ptytsi pechali,

yaka vichno sydyt’ na tvoyikh chornykh plechakh?!
(The snow will whiten,

and

in the

in a nest

snow,

of grass

a fledgling will hatch.

Could

be from the black bird,

it

the black bird of grief,

which

sits

on your black shoulders?!)

Kateryna also appears
(“Ukraine on Stage”),

Although she

is

the first act Ukraine

who sweep

Holoborod’ko’s poem, “Ukrayina na stseni”

not the leading character, she

theme

to lay bare the central

their

in

a dramatic parody that could be divided into

is

—

is

employed, as

in

two

acts.

Shevchenko,

the bastardization of contemporary Ukraine. In

represented by doll- or puppet-like dancing Cossacks

the stage with their

“wide trousers,” leaping and screaming with

“grammophone voices.” Above these Cossacks, “who never had mothers

or brothers,” hangs a sinister cloud of black crows. In the second act Kateryna

comes on stage
up.

whom

like a “blue rivulet”

with her blue hands holding her bastard

drown even though she fears that the seas may dry
The paper cranberry tree above her falls upon her shoulders like a pair of

child,

she wants to

wings, creating an image of a fallen angel. She looks at the audience, but sees
instead of people only

whose applause
helpless,

work

falls

“yawning spectators” with “stomachs full of thoughts,”

from

their

hands

like

copper coins.

Frail,

perplexed, and

Kateryna disappears into a night of “black-lit” chandeliers. The whole

creates, therefore, an impression of

artificiality.

Everything

hint of sincerity or

is

made

somnolence, profanation, and

for the stage; everything

is

hollow, without a

commitment. All of reality seems a hypocritical vaudeville,

whose climax, Kateryna’s seduction, desecrates all of life.
The central motif of Leonid KyseTov’s poem “Kateryna”-® is the collective
sin of indifference. Like a shadow of death, Kateryna wanders through snowswept fields, carrying her son to her people, but there is no one to help her. The
god of lethargy and exhaustion holds sway over all. At the moment when
“Shevchenko’s Madonna” is about to disappear into a “snowy oblivion,” poets
“moan” about “virginal purity,” and “the cranberry tree.” Kysel’ov’s heroine
is purified, almost beatified, so that she brings to mind the grieving mother in
a Pieta or Tychyna’s “Sorrowing Mother” (“Skorbna Maty”). Yet, like
Holoborod’ko’s “audience,” unmoved by the horrific appearance of the delicate,
dishonoured Kateryna,
sin

who has no place

to hide

and no place

to atone for her

through suffering, Kysel’ov’s audience remains an equally indifferent

group for

whom

great and sacred values have

playacting dolls.
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become

the properties of

The thematic

conflict in Ivan Orach’s

(“Shevchenko’s Kateryna”)^'
Kysel’ov

—commitment and

does not

set the action

is

poem, “Shevchenkova Kateryna”

similar to that found in Holoborod’ko and

zeal

opposed

to indifference.

Orach, however,

of his work in any specific time, and there are other

important differences in his stance towards Kateryna and her plight. Rejecting
the value of sorrowful

and soothing words. Orach

insists

on a “fiery heart”

infuse Kateryna with life and to protect her from further calamities, from

and treachery,” from

“evil

differs in

’

And, of course,

his heroine

fundamental ways from those created by other poets. Orach cleanses

Kateryna of her
child

“spiritual mutilation.”

to

more

guilt

through the innocent smile of her child and through the

love for the mother. Evidently he expands and develops the implications

s

of a short phrase addressed to the heroine in Shevchenko’s The Servant GUT.

“you are by a beautiful angel, by your son, redeemed.” In the final stanza Orach
elevates Kateryna to the dignified status of a Muse and equates her with Oante
Beatrice. Certainly both

’

s

women are comparable. Oante ’s heroine becomes the

embodiment of divine knowledge, Shevchenko’s heroine the embodiment of
great suffering. The first represents the world of the intellect, the other that of
the heart. Both are truly loved and loving, and though, or perhaps because, their
fates are tragic, both serve as the inspiriting muse of the writers who glorify them.
In conclusion,

it is

striking that all of the

Kateryna figures in Shevchenko’s

works together with the characters she inspired
Ukrainian literature
profile:

may

in

contemporary Soviet

be divided into two groups. Each has

its

specific

one luminous, one dark. The tradition established by Shevchenko over

a hundred years ago

is

continued by the

of Kateryna reflects a society that

is

modem

writers; the

luminous profile

healthy, creative, and free, while the dark

lady suggests a diseased, degraded and slavish society. But the

modem figure

of Kateryna has also grown in stature and function. She has acquired

new traits

of a supratemporal and mythical nature: Conscience, Grief, and Anxiety; Muse,

Ukrainian Beatrice, and a Madonna-Pieta. She now possesses all the prerequisites
for

becoming the Ukrainian modern version of the ancient goddess Berehynya

(Guardian)
is

real

— she

and she

is

is

poor, suffering, caring, young, and iconically beautiful; she

abstract.

She now embodies

believer can identify and worship.
figure,

Kateryna has become

in

More

all

the qualities with

which a

than Just an allegorical and symbolic

our century a mythical force.

NOTES
1

.

Shevchenko’s favourite name for his male characters is Ivan, the name

of Kateryna’s son.
2.

St.

Catherine of Alexandria

is

the patron saint of philosophers and

schools of learning. Her chief attribute, a spiked wheel, was what
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Maximin

II

used in torturing her when she refused to become his wife. See Gertrude Jobes,
Dictionary of Mythology, Folklore, and Symbols

(New York: The Scarecrow

Press, Inc., 1962).
3.
is

St.

Catherine of Siena

is

the greatest saint of the

Dominican Order and

usually depicted bearing the stigmata on her hands.
4.

M. Dray-Khmara, “Heneza Shevchenkovoyi poeziyi ‘U

Kateryny,’” zbimyk Shevchenko (richnyk druhyy,

Kharkiv:

tiyeyi

Derzhavne

vydavnytstvo Ukrayiny, 1930).
5

Trudy etnografichesko-statisticheskoy ekspeditsii

kray. Materiyaly
(St.

i

t.

V.

Petersburg: V. Kirshbaum, 1874).
6.

Zhizn

i

tvorchestvo krest’yan Khar’ kovskoy guhernii,

Ivanov (Kharkov:
p.

Zapadnoriisskiy

issledovaniya, sohrannyye d. chi. P. P. Chuhinskim,

695; Cf. O.

I.

Izd.

1.

1.

Ed. V. V.

Khar’kovskogo gubemskogo statisticheskogo komiteta,

Honchar, Ukrayins’ ka literatura pered-Shevchenkivs’ koho

foVklor (Kiev: Naukova dumka, 1982),

p. 131. The heroines in
Mykola Kostomarov’s tragedy Sava Chaly (1838) and in Mykola HohoT’s
Strashna pomsta (A Dire Revenge) bear the same name.
Only the third scene of the tragedy Nikita Gayday was published in the
7.
journal Mayak, 9, ( 1 842), and in the journal Kievskaya starina, Vol. 10 1 887).
8.
Complete work (3 acts) preserved in Ukrainian (translated by

periodu

i

(

Shevchenko); Russian version preserved without the second

act.

Shevchenko’s second version of the poem (1858) omits the name
Kateryna and changes the title to “Khustyna” (“The Kerchief’).
9.

10.

There are brief references

to

Kateryna

in

Shevchenko’s poems

“Maryana-chemytsya” (“Mariana the Nun,” 1841) and “Try lita” (“The Three
Years,” 1 845), and in his Russian-language novels Bliznetsy {The Twins, 1 855)
and Muzykant {The Musician, 1855).
1 1.

in

The

practice of banning children in such circumstances

Ukraine. But
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THE CHANGING IMAGE OE UKRAINIANS IN
ENGLISH-CANADIAN FICTION
Bohdan Budurowycz

In her book

on the depiction of Ukrainians

Frances Swyripa has

made an

in

English-Canadian

relevant to the history of Ukrainian immigrants in

“developing perspectives that characterize

endeavour has proved

to

literature,

attempt to analyze fiction and non-fiction works

Canada and

to

examine

this literature.”' Unfortunately, this

be only partly successful, chiefly due to the fact that

the author included in her survey a

number of books

written in English by

Ukrainian-Canadians, whose approach to the subject under discussion often
lacked the necessary detachment and objectivity. At the same time, she neglect-

ed to take into consideration
fiction

a

—with only one notable exception —works of

produced by English-Canadian authors, which, taken together, present

somewhat fragmentary but nevertheless meaningful, even

fascinating,

picture of changing views, opinions, and attitudes of other Canadians toward
their fellow citizens of

occurred

slowly

perceptible

and

—but they

Ukrainian

origin.-^

gradually.

They

To be
are

sure, these

subtle

changes have

—sometimes

certainly merit a thorough analysis

hardly

by any serious

student of ethnicity and multiculturalism in Canada, and in any case they

deserve more attention than self-congratulatory accounts by those Ukrainian-

Canadian writers who “simply glorified the achievements of the community
without acknowledging the serious problems

survey of several selected works will
this literature as

it

it

illustrate the

faced.”^

A

chronological

growing sophistication of

progresses from initially superficial and simplistic descriptions

of Ukrainian pioneers to more perceptive, insightful, and artistically mature
novels by contemporary authors.

Since it was on the prairies that the first wave of Slavic immigrants to
Canada found new homes and encountered the hardships of frontier life, it is
not surprising that the first type of literature in which newcomers from Eastern
Europe appear as characters and which shows their impact on Canadian society
is the western regional novel. The dramatic story of the conquering of the “last,
best West” and the incessant struggle of hardy settlers against a harsh and
inhospitable environment are the main themes of these novels, which often
resemble each other in their stem tone and sombre mood.
The first English-Canadian writer to depict Slavic immigrants in a work of
fiction was Charles William Gordon (1860-1937), better known under his pen
name of Ralph Connor. A Presbyterian minister educated at the universities of
Toronto and Edinburgh, he published in 1 909 a controversial novel entitled The
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Foreigner

It

lacks any artistic merit, but contains

elements and abounds

in acts

many

lurid

and sensational

of violence and even savagery in which East

European immigrants play a prominent part.^ The plot of the novel develops
Winnipeg, which Gordon calls “the most cosmopolitan capital of the

Anglo-Saxon empires.”^ He describes rather vividly the coming

last

in

of the

into that city

of foreign immigrants and the formation of ethnic ghettos, dwelling especially

on one such colony

—

wrong side of the tracks, on
by “Slavs of all varieties from all

a Slavic shantytown on the

the northern outskirts of Winnipeg, populated

provinces and speaking

all dialects,”^

but predominantly of Ruthenian descent,

commonly referred to as Galicians.^ Gordon goes on to describe their miserable
existence: they live in a cluster of little black shacks made of boards and tar
paper and are satisfied with the most ordinary type of food

meat from the

—

usually scraps of

During the summer they usually work

local stockyards.

in the

colonies of their kinsfolk somewhere on the prairies, or join railway construction

gangs, but with the approach of winter they crowd back into their grim,
unsanitary shacks in the city.

As

a Canadian doctor puts

it,

these fellows are a bit rough, but they have never had a chance, not even half
a chance.

A beastly tyrannical government at home has put the fear of death
world, and an ignorant and superstitious Church has kept

on them for

this

them

of purgatory and hell

in fear

chance

in their

own

and so

land,

fire for the next.

far,

They have never had

a

they have got no better chance here,

except that they do not live in fear of Siberia.^

However, most other Canadians do not share this understanding attitude;
which Western Canada is exposed by

the daily press points out the danger to
the

presence

“semibarbarous”

of these

people,

and some

Anglo-Saxon society are opposed even

representatives of

influential

to the idea of

teaching Galician children English and domestic science:

little Galicians? The chances are you’ll spoil them.
They are good workers as they are... They are easy to handle. You go and give
them some of our Canadian ideas of living and all that, and before you know
they are striking for higher wages and giving no end of trouble.... If you

Teaching a score of dirty

educate these fellows, they

and you wouldn’t

And

yet

’

like that

11

run your country, by Jove! in half a dozen years,
,

much.'°

Gordon believed that, in spite of everything, salvation was
newcomers who were only too glad “to exchange their steady,

possible for the

uncomplaining

toil

speaking rivals”:

'

'

it

for the uncertain, spasmodic labour of their English-

had

to

come through the twin vehicles of Canadianization

and education.'- To demonstrate how

this objective

could be achieved, the

author shows his readers an East European immigrant,
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who

leaves his ethnic

same time

ghetto physically and at the
its

from

liberates himself psychologically

influence; “he rapidly sloughed off with his foreign clothes his foreign

speech and manner of life, and his foreign ideals as

well.”*'* Similarly, the

hero

Kalman Kalmar, himself of Russian descent though brought up by
a Galician woman, becomes “a Canadian among Canadians.”'"* Not surprisingly,
he wins the hand of a Scottish-Canadian girl, who refers to him as “my
Canadian foreigner.” As these examples show, while Gordon criticizes in no
of the novel,

uncertain terms the moral and cultural standards of East European immigrants,

he ascribes them to historical circumstances rather than to any basic flaws
the Slavic character.'^ Thus, in spite of their wretched past

seemingly inauspicious present, these hapless newcomers

—

children—can be “redeemed” by Protestant values and ideas
to the

Anglo-Saxon

and of

or at least their

that are intrinsic

culture.

Another prairie novel of some social significance

is

Fruits of the Earth by

Frederick Philip Grove, completed by 1929 but not published until 1933.'^
is

perhaps understandable

European (most
toward Slavic
vincing

—

likely

settlers,

in short,

in

their

German)

It

being of non-British but nevertheless West

that,

origin,'^

Grove shares Anglo-Saxon

attitudes

who appear in his novels as shallow, superficial, uncon-

two-dimensional characters. Although they play a certain

subsidiary role in the plots of his novels, they

seem

to lead a rather marginal,

peripheral kind of existence, always remaining on the borderline of

life,

being

human beings. Fruits of the Earth is rather
typical in this respect. It is the story of Abe Spalding, an Ontario farmer, who
in the early 1900s sells out and journeys west to settle in the Red River valley
somewhat

less than full-fledged

south of Winnipeg. Even before the first Slavic immigrants appear on the scene,

one of the novel’s characters makes a disparaging remark about them;
in two carloads of forriners, Ukarainians
was thinking of asking for a job my own self. But

“They’ve shipped
them.

I

don’t stand a chancet in this country any longer.”'*

Abe

is

disposed towards them either, but living alone in the area, he
to

have some company; “I’d

like to

have men of

my own

[sic],

dodgast

the white

man

not too friendly
is

quite anxious

colour about. But

Chinamen come.”'^ His desire for a
moves into the area and builds
a log-shack for himself and his family, but somehow the newcomers never
develop into flesh-and-blood characters and continue to lead a shadowy
existence until the end of the novel. The new immigrant, Shilloe, “proved an
exceedingly shy but accommodating neighbour... He had a large family, but
nobody ever saw anything of the children except their backs, when they were
running away. His wife seemed to have the gift of making herself invisible.”-*'
They are followed by several more Ukrainian families. Abe and his neighbours
use these people as workers; as one of them puts it, “I always advertise for
rather than stay alone, let niggers and

neighbour

is

finally fulfilled

Ukrainian families

new

when

a Ukrainian

to the country.

I
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keep an Englishman or two besides.

For the routine work I prefer the foreigners; they are willing and reliable.”^' One
of them, Horanski, proves especially adaptable and indefatigable. Eventually,

Abe

limits his

“the

work he

farming

left

activities to inspecting crops

more and more

to the broad,

on

his

enormous

fields:

obsequious Ukrainian and his

wife.”^“

By the end of World War I these Slavic immigrants had, in a modest way,
become prosperous, and Horanski was rumoured to be making money, but they
faced a problem which they had in common with their Anglo-Saxon neighbours:

what to do with and for their adolescent children. However, while Grove dwells
on the precarious relationship between Abe Spalding and
little

to say

work in
become
is

his family, he has

about the children of Slavic immigrants, except that they went to

the city

and

in construction

camps and

they, like their parents, never

and parcel of the mainstream of events. Thus, though the author

part

not really negative in his attitude toward East European

progeny, his portrayal of them
squarely-built”^^

is

newcomers and their

obviously far from adequate: these “broad,

men and women, with a smile on their “unmistakably Slavic”^"^

countenances, are only simplified and standardized images, faceless stereotypes

without any individual

The next

traits.

in this chronological

sequence of novels. They Shall Inherit the

Earth (published in 1935),^^ differs from The Foreigner and Fruits of the Earth

—

two respects: it was written by an Easterner Morley Callaghan, a native of
and it makes an attempt, albeit less than successful, to sketch a
Ukrainian working class family, and within that family to delineate the
character of a Ukrainian woman. The plot of this novel with a biblical title taken
from the Sermon on the Mount is quite simple: Michael Aikenhead, a graduate
engineer, becomes responsible for his stepbrother’s drowning, but allows the
suspicion of murder to fall upon his father. Finally, overwhelmed by a feeling
of remorse, Michael finds a cure for his anguish in the love of a Ukrainian girl,
Anna Prychoda, and thanks to her redeeming influence becomes reconciled
with his father. Most of the events take place in an unnamed city, which is
in

Toronto

—

—

—

obviously Toronto, whose Ukrainian population was
It

should be noted that the novel was published

at that

at the

time about 3,000.

height of the Great

we shall see, it raises some of the social problems of the day.
The title of the novel refers to Anna Prychoda. When she is first introduced

Depression and, as

to the reader, she is described as “a fair girl with big

yellow hair

in a

smiled, Michael’s father thought

had ever seen”;^^ Michael,

which he

is

candid blue eyes and thick

long bob and a round high-cheek-boned face.”^^

too,

“it

was

the

warmest and

When

she

friendliest smile

concludes that she possesses

all

he

the virtues in

sadly lacking:

If to

be poor

in spirit

meant

forget oneself, then she

to

be without false pride, to be humble enough to

was poor

in spirit, for
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she gave herself to everything

that

touched her, she

and

in losing herself

People

like her

let

herself be, she lost herself in the fullness of the world,

she found the world, and she possessed her

own

soul.

could have everything. They could inherit the earth."*

Anna’s cheerful brightness saves Michael from self-destruction, although,
some indiscretions which

as a critic has pointed out, her own past is tarnished by

are not consistent with her “angelic image.
It is

of special interest to us how Callaghan handles Anna’s Slavic heritage.

We are told that she was bom in Detroit, where her parents still live. Her father
job and has become very bitter. He is described as a “short, powerful
working man, smoking a pipe.... His face was wide and inscrutable, except that
there was the same fierceness in his eyes that came to Anna’s eyes when she
lost his

“I am different than you,” the old Prychoda tells Mike. “I know
was angry.
how you feel, but you cannot understand how I feel.”^' A leftist, with obvious

pro-Communist leanings, he resents the fact that Mike has no clear political
affiliation since he would like his daughter to marry someone with strong class
ideas. Yet eventually he becomes reconciled with Anna’s choice: “You are an
engineer. That’s good. You’re not a lawyer, or a broker man, or something like
that.

We will need engineers.

“Remember, I am not against you,” Mike tries
man replies, “You must be with us, son.”^^
Obviously, the fact that Anna is of Slavic origin has no special significance

to reassure

him, to which the old

in the story,

culture to
to

nor

is

the author sufficiently familiar with Ukrainian history

make any meaningful

abandon

worn-out stereotypes

old,

attention. In addition,

is

in itself refreshing

and deserving of

Callaghan occasionally exposes Anglo-Saxon Canadians’

ignorance of the Slavs and East Europeans in general, which

example,

in the

little

Russian...’ ‘I’m not a Russian’

are ignorant. I’m not a Litvak.’

‘Yah, in

my

is

reflected, for

following conversation between Mike and Anna:

...‘You

‘You

and

references to her background, yet his attempt

my

— ‘You

— ‘You
little

little

father’s country they hated the Poles. Listen,

country just as

much

as

it is

Litvak, then.’

round-cheeked Pole.’

Mr. Mike. This

is

yours.

Of even greater interest is the portrayal of Ukrainian immigrants and their
descendants in more recent Canadian fiction, especially in novels published
after

World War

II,

whose authors have

definitely

established by their predecessors and have

—

foreigner

as a full-fledged

their readers with

human being.

more rounded

illustrating a vision of

man

begun

broken with the traditions
to treat the

stranger—the

Instead of stereotypes, they present

characters, playing an important part in

in general,

and thus the writers display not only a

higher degree of technical proficiency and intellectual sophistication, but also
considerable insight, perception, and compassion.
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A good example is the novel Who Has Seen the Wind by W.
published in 1947.^^

medicine

in a

features a Ukrainian, Peter Svarich,

It

Saskatchewan town

—and

O. Mitchell,

who

the very fact that he

is

practices

a physician

shows a noticeable departure from the
The author describes vividly the so-called German
Town, the East European ghetto with its tar-papered shacks, lacking plumbing
rather than a farmer or a labourer

stereotyped Ukrainian.

and other elementary sanitary facilities. Its inhabitants are unmistakably foreign:
Fierce-mustached

men

lived there,

men

with black-buming roll-your-own

mouth, necessary

cigarettes permanently in the corner of the

labourers on the C.P.R., on highway maintenance, and on sewer

men

—

the

work for the

town: Polish, Austrian, Bohemian, Ruthenian, Hungarian, Galician, not-yetCanadian.... Peter’s people.^®

We see this

alien

world through the eyes of Ruth Thompson, a school-

teacher and the fiancee of Peter Svarich:

She looked at the woman bent over a washtub in one of the backyards, and her
mental picture of Peter’s mother was renewed

—

a nut-brown

woman with an

unbelievably lined face, a dark kerchief over her head, a dark skirt blooming

from her full middle.... Mrs. Svarich had been
father, a

man whose

aristrocratic, ever so slightly goatish....

have expected

to

know earlier

Dr. Svarich himself

is

competent and successful

manner of speech

is

is

—

presence of Peter’s

imp, ever so slightly

She knew now what she could not

that Peter

in his profession,

abrupt and curt,

not smooth; there

Dame

was ashamed of his foreign birth.^^

described by the author as “brittle”: although he

basically a fine, sensitive person.

Ruth

silent in the

face suggested a Notre

is

“too

at

he

is

is

unable to adapt, and his

times even abrasive, though he

is

As a result, the course of his love affair with
much of emotion, of irritation growing into

sarcasm calling out recrimination, and that in turn bringing flaming anger.”^^
Their engagement

is

broken, then things are temporarily patched up again.

Peter objects to Ruth’s caring for Chinese children, suffering from malnutrition

and discriminated against by practically everybody else

in

town, because they

“They are Chinese, and they are my
children... They would be mine... if they were Ukrainian,” and Svarich softly
and they might have been.”^*^ Einally,
responds, “I believe they would
however, he puts an end to their affair by simply saying: “Ruth, I don’t think
you would have liked a Ukrainian wedding.
are not her children.

Ruth

replies:

—

Mitchell’s novel has been

made

into a

movie,

in

Svarich plays only an episodic part. Nevertheless,
author

is

which, like in the book,
it

is

significant that the

not content with producing another two-dimensional character but

attempts to analyze the complex psychological
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makeup of a second-generation

origin, who, though generally liked and respected, is still
from a basic feeling of inadequacy and insecurity. He is indeed, as the
author put it, “brittle,” apt to break or snap easily; hence his curtness and his
tendency to overreact to various situations because he is still carrying a chip on

Canadian of Slavic
suffering

his shoulder.

In

any

case,

Mitchell’s portrait of Peter Svarich

convincing and sound from both the

artistic

is

very

and the psychological point of

view.

Who Has Seen the Wind cdiW be juxtaposed with another novel dealing with
woman, A Jest of God by Margaret
Laurence, which won the Governor-General’s award for 1966, the year of its
the frustrated hopes of a middle-aged

publication, and

was

the basis for the film Rachel,

Rachel A

It is

especially

Neepawa, a small town in
Manitoba, was a representative of the generation that grew up with the children
of Slavic immigrants and was, at least on the surface, more knowledgeable
about their background. The narrator of the novel, Rachel Cameron, is, like
Ruth Thompson, a spinster schoolteacher, living with her mother in the
imaginary town of Manawaka, Manitoba. Desperately craving for some kind
of emotional fulfillment, she meets Nick Kazlik, a former schoolmate who is
now a high-school teacher in Winnipeg, and falls in love with him. Nick is of
Ukrainian origin, as are many Manawakans;
interesting since the author, born in

Half of the town
say,

is

1926

in

Scots descent and the other half is Ukrainian. Oil, as they

and water. Both came for the same reasons, because they had nothing

where they were

There was no love

The Ukrainians knew how to be better grain
knew how to be almightier than anyone but God."^-

before....

farmers, but the Scots

lost

between the two groups, with Scottish parents

discouraging their children from associating with “Bohunks” and with Ukrainian

“rawbone kids whose scorn was almost tangible” filled with resentment toward
their

Anglo-Saxon peers."^^ Surprisingly,

their children
in,

as a child, Rachel envied Ukrainians:

“always seemed more resistant... and more

free....

Not so boxed-

maybe. More outspoken. More able to speak out.”'^'^ And yet Nick fits rather

neatly the Slavic stereotype: “Prominent cheekbones, slightly slanted eyes,...

black straight

hair...

a hidden Caucasian face,

riders of the Steppes.

one of the hawkish and long-ago

Rachel learns from Nick about the complexity of his

personal problems, connected with his Ukrainian background, but she is unable
to

comprehend him, and, seeing him through her eyes, the reader fails to fathom
meaning of his thoughts, motives, and emotions."^^ Even so, we get, in

the full

a nutshell, the story of political and ideological divisions

among Ukrainian

immigrants during the interwar period and of Nick’s gradual alienation from
his ethnic group. His uncle believed that

it

was a good thing

for Ukraine to be

part of the Soviet Union, while his father held the opposing view, maintaining
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that

Ukraine should be an independent nation:

—

The two of them didn’t just argue they engaged in a vehement verbal battle,
storming away at each other like a couple of mastodons.... It used to irk me...
because it was so pointless. Once I remember telling my dad I couldn’t care
less what the Ukraine did
it didn’t mean a damn thing to me. That was true.
But I shouldn’t have said it. Actually, I wish now that I hadn’t.... It was
something he couldn’t accept, in the same way he couldn’t ever accept the fact
that I never learned to speak Ukrainian. My mom was bom in this country and

—

My dad tried for quite a while, but finally he gave up

she spoke English to us.

and spoke English,

too,

and

although he never admitted

In

this

it,

Manawaka, where he has again

to relive in

memory

put

maybe
to

him

at a great

disadvantage with us,

not even to himself."^^

come

face-to-face with his past and

the countless episodes of his humiliation as a child, Nick,

like Peter Svarich, is

ashamed of

his foreign origin. Eventually,

Rachel and returns to the anonymity of the big

city,

he leaves

and she does not hear from

him again. His ethnic origin has no special significance in the story, and,
case,
its

I

in

any

am concerned here with the novel only as a social document, reflecting

author’s attitudes and showing her insight into an alien world, coexisting

with her

own yet separated from it by some invisible barrier that seems to defy
who seems to be fully assimilated to

any outsider’s understanding.'^* Nick,

Canadian society and forms
in spite of the rather

—

at least

on the surface

prominent role he plays

—an

integral part of

it, is,

shadowy creature,
same darkness.

in the novel, a

coming from darkness and disappearing back into the
An even more interesting analogy can be traced between Who Has Seen the
Wind and Sawbones Memorial, a widely acclaimed short novel by Sinclair
Ross."^^ The theme of a Ukrainian doctor in a Saskatchewan town, treated only
episodically by W. O. Mitchell, recurs here, though in a different form.
Published in 1974, the novel takes place within the chronological limits of a
single day

—April

20, 1948. This unity of time

is

combined with

that of place,

new hospital in Upward, Saskatchewan, where the
townspeople have gathered to honour Dr. Hunter, who is retiring at the end of
a distinguished medical career of over four decades. As a critic has observed,
since the action unfolds in a

the scene
friends

is

particularly well designed for reminiscence, with the doctor’s

and acquaintances mingling and recalling the

past; at the

however, as conversations turn to the new building and even more
of Dr. Hunter’s successor,
future.

Thus,

the present moment.”*’”

it is

As

still

the old doctor

returning to the
is

as past
is

and future come together

in

preparing to leave the scene, his

Nick Miller, is waiting in the wings to take over,
which he had left eighteen years ago. Nick
the new doctor: yet, since he grew up in Upward, no one can think of

natural son and protege,

Miller

time,

person

equally well designed for contemplating the

“time stands

in a sense,

same

to the

town of

his birth
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him without

recalling the past.

As we

are informed. Miller

is

“his

own name,

few Ukrainian z’s and s’s’V' his mother was “Big Anna,” a
Doukhobor cleaning woman, and his legal father was a Ukrainian shoemaker.
As a schoolboy, Nick was victimized by his classmates; inevitably, they would

just short of a

ask him insulting questions and gang up to beat and humiliate him whenever

As a result of this abusive treatment, he became self-sufficient, strong,

possible.

and tough, both physically and intellectually, for, in the words of one of his
former teachers, “having to survive in two languages no doubt develops some

would otherwise lie dormant.”'’^ After attending the local high
Winnipeg to study medicine. Now that he is returning, it is
obvious that Upward still remembers him as “Big Anna’s boy” and that many
of its citizens resent his reappearance in the prestigious role of the town doctor.
potential that

school, he left for

As

the wife of

This

is

one of

his chief tormentors in

childhood

tells

Dr. Hunter:

You don’t mind the people you have for friends...
Upward are more particular. We have a hospital now that’s
town and we want a doctor who’s a credit to the hospital. Not

not a hunky town....

but some of us in
a credit to the

Big Anna’s boy.^^

Nick’s former schoolmates are especially apprehensive. They remember
certain things

back

and they are sure he has not forgotten them either and

to get even,”^"^

though

to heal all the little pricks, stings,

“Maybe the

best

way

he

in fact

to get

it

is

returning to

Upward to

is

“coming

lay the ghosts,

and wounds of the past. In Dr. Hunter’s words,

out of your system

is

to

come back

—

see

it’s

not

worth hating.

The

fact that Nick,

who

is

the central point of

most of the conversations,

does not appear in person to attend the ceremonies and
reader can see

him only through

that, as a result, the

the eyes of others, considerably lowers the

novel’s dramatic tension. Yet the author does succeed in presenting a vivid and

perceptive picture of the rock-hard bigotry and racial prejudice of a small

Canadian
“elite,”

prairie

town

—

attitudes that are shared

by most members of the

local

with the exception of only a few more tolerant individuals. The reader

therefore

is

led to believe that

because of his origin,
outsider:

“Once

a

now

Nick

—once shunned by Upward’s
— forever remain an
Nick
Hunky —
going
be

inhabitants

an object of their jealousy

hunky always

a hunky....

will

the

it’s

to

awfully hard for people to forget.
Racial prejudice and intolerance, so prominently displayed in

Memorial, are also apparent

—though

Margaret Atwood’s novel Life before
protagonists the product of a

Sawbones

—

much more subdued form
Manf^ which introduces among

in a

mixed marriage. Lesje Green,

in

its

the daughter of a

Ukrainian mother and a Jewish father, was in her childhood the object of a tug-

of-war between her two grandmothers,
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who

fought for her allegiance and

affection.

As

a result, she does not really belong to either of the

two ethnic

groups:

She hadn’t been sent to Ukrainian summer camp or to Jewish summer camp.
She hadn’t been allowed to go either to the golden church with its fairy-tale
onion

dome or to synagogue. Her parents would have been happy to send her

to both, but the

Atwood

grandmothers wouldn’t allow

it."’^

focuses on Lesje’s Ukrainian name: “She told her teachers at

name was Alice. Lesje meant Alice, her mother said, and it was
good name, the name of a famous Ukrainian poet. Whose poems
Lesje would never be able to read.’’^^ Her friends find her name intriguing,
though a little funny: “Why should you worry? Ethnic is big these days. Change
your last name and you’ll get a Multiculturalism grant.’’®° This teasing is, of
course, a far cry from what Lesje experienced in school, where other girls,
mostly of Irish origin, used to gather around her when she walked across the
schoolyard and call her a “dirty foreigner”: “Pe-ew, they said, holding their
school that her

a perfectly

noses, while Lesje smiled weakly, appeasingly.

or we’ll wipe

for you.”^'

it

Wipe

that

smirk off your face

However, even now Lesje’s Anglo-Saxon boyfriend,

who is proud of her not only “as a trophy” but also “as a testimony to
own widemindedness,” regards her as “impossibly exotic. She encounters

William,
his

no overt discrimination, only “polite” racism
perceptible, for her friends

—

so subtle that

and colleagues are “too haute Wasp”

it

is

hardly

to stoop to

any crudity:
Tt will be so good for the children,’ Elizabeth said, ‘to learn to relate to
someone with unusual interests.’ Lesje thinks she intended something more
complicated, less neutral. Something
foreigner.... More like outlandish,
someone from out of the land. Interesting, mind you; as if she’ll play the violin

and do charming ethnic dances,

amuse

Lesje’s partly Ukrainian origin
as

is

like

something from Fiddler on the Roof. To

the children.®^

is,

of course, quite incidental to the story,

her somewhat unusual occupation: she

is

a paleontologist working for the

Royal Ontario Museum. Yet the feeling of alienation, of not really belonging,
of being unable to relate to the present, to real

life, is

an essential feature of her

character. Timid, she lives largely in her work, retreating in fantasy to pre-

most people. Rather revealing in this
Atwood’s description of Lesje’s visit to the Caravan Festival

history and preferring “her” dinosaurs to

respect
in

is

Toronto:

She’s not sure
roots.

why

she went, that time; perhaps she was hoping to find her

She ’d eaten food she remembered only vaguely from her grandmother’s
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house...

and watched tall boys and auburn-braided girls in red boots leap about

on a stage decorated with paper sunflowers, singing songs she couldn’t sing,
dancing dances she’d never been taught.... At the end... they sang a song from
Ukrainian

summer camp:

Rumanian,

/

me

Kiss

‘I’m not Russian, I’m not Polish,

once, kiss

me

admired the bright costumes, the
looking

own

in.

She felt

On

cousins.

their

/

/ I

am

not

Kiss me. I’m Ukrainian.’ Lesje

agility, the

as excluded as if she’d

music; but she was an outsider

been surrounded by a crowd of her

both sides. Kiss me, I'm multicultural.^

As we have seen from
seven decades, the image

twice,

in

this

progression of novels written during the

last

English-Canadian fiction of Slavic immigrants and

descendants has undergone certain perceptible changes, some of which

have occurred as a

result of a

newcomers within Canadian

deeper understanding of the problems of

society.

But these works of fiction also

reflect, in

a way, the official policies of successive Canadian governments toward the
related problems of immigration

and integration as well as the attitudes of the

Canadian host society toward the newcomers and
earliest novels,

impact of Clifford Sifton’s policies, aimed

and

lots

their children.

such as The Foreigner and Fruits of the Earth,
at

we can already hear quite

rumblings of the policy of multiculturalism

instituted, for better

or worse, by the Liberal government of Pierre E. Trudeau. Similarly

observe a

shift in the

in the

feel the

bringing into Canada “farmers

of them,”^^ in the latest one. Life before Man,

distinctly the

While

we can

we can

perceptions of the writers themselves in the slow and

gradual transition of their Ukrainian characters from acculturation to assimilation.
in the early novels we saw a more or less voluntary adaptation to the
norms and values of Canadian society without a corresponding loss of ethnic
values or traditions (as it is apparent, for example, in the case of Kalman, the
hero of The Foreigner, who, in spite of becoming a model Canadian citizen,
never forgot “to own and honour the Slav blood that flowed in his veins and to
labour for the advancement of his people”),^^ the more recent works of fiction
seem to suggest that a process of total absorption of people of Slavic origin is
making great strides and that, as a critic has noted, “Ukrainians and, by
extension, other Canadian minorities are headed for assimilation and the loss
of their cultural inheritance.”^^ The so-called ethnicity the amorphous
hodgepodge of irrelevant customs, traditions, and other cultural survivals
cherished by the immigrants
is becoming increasingly meaningless and
burdensome to many members of the second and third generations. At the same

While

—

—

who have seemingly abandoned their
grew up without being exposed to them) still find

time, however, even those individuals

ethnic
it

norms and values

(or

difficult to discover their true identity.

by insecurity, combined with
and are inherently unable

Thus, they are likely to be plagued

(or caused by) a deep-seated inferiority

to “lay the ghosts”^*^ or to
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complex,

contend successfully with

those

“demons and webs”^°

They

find

it

that

make

and empty.
communicate with,

their existence miserable

hard, if not impossible, to relate to, or even

human relationships are precarious
doomed from the very beginning (Peter Svarich and Ruth Thompson
in Who Has Seen the Wind, Nick Kazlik and Rachel Cameron in A Jest of God).
Even Lesje Green in Life before Man, although she was brought up without
other individuals, and, as a result, their

indeed,

overwhelmed by a feeling of rootlessness
dichotomy which seems to be the curse

partaking of any ethnic heritage,

is

and

that

is,

in a

way, also a victim of

of ethnicity. Indeed, like Nick Kazlik,

these characters could quote the

all

astonishingly appropriate words of the prophet Jeremiah: “I have forsaken

—
—

—mine
me —
have
out
seemingly
dilemma
accounts
searching”— determined
phenomenon of
house

I

have

forest

it

crieth

left

my

heritage

heritage

against

insoluble

therefore

I

me

unto

hated

my

as a lion in the

it.”^' It is

perhaps

this

for the popularity of the widespread

that

“root

is

a

some
way of discovering

effort to acquire at least

knowledge and appreciation of one’s heritage

as a

one’s identity.
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DUAL FORMS IN LITERARY
UKRAINIAN AND DIALECTS
N. Pavliuc

In the opinion of many scholars, dual forms existed in all Slavic languages
in the early period of their

development, but through the process of evolution

dual forms were lost in the majority of Slavic languages. However, Slovenian,

Kashubian, Upper and Lower Lusatian

still

retain the dual

forms [See L.

P.

Jakubinskij, 11, 171].

As a specific grammatical category dual forms were lost in the Old Rusian
language* of the Kievan period in the verbal, pronominal, and adjectival
systems, but they were retained to

some degree

in

noun declensions, a few of

which were subsequently inherited by contemporary East-Slavic languages
Ukrainian, Russian and Belorussian.

The

loss of dual

forms and the progressive development of the opposition

between singular and plural was the

result of the evolution of

human thought

The category of dual forms appeared a
long time ago when the abstract concept of plurality was not yet finally formed.
Similar objects forming a complementary pair, and then more generally two
unrelated objects were perceived as a concrete plurality. Later on, when the
concept of plural grew to embrace all groups of things containing more than one
object, dual forms became a relic phenomenon. In the Old Rusian language dual
forms also came to be a relic phenomenon [A. A. Saxmatov, 25, 208].
The aim of this paper is to show to what extent dual forms were kept in the
Old Rusian language, that is, in the language of Kievan Rus’, and later in the
Old Ukrainian language, especially in Ukrainian documents of the XIV-XV
centuries as well as in written monuments of the XVI-XVII centuries. We will
also discuss the use of relic dual forms in modern Ukrainian literature,
from concrete

plurality to the abstract.

particularly in the

works of Western Ukrainian authors. And

finally,

we

will

study the preservation of the dual forms of several nouns as relics of an older

time in contemporary Ukrainian and in some of

Dual forms were used

*

in the

The term “Old Rusian” (with one

its

dialects.

Old Rusian language

5')

refers to the

be confused with “Old Russian.”
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in

two circumstances:

Kievan-Rus’ period and

is

not to

1 )

in the

combination of a noun with the numeral

when

‘two’, ‘both’

referring to

two objects

(or

—persons

o6a/o6h)

or things. For example:

/jbBa cbiHbi ‘two sons’, /jbBa CTOJia ‘two tables’

abBt/o6t cecrpt ‘two/both
^bBt cejTk ‘two villages’;

sisters’,

nouns denoting complementary

2)

in

two

parts or

pora

pairs, that

‘horns’,

poypt

‘hands’,

ohm

in objects

composed of

‘eyes’, yuiM ‘ears’,

njie^iM ‘shoulders’, kojighh ‘knees’,

rpy/jH

is,

two halves. For example:

cami

‘sleigh’,

‘chest’,

and so on.
In

Old Rusian, dual forms had only three distinct endings for the entire
common form appeared in the nominative/accusative and

paradigm: one

vocative cases; a second in the genitive and locative; and the third in the dative

and instrumental. Thus, homonymous flections

(the

same endings) appear two

or three times in the whole paradigm.

Below

is

a chart of a paradigm, showing the declension of nouns in Old

Rusian, in the singular, plural, and dual forms. Here

homonymous common forms

in the declension.
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we can

clearly see these
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From the chart given above it can be observed that nouns of each class had
nominative/accusative and vocative cases homonymous dual endings,

in the

and

that almost every class of

-Ki, -bi].

nouns had

its

own

specific endings [-t, -h, -a,

This difference in flection depended not only on the gender and the

noun group (hard or soft), but also on the particular class of nouns. In the
genitive and locative almost all classes of nouns had the same dual endings -y (or -K)), except u (-t) stem nouns. In the dative and instrumental cases a
common ending appeared, but with various vowels in the stem: (-a)Ma,
(-ia)Ma, (-o)Ma, (-i€)Ma, (--b)Ma, (-b)Ma.

The following are a few examples of dual form usage in early Old Rusian
monuments, given in the nominative/accusative, genitive/locative and dative/
instrumental cases, representing nouns of all classes:

THM 6o /tea xpabpbiA Ce^vTOCJiaBHMa ‘these two brave
(Cjtobo) [N.

-

Sviatoslavichs’

A.]

3HMt ‘two winters each’ (floyq B. Moh.) ([N.] - A.),
no
no /iBy JitTy ‘up to two years’ (Mnax JteT.) (G. - L.),
o flBy KOHK) ‘concerning two horses’ (floyq B. Moh.) (G. - L.),
ZtBtMa oaepoMa ‘(with) two lakes’ (Jlaep. jieT.) (D. - 1.).
In

some

instances dual forms could appear without a numeral:

xy c<N 6paxa poajiyMHCxa ‘here the
Ha CBoeio Hexpy/tHyK) KpHJimo ‘on

pyKaMa CBOWMa

‘with (one’s)

own

brothers parted’ (Cjtobo) (N.

-

A.),

wing’ (Cjtobo) ([G.]

-

L.),

its

light

hands’ (Bob B

Moh

JiocbporoMaCojit ‘the elk butted with his antlers’ (floyq

),

(D.

B.

- 1.),

Moh

)

(D.

-I.).

As was mentioned

previously, dual forms as a separate grammatical

category were lost in the Old Rusian language. In the opinion of some scholars

[Saxmatov, 24, 35, 62] the loss of dual forms in nouns and their modifiers in
Old Rusian can be dated from the XII - XIII centuries. At first, plural forms were
gradually substituted for dual forms in constructions with nouns without the

numeral /ii>Ba//tT>Bt ‘two’ and

later in constructions

with the numeral

flbBa/fltBt ‘two’. For example:

H0M03H paSOMt CBOHMB MBdHy H
‘help your servants Ivan and

(>Kht.

Hhc]}.,

dative

KHHTH CH

1219).

paSoMt cbohmt>
‘pa6oMa CBOHMa...’;

In this sentence,

OjTeKCHK) HanHCaBIUeMa

Olexa who have written these books’

is in
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the dative plural instead of the dual

flBt ^€Hbi ‘two

women’ (Mnax.

jreT.) in the

nominative/accusative plural

instead of the dual form ‘/iBh >KeHt’;

Ha CBOH pyKbi

‘on his/her hands’ (/lyx. rpaM. Kjthm Hoeropo/t. Xlll ct.)

in the accusative plural instead

considered that the loss of dual forms in nouns occurred

It is

the oblique cases, because in these cases there appeared
that

is,

the genitive coincided with the locative

instrumental.

is

of the accusative dual ‘Ha cboh pyuh’.

first

of all in

homonymous endings;

and the dative with the

The tendency to differentiate these cases brought the plural forms

into use, because in the plural the genitive

and locative as well as dative and

instrumental did not coincide in any type of nominal declension.

As

for the nominative/accusative

and vocative dual forms, a gradual

replacement by the corresponding plural forms took place. Nevertheless, nouns
denoting pairs and some noun constructions with the numeral
retained the old dual forms, and are found in

‘two’ have

many Ukrainian dialects up to the

present day.
In the opinion of many scholars the complete loss of dual forms dates

the later period

XVI century

—XIV-XV

[P. J.

Cemyx,

from

centuries [A. A. Saxmatov, 25, 208], or even the
7, 147].

However,

in these centuries the process

of

was not entirely completed [I. M.
80-82, 100-102]. Written monuments offer examples of dual

replacing dual forms with the plural forms

Kemyc’kyj,
forms even

13,
in

succeeding periods.

Traces of dual forms were

XIV-XV centuries.
tive cases are

In these

still

quite evident in Ukrainian

documents dual forms

most frequent, and

less

in the

common

instrumental cases, which essentially were the

same

documents of the

nominative/accusa-

are those in the dative/
as those in the

monuments

of Kievan Rus’. For example:

^Bk nojiHiHe (FpaM. 1424) ‘two glades’ (N. - A.),
CcHbKOBMMa /iBa (FpaM. 1378) ‘two Senkoviches’ (N. - A.),
^Bk cejiH (FpaM. 1429) ‘two villages’ (N. - A.),
CO flBtMa CKMa (FpaM 1378) ‘with two sons’ ([D.] - 1.),
npe/to

OMMMa (FpaM,

1421) ‘before your very eyes’ ([D].

Ukrainian documents of the

- 1.).

XIV-XV centuries preserved even less of the

dual forms in the genitive and locative cases. These relics of dual forms
their existence to the authors

who

language:

Kony (F paM. 400) ‘measures of sixty.
ct o6ok) CTopoHy (FpaM 1532) ‘from both
flBy

owed

used the archaic form of the Old Ukrainian

1

.
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.

’,

sides’.

However,

it is

necessary to point out that the dual forms given above did

not reflect colloquial Ukrainian speech in the oblique cases, but were main-

by the conservative traditions of bookish

tained, as previously mentioned, only

language [See O. P. Bezpal’ko
In Ukrainian

et al., 1, 239].

documents of the XVI-XVII centuries dual forms were used

inconsistently. Alongside such dual

(Ocxp.

/IBk

/ttek HCBtCTt

B3/^BUiH
(N.

-

(3

forms

1581) ‘two

6i6ji.

TBopiB

as:

women’

(N.

-

A.),

fajiiiT.) ‘two daughters-in-law’ (N.

fliiBa ntH/w<ft(yMHT. CB.

XVI

-

A.),

two pfennigs’

CT.) ‘having taken

A.),

^Bt cjiOBt (Ymht. cb XVI CT.) ‘two words’ (N. - A.),
H noflHecjiH OMM CBOH (Vmht cb.XVI CT.) ‘and raised

their eyes’ (N.

-

A.),

/ttBtMaoco6aMa(yMHT cb XVI ct ) ‘undertwo people’ ([D]
no HoraMa ero (Ymht cb XVI ct.) ‘on his feet’ ([D] - 1, dual).
no/t

-I.),

We also find constructions in which only the numeral appears in the dual,
while the noun

is

in the plural:

pyKaMa CBOWMa (Vmht

XVI ct

cb

)

‘with one’s

own

hands’ ([D]

- 1,

dual),

^Bt JitTa npe6w^ (Ymut

cb.

XVI

ct.) ‘spent

two years’

([A. dual]

-

[A.

pl.]),

flBt cjiHua BM/tejiH
-

(Vmht

cb.

XVI CT

)

‘[they]

saw two suns’

([A. dual]

[A. pl.]),

flBtMa pbiSaMM (Vmht

cb.

XVI

ct.) ‘[with]

two

fish’ (D.

- 1,

dual)

- (I.

pl.).

The dual forms

in the

above examples

in the

nominative/accusative and

instrumental cases appear primarily in the Transcarpathian teachers’ gospels of
the

XVI

century [See

Nevertheless,

XVII

it

I.

is

M. Kemyc’kyj,

13, 101].

necessary to point out that in documents of the

centuries, plural forms predominate in constructions with the

mothph

/tBa//iBi ‘two’,

TpM

examples

nominative/accusative and genitive/locative cases:

in the

‘three’,

‘four’ in all the cases.

^Ba KopaSjit (Vmht cb XVI ct.) ‘two ships’ (N.
3/topoBbie OKa (I. Bhuj ) ‘big eyes’ (N. - A. pl),
flBt cjiOBa

HMOHa

(I
(1

rajT5!T.) ‘two
raji5iT.)

words’ ([N.

‘two names’ ([N.
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A. dual]

-

A. dual]

Here are several

-

A.

-

[N.
-

XVI-

numeral

pl),

[N.

A.

-

A.

pl.]),
pl.]).

npMXO^H^ flo oy^ HauiH’^, cjioy’^ oymift cboh’^ (Ymht €b XVI ct.) ‘[it]
come to our ears, our hearing’ (G. - L. pL),
Bt oyuie’^ BauiMX'b (Flepecon ee. XVI ct.) ‘in your ears’ (G. - L. pi.).

has

In the opinion of S. P. Samijlenko, “in the

centuries dual forms are replaced

monuments of

XIV-XV

the

[S. P.

in the

centuries. In constructions with numerals there

were many incidents of a mix-up
and numerals”

monuments of the XVI-XVII

by plural forms more consistently than
in the use of dual

and plural forms of nouns

Samijlenko, 23, 172].

However, although

considered “that by the

it is

XVI century

the process

of the disappearance of dual forms as a separate grammatical category was

completed”

[S. P.

Samijlenko, 23, 172], the remains of dual forms continue to

exist in literary Ukrainian [See Sucasna..., 29, 112-113, 122] as well as in

various Ukrainian dialects, but not to the

same degree

in all instances [See

Appendix].
It is

to

thought that the genitive and locative cases of dual forms were the

become

obsolete. This

the genitive

is

and locative cases are rarely found. The genitive and locative of the

dual were seldom used in Old Ukrainian documents, and are almost
in

first

already evident in Old Rusian documents, where

unknown

contemporary Ukrainian with the exception of some adverbial constructions

such as B yiuy (lit y eyxax)

‘in the ears’,

one’s very eyes’ [See L. A. Bulaxovs’kyj,

BB/yy (lit. nepezi OMHMa)

‘before

5, 95].

However, contemporary Ukrainian preserves the remains of the former
dative and instrumental cases of the dual in the form of the plural instrumental

ending -MMa. Nonetheless,
neuter,

which denote

plural ending -(a)

mh

this flection is

used for only a few nouns, mostly

pairs. In addition to the

ending -HMa, a parallel ordinary

can occur in some nouns:

oil HMa (dual) ‘with the eyes’,

yuiMMa (dual) and ByxaMM (pi.) ‘with the ears’,
njieHHMa (dual) and hjiihmm (pi.) ‘with the shoulders’,
and also

in

some

MBepMMa

nouns

‘pluralia tantum’

(dual)

and

mepMH (pi.)

rpoB/MMa (dual) and rp/ZBMM (pi.)

as:

‘with the door’,

‘with

money’ [See Sucasna..., 29,

122].

Generally, in nouns having parallel endings in the instrumental plural the

ending

-(4)

mm predominates.

In Ukrainian dialects, mostly in

ones, the instrumental case
cially in

is

South-Western and in some South-Eastern

used with the former dual ending -HMa, espe-

nouns denoting pairs and

in ‘pluralia

Instrumental case).
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tantum’ nouns (See Appendix,

Relic dual forms of the nominative/accusative cases of feminine nouns can

XIX and early XX centuries.
works of such Ukrainian authors as:

also be seen in Ukrainian literature of the late

These dual forms can be found

in the

Sevcenko {/jBi Mornjii ‘two graves’),
(rpM Bepdi ‘three willows’),

T.

L. Hlibov

M. Saskevyc (cnepjiHcn o6i CTopoHl mob 6h
were leaning as
Holovac’kyj

Ja.
I.

if

the forest

‘two

(/jBi /jlBi

Franko (nicH^i npau,5i
i

were

-

Jiic

BajiHBC5i ‘both sides

falling down’),

girls’),

BejiHKi /jBi CHJii ‘Song and
!

work - two great

forces!’),

V. Stefanyk

{/jBi

HCBicTpi

3

/jiTbMM ‘two daughters-in-law with

[their]

porn ‘two hands

pulled

children’),
I.

Necuj-Levyc’kyj

oxen by

the

[its]

(/7b/

pyu.1 T^rjiH bojih 3a

horns’),

O. Kobyljans’ka {^iOTHpn /jiBpi ‘four
Ju.

Fed’kovyc

(/jBi

‘two women’).

B. Lepkyj (jjBi

The

literary

from various
In

language of the aforementioned period took these dual forms

dialects

modem

girls’),

3lpoHU,i ‘two stars’),

(where they are preserved to

literary Ukrainian,

this day).

only a limited number of masculine nouns

have dual forms of the nominative/accusative cases (derived from previous
-6, -jo stems);

these are used (with the

meaning of

plural) side

by side with

plural forms. For example:

pyKdBa (dual) and pyKdBH (pi.) ‘sleeves’,
Byca (dual) and BycM (pi.) ‘moustache’,
Byxa (dual) and yiui (pi.) ‘ears’,
noBo/ja (dual) and noBO/jM

Both forms are known

in

(pi.) ‘reins’.

Ukrainian dialects as well [See Appendix].

Dual forms can often be heard

in

Canada as well, especially in the
Bukovyna, Kolomyja region,

colloquial speech of people originating from

Halycyna, a part of Transcarpathia, and other dialectal

territories

of the

Ukrainian language where even today dual forms are used:

/jBi

xari ‘two houses’,

HaBKOJio Hboro byjiH rpyHBi ‘around him there were coffins’ (instead
of the plural form /jBi xarn, ...rpyuBH [Examples collected from students]).

Thus, dual forms are a dialectal characteristic which
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is

not easy to

eliminate.

Ukrainian orthography of 1929 admitted dual forms as a standard. In the

npaBonucHMH cjJOBHMKhy
dictionaries in the diaspora],

G. Holoskevyc [10] [considered one of the best
one can find some nouns combined with the

numerals /tea/^Bi ‘two’, xpM

forms

—

and dual

plural

—

‘three’

and mothph

using parallel

‘four’

for the plural of the nominative/accusative cases.

For example:
/jBi

CTiHM

jjBi

KHHrH

(pi.)

and

/ts/

and

(pi.)

/jBi

criHl (dual) ‘two walls’ (p.91),

khmsi (dual) ‘two books’

(p.91),

TpM pyKH (pi.) and rpn pyu.1 (dual) ‘three hands’ (p.401),
TpM BepdM (pi.) and rpM Bepdl (dual) ‘three willows’ (p.401),
TpH xdTM (pi.) and TpM xari (dual) ‘three houses’ (p.401),
MOTMpM HopM (pi.) and MOTMpM Hopl (dual) ‘four lairs’ (p.437),

MOTHpM MdjiyKa
/jBa

BiKHa

(pi.)

(pi.)

and

and motmph ndjiypi (dual) ‘four apples’ (p.437),
bikhi (dual) ‘two windows’ (p.59), /jBoe bIkoh

/jbi

(coll, pi.),

/JBa cjiOBa (pi.)

and

/jBi cjiobi (dual)

‘two words’ (p.327), /jBoe cjiib

(coll. pi.).

modem

literary

Ukrainian did not legitimize the

above-mentioned dual forms as a

literary

norm. Generally, contemporary

In practice, however,

literary

Ukrainian replaced the dual forms with appropriate plural forms.

Nevertheless, in certain circumstances,

when an author wishes to depict a mode

of life, to give his work a specific native colour, or to endow a literary personage
with local peculiarities of speech, he can resort to different

among which

are the use of various archaisms

and

stylistic

means

dialectal forms, including

dual forms.

Modem

literary

Ukrainian uses plural forms instead of the former dual

forms, with the exception of a few dual forms for nouns referring to two objects
or objects denoting pairs, plurality (‘pluralia tantum’) or collective nouns. But
these relic dual forms (which are perceived as plural) have parallel regular
plural

forms

in the

nominative/accusative (as was mentioned before) and

instrumental cases, such as:

pyxaBa (N. - A. dual) and pyxaBM (N. - A. pi.) ‘sleeves’,
Byca (dual) and sycn (N. - A. pi.) ‘moustache’, as well as
yiuMMa (I. dual) and ByxaMM (I. pi.) ‘with ears’,
/jBepMMa (I. dual) and /jBepMM (I. pi.) ‘with doors’,
rpouiMMa (I. dual) and rpluiMH (I. pi.) ‘with money’
Relic dual forms are used considerably
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more

in dialects

etc.

than in the literary

language.

They

are widespread in the South-Western dialects

and

to a lesser

degree in the South-Eastern and Northern dialects of the Ukrainian language
in the nominative/accusative

and instrumental cases, mainly for feminine and
is in the nominative and

neuter nouns. However, the most widespread usage

accusative cases of feminine and neuter nouns with the ending
In the combination of noun
stress falls

on the

-i-

numeral

in the vast majority

-i.

of instances the

flection of the nouns:

/jBi

pyijl ‘two hands’, jjbi hos’I ‘two legs’,

jjBi

cecrpi ‘two

However, the

sisters’, /jbi Bi/jpl

stress

can also

fall

‘two pails’.

on the

root,

depending upon the number

of syllables, the character of the final consonant of the stem, and other factors:

MBi

KHM>Kij,i ‘two books’,

^Bi KiMHari ‘two rooms’,

/jBi

ndjiypi ‘two apples’,

/jBi cjiobi

/jBi

‘two eyes’,

‘two words’.

[For a more detailed presentation on stress in former dual forms of the type

‘pyKd’ see V. H. Skljarenko, 28, 137, 143]
In

Modem Ukrainian in construction of nouns

TpH and qoTHpH

the stress, usually,

is

-i-

numerals using ^ea/^Bi,

that of the genitive singular,

which

coincides with the old dual stress:

/]Bd

CMHM

/jBd

rojiocM

(pi.

chhm) ‘two

(pi.

^lOTHpH 6pdTH
MBi

pyKH

cecTpn

(pi.

(pi.

sous’, ffBd

/jy6M

/jydP

(pi.

)

‘two oaks’,

rojiocH) ‘two voices’,

(pi.

6pdTH) ‘four

pyxM) ‘two hands’,

cecrpn) ‘two

brothers’;

/jBi

sisters’,

hofm

MBi

(pi.

Horn) ‘two legs’, /jBi
(pi. khm)xkh) ‘two

khhmkm

books’,

jjBd Bi/jpd (pi. Bi/jpd

[For

more

details

on

)

‘two pails’, /JBd BiKHd

stress in

(pi.

BlKHd

)

‘two windows’.

such kind of constructions see George Y.

Shevelov, 26, 234-236]
But, according to Shevelov ’s investigations, in contemporary Ukrainian
there

is

a pronounced tendency to use the plural stress in constructions of nouns

preceded by the numerals ^ea/^Bi, xpM.
substantives, and rarely in the feminine:
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qoTMpw

especially in masculine

“/7fia

CHHM

(Two

sons, visiting their grandfather, arrived

B

rocTHx y /ji/ja,

3 ixajiMCb /jo/joMy''
’

home

together. Nexoda).

/jy6n myMJinTb Ha^ hok), BiTep na/t seMJieK)”

(Two oak
“/(b/

trees rustle over her, the

KOCH XBHJincTi

wind over

the earth.

Malysko)

cna/tajTH”

(Onto her white hands,

two wavy

like snakes, fell

braids. Staryc’kyj).

[See Shevelov, 26, 235]

In conclusion
1.

we can

development, but

their

state:

Dual forms were known

languages in the early period of

in all Slavic

of evolution dual forms were lost in the

in the process

majority of Slavic languages.
2.

As

a specific grammatical category dual forms were lost in the Old

Rusian language of the Kievan period in the verbal, pronominal, and adjectival

some degree

systems, but they were retained to

in the

system of noun

declensions from which they were inherited by the contemporary Ukrainian

and other East-Slavic languages, Russian and Belorussian.
3.

The

loss of dual

forms

in

nouns and

their

replacement by plural forms

can be observed in written monuments beginning with the XIII century.
4.

Ukrainian documents of the

in constructions with the

and

in

nouns denoting

XIV-XV centuries kept dual forms mostly

numerals ^Ba/^Bi ‘two’, Tpn

pairs.

monuments of the Old Ukrainian language
XVIII
5.

‘three’,

qoTHpH

These dual forms can be observed

‘four’

in written

as well as in materials of the

XVII-

centuries.

Relic dual forms can also be seen in Ukrainian literature of the late

XIX

and early XX centuries. Dual forms were used to depict a mode of life (customs
and manners). They were also used
forms can be found

in the

speech of characters. These dual

in the

works of many Ukrainian authors, especially those

from the western part of Ukraine.
6.

With

the exception of a

plurality, or collective nouns,

few dual forms

which have

accusative and instrumental cases,

for

parallel

modern

nouns denoting

forms

literary

in the

pairs,

nominative/

Ukrainian in

all

other

instances uses only the plural forms instead of the previous dual forms.
7.

nouns

As
-I-

far as stress is concerned, in

numerals ^(Ba//tBi, xpH

genitive singular, but there

is

,

Modem Ukrainian

moth pH

the stress

is

in constructions

also a tendency to use the plural stress.
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of

generally that of the

Appendix
The remains of former dual forms

in the nominative/accusative as well as

in the dative/instrumental cases are the

most widespread

in

South-Western

Ukrainian dialects.

The research of M. Onyskevyc shows
(pyu’i, /t’iyui,

is

used

that the archaic dual

form

in a rather large dialectal territory: “in

/jB'i

upper

Dnister dialects north of the river [Dnister], in southern Volynian, Pokutian,

Hutsul and Bukovynian dialects” [M. M. Onyskevyc, 19, 253]. Nevertheless,
dual forms in the nominative/accusative cases appear sporadically in Northern
dialects as relics of older times.

According

to the findings of

I.

H. Matvijas, in

forms of the dual, such as ^Bi pyui, ^Bi H 03 i, ^Bi xari
are most widespread in middle Polisian dialects and completely absent in the
Northern dialects

relic

majority of eastern Polisian dialects [See

common

duality, but at the present time these
plural.

I.

H. Matvijas, 16, 117]. However, a

characteristic of all Ukrainian dialects

It is

is

the loss of the

necessary to point out that the nominative/accusative cases of

feminine and neuter nouns are used, as was mentioned
article,

mainly

MOTrtpH

meaning of

forms appear only with the meaning of

in

‘four’,

basic ending

at the

beginning of this

combination with the numerals flBa/^Bi ‘two’, TpH

‘three’,

while the dative/instrumental cases of all three genders with the

-HMa

(in

some

dialect variants -eivia,

-OMa [-bOMa] and -Ma

)

appear only with the meaning of instrumental plural.

Examples of former dual forms

will be given

below

for the nominative/

accusative and then for the instrumental plural for each dialect area separately.

Northern Dialects
Nominative/accusative cases:
^B’i xaTi, ocTajTocb

Braxnov,

4,

331;

Tpn KopoB’i (cxijjHonojiicbKi roBipKM) [M.

xdHu’i;

/IBi

/m’i

cjiOB’i;

BiKH’i;

/tn’i

/tBi

B.

Bi/tp’i

(cepe/jHhonojiicbKi roBipxH)
Ztypoai, lUTMpH xajiyni

[F. T. Zylko, 33, 40]; ^Bi Kondui, xpn
(3aximonojiicbKiroBipKM)[N §imanovskij,27, 86].
.

South-Eastern Dialects
1.

Nominative/accusative cases:

ZlBi cecTp’i, ztBi pyu’i. uni xyc’u’i, xpH uhthh’!, qoTHpi SpHrau’i
(cepeMHbo-HaajjHinpHHCbKi roBipxM) [K. Mixal’cuk, 18, 579]; UBi pyui,
xpH KopoBi, uBi KiMHaxi, xpH uapHHi (nojiraBCbKi roBipKM)[K. Mixal’cuk,

18, 579]; UBi

pyui, xpn uopoai. xpn KOJihSi [K. Mixal’cuk, 18, 573]; UB’i

6a6’i, UB’i xax’i, UB’i Ji’ixp’i (cjio6o>KaHCbKi

Lisicenko, 14, 9];

0/jemnnn) [V.

P.

xpn

xax’i,

Lohvyn,

xpn

roBipKM XapKiBmMHH)[L. A.
roBipxH

xap6’i, uB’i njiax’i (crenoBi

15, 39].
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2.

Instrumental case:
njieMMMa, rpoujHMa, /^BepHMa (nojiTaBCbKi roBipKM)[W.

S. Vascenko,
HexBajTHc’arpoiiJHMacBOH"iMa;oqHMa, ymiiMa. (roBipxM
M. Braxnov, 3, 55]; MMiiiHMa, rpomHMa (roBipxM 0/jemnHn)

31, 144,446-447];

KMi'BmuHM) [B.

[O. S. Mel’nycuk, 17, 65].

South-Western Dialects
1.

Nominative/accusative cases:

TpH BMp6’l, lUTHpH MaiiJHH’i [L. P. Bova (Koval’cuk), 2,
xaT’i, TpH Kopon" (BOJiHHCbKi roBipKH)[M. Mixal’cuk,
pb m’enu’i, /iBi rpym’u’i, Tpn
18, 542, 556]; ziBi BepOl, ^Bi
CTO/ioji’i, ujTHpH H03’i, TpH TO/jHH’i [I. Vcrxrats’kyj, 32, 45, 48]; zibM
/^B’i xaj’i,

1

10]; /iBi pyu’i,

\

\

pyu,”!, xaT’i (Ha/j/jHicrp^HCbKi roBipKM)[P.

/l”iyLi,”i,

21,44];

/jBi

rycu’i, /^yH^’l, pyu’i,

roBipKM) [O.

S.

Md’nycuk,

I.

Prystupa,

Tpn BypoH’i, iiiTbipbi cicTpl (na/jCHHCbKi

17, 65]; dv’i nyM’ily, dv’i rucy, dv’i putny, dv’i

vivcy, dv’i skryny, dv’i kiseny, dv’i ky^'mycy, dv’i molodycy, dv’i hlycy, dv’i

kiany,try sp’idnycy (repHoniJibCbKi roBipKM)[K. Dejna,

May TpH

KopoB’i,

/iB’i r’lyu’i, zjB’i

cou’u’i

[From
2.

/iB’i

8, 85];

/lopoa’i, /jB’i cecTpi, /jB’i /johu’i,

^B’i

mPepn

(rypyjibCbKO-dyKOBHHCbKi roBipxH

my

Ji’ynir’i,

Tpn
PyMyHin)

H03’l, /^B’i xaTi; /jB’i B’iKH’i, /iB’i dou’u’i nn^Ba,

notes recorded during the period 1957-1968].

Instrumental case:

SpoBHMa, KocHMa [F. T. Zylko, 34, 85]; ^BHpHMa (and ^bhpmh),
HJlHHHMa (and HJIHHMH) (rOBipXH niBHiilHO-SaXH/JHO'i JlbBiBmMHH) [P. I.
Prystupa, 21, 45]; Boq’HMa, njie'^H’HMa (aaKapnarcbKi roBipKH) [V. I.
Dobos,

9,

8];

palyc’y^ma, kudel’y^ma, postel’y^ma, dyn’ima, fasol’y'ma,

swyn’ima (Ha/j/jHicrp^HCbKi roBipKM) [J. Janow, 12, 71]; Biyu’eMa,
/tojioH’eMa, cni/tHHu,’eMa, HaSiiyn’eMa, Tynyji’eMa (roBipKM
TepHoniJibUiMHM iBojiHHi){W. F. Sylo, 30, 130-131]; njioHHMa, rpomHMa,
flBe^^pHMa oaKapnaTCbKi roBipKH—MapaMopomuHa, Banar); ji'ya^Md,
rocTHMa, KOH'HMa, HJteHHMa, rpomHMa (rypyjibCJiKa roBipKa —
CyijaBiUMHa: c. Ap/t>Keji); c njiHMHMa (and hjihmmh) (crenoBi roBipKH—
/]o6py/jx<a), c njieHiMa, c njiHHiMa oaKapnarcbKi roBipKH—
MapaMopouiMHa cejia IIojihhh, BnmHH PiBHa) [From my notes recorded
during the period 1957-1968]; pias’c’ z pal’c’oma, dn’oma, dvoma dn’oma
predze, I’ivaroma, tovarysoma, kral’oma, bohacoma; verb zadnymy laboma,

muchoma; bur’oma, ruzoma, dbin’oma;
(aaKapnarcbKi roBipKH)

[I.

OTeu’ 3 CHHOMa, 3 ByTu’oMa
cbiHOMa, 3y6oMa [V. I. Dobos, 9,
[I.

Pan’kevyc, 20,

tftoma, iaroma; pol’oma,

nasm’oma

Pan’kevyc, 20, 207 -208; 220, 226; 237, 242];

6, 56]; SpaTOMa,
chascdma oaKapnarcbKi roBipKM)
208, 226]; ^ydoMa, xymnoMa (and CHHaMa) (rypyjibCbKa
[I.

H. Cerednycenko,

8]; isly
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roBipKa - CyMaBUiMHa
work in 1969].

Ap/j»:eji) [Examples collected

c.

.

from students’

List of abbreviations

EpaM. - rpaMOTa.
rpaM. Kjimm. HoBropo/t.
HoBropo^(CbKoro XIII ct,

Zlyx.

1219

>Kmt.

-

XIII ct, -

/Khthic HH(])OHTa, 1219

TBOpiB raJI^T. - raJT5ITOBCbKHM.
Hnax, JieT. - InaTiiBCbKHH jiixonHc XV
BHUieHCbKHH.
BHIU. -

3

p.

I.

cx.

I.

I,

-

1.

JlaBp. Jiex.

-

I,

/dyxoBHa rpaMoxa KjiHMeHTi^i

raJIHT.

Ocxp.

6i6ji.

raJl^IXOBCbKHH.

/laBpeHxii'BCbKHH Jiixonnc 1377

1581

-

0cxpo3bKa

p.

6i6jiin 1581 p.

Oepecon. cb, XVI cx. - nepeconHHpbKe cBaHrejiie XVI
noyM. B. Moh. - noyMCHie Bojio^HMHpa MoHOMaxa.
Cjiobo - Cjiobo o nojiKy IropcBiM.
Ymmt. gb. XVI CT. - VMHxejibHi eBanrejii^i XVI cx.

cx.
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ByJlMMHMUbKI APrOTMSMM B TBOPAX
I.

MMKMTEHKA M

K OEPBOMAHChKOrO

071EKCA rOPBAM

3auiKaBJieHH5i MicbKO-'npojiexapcbKOK)' xeMaTHKOio b yKpaincbKiH

ni/jcoBexcbKiH Jiixepaxypi nicji5ipeBo;iK)Li,iHHOi ao6n npHBejio h

ao

jieKCHMHOxo iJiK)cxpyBaHHf[ "cyp»:HKOBOxo'’ yKpaiHCbKo-pociHCbKoro
MOBOB)KMXKy xoxo cepe/jOBMiaa aproxH3MaMH. nepme Micpe 3anH5ijia
npH xoMy npoSjieMa 6e3npHxyjibHHx, mhg ByjiHMHHLibKo-npaBonopymHHUbKe apro BHpilllHO BnJlHHyjlO Ha MiCbKHH lUKOJlHpCbKHH CJieHX.
r poMa/iHHCbKa 6o BiHHa, nomecxi h fojio/5 cxajiH hphhhhok) He6yBajioro po3pocxy no ocepe/jHbo— n cxi/jHboyKpaincbKHX Micxax MacH
6e3npHxyjibHHX (ix nncjio ouiHJOBaHO b CPCP na 1922 p. na 7 000 000),'
mo nonoBHHJiH jiaBH MajTOJiixHix npaBonopyiuHHKiB, cKpinjifOBani b
0/jeci, PocxoBi M Ha KaBKa3i mo3HMH HanjiHJiHMM 3 Mockbh h yieniHxpamy cniBXOBapHiiiaMH nemojii. /Ijih 6e3npHxyjibHHX miTen cxBopeno
xomi » B yPCP "KOJieKxopn": cnpaBa naOpajia xocxpoxH b nemaxoripi
HK ixHboi peconiHJiiBapii. OojTbKJiopHcxiB 3aij,iKaBHJio ixHe apxo xa
niceHHHM (|)OJibKjiop, mo ix y nac xanHcyBajin B. nexpoB^ xa B BijieubKa^— nepiiJHH y 1925-26 pp. b oxpyxcHHX KOJiexxopax (xaOopax
npapi 3i uiKiJibHO-HaBnajibHOK) nporpaMOK)) ^HXOMHpcbKOMy,
3anopi3bKOMy, KHiBCbKOMy h MepKacbKOMy, mpyxa b 1923 p. b XapKOBi.
nomiOno nip 90 apxoxH3MiB (jihiu y pociHCbKOMy (|)OHexHHHOMy
o(J)opMJieHHi) 3 iHxepnaxiB /yin 6e3npHxyjibHHx na llojixaBmHHi 1920B Kypn>Ki nip XapKOBOM 1926-32 pp. npHBopHXb A. C. Ma26 pp.
KapeHKO y CBOHOMy onHci-cnoxapi peconiHJiiBauiHHHX naMaxanb
Hle/jarorHijecKd^ noBMa, 1933-35, MocKBa, 1952)."' Apro 6e3npHxyjibHHX He pi3HHXbCH Hapxo Bim npaBonopyujHHLi,bKO-ByjTHqHHUbKoro,^ a
xicHO noB H3aHe boho h 3i mKOJinpcbKO-cxymeHxcbKHM.®
i

i

bchkhx 3aMKHeHHX y
anppiBHHX; apro xaM
ne 3aci0 mobhofo B3aeMopo3ni3HaBaHHH rpynoBoi cniBnpHHajiexcHocxH no3a MicpeM nocxinnoro nepeOyBaHHH, nanp. y ManmpiBHHx
KpaMapiB
peMicHHKiB, a xo h "pexoBoi" cniBnpHHajie>KHOcxH y
npomaKiB JiipHHKiB y nac y MHHyjiOMy. Mepe3 cbok) >k He3po3yMiJiicxb
(mjTH HecniBnpMHajie^HHX) y npaBonopyiiJHHKiB boho hIOm 3aci6
xaeMHoro nopoxyMiBanHH b npHcyxHocxi HeBxaeiviHMqeHHX hh naMineHoi »cepxBH Kpami>Ky (xoMy xo b xaraxiy bhxbophjioch Bpa^eHHH,

AproxHMHi CHCxeMH xapaKxepHcxHMHi

/yiH

co6i cycniJibHO-npo(})eciHHHX rpyn, xojiobho—

i

i
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MOBJ15IB,

BHJIMC5I

ue H

e

nepBicHa h e/jHHa

HaHnepme

(|)yHKui5i

apro:

hmm TOMy

aapiKa-

nojiipiHHi yp5i;]HHKH).

TaKi 3HaHi Ha YKpaiHi aproTMMHi CHCxeiviM

LUKOJiHpcbKe apro/ apro nopiJibCbKHx jiipHHKiB

i

ceMiHapcbKo-

pe:

KoSaapiB,® nipxap-

KiBCbKHX cjiinpiB ("HeBJiiB")/ MepHiriBCbKHX npouiaKiB,‘° aaxipHOBOJlHHCbKHX KO*;yxapiB,“ HiBpeHHO-JieMKiBCbKHX ropiBKOJiaxiB
(np5mjiBCbKMX "ppixapiB")/^ l3 cycipcbKo-MOBHHx xepMiHiB BipoMi
3anHCH xaKMX pajibiiiHx peMicHHHO-KpaMapcbKMx rpyn, mo Ha Manppax
aaxopHJiH H Ha YKpaiHy (a ox^e aanooHJiH ck)ph m cboi BHpaan):
SiJiopycbKHX npomaKiB, KanejiioiiJHHKiB ("iiianoBajiiB") luepcxoSMxiB
(xpinaqiB bobhh)/^ nojibCbKHx xoproBuiB oSpaaaMH CBHxpiB
("oxBecbHHKiB"/'* MH xaKH HaH6iJibme pociHCbKHx KpaMapiB ("o(|)eHb").‘^
Yci xaKi peMicHHUbKO-KpaiviapcbKi aproxHMHi CHCxeMH aaHHKJiM b 2riH nojiOBHHi 19-ro xa b 20-oMy Bipi— 3 po3pocxoM npoMHCJiy m
3ajii3HHHHoro xpaHcnopxy. OKpeMi ^ aproxM3MH B3aeMonpoHHKajiH 3
CHCxeMH B CHCxeMy, Ha3BH pjiH 3B'5!3aHHX i3 paHOK) Hpo(|}ecieK)
npepMexiB mh noH^xb aajiHiaajTHCH pi3HHMM. MicpHMH xaxoro
B3aeMonpoHHKaHHH cxaBajiH Hinjiirapni, xiopMH h Micpn aacjianb. B
b CH6ipy— bohh nocHJieHO
XHX ocxaHHix— 30KpeMa no xiopMax
npoHHKajiH
B MOBy nojiixB'naniB xa aacjianpiB, a 3BipxH nicjin 1917
p. cxaBajTH MOBHOK) npH3HaKOK) HeopHoro MOBpn, Horo "repoMCbKoro
MHHyjioro a mo hhm bIh XH3yBaBcn (npn xoMy He Ba>KHe, nn Bin y
xjopMax
noSyBaBl). lUo nncjieHHiiija h cycniJibHO-BaroMima
"aproMOBHa" nkacb rpyna, xhm xpHBajiiiui h nouinpeHiiiJi
b no3aaproxHMHiM cepepoBHmi aproxHXMH. /jo xaxHx najie^axb: MaxpocbKe
H BonpbKe apro Bip nacy cxBopeHHP nncpeHHimMx nocxiflHHX apMiH,'®
i

i

i

",

i

i

i'i

npocxynHHpbKO-BypHHHHpbKe,'^
cxypeHXCbKe/® CkynneHnn

SypcapbKO-iiiKOPnpcbKe

h

MOBpiB-HOCiiB no BejiHKHX Micxax (y nac:
Opeca, Khib, XapxiB, JlbBiB) papo nipcxaBy BnxBopenHK) MicbKoro
cpenry, hkhh cxaB po3pi3HKDBaxn na3Bepx y mob! (BePMKO)-MicbKHX
ix

"

"pocBipneHHx 6yBaPbpiB" Bip HeoanaHOMPeHHX l3 hhm "ceptoxiB
Y nacax, koph BHHHKaPH HaaBani aproxHnni CMCxeMH, nami aeMPi
nepe6yBaPH b CKPapi piannx pepx<aB, xo )k BipnoBipno po xoro xi
aproxHMHi cncxeMH, mo nocHPenime po3BHBaPHcn b 19-20 bb.
(npocxynHHpbKo-BypMMHHpbKi, lUKOPppcbKi xa MicbKHH cpenn,
pi3HPXbCP noMix< co6ok) h noB'naaHi 3 apro mob xhx pep^aBHHX
opraHi3MiB, xypH xopi nopixHHHO Hape>KaPH, Tax nocxaPH ocepepHbocxipHi aproxHnHO-cpenroBi chcxcmh KMeBa-Opecn-XapKOBa, noB'n3ani 3 apro-cpenroM FlexepOypra-MocKBH-PocxoBa, aaxipni TlbBOBa—
noB’naaHe 3 apro-cpenroM KpaKOBa-BapmaBH, PepnoBepb — epeMenxaMM pyMyHCbKoro, a Saxapnaxxn — MapnpcbXHMH (i b MenmiH
Mipi— necbKHM). Ape n poBKiPbHi nami roBipxH HacnnyBaPH pen cpenr
175

CBoi'MH ByjibrapHSMaMH Ta

MCTa^opHO h MexoHiMHO nepeocMMCJie-

HHMH BHpaaaMH.
Tozli RK "npo(|)eciHHi" (peMicHHUbKi, KpaMapcbKi, JiipHHUbKi)
aproTHMHi cHcxeMH KopHcxyBajTMC5i P13HHMH "saceKpeqyBajibHHMH"
3aco6aMH 3 6e3JiiMMK) cjioBOBapi^HxiB (Hanp ac|)epe30K)//ie(|}opMaLi,ieK)
CJ10B0Ha3ByKy, iH(|)iKCaMH, Cnepi5IJlbHMMM MH 3MiHeHHMH Cy(|)iKCaMH

H iHXepnOJ15!Ll,iHHHMH CKJia/iaMH. MeXOHiMHHMH nepeocMHCJiK)BaH-

no3HqaHH5iMM

UHraHCbKoi, pyMyHCbKoi,
HiMeUbKOFO apXO "pOXBOJlblliy"
noMepe3 apro iTizjiiiiy). xo 3aco6H h /i)Kepejia hobofo cxi/iHbo-yKpaiHCbKOFo ByjinqHMUbKo-npocxynHHUbKOFo apFo iHiai. U,e, HaHnepme,
M6xa(|)opHi nepeocMHCJieHH5i, eMopiHHi Bi/^BHFyKOBi yxBopeHH5i, iHmocycpiKCHi nepeKpyqeHHH (KO^HOMacHO 3 5iKOK)Cb FyMopHcxHMHOK) acoiHuioFO cjiOBa 3 xaKMMH HapocxKOM), a cepe^ no3Hu,i5iLi,ieK) /lo
qeHb— xyx FOJIOBHO XK)pKi3MH H i^Z(imH3MH.‘®
/]0 OHCbMeHHHKiB, IHO BHKOpHCXOByBaJlH ByjiHqHHLi,bKo-npoCXynHHUbKi apFOXM3MH (FOJIOBHO 0/ieCH H XapKOBa)
MOBHOi
xapaKxepHCXHKH cBoix nepcoHa»;iB Hajie:acajiH fojiobho iBaH
Mhkhxohko (1897-1937), ropflifi BpacK)K^° xa JleoHi/j nepBOMaficbKHH
(1908-73); pen ocxaHHifi b "iHxepMepiHHHx" cpeHax ppaMH BarpaMosa
h/v( 1933), pe ix noHap 307‘ ii pin BipOyBaexbCH "b opHOMy niBpeHHOMy
Micxi": HpeXbCH OpO MOMOHX BHOyxy OoJlbmeBHUbKOFO nOBCXaHHH
npoxH peHiKiHpiB 3CHHxpoHi30BaHO 3 HacxynoM HepajieKHX c|)poHxoBMx HacxHH PepBOHoi' apMii. 71k He BpaxoByBaxH 3peMopajii30BaHHx
poOpapMiHCbKHX o(|)iu,epiB, mo BaKH/jaioxb cjieHFi3MaMH, xo apFoMOBHHMH nocxaxHMH € pBa OeBHpHxyjTbH B ^KanpoBHX cpenax. ThnoBHx ByjTHHHHUbKHx apFoxH3MlB HeOaxaxo: 36KC 'He6e3neKa!'
(MaOyxb, pHxaH, p3ex 'Macjio' hk KajibKa hIm. apFox. Butter '(BapxoBHH)
cajipax,' apipeoBaHe po hIm, sechs 'micxb', 3 hofo hobg cx.-yKp. apF
mecxan 'He6e3neKa! '),^^ Mapadtex 'KOKama' (apaS.-ocMan. marifet
'cnpHX, mxyKa; 3aci6; 3HaHHH, 3BipKH h cxenoBe Mapac|}exH' 'po3KpanipcxpejiHXH 'BHnpomaKyBaxH',
uieHi B3opH Ha Ha/tBipniH cxini xaxH
paep 'My:*;HHHa, neOjiaxHHH' (hIm. apx. Freier )KepxBa 3JiopiH; KJiienx
npocxHxyxKH’). PacxKOBo pe pycH3MH: xpo6 'poMOBHHa', M aMam a
'MaxH', n anam a 'OaxbKo', cftoHapHiuKO 'jiixxapHK', BVJibXapH3MH: xaziH
H5IMH,

3

Ma/I5ipCbKOi, XlOpKCbKHX

HOBorpeu,bKoi.

MOB MH H

3

i

!

!

'

).

(|)

^epx H
Hapyx H 'oOManyxH’, naKJiacxH hobhI uixaHH 'nepejiHKaxHCH',

'noxanpi'; cajipaxH ')KaHpapMepii', xa/iH OofobI 'o(|}ipepH',
'icxH',

'OajiaKaxH mhjio'. nepenejiHHK a noBi5i'. po3bo/ihxh xepeBeHi
'OajiaKaxH',

x ypnyx b

'aimxoBXHyxH',

(|)iHJTKa

3

Kajito:^!

'FopiJiKa,

caMOFOH', cxepoBHH piHJieKXH3M: po6a 'cyKeHKa' (ixaji. roba 'cyKHH'),
HipniJibHHpbKO-apF. X Bicx 'uihhk (mo cjiipKye 3a ^epxBom)', noiuMpeni
3a FpOMapFIHCbKOl BiHHH CJieHFi3MH: BHB6CXH B p03X0/t / HOCXaBHXH
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CTIhKH / p03MiH5iTH / IIJJIbOnHVTH p03CXp iJT5ITM KOJTOKOJTbMHKH
'6aHKHOTH /]o6papMii (bU 3o6pa^eHH5i MocKOBCbKoro "Uap5iKOJioKOJia" Ha HHX). UiKaBa no5iBa eMopiMHoro "cjieHroBoro" cycjDiKcy
-vxa gpaxvxa ’6paT'. rojiopvxa ’rojTozi', ^HTvxa '>khtth' (nop. HHHiiuH£: noKa3yxa 'Hi6H-poc5irHeHH5i, Jinna, xy^xa').
Kypn HaCMneHimOHD ByjlHMHHPbKHMH aprOXH3MaMH BHHBJlHeXbCH
MHKHxeHKa: b onoB. "BypKaraHM" (1927P xa noBicxb PdHOK
npo3a
(1933);^"^ B onoBipaHHi ix nonap 90, b noBicxi noHap 320, npn noiviy
cniJibHMx B oOhpbox xBopax BCboro 30. iHaKiiiHX Me b "BypRaranax"
nonap 60, ceOxo pa30M y MHKHxeHKa nonap 380 ByjiHMHHUbKOZIP

'

'

,

:

1.

npocxynHHUbKHx aproxH3MiB.
OOcxaBHHH, npopec nocxaBaHHH h ocoOjiHBocxi MHKHxeHKOBOi
npo3H oOroBopioe (na nipcxaBi apxiBiB nHCbMeHHHKa) MHKOJia /].
PopbKO,^^ B xoMy cxBopeHHH "BypKaxaHiB" Pa//Ry,— BHnpaBJiPHDnn npH
xoMy XBepp^eHHH Apcena linyKa,^® mobjthb, nap Pa/z/<:oM nncbMeHHHK
cxaB npapioBaxH 6e3nocepepHbo nicjiH "BypKaxaHiB" (1928 p.), c. 185,
3 6e3npHxyjibHHMH nHCbMGHHHK 3ycxpiBCH pBini; 1922-26 pp. b Opeci
xa B 1933 p.. B xpypoBin KOJioHii' y c. PapHH 6 ji. npnjiyK.
MHKHxeHKO (6.IX. 1897-4. X. 1937) HapopHBcn b cejiHHCbKiH ciM'i
i

I.

PiBHiM Ha KipoBorpazunHHi, b 1910-14 pp. BipBipyBaB ^ejibnepcbKy
BiHCbKOBy iiiKOJiy B XepcoHi, nicjiH noro cjiyx<HB na niBH.-3ax. n niBpB

c.

$poHxax, y 1922-26 pp. cxaB cxypiioBaxH MepHpHHy b Opeci
1928 p. b XapKOBi) h xyx nopHHyB 1924 p. b
jiixepaxypne x<hxxh (hk hjigh Tapxy"), nepeixaB 1926 p. po XapxoBa,
pe ppyKye onoBipaHHH fi n'ecH na ciJibCbKi h MajioMicxeHKOBi xeMH 3
peBOJiiouiHHoi poMaHXMKH. FojioBOKpy^Ha nHCbMeHHHUbKa Kapiepa
BHHecjia Horo b cexpexapi BYCnny (1927), BipOyB noi3pKy 3aKoppoH
(1928 Ha 1-HH 3' i3zi npojiexap. nHCbMeHHHKiB HiMeqnHHH), 1931-37 hjigh
ypppy yCCP (ByUBHKOHKoMy), 1934 p. rojioBa 1-ro BcecoKD3Horo
3’i3Ziy nHCbMeHHHKiB y MocKBi, 3 1935 p. OpaB ynacxb y Mi^napopHHX
aHXH(|)aiiJHcxcbKHx KOHXpecax 3axHcxy Kyjibxypn b napHxd xa 1937 p.
B Mappipi. npHMHHH H oOcxaBHHH JliKBipapil nHCbMeHHHKa He BipOMi:
MaOyxb, OyB po3CxpiJiHHHH, hk norojioBHO h iniiii KepiBHi nipcoBexebKi
ynacHHKH iHxepHapioHajibHoi 6pHXa/iH, eBaKyHOBanoi po CCCP nicjiH
nepeMOFH (|)paHKicxiB Boeenn 1937 p. (3a KpnxHKy CxajiiHOBoi
nojTixHKHl). MHKHxeHKO M 6paB ii)e BJiixKy 1937 p. ynacxb b
"aHXH(|)ailJHCXCbKOMy KOHXpeci" (Bpa3 i3 KepiBHHMH KOMyHieXHHHHMH
nncbMeHHHKaMH HiMenMHHH, MazjnpiqHHH, TlaHii, cppaHuii) b Mazipizii,
BappejibOHi h BajieHcii, BHCxynaronn h nepezi OIhuhmh (zihb. npHMixKa
3ax.

(3aKiHMaB cxypii

H. 22, c. 15).

OnoBiaaHHH "BypKaraHH" 3 noOyxy o/jecbKHx 6e3npHxyjTbHHX
nonaxKy 1920-hx pp. u,e icxopiH zipy^KOn ronoro CKyjibnxopa Ajibouii
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H Majpoca,

jxe

BHBe^eHO

xapaKTepH30BaHHX

3

npoflOBX<eHH5iM— TeMOK)

MacxKOBO

uiJiy rajiepiio

mobhoto

ByjiHMHHUbXHX xHnip, me/ipo

norji5iziy

aproTH3MaMH. Moro

pecoLi,i5UTi3auii MajTOJiiTHix

npocxynHHKiB,

xoxo^HiMH nepcoHa>KaMM — H e noBicxb PaHO K, mo
3a piK cKopime mo cnoramiB A. MaxapeHRa; ony6jiiKOBaHa

3

no5iBHJiac5i

Bnepuie b x<ypHa;ii Pa/jnHCbKa JiiTeparypa, mm. 4-7, 1933 p. (c. 189),^^
nepBicHO Hajj posdMTMM rnia/joM {3^o^oM pe nimxnxyji, mo b

3Bajiac5i

majibUJOMy 6yB BHnymeHMH) h nepempyKOByBajiac^i KiJibKaKpaxHO b

xoMy h y nepeRJiamax na mobh poc., HiM. immim (c. 189PombKOM (c. 186),^^ MHKHxeHKO— 3ximHo 3i cnoramaMH
caMoro nHCbMeHHMKa— Ha 3aoxoxy A. XBHjii 3 jifoxoxo 1933 p.
onpapioBaxH xeMy pecoLi,iHJii3aLi,ii HenoBHOJiixHix npaBonopymHHKiB—
i3mHB meKiJTbKa pa3iB y xpymoBy KOMyny Pny b c. JlamHH (y noBicxi:
16 ji. npHiiyx, 3acHOBaHy 1929 p. h npHMimeHy b koji. MaHacxHpi,
/lamom)
BHBHaiOMH no6yX peC01J,i5Uli30BaHHX, o6rOBOpK)K)HH xeMy hobIcxh 3
KepiBHHKaMH; FOXyBaB n mo 5-XHX POKOBHH 3aCHOBaHHH KOJIbOHii.
Moxhb
1-Luoi qacxHHH— JiiKBimapii MaHacxHpn hr "ROHxppeBOJiio21933-37 pp., B

i

90)7® 3a M.

piHHOFo OiJTOFBapmiHCbRo-nexjiiopiBCbRoro XHixma"— poxpoOnB ime b
aHXHHapioHajibHiH nponaraHmHBHiH mpaMi BacTijiin BoyKo'i Marepn
(1933). JlixepaxypHO-MopajibHHX BapxocxeH pei n'ecH (coBexcbRonponaraHmHBHoi "RpHMiHajiRH") Hi napajiejibHoi xmicxom xapaxxepoM
iuoi qacxHHH Panxy xyx ne xaxopRyBaxHMeMO. B 2-riH nacxHHi
MHRHxeHRo BHBiB pijii xpyHH nocxaxeH BypRaraniB y npopeci lx
pecopi5uii3yBaHHH na xjii cniBnpapi 3 ciJibCbRHM romcomojiom. y
Jlamom npHBiB
oOnmei penxpajTbHi nocxaxi "BypRaraHiB" MapRa
/leBamy h CRyjibnxopa Ajibomy. PIpo 3anjiHHOBaHHH coBnaxpioxHHHHH
fhh xom Panxy s BiJiOMopRaHajioM po3noBimae M. PombRO na nimcxaBi
HaRpecjieHb aBxopa (c. 191 -2).®° Ox)Re Panox nocxaB ne 6e3nocepemHbo
i

i

nicjTH "BypRaFaHiB".®‘

B:*:HBaK)XbCH B PaHXy B BimaBXOpCbRiH p03H0Bimi7^
xaRH fojiobho b MOBi nepcoHa>RiB (xex< y ix BHyxpiuiHix mohojioFax). B 5-x BMnamRax aBxop po3RpHB y npHMixRax BHaneHHH bx<hxhx
apFoxH3MiB.®® CRpi3b inmo lx 3ajiHmeHO moFamJiHBOcxi MHxana. M. PombRO®'^ (c. 183) Hajiinye ix ycbOFO "OiJiH 70-xh" (3a HamHM nimpaxynROM— noHam 320), paxyKDHH, MaOyxb, jihuj OjiaxHHpbRi "xepMiHOJioFi3MH" (MM B3HJ1H XyX mO yBaFM IlJHpilJHH, CJieHFOBMH MOBOB>RHXOR

ApFOXM3MH

i

ajie

noBicxH).
/iJiM Rpamol 3HaqeHHeBOi noB H3aHOCXH BHpa3H b majibiuoMy
nomaK)XbCH 3a FpynaMM: I: xiJio/(|)yHRpii; II: i»ca/HanHXRH; III:
omHF/B3yxxM; IV: po3BaFa/FpH; V: ORpeMi npemMexH/MicpM/Fpouji; VI:
npHRMexH; VIP ciM'M/cycniJibcxBO/3BaHHH; VIII: cynepeMRa/6iHRa/B6MBCXBo/36poH; IX: 3J7omii/Kpamix</o6MaH; X: nojii-
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u,i5i/apeiiJT/npHcy/i/T[opMa.

3a ocHOBy b35ito BHpasH PawA:y( 1969); BnpasH 3 "BypKaraHiB" (1956)
no3HaqeHi 3ipKoio (nepe/j cTopiMKoto).
I.
BapeHHK Hie' Z41; rop6 'njreMi' 237; KapTOHKa 'oSjihmmh' *68,
*93; KVMnojT 'rojiOBa' 285; Mopzia 'nHKa' *95; canaTKa 'Hie' 284; phjio
100

/

xapH

'HHKa' 278;

xpanH

'Hie' *71; touiKa

'xpoB' 235.

OoTaTH 187 / MvpMaTH *147 / TpinaxHen 174 'tobophth'; naTPinaTH 'narOBOpHTH' 326; HeP^aTH eTOHKV 'eTOHTH' 195; ZIOXHVTb
177 / KiMaTb ^^ *83, *90 'enaxH'; ziPHnaTb 173 / MOxaTb 95 / jthhhxh 170
^^
174, 182 /
/ 3MHXHeH 170 'xixaxH'; PBaHVXH Kixxi 277 / enjiixvBaxH
enpHenyx H 169, 277 / q yxnyx H 181, q yxax H 88 'bxgkxh' o/iKOJitOBaxH
(joxenH) 'po3Ka3yBaxH' 108; nepxH 217 / qanaxH 306 / xonaxH 170
'hxh'; BziapHXHe5i 169 / MOXHVXHen 198, 86 'nixn'; hph-xhphxh
'npHHeexH'^^ 175; jBHxaH 190 / MOXHHeb 86 / BajiHH 277 'h/jh Bnepe/i';
noxaHHH 'iT^b, Bi/j'i«a»caH!' 174; BVH/ii *91 / 3ziPK)qvHe5i *103 / KOXHeb

86

/

ozteKoq 213, *90 'h^h rexb! BizmenneH!

'

;

xoziv! 'xiKan!' 182.

pyOaxH 188 / no-, laaMaxb 99, 184 'no-, iexH'^®; maivioBKa 'i:a<a'
88; OvxaHHXH 'n'HHHnnxn' 213; O vxaHV Xb 88 / 3apni3HXHe n 89 /
Ha^epxne n 21 1 'Hannxnen (fopIjikh)' 6vxoh b joiuk v '30BeiM n'nHHn'
II.

;

rpa/iveoM 'nanijnHXKy' 169; niBnoevziHH n 'niBJiixpa (xopiJiKH)'
88; npona/itOKa 'norana xopiJiKa’ 89.
III. OajraxoH 'nepenena pnea' 191; O ajiexKH 'xv(i)jii' 172; Oapaxji o
'oflHFOBi peni' 94; PoOxa 97 / OaOonKa *85 / ManiiacKa 195 'eoponKa';
MaHKa 'ni/jeopoMKa-MaxpoeKa' 97; Ooxa 'KnmeHeBHH fo/jhhhhk' 99;
229; nij

KajTboea 'nepeBHKn' 207,

nena 'xapxyx'

*85;

*85; KJiicbx 'nifl)KaK'^^ 90, *85;

mKapn

uixann' 99; eKyjia 'OoKOBa
IV.

'iiixann''^^ 97, *85;

KHmenn'

po6a

'o/inx' *85;

uiKapn-KiTbom 'MaxpoebKi

90, 91.

aMopn H KOHHKH 'BHxpyxaeH

b xanpi' 299; axanzte! 'exin (npn

rpi B KapxH)''” 240; OojiiJibHHK 'npnxjTn^an, KiOin, (npn xpi)' 239;

6vpa

a3apxHoi xpn b xapxn' 168; (expoixn) Bopoxa 'Mineno Baxnyxn pix
Kapxn' 240; ztoexipaxH '^ooOixpaxH' 173; jvxh (b 6vpv) 'xpaxH Bxapxn'
236; 3aMa3Ka 'naexxa npn xpi b xapxn' 240; xym 'exaBxa npn rpi b
xapxn''^^ 139; JiiBepvBaxn (exipxn)

JioO

'Bepmox

xajiii

'MimaxH

/

po3/jaBaxH xapxn

172;

xapx' 241; oO^vjTtoBaxn 'oOirpaBaxn' 242; pi3axnen

xapxn' 207; eoHHnxn 'exnnena naexnna xajiii' 240;
envexaxn 'oOiviaHOM nenoMixno exnnyxn n ^pyxy xapxy npn xpi' 241;
exipn 'xapxn' 168; exipxa 'xpa b xapxn' 168; exoe 'pi/i a3apxHoi xpn b
xapxn' 108; vOnxnen 'npoxpaxnen b napxii xapx' 239; mnnjinxb 'xpaxn
B xapxn
177.
V. Bnennxa 'xojioz[xa-3aMOx' 183; Bnxepxn 'xBnxxn na noi'3zi' 184;
BV3Jinx 'Byxjinx, xjiynox' 72; rpo6 '(|)oxoanapax' 187; jpnn '^pronox'
178; xo:^a 'nopxMone, 6yMa:*:Hnx'; napxaOamHnun 'n,nXapHnn,n' 286;
(y exipn) 'rpaxn b
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neqaTaTH

(|)OTorpa(|)yBaTH'

187;

nlcxa

’6pHXBa'

91;

CKpnnyxa

'KOpSHHa' 86; CVKH5IHKa KOB^pa' 203; VrOJIOK 'MeMO/3aH';
OaH ’BOK3aji"^^ 177, *89 Ha 6aHV QjiarOas 'BjiaroBiineHCbKHH Oasap
(

);

HiqjiirapHH
y XapKOBi' 168; 6o p:^OM 91 / 6opx<OMKa 175
OesnpHTyjibHHx / OjiaxHHX, (ni/i Oap^aMH)'; ^obthh ziIm '6o:«eBijibHH'
1

16; KJitOKa

’uepKBa"^® 87;

Maraayxa 'MarasHH' 95; ManziaH 'noi3/i'
168; xaBHpa 'xaxa,

napa/ivxa 'nepe/jHin/napa/jHHH Bxia’

xa3vxa

279;
83;

'xaxa, KBapxHpa''^®;

ijpiO'HKH '/ipiOHi rpomi’ 182; KaxepHHKH 'uapcbKi OaHKHOXH' 243;
KoniHKa 'rpomi' 239; jiImoh 'Kap6oBaHeu,b' 86; JiiMOHH 'rpomi''*^ 88;
CBHCX 182 / CBHCXOH 184 'KapOoBaHeub'; xpycx 'Kap6oBaHeu,b'^° 95;
MepB'HKH 'rpomi (qepBiHui)' 99.
VI. a^bto 'npamaH!'^‘88; 6a6a 'KoxaHKa' 91; OaOyjiH 'rapHa /jiBHHHa'
192; 6a6vxa '^iBMHHa' 227; OajiaHzia '3a/jaBau,xBo' 177; 'po3rap/iiHm'
185; OapaxjTO 'HiKy/iHmHHK’ *85; 6apaxo.nbHHH 'HixH/iHmHiH' 94; 6ap6oc
'jianeub' ^^316; Qjiax 'npoxeKuin'^^ 206;

cnpaBa'

(ziijio)

6jthh 'noraHO,

nponama

6y3a 'zipiOHHUH, epyH/ja’ 74; '6a3iKaHHHa'^'^ 255; b ziomKy
'npeKpacHo' 326; b Haxypi 'ohobh^ho (HaxypajibHO)' 85; niJio) b mjiHni
90;

(

Baxca 'noraHo'° 145; Bamnx Hex 'mh 3hhkjih'
183; BHKanaxHCH 'BH3^(opoBixH, BHJiH3axHCH (3 paH)’ *150; xaBa
'po33HBa' 85; xa/i *81 / ra/HQKa 170 'noraneub' rpyOoH, -66
'npeKpacHHH, -cho’ 85, 195; rypKonyxH 216 / »:apHXH 218 / pyOanyxH
267 'npoMHxaxH (bxojioc)'; ryziixH 'xpHnaxH' 95; ziemeBKa 'noBin' 176;
jpeH(I)HXb 'OoHXHCH'^^ 86; 3 iipe(|)OHHXH '3JlHKaXHCH' *80; >KHraHyxH
'xBaubKO noBecxM ce6e' 214; :^HxyH 'Bi^[Ba»;HHx *90; )«Hxyxa '»:hxxh
85; 3axHaxH 'npo^axH' 99; 3 a3Ho6a 'noraneub, -HKa’ 192: 3aKapxo:^eHHo
’3aB3Hxo' 178; 3 aKpyHyBaxH 'najiaunyBaxH, oprani3yBaxH' 254;
'nojia/jHaHe' 136;

(

/lijio)

;

'

'

'onoBiuaxH' 224; 3aHy/ia 'noraneub' *112; 3anycKaxH
'onoBiuaxM (nenpaBuy)' 177; 3anycKaxH Pajianziy 'arixyBaxn' 210;
3apa3a 'noraneub' *88; 3eKC napnnra' 177; 3eKc na 3eKC 'npexpacnnH,
-CHO 85, 195: 3ejieHHH 'neuocBi/ineHHH (3JiouiH)' 86; Kai'n 'cKynoByBan
Kpauenoro'^® 89; KJieixH (uypnn) 'BuaBaxn (uypnoro)' 221; Koxnpa
'cyxenep npocxnxyxKn’ 97; jiaiviaxH (bacon 'necxHcn 3-ropua' 208;
.nanaxn Micue '3anMaxH ianR cnannn)' 171; ji axBa 'nyuoBo!'^^ 202;
3ajiHBaxH

jiamnxHcn 'niuJiemyBaxHcn' *71; Maxyxa 'M'nKoxapaKxepna jncunna'
*93; MajiaxojTbHHH '6o:*;eBiJibHHH’ 171; 'niKHunmnin' '79; Majinna
npcKpacna cnpana' 97; Mapyxa 'KoxanKa' 181; Moi n'nxb '3roua! uaio
pyxy 222; Mypa 'epynua'^® 183; na ypa ’3yxBajio, npoOoeivi' 170; naBap
npexpacna cnpaBa’ 192; naBouHxn 3exc 'Bai^HnnaxH' 198; naBoziHXH
cxec '6yxn neBauoBOJiennM, BiuKa3yBaxn'^^ 188; naBouHXH c|)acoH
'npnOpaxHcn' 275: naBOZiHxn (bacon na panx nocxaBHxncn ronopoBo'
323; naxpanoM 'XBajixoM' 240; name BaM! '3^(opoBi Oyjin' 174; n e xon
'
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Ta6aK

'iHiua

cnpaea'

o6paTHO '3HOBy

*135;

yK'

*133;

niziKaqaTH

'nonpaBHXH CBoe nojio>KeHHH, o/j5ir' 215;
niziHiMaxH myxep '3 mhh5ith kpmk'®° 225; noKa3aTH 36 kc 'bh51bhthc5i
C npHTHMM' 86; nOKa3VBaTH nPHHUHn 'rOpoi»CHTHCH’ 201; nOKaJTiMHTH
'nopyHHyBaxH 199; nomvxepHXH 'norajiacyBaxH xpiiiJKH' 224;
nponazivxa 'xHOiJTb, noraHe ^hxx5i' 99; ncHXVBaxH 'jiroxyBaxH' 209,
Bepe/iyBaxH
243;
'BxpawaxH Ha/iiK)' 260, '/lypHixH' 181;
BiziKaOoBVBaxH) nxaiiiKH 'Bi/jMiqyBaxH npixBHiaa Ha Jiicxi' 275; PHcax
OMafi/iyx’ 201; po3BpaxHHUH 'noBin' 93; pvKaxHH 'cnpHXHHfi Ha pyxH
(3JIO/^iH)’; ptOXHyXHCb '/JOXa/iaXHCH 228; CaxaHHH 'xiOBrOHOrHH' *151;
CMHUIJTbOHHH '/JOXeHHHH' 86; CnOpHCHa 3XBaJTXOBaHa 170; CnpaBa Ha
36KC 'npeKpacHe /jiJio' 170; cvKa 'noraHeub' 174; xoh 'npeKpacHHH'
208; xpinaq '6a3iKajio' 222; xvpHHXH 'cep/jnxHCH' 93; xvdJXOBHH
'niflBecTO' 189: niziJiaTaTHCb

'

'

’

(

'

'

'

'Hixy/iHuiHiH'

254; (|)epxoM 'ejieXaHXHo' 169; |)vxh-hvxh 'mo
(

a^

refl!

qy^oBo' 86; xafl rajiac' 91; iiiKOH/ipa MOJiztaBaHCbKa 'noraHepb'®^ *88;
mjHOxa (KoniHgana) 'hobIh’ 284; myxep 'rajiac' 87
VII. OpaxymKa ’6pax’; naxan 'OaxbKo' 85; naxanma MaxH' 85;
cecxpyxa 'cecxpa' 97; xaxHin 'MajiojiixoK-ByjiHqHHK, mo «hb 6 npn
OaxbKax' 84; ^JioO 'cejiHHHH'®^ 89; ^JTopHxa 'cejTHHKa' 188; noHHxa
'qepHHUH’ 191; (|)paep 'qojiOB'Hxa' 91; mHHp 'niqHHH cxopo^’®'^ 182;

mxHMH

'qojioB'Hxa'®^ 90.

BHHHXVBaXH (KOMV) 286 / ^VqHXH 294 / KPHXH 227 / OZiqHXVBaxb (no OjiaxHOMy) 253 / npHnenaxaxH no OjiaxHOMy 255 bm-, jiaHXH';
Mypa 'cynepeMKa; OiHKa; epynma' 169; 183; no-.myxepHXH 224 / myiviixH
'no-,rajiacyBaxH'; mejrecx 316 / myxep 87 'kphk';
aM6a 'Kineub, CMepxb'®® 135; BimxtyOacHXH 'nonoOHXH' 100; BJiexixH
VIII.

KOMy '6yxH hoOhxhm'

Byxo

*71; /ia(Ba)XH b

/ xjia3

194 / 3maqi 253 /

jBHxaxH 90 / /i3BH3HyxH 39 / ziPH3HyxH 68 / KOJiynHyxH
68 / JiynHXH 100 / naBimaxH naqoK 191 / ziaxH nanxy 207 / npHBicHXH
naMKy 264 / noqenHXH jiHM6y 95 / cxyxHyxH 176 / xnnnyxH (no ryOax)
295 'naOHXH, B/japHXH (no jihlU); nanka 'y/iap no jihlU'®® 207;
p03KBaCHXH Hic) 'p036HXH /JO KpOBH 241; 3aBaJIHXH 213 / pimnxH *87
d)opcy ^^ 1 95

/

1

1

'

(

/

yKOKomHXH 230 'b6hxh'; uoKHyxH '3acxpejiHxn'
MamHHa / nymxa 'peBOJibBep' 169; nepo 201

169;
/

cbiHKa / c|)iHHK 169

'Hi:*;',

OapaxojTbmHK '/jpi^HHH 3Jio/jK)»Ka' 291; 6jiax: no Qjiaxy (maxH
'nO-mPpOMy; nO-3JIO/jiHCbKH 196, 207; OjiaXHHH '3JIO/jiHCbKOOocnpbKHH; 3Jio/jiH 13 /jeMi-MOH/jy 89, 207; PjraxHH 'ByjinnHHKn' 228;
OocHK 'ByjiHnHHK' 100; 6pa:*Ka 'qjieHH maOKH'; 6paxn na apana 272 /
Ha noHx ^^ 243 'oOManioBaxH'; cnaxH) BajiexoM 'xicHO KOJiinaMH /jo ce6e,
a FOJioBaMH Bi/j ceOe' 85; b3hxh (xaBHpy) 'oOixpacxH' 168; bI/ixhphxh
'B i/jmxoBXHyxn' 100; BjmnnyxH 'nonacxHcn' *146; B03ZiymHHK 'mo 3
IX.

/

6 hXH)

'

'

(

181

B03iB CeJ15IHCbKHX

BOCnHTVBaTb / - TaTH 'Ha-, BMHTH
Bv pKaraH / ypran '6e3npHTyjibHHH
ron co cmhkom 'npoBi^HHK maHKH' 238; 3-/no-

Kpa/je'

3Jio^iHCbKoro peMecjia'
MajiojiiTOK'^°

*1 14,

175;

86;

84;

ropiTH 'nonacTHCH npn Kpa/5i)Ky' 88, 90; ropjioBHH, -bhk 'rpa6ix<HMKyOHBHHK' 84, 91; jjjio 'Kpa/jl^Ka' 179; B zioJTi 'y cniJiui' 91; ziOMamHifl
.

^HraH '/jocBi/meHHH 6 ochk' 194; xcHraHyTH 'BaOocHMHTH'
3arHaTH 'npo^aTH' 99; 3aKOH 'hphhhhtI 3Jio/jiHCbKi npaBHjia
MecTH' 93; 3aKpyMyBaT H 'opraHiayBaTH /jiJio' 254; BacHnara '3pa/iHTH,
3a/^eHyH^iK)BaTH'^‘ 84: BacHnaracH (b /iphbd 'nonacTHC5i (6e3Ha/iiHHO)'
*104, 179; 3ac|)apMa30HHTH 'npHBJiacHHTM co6i' *152; 360HZIHTH ^^238 /
3HHTH (B no'lBZli) 183 'BKpaCTH'; 3HPHTH 'CHOCTeplraTH 92; BCyMHTHCH
'BifliHTH Bi/i OjiaxHHx' 193; KaiH 'cKynoByBaq Kpa/^eHO^o’ 89; KanaTH
npaBHJTKH 'cy^HTH 3Jio/iiHCbKHM caMocy/ioM' 89; KJitoKaq 'oOKpa/iaM
uepKOB' 86; KJitoHyTH (-Hyjio 'noinacTHTH npH Kpa/jixd' 93; KopcHb 84
'cbIh' 169;

214;

'

)

KopiHHHH 80 / Kopem 89 / KopimoK *68 'cniJibHHK npH Kpa^tiHHi';
KOpeuiyBaHHH 'cniJibHHUTBo' 279; KOpimyBaTH 'KpacTM b cnijiu,!' *144;
KOTHpa 'yTpHMaHeub npocxHTyxKH' 97; jiaBHXH 'xozihxh KpacxH' 83;
jiaBHXH no oxKpHXKax 'KpacxM 3 KBapxHp ypanpi, hk noBi/iMHHK)BaHi
BiKHa' 182; jianaxH Micue 'BaOMaxH' 171; ji iBepoBiuHK 'noMiHHHK
KHIUeHbKOBUH'

83;

'3Jio/iiH BajliBOK;

MaJliHa

JliBepyBaXH 'pOBZiaBaXH KapXH' 172; MaH/iaHiaHK

noi3/joBMH

’3JIO/liHCbKHH

bjig/jIh' 86;

npHK)X'^^

89;

MajTHHa 'npexpacHa piq'

97;

nO-/o6-MHXH, oOMHBaXH,

'oOKpa^axH coHHHX, n'HHHx' 86, 175, 219; mohiuhk 'o6Kpa/iaq cohhhx,
h'hhhx' 84; MOKpe /jiJTO 'bOmbcxbo' 168; no MOKpoMy ^iJiy (xo/ihxh)
'xpaOyBaxH (i 3 yOnBCXBOM)' 86; MOKpicx 'xpa6i:«HHK-y6HBHHK' 86;
HaKOJioxH 'ocxeperxM >KepxBy', 'BanpnMixnxH / niBHaxn BJio/jin npn
Kpa/5i)Ki' 91-2; HaKOJioxHH 'BanpuMiqeHHH' 93: HajibOxnHK 'xpa6i>KHnK'
86; HaxHxxH 'HaKpacxn' 21 1; oxaiviaH Box<aKa manKH' *90; no oxKpnxKax

'oOxpa^aHHn KBapxnp na/j paHKOM xpiBb Bi/iKpnxe bIkho' 182; oxpnxa
'ByjiHMHHK' *154, 319; nauaH 'xiionnax' 73; nepexnpioBaxb 'nepe/jaBaxn
cniJibHHKOBi BKpa/jene KHmeHbKOBueM' 86; niziBecxH nij MaHacxnp
'oOMaHyxH (Ha/iiK))' 316; ninxaziHXH 109 / nUxanaxH 189 /
nizicazDKyBaxH 95 'ni/iBecxH', 'BacnnaxHcn nepe3 HeBpyqnicxb' 95;
noBHnaxH 'BKpacxn' 182; noKajiiqHxn 'BrBajixyBaxn' 223; npnHMaxn
Kox<y) 'Kpacxn (6yMax<HHK), nepeOnpaxn Kpa^ene Bi/j cniJibHHKa(

91; npnnHnxn 'BKpacxn' 99; npn-, xapaOaHMxn
'npHHecxn' 325; npHxnptoBaxH 'ni/j^axn BKpa/jene KHUieHbKOBueBi' 84,
90; npnxnp 'BHxnxHn 3 KHmeni! 90; n pnxnpKa 'BHKpa/jCHHn 3 KHmeni;
MacKyBajibHe cnijibHHKOBe yjiexmcHHn KnmeHeBoro Kpa/ii:^y' 87, 91;
npHXHPiUHK 'cniJibHHK KHLuenbKOBun' 95; paKJiennxa 'ByjinqHHKn'

KnmeHKOBun'
!

*137;

poOoxa

'

'Kpa/]ix<'

93;

poBOnxn (KOx<yx) 'niOn HenapoKOM
92; poBnncaxn

poacxiOnyxH npoxo/jnqn HaMinenin xcepxBi (KO»yx)'
182

'p03pi3aXM 6pHTBOK)' 91; CKOKaP

'HiMHHH BJIOMHMK'

CTHpHTH

86;

CHBKa (3ejieHa 83 / c5iB.ao
91 '/ipiSHMH 3J10/IK):«Ka'; THPHTH 'HeCTH' 175; Ha THXV 'xHxpeM y/jeHb
Kpi3b Bi/JMHHeHe BiKHO KpaCXH 3 KBapXHpH' 86; XHXyUJHHK '3JTO/liH.
mo BmeHb Kpi3b BUMHHeHe BiKHO oSxpamae KBapxHpn' 86; na ypa
*97; xanaxH 'KpaCXH' *106;
'XBajixoM' 170; xajiaMHZiHHK 'ByjiHHHHK'
Ha xanoK 'KpacxH BHpHBafOMH 3 pyx' 84; na uhhky 'na Bapxi (cxaxH)'^^
95; UHHKVBaXH 'cXOpO)KHXH, CJli/JKyBaXH 172; UHHKOBLUHK 'BapXOBHM
'BKpacTH' 74; CTonopiUHK 'rpa6i:«<HHK

86;

'

)

'

MHpKHyxH 'Bizipi3axH' 99; HHCXHH He3anpHMiqeHHM
HiKHM npH Kpami^i' 92; mamMaH 'Kopmvia OjiaxHHX; Oopmejib'^® 208; na
'

cniJibHHK'

178;

ujapMaKa (nepxH) 'hxh na phck'^^ 217; mHpMa 'Kpamix< i3 KHUienb'®” 89;
ujMPMaq KHiueHbKOBeub' 85; mKex 'xiionnaK'
77; mnana 'xjionqaKH,
*79; mvxep! ujecxa5i! 'He6e3neKa!' 174.
luaHKa ix'
X. xenevmHHK 'qeKicx' 174; xpaxH na ninniHO 'poOhxh
maKXHJiocKoniMHi Bi^xMCKH' 94; rpo3a 'oOjiaBa' 89: rv6a 'xaBnxBaxxa'
213; my(Hy)XH 89, 213 / na-, xanaxH 89 / 3amvxepHXH 174 'BHKa3axH,
/ ji^xaBKa 'flOHomwK' 100; 3a6apa6axH 211 /
3a6apa6HXH 215 ’apeIllxyBaxH'®^ 3zipK)qHXH '3 jiobhxh, apemxyBaxH' 84;
3eJieHHH KaPXV3 'MiJlipiOHep; MOKiOX' *105; KpiOHOK 'MiJlipiOHep;

3ameHyHuiK)BaxH'; >Ka6a

KapaByjibHHK' 306; MiJibxoH 'MiJiipioHep' 92; Ji^ixaBHH ’Mijiipionep' 192;

M6HX 'MiJiipioHep'**'^ 84; nopa3ixb 'nanacxH, 3 jiobhxh' *89; hphboj
apemx y MiJiipii' 177; poiviOoH 'pom6 (5ik nexjiHHHa Bifl3HaKa neKicxa)'
'

225;

6 VHP 'xKDpMa'®^ 102; BlJibHa 'npHcym na hojimphhh KOHpxaOip’ 199;
monpa 'cjiimHa xiopMa'®® *156; icnpaBZiOM BHnpaBHO-xpymoBa xiopivia'
182; Kina 176 / KimviaH *89 'xiopMa’®^ KOJieKxop '3aMKHeHHfi BHnpaBHHH

xaOip aJiR MajiojiixKiB'

170;

ped)opMaxop(iH) 85, 90

/

(fcapMaxopiH

'bhxobhhh 3aKJiam aJi^ 6e3npHxvJibHHX ceBep 'nojinpHi KonpxaOopH'
'

;

199; qyjiaH 'xropMa'®® *139.

nopiBHHXH HOBHIUHH CHHCOK i3 naCOBO 6jlH3bKHMH 3anMcaMH
hh B. BiJTeubKoi,^ xo Mo^na CKaxaxM, mo Mhkhxohko
BipHo BimxBopHB jieKCHHHMH cKJiam ByjiHqHHUbKOFo apfo OmecH; mo
HaHBHme qacxime yKpai'HmHB hoxo (|)OHexHKy. y Bimpi3HeHHi Bim
panimHX 3anHCiB®‘ MHKHXeHKiB apXOXHHHMH CJIOBHHK BH5IBJI5ie FJIHOOKi
3MiHH momo hohbh expaHx<H3MiB: ^yyKe o6ivie*eHo BHcxynaioxb
HOBOXpepHXMH KJItOKa H,HXaHi3MH paKJieH5IXa) XK)pKi3MH majTMaH)
pyMyni3MH mKOHzipa Mam^pH3MH xa3vxa) nojibOHi3MH >kjio6) Kymn
panime XepMani3MH Pan, mxHMn, (|)paep. uihhjihxh) — b xoMy h hIm.
poxBOJibiB nonepe3 apro imflimy xaBHpa, MajriHa, KJii(i)x, mvxep, 3eKC
3axe my^e 3pocjio hhcjio pycHXMiB: ^ohoxhmhhx Kajiboca,
CMHmjibOHHH, cxipH, mecxaFi
Mop(J)OJioFiqHHx PyxoH, rpyPoH
CJlOBOXBipHHX (3i Cy$iKCOM - HHK / mHK: MOHmHK, JliBePOBmHK,
51k

B.

riexpoBa

),

(

(

),

(

(

(

,

(

,

,

.

(

).

(

(

),

(

183

),

npHTHpiUHK) JieKCMMHHX BOCPHTYBaTb, p03BpaTHHUH, B-VHZti BaiUHX
uixaBi npH TOMy h KajibKH: ji5iraBHH (nepBicHo 'pi/j
jioBeubKoro coSaKH'), 3 qoro ji5iraBKa V^eHyHui5iHT’, az^i/^eoBaHe
i

H6T, B mjT5mi)

poc.

(

,

;

'^a6a',

Ji5irviiiKa

i

seijjth yxp. KajibKa-nepeKJiazj x<a6a 'zieHVH-

HasBaHi pycH3MH pe BHCJiip me He nepexpaBJieHoro
yxp. MOBOK) cTHXieK) MicbKoro poc.-yKp. mobhofo <<cypx<MKa>> OpecH
Ui5iHT, MiJTiuioHep'.

H iHuiHX MicT yKpaiHH (XapKOBa, KH£Ba, /iHinponeTpoBCbKa), a bhhhkjioro

3i

cxpemyBaHb yxp. poc.
i

KOJibOHiBapii'

Hamoro riiBpHH ynpopoB>K

19-20 BB.

noMixHO 3P0CJ10 MHCJio cjTeHXOBO-eMOLi,iHHHX yxBopeHb i3 Cy(|)iKvxa (Mara3vxa. napajvxa, cecxpvxa, nponaztvxa a 3
expaH>KH3MiB xHny pauiOH, aBKUioH bmpIjimbch <<cyc|)iKC>> - oh
(CBHCXOH, poMpoH), a mo HHM y 1940-50-xi poKH nonaxo yxBopfOBaxM
HOBi CJieHri3MH-KOJTbOKBi5Uli3MH BHnHB-QH, 3aKVC-6H, nepeHHXOH-HHK
'coitio'). Hk He paxynaxH BipBHxyxoBHX xa BipByjibXapHXMOBHx
yxBopiB, xo Ha ocHOBHe nppo xyx CKJiaparoxbCH Mexa^opn h MexoHiMii-CHHeKpoxH. Cepep nepBicHO-xepMiHOJiori3MiB— qacxi KapxnpcbKi

coM

).

(

(B

xoMy

H (|)paHLi,y3bKi expan)KH3MH: noHX, Kym, axanpe!

).

nPMMITKM
1.

Be3npH3opHocxb. Bojibuia^ CoBercKan 3HL[HKJionejjM^^ x. 5,
1927, c, 786; ZlMXHMa 6e3npHxyjibHicxb. EHi^MKJione/ji^

MocKBa

yKpai'H03HaBCTBa,
2.

OexpoB,

q.

II,

c.

516, riapH)K-HK)-MopK 1955.

BiKxop:

(|)OJibKJiopy

3

npaBonopyuiHHKiB.

ETHorpacpi^HHH BicHUK, q. 2, c. 44-60, Khib 1926: axajieqixb 'BKpacxH',
PajinOac 'cajio'. Pan ’BOKxajT'. QjiaxHOH 'cbIh; xyneub xpapeHHX peqen’,
OonKa copoqKa', OoqKH 'fophhhhk', 6v3a "nimo', 6 vu6h 'h'hhhh',
BH/ipa 'BHxpnx-Kjnoq', BOJTHHixb 'HapiKaxn', BOJiHHKa 'naplKaHHH',

rapOaq 'xpa6ix<HHK' xonua-CMHKOM / ron co cmhkom 'KJinqKa 3JiopiH',
rpaq 'XaBa, po33HBa', rpvOo / xpvOhh 'rapno / xapHHH', na jeKoxxi
(cHpixH) '6e3 xpomeH; fojiozihhh zipecbVH '6 ohfv3'. pdIh 'khh, pinoK',
^Jio6 ’My^HK; pvpHHH'. 3axoziHXb B OvxHJiKV cepziHXHCH 3aKHapaxb
'cnocxepexxH
xaBajiixbCH nonacxHCH npn Kpapi>Ki', 3aroHHXb
'npopaBaxH', 3acHnaxbCH 'xpapHXHCH, OyxH BHpaHHM, 3 acxonoplxb
'xaxpHMaxH, chhhhxh', 3amvxepvBaxHCH 'nonacxncH', 36jiaxoBaxb
'BKpacxH', 3BOHOK 'coOaKa', KajibHyxb 'BxpacxH', xapaxH 'caMopBixH',
KHqa / KiqMaH 'xjopivia', paxb Kjiaziy 'nonoOnxM', Koxappa 'paMCbKHH
peBOJibBep’, KOJieKxop 'pHxnqMH BHnpaBHO-BHXOBHHfi xaOip npapi’,
KopemoK npMHxejib, xoBapHui', xocan 'xHcnqa xapOoBanpiB', xym
HappaxoK, jiMXBa', JieraBHH / JinraBHH MiJiipionep, arenx xapHoro
,

'

'

'

,

184

'

.

poaiuyKy', ji5iraBa 'cTaHHU5i

Mijriuii';

KapHHH

poaiavK'. Mafl/iaH 'noi3/j',

MajioxojibHHH TiypHyBaTHH', MajiHHa 'xaxa, (3Jio/3iHCbKa) KBapxHpa',
MajTiHa

MamiHa

HiqjiixapH5i',

peBOJibBep', MiJibxoH

MiJTiuioHep'. MHPOiiJKa ’cy/3^5i' (nepBicHO:

Hoxy

'po3KiuiHO,

qyflOBo', naBJiviuKa

'mhpobhh

/
c.

').

MiJibxoiuKa

Ha ujipoKv

nauaH, 'xjionepb,

'/^BipHHK'

xjionqaK', no-/Kajieqixb 'no-/6MXH', n oKouaxH 'nopo3cxpiJiioBaxH',

npinanxb 'npHcy/iHXH', PHX<e 30 J10 X 0 CBiMKa 'pyuiHHuq', CH/iip
'MiiuoK', ci/iop 'KJiyHOK 3 peqaMH', CKaMCHKa 'KiHb', cKpHnyxa
'

’Kop3HHa, KomiJTb, cjia66

/

cjTa6HxejibHO 'hc

'BKpaCXH', CXipKi 'KapXH
'6e3

xpomeH', Ha xixvto

'6a3ap'.

ni/i

CHJiy',

cnvJiHXb

CXO CO CMHKOM 'ziOBOJli'. CVXOH
ynoMi', xonaxb 'hxm (noMany)', xyqa
ypxaH / ypxaxaH '3Jio^iH, 3JioflK))KKa',

XpH)',

'Kpa/jix<

yKOuaxb 'y6HXH ypxa
'

',

,

/

d)apMax6piH 'xiopMa', (bapxoBHH 'Bi/maHHHH', (|)apx6Beub 'onaH/iyx'.
(|)iHCKO£ nepo '(|)iHCbKHH Hi^'. (|)OMKa 'jiom', 0OHaj) 'chhhk (nU okom),'
(i)0PMeHH0 '/jo6pe, hk cjii/i’, (t)paep 'hp 3JioziiH, Jiio^HHa', xaBlpa
'KBapxHpa, KiMHaxa', xa3a
KBapxHpa'. xajiaxHO 'Hefl6ajio', qena
'Kapxy3', MMejib 'raiviaHeub', majTHp 'iHcxpyMPHX Bi/jMHHHxn 3aMKH',

maMaxb

'icxh',

maMOBKa

'ixca',

mlpMa

mHPMaq

'KHiiieHH',

’ajioziiH-

KHmeHbKOBeub', mKex 'xjionqaK; napi6qaK', iuhhp '(hImhhh) cxopo»:',
mnajiep / mnajiip / mnaep 'peBOJibBep', uinaHa 'Spaxin, /jpy3i', luxhmh
'MOJioB'Hxa; OKpa^eHHH’, iijyxip (Ha 6aHy 'xpHBOxa; 6epe)KHCH!'
3.
BiJieubKa, B: 3 cxy/jiH na/i cyqacHHMH nicHHMH. (ZIo icxopii
HOXO^^CeHHH H po3BHXKy o/^Hie^ HicHi p. 1923-xo). ETHOrpaCpNHMM
2, c. 38-43, Kmib 1926: 6axH CBHUieHHK', 6ypa 'pi/i xa3ap/ioBOi
fph', rydxyqa '6a3ap y riojixaBi, Hopna 6ipxca', /iiK6(|)x 'xpoiui' cH/iixH
Ha ziiKO(|)xi ’6yxH 6e3 xpomeH'), 3axHaxb ’npo/)axH’, KHqa 'xiopMa',
KopeHHHH 'Baxa^oK 3Jio/)iHCbKoi mafiKH; xoBapnm Kpazii)Ky'. xyMnoji
)

(

'6aHH', Jiana 'xa6ap',

mchx

'MiJiipionep', njiixoBaxb 'ixH (cjii^ioM)',

cnjiixoBaxb 'BxeKXH', po6a 'o/jhf', cxoc 'xaaapz^OBa xpa b xapxH na

xap6H', npoMexaxb
nporpaxH (xpomi)’, 6jiax6a3
BjraxoBimeHCbKHH 6a3ap y XapKOBi'.
4.
MaKapeHKO, Ahxoh C Ue/jarorM ’^ ecKa ^ no 3 Ma,MocKBa 1952:
aspajT 'kphk', ajijia 'SaxaubKo', xaM Bmen— aiuia! Bapaxjio '(Kpa/^eni)
o^HxoBi peqi', damxa 'xojioBa', SjiaxHHHKa 'ByjiHHHHUH', Bpaxb 3a
»ca6pbi 3 a Mopziy’, 6y3a 'Bynx', 6y30BbiH 'Hena/jiHHHH', BjionaxbCH
'nonacxH(CH)', BoziojTa3 'cBHmeHHK', BOJibiHHXb 'aaxHxaxH cnpaBy',

3pa30K

.

),

(

'

BbiSHXb 6y6Hy 'hoBhxh', BbixH>KKH

'pU qo6ix', xjiox 'xanpaBHJioBH3HCKyBaq MajiojiixHix', xjiHjejiKH 'oqi', xpax 'cejiHHHH, cejifox',
xpySan 6a6a 'npeKpacna »ciHKa', /laxb no manxe 'ho6hxh', /laqxa
'KOMKa', ziBHxaxb B yxo / ziBHHyxb B pbijio 'B/japHXH no JlHUi',
/iBycxBOJiKa 3apn^eHHa npH6jTH3HxejibHo na MaMOHxa 'h\6h, Bypiivixo',
/lpeH(|)HXb '3JTHKaxHCH', 3aBHHXHXb 3aiH ipiioBaxH
3aKpbiBaxb xpy6y
'

'

185

,

'KiHMaTH po3MOBv' 3acbinaTbC5i 'nonacTHC5i\ Hcna^HTbc^ 'HenoMiTHo
,

HcycHK 'npHiuejienvBaTHH'. Karop 'bhho;

ropiJiKa', KaHH
CKynoByBaM Kpa/jeHoro', KapaHziam 'xjionqaK', kjih(^)t 'o^5ir'. K03a
'CXapHH CTaHOK' KOJIOTHTb PO 6aiI]KaM '6 hTH', KOMCa 'KOMCOMOJieUb',
KOHziep 'cyn, i»;a', KopemoK ’TOBapHui’, Kpbixb ’6 hxh (b /iHCKycii)’,

cnp5JTaTHC5i',

,

KyMnoji

'B/jaBaxH ^op5^/^Hoxo', jioMaxbCH
MajiHHa 'BJio^iHCbKa KBapxHpa', MHPoezi
KypKyjib', MOKpbiH 'n mhhh', MOKpoe ziejTO 'cnpaBa noB’5i3aHa 3
ydHBCXBOM'), MypjI5IKaXb 'xOBOpnXH', HaJIHBaXbC5I '3anHBaXMC5l',
xojioBa’,

Jiaxaxbc^i

'3a/iaBaxHC5i', Jionaxb 'icxh'.

(

HaC06aqHXbC5I 'BnepXMC5I, 3aB35IXHC51

'

,

OXZlVBaXbC5I o6opOH5IXHC5!

oxqy6yqHXb (canoxn) 'cnpaBHXH', napnxbc^i

3aKH/^iB',

Bi/I

'jiioxyBaxH',

nauaH

’xjionqaK', nepBax 'caMoxoH (BHCOKonpopeHXHHH)', nHxcoH
'Koxaneub 3aMixcHboi', njibiBH b HcxojHoe nojio^eHHe 'BaBepxan,
3Bi^KH npHHUJOB!', po/iKaqaxb 'ni/^BecxH', nonacxb b xpv/iHbiH
nepenjiex '3HaHXHCM b xpy/jHOMy nojio^eHHi', poziokohhhk 'bjiom',
noziopBaxb 'BxexxH', nojiyqHXb pacnncKv '6yxH nopi3aHHM Ho»;eM’,
npHKJienaxb (cexpexapeivi) 'oSpaxn’, npHcnHWHXb 'npHXHCHVxp
ncHXHqecKHH 'HecnoBHa po3yiviy', pa3BajiKa 'iiippoKa xo/ia
noxHxyK)qMC5i’, pa3VKpacHXb poShxh kofo', CKOxapb 'bjiomhhk',
co6aqKa BH3HCKyBaHMH cxapiiiHMH xjionqaK
po3flo6yBaHH5i
xpomeH', copBaxbC5i 'He BHxpHMaxH, bxgkxh', cnepexb 'BxpacxH',
cxapHKaujKa 'cxapHHOK', cxonopmHK rpa6i)KHHK', CHBxa '/jpiSHHH
3Jio/jiM; noxaHb' cx>e3/iHXb 'no6HXH', xajibMa '6e3pyKaBHH njiaiy', XBoe
jejTO) cxopoHa 'xo6i xyx hihofo po6hxh, vpKa / vpKaraH 'ByjiHMHHK',
d)HHKa
xjiaMHZia 'njiain', xjie6HHH xoKapb ’/lapMoifl’, nena
(

,

'

'iijanKa,

mnaHa
5.

Kapxy3’, maivtaxb 'icxh',

maMOBKa

'xapn', lUKex 'xjionqaK',

'Hexi/jHMKH', myxepbi 'rajiac'.

nop. Hami cxaxxi: npaBonopyiiiHHLi,bKi cxi/iHbo-yKpaiHCbKi

apxoxH3MH

B

/joxMHHHX cjioBHHKax

i

B Jlixepaxypi nepe/i I-ok) cBixo-

HayKOBMM sdipHHK VBY, X. 8, c. 14-28, MFOHxeH-H.MopKnapHX<-BiHHiner 1974; JlbBiBCbKi npocxynHHUbKO-xiopeMHHUbKO
aproxH3MH (/JO 1930-hx poKiB). H36 VBY, x. 10, c. 296-326, Mjohxgh
1983; npo poc. apro: PyccKHe apxoxHHecKHe CHCxeMbi. Hamburger
BOK) BiHHOK).

Beitrdge fur Russischlehrer, Bd. 28 (Russische Sprache und Literatur der

Gegenwart

in

Unterricht und Forschung. Materialen des Internationalen

MAPRJAL-Symposiums, Mainz,

5. -8. X.

1981),

Hamburg

1982,

s.

63-

82.— Te>K HOBime nepeBH/jaHHH: Ko3jtobckhh, Bjia/jHMHp: CodpaHMe
pyccKMX BopoBCKMX cjiOBapeP B 4-x TOMax^ New York 1983.
cxy/jenxiB,
6.
Flop. Fop6aq, 0.: Apro yKpaiHCbKHX iiiKOJinpiB
HayKOBi sanMCXH YBY, m. 8, c. 174-224, MtOHxeH 1966, — xaM oxjih/j
i

i

paHiiuHX MaxepiHJiiB.
7.

7l3eH/i3ejiiBCbKHH,

Hocmh
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0.:

yKpaiHCbKHH OypcaubKO-

ceMiHapcbKHH >KaproH cepeziHHM XIX ct. Studia Slavica, v. 25, pp. 97104, Budapest 1979,— npo fho6opau,bKHX A. CBH/tHHUbKoro
8.
nop. ropdaM.O.: Apro yKpaiHCbKHX JiipHHKiB, i aanucKM YBY,
paHimi Maxepi^iJiH.
B.
c. 7-44, MiOHxeH 1957,- TaM
nop. Topdaq, 0.: Apro cjioSo^aHCbKHX cjiinpiB ("HeBJiiB"),
9.
HayKOBMH adipHMM YBY, r. 7, c. 136-48, MiOHxeH 1971.
nepHHTOBCKHe CXapUbl / ncaJlKH H
10. THXaHOB,
n.:
KpHnXOFJlOCCOH. Tpy/Jbl depHHrOBCKOM rydepHCKOM ApXMBHOM
Kommccmm sa 1899-1900 rr.. b 2, c. 65-118, MepHHXOB 1900 - MoBHy
aHajiiay uboro Maxepi^iJiy no^ae Hama cxaxxH: Apro qepHiriBCbKHx
npomaKlB. SOlpuMK na noinany B Py/jHHpbKoro (b /ipyxy).
HOCHH 0 Apro HOBOBH^BiBCbKHX
1. 7l3eH/I3eJTiBCbKHH,
Ko^yxapiB Ha BojihhI. Studia Slavica, v. 23, pp. 289-333, Budapest
1977,— (M. HoBa BH»;Ba— Mi»; KoBejieM PaxHHM).
12. 7l3eH/53ejiiBCbKHH, Mochh 0.: npo apro cnHCbKHX npoxaplB, xc.
/JyKJiH, 1975, H. 5, c. 71-73 (npHmiB). - 3 yBaxH na Heflocxynnioxb uei
nyOjTiKauii nepe/tpyxoByeMo no/taHHx xaM 6 ji. 30 apXoxH3MlB 3 OpnOnHH: OanKa 'npHHinoK, Jie:*;aHKa
O yjiexa 'scrotum, orchea', OyjibKaxH
'cnaxH', BbiMKHvxH 'yxeKXH, 3ajiHmHXH poOoxy’, (hxh 3) xaztBaOoM 'na
/tpoxapxy', rocnozta 'naHHHxa KBapxHpa na /tpoxapui', no-,/tynHHXH
'coire'. 3zien(aK
ck vnap 3v6poBaxH "icxh', 3 v6poBaHH 'izia'. KbiPMara
pyxa; Hora', kbixhhk 'HH3bKHH pocxoM yqeHb /jpoxapn', Kypxa
'rpomoBa o/tHHHu,H' (Kopona, /tHHap, nenr, jich). KypHXHHa, Hxa
'/liBHHHa, MOJiona ^iHKa', KvxeHb ’^hbIx', jthjjthxh 'cnaxH', Manra
i

1,

1

:

i

',

,

).

'

'x<iHoqa rpy/ib’, HixKa

'

.

'/ipix',

oOmOxH 'oOManyrH', njraHBac

'penis',

xopOa 'cKpHHbxa 3 iHCxpyMeHxaiviH rtpoxapn'. xaP/ia
'vulva', uBipHa '/tpix', uIzihjto 'cKpHHbxa 3 iHcxpyMenxaMH', (bixiojiiK
'napoMKa; necjiyxHHHHH yqenb /tpoxapn', dbvxpoBaxH 'Icxh',
dtvmepMeHcxep 'napran'.
13. MHKyubKHH, C. n.: OOjiacxHbie cjiOBa OejiopyccKHX cxappeB.
MarepHajibi jjjih cpaBHurejibHoro m oObSJCHMTejibHoro cjioBapn h
rpaMMaTMKM, H3/t. Il-ro ox/iejieHHH AH, CnO 1854. c. 400, (65 apX.);
Cpenypo, <t> PyccKo-HHiaeHCKHH cjioBapb, cocxaBJieHHbiH h 3
pa3xoBopa HHiiiHx Cjiyxoro ye3r(a, Mhhckoh ryOepHHH, MecxeqKa
CeMe^OBa. SanncKM AH, x. 37, c. 188-97, Cn6 1881, COopHHK OPHC, x.
21 c. XXIII-XXXIV, cnO 1881 (OK. 735 apx.); PoManoB, E. P.: OnepK 6bixa
HHIUHX MOXHJreBCKOH ryOepHHH H HX yCJlOBHblH H3bIK (JlK)6eU,KHH
jieMeHX). OTHorpatpH^ecKoe odospenne, MocKBa 1890, h. 2, c. 118-45;
KaxpymHHUKHH JieM63eHb (yCJlOBHblH H3bIK mepCXOOMXOB M. /IpHOHHa)
)KMBa^ crapMHa, Cn6 1890, x. 1, c. 9-16; KaxpymHHUKHH JieMe3eHb,
ycjiOBHbiH H3biK /IphOhhckhx mauoBajioB. COopHHX OPHC, x. 71, 3, Cn6
nojioxHO

'pjiHxa',

i:

,

1901,

c.

1-44 (OK. 750 apX.).
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1

4.

T— wo NaukoLodz 1957.— 0rji5J/j nojib aproxHMHoro Maxe-

Budziszewska, Wanda: Zargon ochwesnicki. Lodzkie

we, Wydzial

nr. 26,

I,

pi5!JTy jxwQ. Horbatsch; O.:

Deutsches Lehngut

in

polnischen Sondersprachen

(Gauner-, Pennaler-, Studenten- und Soldatensprache). Deutsch-polnische
Sprachkontakte^ Bohlau-Verlag, Koln 1987, S. 57-87.
15.

BoH/jajiexoB,

H TOprOBpeB,
/jMajjexTOB,

B.

1.

B.

J\.-.

VcjioBHbie nsbiKM pyccKMX peMecjieHHMKOB

VCJIOBHbie fISbIKM KdK 0 C 06bIM THH COUMaJIbHbIX

P5i3aHb

1974.-

Bi6jiiorpa$iMHi

npMMixKH, q. 5 H 9.
16. rop6aq, 0.: ApXo yKpaiHCbKMx
B. 7, c.

17. ZIhb.
18. J\wB.

19

Argots.

MfOHxeH
npMM. 5.
npHM. 6.

138-73,

bo^ikIb.

ziani

/ihb.

xe>K

Haiui

HayKOBi sanncKH YBY,

1963.

Horbatsch, O.: Lexikale und Wortbildungselemente des ukrainischen

Opera

Slavica, Bd. IV: Slawistische Studien

Slawistenkongress in Sofia 1963,

s.

zum

V. Internationalen

261-80, Gottingen 1963.

20. ripo Hboro flMB. racjio Bpacrox Fop/iiH, EnpMKJionepifi
yxpaiHOSHaBCTBa, CjiOBHMxoBa
riapHX<-H. HopK 1955, c. 173:
36 onoB. "Be 3 nyxHi", 1927, "B noxoMKax", 1929, poMan /Jonna Anna,
1929, apemxoBaHHM y 1930 -hx pp - B on. "BexnyxHi", nepe^pyKOBanotviy y 36
no TOM 6iK rpedjii, JIbBiB 1943, 3 ^nxxn 6e3npHxyjibHHX,
3HaM/texbcn ni/i /^Ba /jecnxKH apXoxH3MiB: 6apax.no ozinroBi peni',
bnqoK 'oKvpoK', Bjiaxan, bJiaxoK, bjiaxHon 'byjTMMHHK-npocxynHHK',
/tpechHXH 'noBonxHcn', 3axHaxH 'npo/iaxH', KouaxH, kouhvxh 'BbnBaxH,
Bbnxn', Majiina KpHiBKa', Macoji '/typenb', Maxp a MaxopKa', HaKJiacxH
KOMV 'HabnxH'. n auan 'xjionqHHa', notoziHXH 3paziHXH pobnxH xcmhv
KOMV '6hxh', 3 -, po6hxh mvpvM-bvpvM npo/taxH, npoMinnxH',
CKpnnyxa 'Kop3HHa', cjiabo BaM a /t3ycbKH!', cxn6pHXb. cxiSpnxb
'BKpacxn', xoiiKYMKa '6a3ap', ymnncb 'h/jh rexb!', maMOBKa 'ix<a',
mnajiep 'peBOJibBep', mnana 'HeqjieHH manKH', myxep na 6any
.

.

'

'

,

'xpHBora'.
21.

KopHcxycMocn BH/^aHH^M nepBOMancbKHH, 71. TBopM B 3-x
x. 3, c. 85-149: BarpaMOBa hN. Cm6hm 3 Tpare/jii\
:

TOMax, Kmib 1958-59,
(1933).
22.

HiMeUbKi apXOXH3MH UMXyCMO 3a iCXOpHMHHM CJTOBHHKOM

"poxBejibmy” Wolf, Siegmund A.: Worterhuch des Rotw’elschen. Deutsche
Gaunersprache. Mannheim 1956
23.

Khib 1956, "BypKaraHH",
24.

(3a

qncjiaMH

JieKceivi).

KopncxycMocn BH/iaHHnM MHKHxeHKa,
c.

KopncxycMOcn BH/iaHHnM MHKHxeHKa,

FIoBicTi

npo

jjireM,

I.: PanoK, Khib 1969.
MHKOJia 71.: Ilpo3a iBana MMKMTeHxa, Khib 1960.
ApceH: iBan Mhkhxghko. B kh. Mhkhxghko, I.: BMdpaHi

25. Po/(bKO,
26. lutyK,

I.:

66-157.
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TBopM B 2-x TOMax^ T. (ITecH), Khib 1957, c. 12.
27. /iHB. npHM. 25.
28. TIhb. npHM. 25.
29. /]hb. npHM. 25.
30. /iHB. npHM. 25.
floTOMy Cama Bi/inyB, hk
31. /Ihb. Hama npHMixKa, n. 22, c. 168:
y Horo jiipnnne ceppe thxo BBiOmmo Oa^aHHH aryjiHTH b cxipn
['sarpaTH b KapTH']... Tax MipxyBaB Cama iHxejiireHX, nepmnn Kapxnp
CKOKapiB,
mnpManiB, ManpaHmHKiB
3-noMi>K ycix cxonopmHKiB
xHXvmHHKiB MOHmHKiB [’rpa6i)«HHKiB KHmeHbKOBuiB, sjiopiiB no
HenpnxoMHHX
bjiomhhkIb, oOkpapyBaniB KBapxnp
noiapax
n'nHHUb']..." nopiOHO b "BypRaranax", c. 85: "...MaxHMem mKapH.
OoOonKy, KJii(|)x. Kajiboca h neny 'mxaHH, coponKy, nip^ax, nepeBHKH
H Kapxya']"; c. 89. Ha Oany ['na BOKsami']"; c. 90, KiMaxH ['cnaxH']”,
PHB. Hama npHMixxa n. 21.
32. TIhb. npHM. 26.
33. /]hb. Hama npHMixxa n. 22, c. 90: "... ophh mxHMn y nopnoMy
KJli(t)Xi BHHMae Ha KBHXOK
KJiaZie KO^VBCRVJIV l'npHCXOHHO OPHFHeHa
jTFopHHa B MopHOMy nip:«<aLi,i BHHMae rpomi na kbhxok
KJiape
"
6yMa»;HHK y OoKOBy KHmenio'],"; c. 91: nicKy ['OpHXBy']", poanncaB
['poapiaaB KHmeHK)']", nonaB npHHMaxH ko^v ['xhfxh
CKVJiv
O yMa^HHK']". noHCHeHHH apFoxHaMiB JiHm npHOjiHani, 6o cKyjia
"BHyxpimHH KHmeHH nip^aka", a nicka aBHnaOHo "jieao pjin
1

".

.

i

i

i

i

i

i

[

"

"

i

i

"

"

FOJiHjibHOFo anapaxy, »:HJiexka'

35.

npHM. 25.
kiMaxb "cnaxH"

36.

njiixYBaxb 'xikaxH'

37.

XHDHXH "necxH"
maMaxH "icxh" a

34. ZlHB.

38.

a

HOBOxp. kimume, kimome
a

a

"cnjiK)'

hIm. apF. PIe(i)te :«(Bxena)k 4248.

pHFaH.

te

styrdes "BkpacxH".

xiopk. (ocm. as

"ix<a; niJiaB;

39. kJTidjx 'nip:^ak' a hIm. apF. Kluft "rocxiom,

cyn").

ophf" 2736.

42.

mkapH "mxaHH" a pHFaH. te Cxare opnFaxHcn".
axanpe "cxin" a (ppanu,. attendez "nipo^pixb".
kym "cxaBka nxH xpi" a (|)paHLi,.
"xc".

43.

JiiBepyBaxH "poapaBaxH kapxn"

40.

41.

a $paHLi,.

Uvrer

"BippaBaxH b

pykH".

mnHJiHXH "xpaxH (b kapxH)" a him. spielen "xc".
Pan "BOkaaji" a hIm. Bahnhof tc' Baku "aajTiaHHpn".
46. kJTK)ka "uepkBa" a ocMan. HOBOxp. ekklisjd "xc".
47. xaBHpa "kPHiBka" aniM. apF. Chaw’ure.Kewer "xpiO, HMa, nenepa,
cxoBOk" 2589.
48. xaayxa "xaxa" a Mapnp. hdz "piM".
49. jiiMOHH "xpomi", MaOyxb, Mcxaxeane MiJibHOHH.
44.
45.
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100 ryjib/ieHiB',
50. xpvcT 'KapOoBaHeub' 3 qecb. apr. hrst
nepBicHO npHropma'.
51. aabio 'npamaH' 3 ^paHu,. adieu 'tc. 3 Bofom'.
52. 6ap66c 'jiaHepb' 3 (|)paHLt. harbichon MajiMH ny^ejib'.
53. 6jiaT(HHH) 'cbIh' 3 HiM. apr. platt

'Ha/iiHHHH', 3-Mi)K 3Jio/iiiB’

4232.
54.

6y3a 'epyH/ja'

3 TiopK.

huza 'pU BHKHCJioro HanHTKy

3

55. /ipeH(|)HTH '3JT51KaTHC5l' (MOp5ILl,b, /ipeH(|jyBaTH '3lHTH
3

HaMiqeHoro Kypcy, OyBuin rHaHMM bo/jhok)

npoca'.

HOBHOM

xeqieK)' 3 rojiji. drijven

'THaTH'.

'cKynoByBaq Kpa/jeHoro'

56. Ka'iH

3 hIm.

apr. Chaim,

Kaim

'yKHp'

824.
57. jiaxBa

58.

'npeKpacHo'

3

ocMaH. apaO.

Mvpa

'epyH^a', MaOyrb, 3

HiM. apr. (1600 n.) Schory-Mory

Quellenbuch,
59.

uliife,

njiara Ha

alafa

kohh'.

(})yTpa:*; /yrn

I.,

mypH-MVPH
'po3nycra'

'jiioOoBHa icropiMKa' 3
(F.

Kluge: RotM’elsches

Strassburg 1901, S. 129).

CK6C nop. o^ecbKe uiKer 'xjionqaK',
,

mo

3

HiM. apr. Schekez 're'

4837.
60.

myxep 'He6e3neKa'

3

HiM. apr. Schucker 'nojiipHcr' 5175.

oOMan', nepBicHO 'naqeqxa 3 nanepoM, Ha30BHi
onaKOBana hk OaHKHOTH', igo 3 riopK. (ocMan.-nepcb. tahta 'noiiiKa,
momeqKa').
62. iiiKOHZipa (jiaHKa), MaOvTb. v>\MNi\,scdndura 'mouiKa' ceOro ryr
61. ry(|)Ta

,

'xymomaBeub'?
63.

^jio6 'cejiHHHH'

(nepBiCHO

3 nojib. apr. zlob

'HecHMnaTHqna JuomHHa'

’:*;ojii6').

64. iiJHHp CTopo^', MO^e
ohcok' 5102?
65. uiTHMn 'x<epTBa 3JioriiH'

3

HiM. apr. Schnurre, Schnorre 'pHjio,

3

HiM. Stumper 'He3/iapa'.

aMpa 'Kineub' 3 iraji. ambe 'obH/iBi,— a: b Majiin Jiborepei nonam y mea HOMepn 3 n'HTbox,— ox^e: 'Kinepb rpn'.
67. bopc 'cHJia' 3 dppa.HU.. force 'xc'.
68. naqKa nojiMqHHK' nop JibBiB. apr. (|)aij,Ka 'no6oi' 3 qecb. facka
66.

(

(3 ixaji.

69.

faccia "jiHU,e") 'moxa'.

noHx 'oOMan' (nepBicHO 'cxaBKa na xapxy'

3 (|}paHU,. point,

pointer).
70. BvpKaraH, ypKa(H 'ByjinqHHK', MaOyxb 3 xiopK. (nop. HoraOKapaKajinaubKe ypbx ypjibiKUJH ypjiakaH '3JiomiM').
71. 3acHnaxH(cH) '3panHXH; 3pamHXHcn, nonacxHcn’ hk KajibKanepeKJiam hIm. apr. Verschiitt gehen 'OyxH apemxoBaHHM' Verschiitt
'yB'H3HeHHn' 6090.
)

.
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72.

366HJHTH 'BKpacTH', MdSyTb

3

ixaji.

'{|)aHTyBaTM

shandire

Korocb'
73.

MajilHa 'KpHiBKa'

hIm. apr. Maline,

3

Molim 'npHKDx’ 3667.

UHxaH. raklo 'napy6KO-Heu,HxaH'.
’3Jio/iiH, mo
75. CKOKap 'o6Kpa/iaM KBapxnp' 3 hIm. apx. Skoker
BKpamaexbC5i b npHMimeHHH. Kpame, mo xaM xpanHXbc^i, Mae xoxoBy
74.

paKJio 'ByjiHMHHK'

3

i

BHMiBKy, HKmo Horo xaM 3ycxpiHyxb' 5363.
76.

xajiaMH/iHHK 'ByjiHqHHK, oSipBaneub' mo HOBorp. chlamyda

'njiam; BepxHifi om^x'.
77.

UHHK

'(ocxepe:*:HHH) 3HaK'

3

hIm. apX. Zinken

'neqaxKa; 3HaK'

6368.
78.

majiMan 'xopqMa SjiaxHMx’

3 xropK.

(nop. Ka3an.-xaxap. salma

'SymHHOK').
79.

na mapMaKa

'3

pncKOM' (nop. poc. na mepoMbi:«<Ky 'no-6jraxHO-

My', mepoMbixa 'oSManeub, 6pom5ira', M. cpacMep: 3THMOJiorM'^ecKHH

cjiOBapb pyccKoro nsbiKd, nepoBom 0 H TpySaneBa,

MocKBa
80.

x.

IV, c

411,

1973).

lUHPMa

'Kpami:*;

i3

KHiueni'

3

hIm.

apt.

Schere (machen)

'BCXpOMJieHi KHIUeHbKOBUeM y KHIlieHK) )KepXBi BKa3iBHHM CepemymHH
najibui, nKHMH BHxnxaexbcn HaMinennH
Kpami»:y npemwex'
i

(mOCJliBHO: 'HO^HUi') 4876.
81. iiiKex 'xjionnaK' 3 hIm. apr. Schekez,

mnana 'manKa

Scheeks 'napyOoK' 4837.

MaOyxb, 3a lunanKa

'oxapa
ecnanobKoi pacn OBepb’.
83. 3a-6apa6axH 'apemxyBaxH', MaOyxb, Bim 6apa6a 'Opom^ra.
OypjiaK' (3a eBanxejibCbKHM po36iHHHKOM BapaBBOK), Jiax. Barahhas
84. M6H X 'MiJiipioHep' MaOyxb, Bim Mamnp. mente
'pim KO)Kyxa;
82.

xjionnaKiB',

)

BonubKHH njiam'85. 6vnp 'xiopMa' CKoponennH: BymnnoK npnMycoBnx poOix.
86. monpa 'xiopMa' poc. CKoponcHnn:
/Iom npHnymHxejibHbix
pa6ox, -a6o: TIom npemBapnxejTbHOxo 3aKJiK)qeHHn.
87. Kina 'xK)pMa' 3 hIm. apr. Kittchen 'xc' 2640.
88.

nyjTan 'xiopMa', nepBicno

cni)KapHn, KOMipnnHa'

culan 'Komapa', xax. coldn 'cni:*;apH5i'
89. ZlHB.
90. ZIhb.
91. TIhb.

npHM.
npHM.
npHM.

2.
3.

5.
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(3

xropK.

THE CONCEPT OE LOVE IN UKRAINIAN
Some Notes

Applied Linguistics

in

Bohdan Medwidsky

According
expression

to a

may be

popular song “love makes the world go round.” This

disputed by physicists or rephrased by social scientists or

psychologists, but teachers of language (especially of second languages) must

be aware not only of the requirements of scientific terminology, but also of

human

those of the

imagination, of the emotions, or the feelings. This paper

deals with three attempts at translating the concept of love (loving or liking)
into Ukrainian.

It

illustrates the

encounters of applied linguistics with the

beginning to learn a target language.

difficulties of non-native speakers in

Among

the entries

commonly

available in bilingual English-Ukrainian

dictionaries the semantic sphere of certain
instances, semantic connotations

words

is

often sketchy. In

some

may be puritanically shielded; in other cases,

the English semantic sphere of certain notions does not coincide with the

Ukrainian sphere.

To overcome these difficulties additional research involving

analogical utterances, specific thematic texts, idiomatic expressions, and a
variety of linguistic

and

cultural facts

must be pursued.

There are probably no teachers of a second language (or native speakers)

who have

not had occasion to be

somewhat amused by unsuccessful attempts

of non-native speakers or foreigners to express themselves in the target
language.

I

One example

that readily

comes

to

mind

is:

am teaching kindergarten and I want to prepare my kids for Valentine’s

Day.

We are making Valentine cards, and I’d like to know whether

right to say '"Ijuhov" (love) followed

it

is all

by the child’s name on them.

Another instance dealing with the same word, yet expressing adolescent
interest

and dealing with a different connotation,

rohyty ljubov do tehe''

is

is

correct Ukrainian for “I

the query whether "'jaxocu

want

to

make

love to you.”

A third case involving a synonym of the notion “love,” which I remember from
the

summer camp of my youth, was an elderly person’s question: '"Jak vy
(“How do you like [sic] here?”) In all three instances we are

ljuhyte tut?"

dealing with a semantic aspect of the notion of love as expressed by the root

morpheme -Ijuh^. However, each quotation is also a less than successful effort
to translate

an English expression into Ukrainian. In the
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first

two cases

it

can

be demonstrated that simply referring the learner or student to an EnglishUkrainian dictionary will not be very satisfactory. The problem arises because
the

meaning of these words,

some connotations of “love,”

i.e.,

are shaped

by

and these meanings can also

their context, just like other verbal utterances,

become influenced and changed across cultures.
Five years ago Henrik Birnbaum wrote that the concept of love was
complex not only in Slavic but in all human language, that this notion was
variously expressed by different lexemes, and that a thorough study of the

would result in a multi-volume publication.' Birnbaum ’s contentions
seem at least partially validated by the fact that his twenty-four page article was

topic

limited to three grammatical categories (nouns, verbs, and adjectives) in four

modem
in

Slavic languages (Russian, Polish, Czech, and Serbo-Croatian)- and

Old Church Slavic. In the same article an allusion was made to the particulars

of this concept in Ukrainian.^

Let us however turn to the concept of love as interpreted in

commonly

The English-Ukrainian Dictionary
compiled by Podvez’ko and Balia (1974) has the following entry for the noun
available English-Ukrainian dictionaries.

“love”:

love...

1.

n

1) Ijuhov,

koxdnnja

(of, for, to,

towards); there’s no

1.

lost

between them vony nedoljubljujiif odyn 6dnoho\ 2) zakoxanisf to be in
1. with huty zakoxanym u; to fall in 1. with zakoxdtysja u; to fall out off with
\

smb. rozljubyty koh6s\

make

to

(osobl. u zvertanni

regular
to
1.

1.

1.

of a kitten

vyhrano

z

my

hrdsi',

koxdna

raxi'mkom

5) mif.

4:0',
1.

1.

or

all 0:0',

of the

game

1.

game '"suxd"',

money, not

za jdki hrdsi', to give (to send) one’s
1.

ljubyj', ljuba', koxdnyj',

amur, kupidoir, 6) scos prynddne; a
carivne kosenjatko; 7) sport, nnk', won by four goals
1.);

of zarddy, v imjd; not for

komus', for

smb. zalycjdtysja do kohos\

to

1.

3)ljubdvna intryha\ 4) predmet koxdnnja',

1.

z ljubovi

to

for the

1.

fraz. zvor.: for the

of Mike ni za sco^ ni

smb. peredavdty (jwsyldty) pryvit

do sprdvy,

to play for

1.

hrdty ne na

.

None of the above
three expressions

notions are quite satisfactory for translating any of the

mentioned

at the

beginning of this paper. This can be shown

by determining the scope of the seven above notions by retranslating each of
these terms back into English. A Ukrainian-English dictionary compiled by the

same Podvez’ko who co-edited the English-Ukrainian Dictionary cited above
seems to be adequate for this undertaking. Using this procedure we find that
ljubov

is

translated as “love, affection, fondness, amour,” and “love-affair”

(koxannja).^ Koxannja, like ljubov,

is

also translated as “love, affection,

fondness, amour” and “love-affair.”^ “Amourousness, being in love” and
“infatuation” are the translations given for zakoxanisf
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Ljubovna intryha

is

“a

(secret) love-affair, intrigue,
i.e.,

the object of love,

is

entanglement” and “amour.”^ Predmet koxannja,^

represented by the masculine and feminine forms

and ljuha as well as koxanyj and koxana. (The forms ljuhyj and

ljubyj

Ijiiba

functioning as nouns are translated as “sweetheart” and “love” [ljuba, koxana]',

both masculine and feminine terms have the following meanings in conversational speech: “ducky, honey, dearest, sweet

masculine form koxanyj (and

its

one” and

“my

“beloved, lover” and “sweetheart.”)” Both

The

precious.

feminine counterpart koxana)

is

translated as

amur and kupidon are translated as
amur also

terms signifying the mythological Cupid. In conversational speech

has the figurative meaning of “amour” and “love-affair.”’^ In addition, the

term

is

The

labeled poetic as well as mythological.’^

latter

translation of scos

prynadne is “something attractive; taking, winning; winsome, loveable, allowing” and “inviting,”’"^ and that of nul’ in the sport terminology to which
,

is

it

refers,

“love; goose-egg; blob (u hri kryket); nil (nicoho)', 0:0 {nul-nulY’ or “love

all”.’^

Even

the illustrations are not helpful. In the case of “there

between them”’^ the term “love”

the four illustrations for zakoxanisf
fall in

no love

is

lost

presented with a negative connotation. In

is

,

the phrases “to be in love with” and “to

and out of love with somebody” are useful

in indicating to non-native

speakers that the noun form given by the dictionary

is

not used in everyday

illusory triumph for the non-native

make love to somebody” will be an
speaker when he reads on and translates the

Ukrainian zalycjatysja do kohos’

Zalycjatysja, according to Podvez’ko,

speech.

Even finding

the expression “to

means “to court, to woo, to make love (to), to pay one’s addresses (to), to pay
(to make) court,” and “to pursue with attentions {do zinky), i.e. towards a
woman.’* The expression “my love” again refers to an opening salutation rather
than to a complementary close of a letter or to the affection expressed by a child
to

parents in Valentine greetings.

its

The phrase “a regular love of a kitten” also

does not have a direct relation to any of the connotations of love being sought
in this paper.

And, of course, the tennis phraseology does not deal with the type

of scoring intended by the non-native speaker.
sions, the only useful

Among

one for our purposes seems

to

the additional expres-

be “to give

(to

send) one’s

love to somebody,” but, alas, here again the Ukrainian translation pryvit seems
to

be much more on the formal rather than on the familiar side with

its

meanings

of “regards; welcome, compliments; greetings;” and “love.”’^

But

let

us take a look at the situation with the verbs. Podvez’ko and Balia

offer for the verb “to love”; “1) ljubyty, koxaty, 2)xotity, bazaty'' and also give

the illustration: “I’d

1.

to

go ja b pisov z zadovolennjam."^^

The reverse procedure (followed with the noun entries above) produces the
following connotations. Ljubyty
for,”

and “to

like {podobaty)',"-'

is

presented as “to love, be fond

and koxaty

is

“to love, to be fond of,” as well as “to care for.”--
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of, to

care

translated almost identically as

The

translation of A'6»//7y

is

“to

wish, to want,” and “to desire;”^^ and that of hazafy “to wish, to desire, to want,”
and, in addition, “to be willing” and “to be anxious

is

ing a child’s Valentine message to
is

(to, for,

about).

As was the case with the nouns, the dictionary information about the verbs
not immediately helpful either. The reason why difficulties exist in expressits

parents

is

Any

not a traditional Ukrainian custom.

that the celebration of this

day

search in Ukrainian reference

publications for verbal texts of utterances dealing with this custom, therefore,
will

be

in vain.

The

message of love must be sought
complementary close of a letter.

translation of the token

elsewhere, and the most logical place

is

the

The following are a number of such endings culled from the correspondence of
Lesja Ukrajinka and of Myxajlo Kocjubyns’kyj. In her letters to her mother
Ukrajinka uses: “07u/'u teber^^ (“I kiss/embrace you!” [my translation]);
“CiVu/u tebe micnor~^ (“I embrace you closely!”); “Q7u/u tebe duze inicnor^^
(“I embrace you very much!”); “07u/u tebe duze, duze micnor~^ (“I embrace
you very, very much!”); '"Micno, micno ciluju teber^ (“Closely, tightly I
embrace you”). A closing with some humour added is: '"Ciluju micno tebe i vsix
husivP^ (“I embrace you closely and all the geese!”). In another letter addressed
to her father, Ukrajinka makes a distinction between her immediate family,
possibly close friends, and simple acquaintances when she closes: "Micno
ciluju tebe, mamu i ljudon’kiv. Znakomym pryviC^' (“I closely embrace you,
mother, and close friends

[?].

Greetings to [our] acquaintances”).

Kocjubyn’skyj also provides a variety of letter endings.

when he ends his

love letters to his fiancee and later wife.

"Ciluju tebe palko

i

bez kincja”^^ (“I embrace you very closely and endlessly”);

"Ciluju tebe, moje koxannja, bez likiC^^ (“I kiss you
a married

man he

He is very intimate

A few examples are:

my love countlessly”). As

concludes, "Ciluju vsix, a tebe najbil’

everyone, but you most of

all”).

A

transition

(“I

from the formal

embrace

to the

more

familiar letter ending can be noted in Kocjubyns’kyj ’s correspondence to the

He

ethnographer V. Hnatiuk.

starts

with “Z pravdyvym povazannjam.

(“With true regards...”) or “Z vysokym povazannjam.
gards...”) through "Serdecne obnijmaju

Vas

ta

bazaju

(“I

embrace you heartily and wish you all the best”)

(“I

embrace you

heartily”),

and

finally to

(“With high

us’ oho

to "Ciluju

"Ditocok vasyx

re-

najkrascoho”^^

Vas serdecno"^^

ciluju.

A

najbil'se

i

najmicnise ciluju Vas, dorohyj pane Volodymyre"^'^ (“I embrace your children.

And most

of all and very closely I embrace you, Mr. Volodymyr”).
The above endings provide some choices that can be made in a Valentine

message.

When

the kindergarten situation

is

considered, either "ciluju vas

duze” or "ciluju vas micno” are probably the best ways

to translate the elliptic

English message “love.” Yet another aspect (connected with this message or
token) not readily noticed by non-native speakers of Ukrainian is the grammatical function of the elliptic

people might think of

form “love.”

Is

it

a noun or a verb? Although

this utterance of affection in the
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some

functioning of a noun.

it

seems more

An

likely to stand for a verb in the intended expression “I love you.”

understanding of the functions of verbal utterances by speakers of one’s

native language will therefore play a role in the choice of a corresponding

word

or expression in the target language.

Let us

now

turn to a solution of the second expression.

A study of a text

dealing, at least partially, with the topic of making love should shed

some

light

on the resolution for translating this second expression. The text consists of
passages from the ballad “Kateryna” written by Taras Sevcenko and translated
by John Weir. The Ukrainian words of the original are supplied opposite to their
corresponding translations and the

latter are in

O lovely maidens, fall in love,

bold

print:

(Koxajtesja)

But not with Muscovites,
For Muscovites are foreign

They do not

treat

you

A Muscovite will
And

folk.

right.

love for sport,

(Ijubyf)

laughing go away;

Moscow
And leave the maid a prey
To grief and shame.
He’ll go back to his

land

Young Katerina

did not heed
Her parent’s warning words.
She fell in love with all her heart,

Forgetting

all

{Poljuhyla)

the world.

The orchard was
She went there

their trysting-place;

{Poljuhyla)

in the night

To meet her handsome Muscovite,
And thus she ruined her life.'^'

“My
“My

Ivan dear!” she

cried,

{LJubyJ mi] Ivane)

you have come at last!
Where were you all this while?”"^^
lover,

at

me,

my

closer at

my

face:

“Here, look

Look

darling dove,

I’m Katerina, your true love,

“Oh

—

do not weep.
You do not recognize me, dear?
see

{mij holiihe)

(tvoja ljuba)

wait a moment, darling, wait!

D’you

{Serce moje koxaneje)

I
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{mij holube)

I’ll

be your slave. .Love

I’ll

say no word to you.

.

Make
I

love to

all.

.

whom

you please,

will forget

.1

ever loved you true.

(z

dndioju koxajsja)

.

(z

cilym svitom {koxajsja])

{sco kolys’ koxalas’

.

These passages, even though

their translation is not literal,

do serve as a

textual source of a number of variants for the Ukrainian term(s) for making love

and other utterances of endearment. They certainly are not exhaustive.'^'^ Yet
what they do show (by comparison with the dictionary entries discussed above)
is

the tendency of the Podvez’ko and Balia dictionary to avoid or skirt the notion

of physical love where possible. Yet Podvez’ko and Balia do offer more
information on the subject. This information, however, is not found under the
noun or the verb “love,” but under the separate entries “love making” and
“lover.” And again in both cases the physical aspect

is listed

as the second rather

than the first notion: ""zalycjannja" (“courting”) and only then 'Jizyaia hlyzkisf ”
(“physical closeness”) for “love making,” and, initially, ''koxanyj, koxana”

(“sweetheart” or “darling”) and only then "'koxaned' and '"koxanka" (“para-

mour”) for

“lover.”"^^

This brings us to the third expression which can be also elucidated and
resolved by the use of Ukrainian textual material. In this instance,

expression of approval or potential preference that

English the verb “to like” rather than “to love”
notion.

The speaker seems

translation

from the

omitting the

“it.”

and Ukrainian,

to

common

The

is

is

the

is

normally used to express

have made an attempt

English question,

it

being mistranslated. In

word
“How do you like
at a

for
it

this

word

here?”,

result is the construction, unacceptable in both English

“How do you like/love here?”. Although the dictionary is more

helpful in this case than in the other two above, the contextual illustration of the

verb “to like,” taken from a sample post card, can throw further light on

The second sentence of the greetings
podohajef sja"' (“We like it here very much”)."^^
usage.

reads:

"'Diize

nam

its

tut

Since both “to like” in English and "djuhyty" in Ukrainian are transitive,

might seem that the fault with the cited construction
of the verb. The English solution
the use of “it” as an object

is

is

is

to provide the object “it,” but in

indirect sentence structure). Finally the reason for the

dichotomy

lies in the

in Ukrainian.

Ukrainian

not normal. Instead, a pseudo-reflexive form

used to produce an intransitive verb. In this case it is podobatysja
podobatysja probably

Since

it

the lack of a direct object

is

(in a so-called

misuse of ljuhyty vs

informant’s awareness of the Ijiibytylkoxaty

Ijitbyty is

normally

less intense than koxaty, the

informant could have compared it to the like/love dichotomy and decided to use
the former term analogically in Ukrainian.

The

textual mistranslations of the concept of love into Ukrainian

may

serve as an illustration of the intricacies that have to be mastered in learning
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another language. Not only must the non-native speaker grasp the syntactic
structures,

synonyms, and grammatical functions of various parts of the

language, but he/she must also acquire a

command

of

its

target

styles, idiomatic

expressions, and a feeling for its linguistic changes by being able to distinguish

between archaisms and contemporary expressions and between the latter and
neologisms. Finally, whether you like something or want to become physically
involved or simply wish to send your love to someone in Ukrainian, and express
it

well, will

and

depend on the degree of comprehension and mastery of the cultural

linguistic intricacies of that language.
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GOGOL’S INSPECTOR GENERAL
AS

DUMB SHOW

Ralph Lindheim

With his play The Inspector G^/7e/'<3/ Nikolay Gogol attempted for Russian

comedy what Alexander Pushkin had already accomplished for Russian
tragedy: to turn away from the classical tradition, to modernize and nationalize
a standard dramatic form, and to produce a play more interesting and intriguing
stylistically, structurally, and morally than its predecessors. It was these goals
Gogol not just to borrow Pushkin’s anecdote about being mistaken for
some provincial town, but also to imitate some of the
basic features of Boris Godunov. From Pushkin’s play Gogol borrowed a story
of Romantic breadth, involving characters from various social levels and
that led

a government official in

groups

who

exhibit a spectrum of manners, customs, and ideas; a dramatic

action spontaneously intitiated and naturally developed which does not have to
rely

on anemic lovers

two heroes

in

to crank the stage machinery; a central conflict

which the older authority figure

is

and, last but not least, a riveting conclusion in which the stage

many

characters, all stunned

The power of

and

between

bested by a younger imposter;
is filled

with

silent.

Godunov when

the conclusion of Boris

the populace,

learning of the murder of the dead Tsar’s family, refuses to proclaim the

pretender Dimitry has been keenly
rejected the original,

changes
that

its

felt

and appreciated ever since the censor

more Shakespearian ending

allegiance and howls

its

in

which the crowd easily

support of the usurper. But the

ends The Inspector General, with characters both

silent

dumb scene

and frozen

in

odd,

Most view the dumb scene
way that Vsevolod Meyerhold, the most famous modem Russian theatre

graceless poses, has not yet been fully appreciated.
in the

director,

viewed it, as a brilliant theatrical crystallization and hence recapitulation

more than just
rpynna,
B^pyr nepeMeHHBiiJM nojio^oHbe, ocxaeTcn b OKaMeHeHHH”- “the
whole group, having suddenly shifted position, becomes petrified” 95), he
does not note explicitly, as he has in at least two shorter dumb scenes in the play,

of the play’s main theme of
this

fear.'

But Gogol seems

thematic notion. While pointing out that

all

to suggest

are petrified (“sen

—

—

Act II when the Mayor and Khlestakov first
Hcnyre cMoxpnT HecKOJibKO MHHyx o/imh na /tpyroro,

that the characters are frightened. In

meet, “06a b

BbinynHB xjiasa ”
eyes bulging”

—

(“In fear both look at each other for a

33). In

(“tremble in fear”^

Act

III all

the local officials

—50) when Khlestakov
200

lies

few moments,

their

“xpncyxcn ox expaxa”

about his connections with the

great and near-great in Petersburg. But at the end of the play no one
as paralyzed

by

is

described

fear:

ropo/iHHMHH nocepe/jHHe b en/^e cxojina c pacnpocTepxbiMH pyKaMH
H saKHHyxoK) rojioBOfo. no npaByfo cxopony ero: >KeHa h /loub c
ycxpeMHBiiiHMcn k neiviy ^BH>KeHbeM Bcero xejia; 3a hhmh
nonxMeficxep, npeBpaxHBiuHHcn b BonpocnxejibHbiH 3naK,
obpameHHbiH K 3pHxejinM; 3a hhm /lyKa /lyKHu, noxepnBiuHHcn
caMbiM neBHHHbiM o6pa30M; 3a HHM, y caMoro Kpan cueHbi, xpH /laMbx
XOCXbH, npHCJTOHHBIBHeCH O/JHa K /jpyXOH C CaMbIM CaXHpHUeCKHM

Bbipa>KeHbeM jiHua, oxHocnmuMcn npnMO k ceMeficxBy xopo/iHHHeXO. no JieByiO cxopony XOpO/IHHMerO: SeMJlHHHKa, HaKJlOHHBIlJHH
roJTOBy HecKOJibKO nadoK, KaK dy/^xo k neMy-xo npHCJiyiuHBaFomHHCH;

pacxonbipeHHbiMH pyKaMH, npnceBuiHH nouxH /jo
XydaMH KaK dbl xoxejl nOCBHCXaXbHJlH
npoH3Hecxb: «Box xede, dadyiuKa, h POpbeB /jeHb!» 3a hhm KopodKHH,
OdpaXHBUlHHCH K 3pHXeJlHM C npHmypOHHblM XJia30M H e/IKHM
HaMeKOM Ha ropo/jHHHexo; 3a hhm, y caMoro Kpan cuenbx
BodUHHCKHH H /JodUHHCKHH C yCXpCMH BIBHMHCH /JBH^eHbHMH pyK
/ipyr K /ipyry, pa3HnyxbiMH pxaMH h BbinyneHHbiMH /ipyr na apyra
xjTa3aMH. npoHHe xocxh ocxawxcH npocxo cxoxidaMH (95)
3a

HHM

cy/^bH, c

36MJ1H H C/jeJiaBlIJHH /IBH^GHbe

(The mayor stands

,

in the center like a post,

with arms spread out and head

On his right are his wife and daughter, each straining toward him
with her whole body. Behind them is the Postmaster, who has turned himself
thrown back.

into a question

mark addressed

Behind him

to the audience.

is

Luka Lukich,

naively bewildered. Behind him, by the very edge of the stage, are three lady
guests, leaning towards each other with the most sarcastic expressions
faces,

meant

for

the

Mayor’s family.

Zemlyanika, with his head somewhat
something. Behind him

and with his
are.

lips

is

To

on their

Mayor

the left of the

is

tilted as

though he were listening for

the Judge, with his

arms spread wide, squatting,

puckered as

if

he wanted to whistle, or to say, “There you

Grandma, back where you

Behind him

started from!”

is

Korobkin,

turned to the audience with one eye narrowed and with a sarcastic insinuation

about the Mayor. Behind him,

and Bobchinsky,
goggling

at

their

at the

very side of the stage, are Dobchinsky

hands reaching out

to

one another,

their

mouths agape,

many

each other. The other guests remain standing, like so

posts.)

The reactions of only
Both the Mayor and

a

few characters may be

his wife

interpretecJ as

seem stunned by

prompted by

fear.

the sudden turn of events and

perhaps they are frightened by the thought of swift retribution. Bobchinsky and

Dobchinsky may also be scared at this moment by the

all

too real possibility of

being targeted as the scapegoats for the costly mistakes
Director of Charities, on the other hand,
to hear

something

that

may

is

prove useful to his career
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made by

frozen in a pose in which he
in the future,

all.

is

The

trying

while the

other characters from town,

who have

little

an inspector from the capital, are caught

in

or no reason to fear the arrival of

poses that either express glee

at the

discomfort of their more powerful friends and neighbours or express nothing
special at all

so

—they “ocxaioTc^t npocTO cTOJiSaMH” (“remain
— Because Gogol has seen not
here any

standing, like

many posts”

thematic issue,

95).

it

to isolate

fit

would be wise

to

single

avoid reducing and simplifying the message

of the concluding tableau and to seek out and explore other bonds between the

dumb
It

scene and the play as a whole.

might be easiest

to start with

what the dumb scene does not do:

not sustain and fortify the believable surface of the play.

The Inspector General,

to

quote only the

One

of a long line of critics,

last

it

does

of the glories of
is

that

it

“seems generated by a sense of life rather than mental abstraction.”^ More oldfashioned critics speak unabashedly of the play’s realism, of the logical and
natural development of the action, and of the plausibility of each critical

moment

of the story. The opening announcement of the impending arrival of

an important functionary, incognito,

is

paralleled by the closing

announcement

of his actual arrival. The mistake that elevates the petty civil servant Khlestakov
into a starring role

supremely undeserved

is

made quite naturally by a group of

panic-stricken bureaucrats hysterically attempting to cover up their Watergate

of sins without “stonewalling.” Khlestakov’s acceptance of the false role held
out to him and his fantastic lies about his personal and public lives in Petersburg
are

grounded on his narcissism,

his

boundless ambition, and his inebriated

condition following the splendid banquet at the hospital. Khlestakov’s sudden
is more than adequately anticipated. In the opening
monologue of Act II, before Khlestakov even appears, his servant Osip tells of

departure from town

the Petersburg trick of slipping out the

back entrance while your cab driver

And the discovery of Khlestakov s real identity
upon the local postmaster, who reads much of the mail passing through

waits for his money at the front.

hinges

his office

impressive

and holds back
or, in the

all

’

letters

whose

style or content

present situation, dangerous.

And

he considers

the illusion of realism

generated by a unified dramatic action with well motivated peripeties

is

who represent a broad
Russia, who speak good, racy

reinforced by a cast of individualized characters

spectrum of social

life in

nineteenth century

Russian, and who seem even more lifelike because they are all rather ridiculous.

But the conclusion of The Inspector General in which
stage are transformed into clumsy, inelegant
series of strange happenings,

unexpected

that are far from natural, explicable,

bits

all

mannequins

is

the characters

on

but the last of a

of inept action, and wierd events

and believable. In Act I the Mayor for little

or no reason places a hat box on his head instead of the hat that completes his

uniform. At the end of Act

II the rotund Bobchinsky finds that for no reason at
which he had been eavesdropping to the conversation
between the Mayor and Khlestakov, flies open suddenly and he stumbles and

all

the door, behind
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tumbles into the room, injuring his sensitive
ends his

brilliant fantasia

about

life in

he, according to the stage direction,

Call hut tumbles onto the floor.

.

little

nose. In Act

III

Khlestakov

Petersburg by slipping off his chair and

“yyrb-t/yrb He lUJienaeTCH Ha

—

One

50).

noji.

.''

could, of course, attempt to

which the Mayor describes as
“HOKasHCTa Ha bh;], a cjioHa noeajiHT c Hor” (“not much to look at, but it’ll
knock an elephant off its feet” 38). But the near fall at the very end of the lying

moment by

explain this

the local madeira,

—

scene

is

much

too delayed a reaction to the liquor and should be seen as yet

another unexpected and astonishing

beginning of Act IV

all

moment of inordinate

clumsiness. At the

the local bureaucrats try to squeeze through a small door

same time, and in the final act Dobchinsky and Bobchinsky rush forward
hand of the Mayor’s wife only to crack heads. All these moments of
action, and others which are not farcical, together with the final tableau
at the

to kiss the

puncture and progressively demolish the realistic facade of the

play."^

These sudden unanticipated veerings from the expected, the normal, and
of its verbal humour.
in their irrelevance,

of the issues

example,

with information passed on despite a lack of bearing on any

hand, on any of the topics or personalities discussed. For

at

at the

in the dialogue of Gogol’s play and account for much
Many of the speeches are crammed with details amusing

met

the logical are also

of the

arrival,

he

tries

the

Mayor

reads the letter

but fails to censor certain parts

both the section which advises him to take certain precautions

letter:

because he

when

very beginning of the play

warning him of the inspector’s

is

unable to

“nponycKaTb Toro, hto

go of what swims into

his hands...”

—

12)

njibiBex b pyKH... ” (“to

let

and the section which contains

(“. ..cecrpa Anna KHpMJiOBHa npHexajia k HaM c cbohm
M y^eM; HnaH Khphjiobhh ouenb noTOJiCTOJi h Bce Hrpaex Ha

domestic news

CKpHHKe

—“...my

sister,

Anna

Kirilovna, has

husband; Ivan Kirilovich has gotten very

fat

and

come

still

to visit us with her

plays the violin.

.”
.

—

12),

of interest to none of the Mayor’s listeners but read to them nonetheless.

Bobchinsky and Dobchinsky, when they

first

appear, threaten to submerge the

important information they have to convey in a sea of irrelevant details, and

many

of the play’s long monologues follow

details, then the

suit. If

not studded with irrelevant

speeches often feature redundancies, as in Zemlyanika’s

“. .h napouHO
nocMoxpHxe na /texeti: hm o/iho h3 hhx ho noxo»ce na /IoShmhckofo,
HO Bce, fla^e /teBOHKa MajieHbKan, KaK BbiJiHXbiH cy/tbn” (“...and make

denunciation of the Judge’s liason with Dobchinsky’s wife,

.

a point of looking at the children: not one of them resembles Dobchinsky, but
all

of them, even the

are other

odd

bits

little girl,

are the very

image of the Judge”

—

64).

Or there

of information, which need not be mentioned and yet are.

mohh /iom nepBbift b flexepbypxe. Tax
H H3BecxeH: /toM MBana AiieKcan/tpoBHua” (“Mine is the foremost

Khlestakov, for example, boasts, “Y
y->K

house in Petersburg.

It’s

even well known: as Ivan Aleksandrovich’s house”
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49).

But most important are the logical absurdities which are liberally sprinkled

throughout the dialogue, absolute nonsense which is not seen for what it is, total
drivel, but is

the

spoken and received as appropriate, explanatory, relevant, and

Three examples,

significant.

Mayor and

all

of them well known, should suffice. In Act

I

the Judge discuss the latter’s law clerk:

KOHeuno, qejioBeK cee/iymHH, ho ot
6bi
oh ceHuac Bbimeji h 3
BHHOKypeHHoro 3aBO/ia, - 3 to Tox<e nexopomo. H xoaeji /laBHO o6
3TOM CKa3aTb BaM, HO 6bIJI, He nOMHFO, HeM-TO pa3BJieueH. ECTb npOTHB
3Toro cpencTBa, ecjm y>Ke 3T0 /jeHCTBHxejTbHO, Kax oh roBopHT, y
Hero npnpo/iHbiH 3anax: mo>kho eviy nocoBeroBaTb ecxb Jiyx, hjih
qecHOK, HJiH qxo-HHhyzjb /ipyroe. B sxom cjiyuae Mox<ex noMoub
pa3HbIMH Me/lHKaMeHXaMH XpHCXHaH HBaHOBHH.(14)
TaK)Ke 3ace/iaTejib

TaKOH

H ero

earn,

oh,

xaK

sanax,

6y,aTO

(There’s also your clerk. .he, of course,
.

as if he
to tell

had just walked out of a distillery

you about

is

that too is not so good.

I

wanted

long time ago, but was preoccupied by something

this a

don’t recall what. There are remedies,

I

natural smell;

well versed, but he always smells

—and

if that is really,

as he claims, his

you might advise him to eat onions, or garlic, or something else.

In this case Christian Ivanovich [the local doctor] can help with various

medications.

But the Judge

rejects this advice, saying, “Hex,

oh roBopHX, hto

Bbirnaxb:

Hero OTflaex HeMHoro bo/jkok)” (“No,
[the odour]:

he says that

in his

3xoro y>Ke HeB03M0>KH0
c xex nop ox

MaMKa ero yiiJHbJia, h

b /texcxBe

it’s

no longer possible

to get rid

of it

childhood his nurse bruised him, and since then

he has smelled slightly of vodka”

—

14).

Later in the fourth act a marvelous

exchange occurs when Khlestakov asksZemlyanika,“CKa^HTe,no^ajiyHcxa.

MHe KaxcexcH, kuk 6y/txo 6bi Bnepa Bbi 6biJiH hcmho^ko HH:*;e pocxoM,
He npaB^a jih?” (“Tell me, please, it seems as if you were a bit shorter
yesterday? Isn’t that so?”), to which the Director of Charities replies without

“Onenb Mo»:eT 6bixb”

—

63). The last
when the Mayor defends himself
against the accusation of the Corporal’ s widow by insisting, “y Hxep-o(|)HLi,epiija
Hajirajia bum, 6y/txo 6bi n ee Bbicex; ona Bpex, eH-6ory Bpex. Ona caMa
ce6n BbiceKJia” (“The Corporal’s widow lied to you if she claimed I flogged

blinking,

(“That’s very possible”

example comes from the same fourth

her.

She

is

lying, really

and

truly lying.

act

She flogged herself’

—

77).

Gogol’s characters not only spout arrant nonsense, but they also defend
the

all

too few times their nonsense happens to be mildly challenged.

Khlestakov ’s claim to the authorship of a popular novel

name of the real
^a,

3TO

is

countered with the

author, the pretender responds smoothly and effortlessly,

npaB/ia:

3xo

tohho 3arocKHHa;
204

a

ecxb

it

When

/jpyroH

“Ax

lOpHH

MHJTocjiaBCKHH, xaK TOT

Mofi” (“Oh yes, that’s

true: that’s actually

Zagoskin’s; but there’s another Yury Miloslavsky, and that one’s mine’’

when

—

49).

Mayor’s wife so embroiders Khlestakov’s proposal for her
daughter’s hand in marriage that she has to be reminded by her daughter of the
final object of the young man s affections, the mother makes a minor correction
Later

the

’

and concession which

and

in

no way disabuses herself about the

suitor’s intentions

feelings:

Ahha AHaPEEBHA.,.,Bce qpesBbmaHHO xopomo roBopnjT; roBopHT: «B,
Anna An/jpeeBna, h3 o/]Horo tojibko yBa>KeHHn k BauiHM

/lOCTOHHCTBaM ...» H TaKOH npeKpaCHblH, BOCnHXaHHblH UeJlOBeK,
caMbix biiaropoaHeHiiiHX npaBHJi. «MHe, BepuTe jih, Anna An/ipeeBna,
MHe >KH3Hb - KonefiKa; n TOJTbKO noTOMy. mto yBa>xaK) Baum pe/iKue
KaqecTBa».

MAPbU AhTOHOBHA. Ax, MaMHHbKa!

oh MH6 roBopHJi

Be/Jb 3T0

Tbi HHuero He 3Haeujb h He b CBoe /lejio ne
Anna An/ipeeBHa, H3yMjmK)Cb....» B TaxHX JiecTHbix

Ahha Ahzipeebha. nepecxaHb,
Memaficn! «B,

paccbinajicn cjioBax. ,.H Koraa n xoxejia CKa3aTb: «Mbi HHKaK ne

CMeeM Haaenxbcn na TaxyK) necTb», oh B/ipyr ynaji na kojiohh h
TaKHM caMbiM Sjiaropo/iHeHUJHM obpaaoM: «AHHa An/ipeeBna, ne
caejraHTe Menn HecnacTHeHumM! corjiacHTecb oTBenaTb mohm
qyBCTBaM, ne to n CMepxbFO OKonny x<H3Hb cbok)».
MAPbH AhTOHOBHA
Ahha Ah/]peebha.

ripaBO,
/)a,

MaMHHbKa, OH 060 MHe 3 TO rOBOpHJl

KoneHHO. h 06 xebe bburo, n HHuero 3xoro ne

OTBepraio. (87)

(Anna Andreyevna... Everything was
Andreyevna,

extraordinarily well put. “I,

Anna

am doing this only out of respect for your personal merits.” And

such a splendid, well-bred person, of the noblest principles. “For me, would

you believe

it,

only because

I

Anna Andreyevna,

life is

without value; but

I

am

doing

this

respect your rare qualities.”

Marya Antonovna.

Ah,

Mamma dear, why

he said that to me.

Ann A Andreyevna. Stop that, you know nothing, and don’t interfere in what
is none of your affair!
“I,
Anna Andreyevna, am astonished...” He
showered such flattering words on me. .And when I wanted to say, “We dare
.

not hope for such an honour,” he suddenly

fell

on

his knees

and said

in the

me the most miserable
of men! Consent to return my feelings, or else I will with death terminate my
most noble manner: “Anna Andreyevna, Don’t make
life!”

Marya Antonovna.

Really,

Mamma dear,
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he was saying that about me.

Anna Andreyevna.
deny

There

is

Yes, of course... It was also about you,

I

don’t

that at all.)

little

monologue or

sensible

The Inspector

true dialogue in

General because the characters cannot control

their tongues,

cannot order their

thoughts and feelings, and cannot concern themselves with others. They are too

absorbed

in themselves, their positions, their concerns, their desires

Even minor

and

fears.

characters, such as the locksmith’s wife, fail to establish real

contact with others. She

too engrossed in her

is

own

injuries

and can only

unleash an unending barrage of invective against her persecutor, the Mayor,

and

all his

innocent relatives:

Mhjiocth npomy: ua ropo/jHHuero uejioM dbFo! noiajiu eny 6or BcnKoe
uto6 hh /jeTHM ero, hh eMy, MomeuHHKy, hh an/jbnM. hh xeTKaM
ero, HH B ueM HHKaKoro npudbiTKy He 6buio!
3JIO,

no6eH 6or ero h na tom h na 3tom CBere! UTodbi eMy, ecjiH h TexKa
OTeq ecjm :«hb y Hero, to hto6 h
OH, KanajibH, OKOJieji hjih nonepxnyjicH HaBeKH, MoiaeHHHK TaKOH.
MTod Been poane tbooh He /lOBejiocb BH/^eTb CBexa 6o>Kbero, a ecjiH
ecTb Tema, to hto6 h Teme...(71-2)
.

ecTb, TO H TeTKe BcnKan naKOCTb, h

...

(I

ask for mercy

!

I

am petitioning against the Mayor! May God send him every

kind of evil, so that neither his children nor he himself, the swindler, nor his
uncles and aunts ever profit in anything!

.

.

.May God

strike

him down

in the

next world and in

aunt, then for the aunt all kinds of nastiness,
he, the beast, croak or

But even before
realistic illusion,

.

.

this,

if his

light,

and

if

and

if

he’s got an

father be living,

choke forever and ever, swindler

your kin never see the divine
your mother-in-law

and

that

he

is..

you’ve a mother-in-law,

.

may

.May

all

may even

.

their graceless acts

and absurd words begin

to shred the

grave doubts about the characters are raised by their names,

names listed in the dramatis personae. Some of the minor figures have the
names of eighteenth-century comic characters, but here Gogol plays
with rather than imitates the tradition by selecting names that are physically

the

telltale

concrete rather than morally abstract.

Two of the town’s policemen are called

Mr. Eartwister and Mr. Snoutgrabber, while the others are Mr. Whistler and Mr.

names
was well aware of how
significant names were for the creation of believable characters.'’ In a number
of foreign novels as well as in Eugene Onegin he encountered names that subtly
commented on rather than blatantly exposed characters, names that suggested
Button.

The major

which suggest

that

characters, interestingly enough, have complete

Gogol, once again

like Pushkin,
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socio-economic and cultural features of the age

and the environment

undermined

in

identity.

realistically suggestive. In

much about the characters and fail

The name of Khlestakov,
ear

—

at least, for the

to affirm

for example, conjures

that asserted rather than

indeed, of his very existence:

typical,

unconventional ways they

what

is

expected of them.

up for the sensitive Russian

—

Nabokov a series of associations that
gamut of the hero’s activities and aspirations,

ear of Vladimir

illuminate too fully the limited

lightness

which the characters lived

But Gogol’s names prove more eccentric than

more embarrassing than
say too

in

which they developed, names

“it

conveys

to the

Russian reader an effect of

and rashness, a prattling tongue, the swish of a slim walking cane, the

slapping sound of playing cards, the braggadocio of a nincompoop, and the

dashing ways of a lady-killer (minus the capacity for completing
other action).’’^

The names of

hero’s, short-circuit in their
individuality,

this or

any

the provincials, while not as resonant as the

own

fashion whatever pretensions to dignity,

and humanity these figures might

affect.

Petr Ivanovich

Bobchinsky and Petr Ivanovich Dobchinsky establish the basic paradigm for
the others,

who proceed to present paired variations on the theme of similarity

The Judge Ammos Fedorovich and the Director of
Artemy Filippovich share an odd combination of unusual, though not
impossible, Christian name and more conventional patronymic, while the
instead of singularity.

Charities

Mayor and the Superintendant of Schools both double their fathers’ names, the
latter Luka Lukich. The names not
only point to the similarity of the characters but also comment on the dimness
of their parents, who could do no better for their offspring than pass along the
name of the child’s father or select pretty much at random one of the saints
celebrated on the infant’s day of birth or of christening. The last names too have

former being Anton Antonovich and the

their roles to play in the

names

shredding that begins before the curtain

is lifted.

Many

them of humanity by associating them with the
strangest objects, things that have little or no life. Zemlyanika means “wild
strawberry” and Khlopov, the inappropriate name of the henpecked
Superintendant of Schools, is derived from the Russian interjection for the
sound “bang!”. The Judge’s last name, Lyapkin-Tyapkin, is related to an

have

last

that drain

meaning “slapdash” or “slipshod”, and the Mayor’s
name, Skvoznik-Dmukhanovsky, stems from two words, a noun meaning
“draft” and a verb “to blow”. These last two double-barrelled names, by the
way, might suggest pedigree and nobility many aristocrats had long, compound
adverbial expression

—

surnames with each component designating a distinguished branch of the
family

tree.

But the dignity and nobility of Gogol’s characters are flouted and

not celebrated by their family names: by the funny sound of the Judge’s

and by the semantic redundancy

in the

name

two elements of the Mayor’s name, two

in meaning to warrant doubling.
The barely camouflaged message of the names becomes more

elements too similar
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explicit as

the characters display their uniformity

and conformity. Though the major

—

female figures are superficially differentiated

the

mother being old and

shrewish and perhaps slightly frustrated, socially and sexually, and the daughter

being young and sentimental

—

in

no way are they

really different.

Both are

obsessed with the same things, mainly, fashions, both are bored to the point of
quarreling endlessly over

trifles,

and both come

away from being

they are one consonant

Bobchinsky knows of the hole
But

all

think,

what

in the right

identical.

more than just similar;
They are so close that

hand pocket of Dobchinsky ’s

coat.

the local officials are essentially interchangeable; they eat, dress, talk,

and act alike. Whereas Khlestakov

is

a

man always stimulated, no matter

his circumstances, to the heights of fantasy, to self-assertive lying

dreams of glory, for the others the

them

themselves the true

to think

love of the imposter. Dobchinsky and Bobchinsky are

in

the opposite

direction.

and

threat of losing their mealticket propels

of magnifying and elevating

Instead

themselves, they seek the safety of the pack. Huddled together constantly, they
insist that all

must

act

and pull together,

that they are all in the

one family.^ They lean on one another, constantly look

at

and advice, imitate one another. All mistake Khlestakov ’s
to bribe

him

in

Act IV, and

all

same

boat, all

one another for help
identity, all attempt

read his letter in the final act and try to censor

the material devoted to them, despite the fact that their friends

demand nothing

be cut and despite the fact that what they consider objectionable material
absolutely irrelevant and in no

way

bureaucrats are joined by other townspeople

Mayor and

his wife

formulas, which
feelings of the

some

on

is

applicable to them. Also in the final act the

who

troop in to congratulate the

their future son-in-law with the usual ritualistic

qualify with malicious mutterings reflecting the true

community. In addition to similar responses, words, and actions

same values, as each desires and pursues the most trivial
money, possessions, status, privilege and expends
a not inconsiderable amount of energy to secure a future in no substantial way
different from the past. Of importance in this regard are the dreams of the Mayor
and his wife about the new life in Petersburg guaranteed them by their son-inthe characters share the

and conventional of ends

—

—

law’s high position and powerful friends.

On

his

imagined future the Mayor

reflects:

Beab noueMy xoueTcn 6bixb renepajioM? noTOMy uto, cjiyuHTcn,
noeaemb Ky/ja-HuSyab— (pejibaterepn h aatfoxanTbi nocKauyx
Bes/ie Bnepea: iiomaaen! h xaM na cxanuunx nuKOMy hh aa/tyx, Bce
KannxaHbx xopoziHHqHe. a xbi
ce6e H B yc He /lyemb; obeaaeiab x/je-HHbyab y rybepnaxopa, a xaM:
cxoH, ropo/jHHMHH! Xe, xe, xe! (sajiMBaercfi h noMupaer co CMexy),
/Iox<H/iaexcn: Bce 3xh xHxyjinpnbie,

BOX Mxo, KanajibcxBO, saMaHUMBo! 82
(
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)

(You know why I want to be a general? Because, if it happens that you travel
somewhere, aides and state couriers will gallop everywhere ahead, demanding
horses for you. And then at the post station no one will get horses; all the
others, the officials, captains,

ordinary
to

chuckle hut soon splits his sides with laughter), that’s what’s attractive,

damn

He

and mayors, will have to wait for everything,

And when you

dine at some governor’s, then an
mayor will just have to stand and wait his turn. Xe, xe, xe {He begins

but you don’t give a damn.

it!)

yearns for more power and more of the fringe benefits of power, not for the

opportunity to display his talents but for the perks of the

new

office,

many

of

which he already enjoys but more of which he desires. And his wife dreams of
elegant surroundings, refined deportment, and fine fashions, even though, as

Gogol

indicates in his opening notes

clotheshorse

who changes

on the characters, she

is

already a

her dress four times in the course of the few hours

the action takes. All the others, too, see the future as a continuation of the past

and hope

to secure the

Mayor’s continued patronage by offering him what they

have always offered, bribes

in the

form of hunting dogs, hypocritical

flattery,

and obsequious requests for aid and protection.

Whereas Khlestakov can dream of all

that

he

is

not, can

dream of being

great poet, a statesman, a field marshall, the imagination of the others
fettered,

a
is

and they can dream only of saying and doing what has already been

said and done.

The repetitious sameness, their dull, provincial consistency,

poverty of their consciousness

Gogol reveals progressively
General. But

at the

—

all

the

these are at the heart of the wasteland that

in the course of the five acts of

The Inspector

very end the isolated glimpses into the characters and their

world are supplemented by a collective image

in

which stands

fully revealed

their true essence.

to

So far the one fear that has linked all the characters and has driven them
mask and disguise themselves is the fear of exposure. In the attempt to

conceal themselves, as in everything else they undertake, they fail, as Khlestakov

“HanpoxHB, n
cxapajocb Bcer^a
npocKOJibSHyTb HeaaivieTHo. Ho HHKaK Hejib35i CKpbiTbC5i. HHKaK Hejib35i!”
(“On the contrary, I actually try always to slip by unnoticed. But in no way can
you hide yourself, in no way can it be done!” 48). In fact, because of their
unwittingly predicts in the third act:

—

encounter with Khlestakov the others inadvertently reveal themselves to be the
opposite of what they claim; to be dishonest instead of honest, stupid instead

of clever, incompetent instead of efficient, reactionary rather than liberal,
spiteful rather than charitable,

camp followers instead of trendsetters. But what

they truly fear revealing and yet again
their general

wardness, and their moral freakishness.
that

fail in

concealing

is

what accounts for

incompetence, their physical ungainliness, their verbal awk-

Gogol draws out

at the

It is

the other implication of petrification

close of the play
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—

the transformation of living

matter into stone.

What the characters are unable to hide in the last scene is their

inertness, their rigidity, their lack of a vital ability to change, adapt, grow,

and

progress. That they remain motionless and that the slow curtain, which

is

on a frozen stage strongly suggest that
whatever energy and vitality they possessed has been squandered on delusions.

delayed for a minute and a

half, falls

Now, finally, all humanity and life have been snuffed. The process of petrification
is

complete.

The only one missing is Khlestakov, who is as dumb as the others but in
They are conformists; he is a non-conformist. They are sober

different ways.

and serious while he

They

is

drunk, carefree, reckless, lighthearted, and lightheaded.

are petrified, but he, as

evaporate

at the

Nabokov

points out,

is

“volatile”

and seems

to

end of Act IV. ^ To this protean figure of limited charm who can

assume so many shapes, there is no real substance, no firm skeleton or structure.

He

is

totally

concerned with appearances, with the impression he makes on

others, with the poses

he has no mind

he projects.

to control

it.

He is

And though he possesses some

are all consistent in their inconsistency

and evanescence. He can sustain no one

thread of thought or talk for any length of time and can’t even,
first

imagination

scatterbrained, so scatterbrained that his lies

we

learn

upon

encountering him, whistle one tune for more than a few seconds before

beginning a

new one which,

in its turn, yields to

something nebulous and

So perhaps, after all, Khlestakov is present at the very end of the play,
memorialized in the empty air that swirls about the petrified remains.
The final scene of The Inspector General is the play s coda and does more,

formless.*^

’

therefore, than Just recapitulate any

one issue or concern. Familiar chords are

sounded but in such a way as to offer a new perspective on the thematic material
and a concluding insight into the characters and the world created by Gogol.

And

the oppressive duration of the concluding

moment must

surely stimulate

some uncomfortable musings about a dumb scene expanded into a dumb show
empty of humanity, purpose, and value, about a stage filled with disembodied
spirits and prehistoric fossils whose grotesque nature stands out all the more
clearly against a recognizable but superficial

and realism. Finally, the delay

background of logic, probability,

in the curtain’s fall

must also

act in Pirandellian

fashion to question the distinction between stage and hall, between players and
viewers, and to remind us in yet another

longer laughing,

way

that

we

are

still

looking,

if

no

at ourselves.

NOTES
1

.

Milton Ehre, “Introduction,” The Theater ofNikolay Gogol: Plays and
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Selected Writings, ed. Milton Ehre (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1980), p. XXV.

N. V. Gogol, Polnoye sohraniye sochineuiy (Leningrad: Akademiya

2.

Nauk SSSR,

1951), IV, p. 95. All subsequent quotations from the play and

page references are from

this edition.

The

3.

Ehre, p. xxi.

4.

For a similar view of the play’s surface realism and

see Yu.

its

undermining,

Mann, Komediya Gogolya Revizor" (Moscow: Khudozhestvennaya

literatura, 1966), pp.
5.

all

translations are mine.

78-97.

The Rise of the Novel (London: Chatto & Windus, 1957),
“the problem of individual identity is closely related to the

Ian Watt,

p. 18, writes that

epistemological status of proper names; for, in the words of Hobbes, ‘Proper

names bring to mind one thing only; universals recall any one of many Proper
names have exactly the same function in social life: they are the verbal
’

.

expression of the particular identity of each individual person. In literature,

however,
6.

this

function of proper names was first fully established in the novel.”

Vladimir Nabokov, Nikolai Gogol (Norfolk:

New

Directions, 1944),

p. 55.
7.

in

One

of the glories of the famous Meyerhold production was the

which the director crammed

all

the actors on a

The provincials were always so crowded
had

to

that for

number of small

one

move the whole group

be disentangled.

8.

Nabokov,

9.
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THE CENTRAL EMBLEM IN
DEAD SOULS
H. E.

Bowman

Lurching through GogoV s Dead Souls (Part I) there rides a central emblem

meaning of the novel and yet so unobtrusive that
fail to examine it with the attention it deserves.
A moving emblem, a flashing cameo: the equipage and its members.
Larger than a cameo, really. For in this picture are represented all the basic
realities and relationships of early nineteenth-century rural Russia. Here,
indeed, in the elements and relationships within the small universe of this
moving carriage and its riders and horses are all the primary constituents of the
feudal world of Gogol’s Russia. The relation between master and man; the
graphically encompassing the

even the thoughtful reader may

relation of man to animal;

even the local world of material things, represented

by the carriage. And the crucial implication is clear: none of these parts is
attractive, none of the relationships is positive. Through all these elements, as
if it

were the novel’s main

hostility.

electricity, runs a spirit

of lovelessness, distrust,

The good reader could know the most important features of the world

of this novel without even reading everything in the book,

if he

only scrutinized

enough the tiny circle of this brichka and its occupants.
That would be nothing if this were only one hariii and one pair of servants
and one brichka-and-troyka. But in the context of Dead Souls these entities and
relationships must be taken for a far larger meaning. Gogol’s book is, in fact,
almost tiresome in its insistence that it is about Russia until the reader comes
to suspect that the words Russia and Russian must surely appear at least a
hundred times in the text. On first glance a most curious repetition in
closely

—

a Russian novel.’

Taking Dead Souls to be, as

(Who

it is,

an indictment of the entire Russian world

Dead Souls? Everybody.) the reader is left to wonder where a
more pessimistic, more repellent caricature of a whole society was ever
presented in a novel. The hostility that marks all the relationships within Dead
Souls is it not pouring out of the author himself? The reader who has come
are the

—

to be well acquainted with this novel,

perhaps after several or numerous close

readings, will hardly be able to respond, as he
to the quirky

see

is

may well have responded at first,
pages, because now all he can

humour enlivening many of these

varying shades of black. This larger character of the

total

particular relevance, since in studying the parts of this central

should of course keep an awareness of the
darkness.
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total

context and

its

work

is

of

emblem one
all-pervasive

And now
coach and
If

we

at

the elements of this central figure of

turn first to the brichka itself, a notable fact

are told very
is

look briefly

to

riders.

little

about

it.

Of its

physical character

we

becomes apparent: we
are told, in sum, that

it

“not large” {nehoV shaya). Only toward the end of the novel (in the final

Chapter
that

1

1) are

we

told that

he lowers the curtains.-

Chapter

1 1 )

Chichikov pulls a leather cover over himself and

And

Selifan, to his sorrow, will

that the front part of the carriage

complain (also

in

needs fixing. But perhaps the most

come from those two “Russian”
who question how long a trip the carriage is good

revealing judgement of the vehicle will

peasants of the
for

chapter,

first

and then immediately decide

that

that

wouldn’t make

it

it

to

Kazan. Just what

means, of course, we can never know, because we never know exactly

where we

are. But the assessment is eloquent enough: the brichka is given a
low grade by the knowing peasants. Against such judgement, the
description of the arriving carriage as “rather handsome” {dovoV no krasivaya)

fairly

carries

little

“average”
If

force; the description

—

neither

handsome nor

may

well be simply an alternate phrase for

ugly.

any part of the book’s central emblem can be taken to represent the

material Russian world,

it is

the brichka; a horse-drawn carriage, an

example

of those multitudinous essential vehicles of travel and transport in this rural

Russian world

—an average example,

like everything else. Is there

good said about this brichka? No, the few

scattered hints

anything

we have are all mainly

unfavourable.

What of the horses—another major element of this rural Russian economy
what of

their treatment;

Of the
and

what of the relation between man and animal?

horses themselves

we

are told very

little;

one of the three has a name: “Assessor”

that

really only their colours;

—but not

Chichikov would never countenance a horse with a

title.

the Russian asessor;

But again we get the

even from meagre details.^ Somewhat as with the two servants, the
come most to life when they are being attacked. The scene following the

picture,

horses

Manilov’s, of the tipsy Selifan whipping up and threatening the horse
on his right (Is this simply because it is on the right and thereby the easiest target
visit to

for the driver’s whip?)

Chichikov ’s
Selifan

is

and then overturning the carriage and calling down

in this little scene of several

pages does

it

not appear as

passing on to the horse the upbraiding he gets from his master?

whole basic
If

—

if

It is

of hostility passing through master, man, and animal that binds the

this ring

Gogol

ire

is

trinity

of this rural world into the unbeautiful central picture that

single-mindedly busily painting.

one looks next

at the relationship

between master and servants, outside

of the few incidents of angry confrontation, a most revealing fact stands out: the
silence.

The absence of communication. The remoteness of Chichikov on

Georgian rug and leather cushion. Here,
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his

in perfect miniature, is the central

human relationship of this feudal society. The dumb people. And indeed the
dumb barin, at least while he is with his serfs. When Chichikov does speak to
his servants, he speaks mostly threats and complaints. We know
certainly the
contemporary Russian reader knew enough. Although the silences are
deafening and the exchanges few, we can guess quite accurately how Chichikov

—

—

and

his servants relate to

each other: the safest relationship

is

a wordless

coexistence, interrupted in the occasional crisis by threats of violence, sometimes

extreme:

give you such a beating you won’t recognize your

“I’ll

own

face” (Chapter 11).

One can wonder

that

Gogol did not do more with

master and servant, a topic that would seem rich
possibilities.

Was

between

comic

the subject risky?

In this connection there

is

a curious revealing statement offered by

indirection. In the first pages of Chapter
inn,

the relation

in illustrative or

1

,

as

Chichikov

is

getting settled at the

he asks the inn-servant a most unusual question: whether the present owner

of the inn

Chapter

1

is

a “scoundrel” (podlets

1] to

Chichikov).

—

To which

real shyster {hol’shoy moshennik).''

should make the reader think.

Is this

the

word Gogol

will finally apply [in

the servant answers,

Perhaps

this brief

“Oh, yes

sir,

he’s a

but curious exchange

a comment that Selifan or Petrushka might

be capable of making about their master, in his absence? Moshennik: does that
apply to Chichikov? Perfectly.

Of Chichikov

himself, the chief traveller,

we

finally learn so

much

that

it

becomes difficult to envisage all of him within the narrow confines of his
moving conveyance. Nor is our image of him clarified by his facelessness, or
by his author’s insistence on attributing to him everything that is middle and
average. And not just average, but typical. So typical, indeed, that the reader is
encouraged to picture the whole Russian world awash in Chichikovs. (Even
Chichikov ’s name can be read as a mockery of Russian sounds, or names. And
of course Pavel Ivanovich is only a breath away from Ivan Ivanovich.) If at the
end of the book one reflects on what Chichikov is, the prospect of a whole
society populated by his like is totally devastating. And yet every Russian
reader

is

invited to ask himself, “Isn’t there something of Chichikov in

me?” (Chapter

Well, there

11)

it

rides, this circular medallion, rolling

the first sentence to the last sentence,

through the book, from

and then on out and beyond the book.
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finally charging into a

Has

this central

more exalted country

emblem become

the

—

into a vision of Russia herself.

emblem of Russia?

Yes.
Alas.

NOTES
1

.

One

translator of

the very beginning

Dead Souls

into English, apparently nonplussed at

by the oddity of “two Russian peasants”

(the

two who

first

give Chichikov’s brichka a critical scrutiny), thougthfully edits Gogol by
correcting the phrase to read “two peasants.”
2.

Gogol’s

own

own drawing for the
shows no hood or windows or curtains.
place where the mood of the horses is particularly

miniature of the brichka in his

frontispiece of his first edition
3.

At

the

touched upon

one rare

(at the

beginning of Chapter

from the village of Nozdrev),

their

mood
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is

5,

following the hard drive away

bad.

INTENTIONAL AND EMERGENT
STRUCTURES IN DEAD SOULS
(Chichikov: A Case for the Defense)
Kathryn Feuer

Quis rides? Mutato nomine, de

te

fabula narratur...

Horace, Sermones
(At

whom

are

you laughing? With a change of name,

I,

1

,

69-70

the story being told

is

about you.)

Horace, Satires,

Out of reality

I,

1 ,

69-70

are our tales of imagination fashioned.

Hans Christian Andersen'
.

.

.all this is

Russia: the prisoners on the tracks.

the Stolypin partition, the

convoy going off

.

.,

the girl

on the other side of

to sleep, pears falling out of

pockets, buried bombs, and a horse climbing to the second floor.

Alexander Solzhenitsyn, Gulag Archipelago

II.

The mind is its own place, and in itself
Can make a Heav’n of Hell, a Hell of Heav’n.
John Milton, Paradise Lost, Book

To what depths can man fall...! How he can
man can become anything.

1, 11.

254-55.

alter!... There is truth in

everything and

Nikolay Gogol,
Yes,

man

is

a pliable animal... who has

Dead Souls,

grown accustomed

1842.

to everything!

Fedor Dostoevsky, Notes from the Dead House, 1860-2.

I.

Chapter

1

of Dead Souls is a miracle of miniaturization.

of the novel’s themes and techniques and also portends

its

It

introduces

many

essential principles

of construction.
In the first sentence, the chaise
is

“fairly smart”

which arrives

and again: most often with references
thin,” but also attached to the inn

Eventually

all

in the provincial

and “medium-sized.”- This “middling”
to

Chichikov, “neither too

and the local

town of N.

detail will recur again

officials

fat

nor too

and landowners.

these middling people and places add up to our image of Russian

provincial mediocrity. Within a decade of Gogol’s death, in 1859, Aleksey

Pisemsky,

in

A Thousand Souls, would pay tribute to Gogol’s great novel in his
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title

and also

name of his

in the

petty village villain, Mediokritsky.

the first paragraph of Chapter

Still in

we

1

most

find one of Gogol’s

characteristic techniques, the personification of objects

—

the wheel

which

(or

who) might get to Moscow but not so far as Kazan. Subsequently we shall meet
more and more instances of another favourite antinomous technique, the
objectification of persons. Before this occurs in the novel, however, the reader

encounters in the

first

paragraph several other telling Gogolian methods.

Apartness from Russia:^ the two peasants
as “Russian”; can
local farmers

one imagine a novel

would be singled out

“Russian” designation
or space was, as

is

as

who discuss the wheel

set in

are designated

Kansas or Saskatchewan

in

which

American or Canadian? Although

the

a Gogolian absurdity, the stance of distance in time

Gogol once noted,

essential to him.

One

is

reminded

that in

Taras Bui’ ha he constantly called Ukrainians Russians, and reminded also of

who

the great writer

liked to see himself as Gogol’s descendant, Vladimir

Nabokov, who wrote of Russians as aliens and, having proudly declared his
American citizenship, wrote of America as an alien country."^ Immediately after
the “Russian peasants,” the waiter wearing a “bronze pin of Tula design in the

shape of a pistol”

strolls past,

and out of the novel. His existence, though

and foreshadows the non-existent characters who will soon
even at the end, with Kifa Mokiyevich
creep in, flood, and overwhelm its cast
and his son Moky Kifovich, “these two denizens”, as Gogol said, “who towards
fleeting, is real

—

poem peeped

the end of our

out unexpectedly.

.

.”

(Chap. 11).

In the next paragraph Gogol’s “close-in” though unspecified use of point-

of-view appears with the servant whose features
distinguish”

method

in

—

a technique

War and

it

was “impossible

which Tolstoy would elaborate

into

Peace. There follows a double-depersonification: like

people, cockroaches “peer out,” but they in turn are “like dried prunes.”

comes Gogol’s famed realism
details piled

up

to

dominant

in order to

—

the description of the dirty,

rub the griminess

in.

Then

grimy inn with

The famous

principle

enunciated for philosophers by William of Occam, “Entia non sunt multiplicanda
praeter necessitatem,”

was reversed by Gogol five centuries later. In his writing
beyond belief, and one can only wonder,

the irrelevant entities are multiplied

with Nabokov,

how any

reader could have mistaken these verbal binges for

“realism.”^ Finally, in this second paragraph appears our

depersonification: the drink vendor who

might have fancied

that... two

sits

samovars were standing

of
—example
“from
one
full

first

next to a samovar

in the

afar

window.”

Chichikov has himself not yet been introduced, but his narcissistic
feminine quality

is

suggested by his effeminate “white leather trunk”

middling again: once elegant,

now

shabby. The novel’s two living serfs then

appear, Petrushka and Selifan. Petrushka’s body-odour is his chief characteristic,
thus leading into

more debased realism on

the foulness of the inn

and

its

occupants. Then a note of feminine menace, the portrait on the wall of “a nymph
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with breasts so enormous that the reader has probably never seen the like.”

With this phrase Gogol introduces the second of his
takes over during travel,
narrator

who

is

yet to appear, but here

who

Still

can blow

’

s

pages of Chapter

usually

a hint of the self-conscious

refers, usually with trepidation, to “the reader”

preoccupation with the author
in the early

is

So far

three narrators.

there has been only the descriptive narrator; the lyric narrator,

and whose

fear of readers will become obsessive: especially

7.®

unnamed, Chichikov himself is introduced through his nose, which he
in a particularly

immediately

impressive manner.

acquisitive selfishness

is

it

down, but rips

precious box. With the box, moreover,

Nemesis, Korobochka, the

he visits

a rogue (Chap.

1) the

1

would be taken

then arrives at the inn and

Soon Chichikov’s

marked: seeing a theatrical ad for a dismal, middling

production, he doesn’t note

local officials

He

calling himself a “landed proprietor.”

lies,

in

by

is

“little

is

it

from the wall and

introduced by

stores

it

in his

metonymy his ultimate

box” who exposes him. His

flattery

of the

so transparent that although Gogol will freely call

reader begins to
his lies.

His

warm to him, because only

toilette in

him

vain idiots

preparation for the Governor’s

evening party takes two hours, mostly before the mirror. (There

is

throughout

where the narcissistic female and the theatening female are
absent, the males, such as Chichikov, Plyushkin, Nozdrev and even Manilov
the suggestion that

take on these characteristics.)

The town officials encountered by the hero are mostly plump or stout: thin
men, we learn from Gogol (himself thin), fare ill in this world; even if they
inherit

from stout ancestors, they soon dissipate the family fortune. The

notables include the Postmaster, introduced with a Gogolian pseudo-logic,

born often of conjunctions, as “a squat but
are

[Italics

added] witty man.” Also met

Manilov and Sobakevich (who begins the acquaintance prophetically by

treading on Chichikov’s foot). Interestingly

it

is

only these two

married, and only these two will stand by Chichikov

at the

who

are

end. Chichikov

keeps his eye on his purpose, and only after enquiring the number of serfs and
condition of each landowner’s estate does he bother to ask
the third

him

his

name.

On

day Chichikov meets Nozdrev and on the evening of the next day

encounters the glorious shabbiness of the provinces

when

the President of the

And finally, the fourth night
ends with a reprise of the first day s threatening woman motif. Says Sobakevich
Court receives him

in his

“greasy dressing gown.”
’

“‘My

to his wife, in bed:

—

collegiate councillor

little

dove... I

met Pavel Pavlovich Chichikov, a
Whereupon his spouse replied

a most charming man!’

‘H’ml’ and gave him a push with her foot.”
Ultimately,

we

learn at the

end of Chapter

1

that

much

flattering opinion

of Chichikov will go through a passage, a “sea-change,” “throwing the entire

town

into a state of consternation.”

In Chapter

1

are also limned the ideas
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I

wish

to present. First,

Chichikov

does win some sympathy from the reader. With most other
Victor Erlich seems to
futile acquisitive

me excessive

view

in his

that

critics

on

his side,

Chichikov’s “sinister and

frenzy” is “ghastly,” dominated by, as he quotes Boris Bugaev

(whose pseudonym was Andrey Bely),
personality...’ For this unheroic hero

decay and corruption

in

“‘

is

.

.

.not a lack of

morals but a lack of

truly evil,... is a chief agent of

Dead Souls. No

moral

however strenuous, could
Once again... Gogol stumbles upon an

ever obliterate his moral stench....

ablutions,

important and influential notion:... ‘the banality of evil.’”^ Chichikov does

embody

indeed

the ugly

component of the mostly admirable bourgeois; he
no one, kills no one, doesn’t, though he

trades in dead serfs. Yet he tortures
strives for the best deal possible,

even cheat anyone. (The bourgeoisie are

unattractive to romantics, yet they have provided more economic, political, and

personal freedom than anyone else.)
In the opening chapter appear

many

of the novel’s significant structures.

awesome sense in which it is used
nowadays in discussions whose results often recall Horace’s “disiecta membra
poetae." By significant structure I mean a skeleton which gives unity, meaning,
harmony, and beauty to the work of art, a scheme of construction which may
I

do not speak here of “structure”

or

may

Souls,

in the

not have been conscious or intentional on the part of
I

suggest, has several such significant structures.

its

creator.

Those

to

Dead

be briefly

discussed here are the picaresque; the use of three narrative voices; death as a
recurring and ordering theme;

Divine

Comedy

women as instruments of (usually evil) Fate; the

Chichikov as victimizer and victim, pursuer and

structure;

pursued, as subject and object. Finally there

is

an extended discussion of Dead

Souls as a novel of childhood nightmare, developed through a comparison with

Carlo Collodi’s Pinocchio.

II.

Reuben, Reuben, I’ve been thinking.

What

a great world this

If the

men were

all

would

be,

transported,

Far beyond the Northern Sea.
Rachel, Rachel, I’ve been thinking.

Men would
If at

have a merry time.

once they were transported.

Far beyond the salty brine.

It is

not miracles that dispose realists to belief. The genuine

realist, if

he

is

an

unbeliever, will always find strength and ability to disbelieve in the miraculous.
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and

if

he

is

confronted with a miracle as an irrefutable fact he would rather

own

disbelieve his

senses than admit the fact.
F.

And

then he wept a

little

and

M. Dostoevsky, The Brothers Karamazov

fell to

talking of

magic and macaroni.^
Prince de Ligne

One

finds

many

to

Dead Souls. First is what most
Some purists tend to over-restrict that term; I refer here

significant structures in

readers call picaresque.

an adventure novel, whose episodes are linked by a rogue hero. Simon

Karlinsky says forthrightly “picaresque.”'^ Vsevold Setchkarev does not use the

term

itself

since the

but refers to

Don

Don

not a rogue,

is

novel... a recasting and

Quixote (whose qualification as “picaresque,”
is itself

disputed), and speaks of “an adventure

combining of the narrative

styles of Fielding, Sterne

and Lesage...”'° Erlich says “quasi-picaresque,”" Nabokov “pseudopicaresque.”'^ Donald Fanger points out the importance Gogol attached to his
denomination of the novel as a “Poema,” by which he meant a “lesser epic”.

Fanger too sees a kinship

to

Don

Vasily Gippius’s discussion

Quixote.
is

valuable in

essay, especially his emphasis that

Dead Souls

than events.

Yet may

.

experience events: he

is

this acute

many ways not relevant to this
“is a

novel of characters rather

observation not go too far? Chichikov does

endangered physically by Nozdrev, and potentially

(hunger, cold, imprisonment, loving death embraces) by his other hosts and
hostesses.

He

is

spiritually

and almost mortally endangered by the nearUnsavoury as he is, the

collision with the carriage of the Governor’s daughter.

rumours and accusations which fulminate around Chichikov are
he must

flee, if

not for his

life,

unjust.

Thus

These are events, plot

for his freedom.

happenings, sufficient to the novel’s length. Picaresque,

in the

expanded sense

most used now, seems satisfactory.
Chichikov is a rogue, as Gogol called him in Chapter 1 1 It may be argued
that even while being shocked at his deeds one should find in the picaro some
engaging or likeable characteristic. (Perhaps in writing of a rogue with no
.

redeeming quality Gogol faced a problem similar to Dostoevsky’s
the portrayal of a perfectly
in

Dead Souls more

his time

good man who is not comic.

repellent than Chichikov.

He

is,

‘

‘’)

Still,

is

ready to pay a “fair

price” for his dead merchandise and does pay what he promised.

as property,

He does

not,

romanticized as a heroic rebel by many, crave ownership

of living slaves for sexual exploitation. In a society where

owned

The Idiot,

moreover, unusually for

and place, neither a drunkard nor a gambler; he

like Balzac’s Vautrin,

in

there are rogues

human

beings are

Chichikov seeks only paper property, dead souls, though

he almost certainly plans to buy living serfs
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in future, if his

venture succeeds.

The second most evident significant structure

is

that of the three narrators:

who rhapsodizes about the joys of travel and the glory of Russia;
“realistic” one who portrays Russia and mankind always in debasement,

the lyric one
the

dirt,

bad smells, cracks

in the walls,

and cockroaches crawling out of those

cracks; the third, personal, apprehensive narrator.

comment. He

the

is

attacks, sceptical

no defense

is

Gogol with

whom

The

third

needs only brief

are acquainted, fearful of readers’

all

even of adulatory praise, constantly defending himself where

needed and thus constantly rendering himself vulnerable. This

note of fear of the reader’s criticism

not unique to Gogol.

is

It

can be found in

the preface to Childhood, Tolstoy’s first published work, and in the preface to

The Brothers Karamazov,XdosiOQys\.y' s,\2iS,ino\Q\. Unique to Gogol, however,
is

the intensity

and omnipresence of

symphonically effective. There

is

throughout his writings. The

this fear

interplay of these three narrative voices

in

Dead

Souls

is

powerfully,

a close connection here with Gogol’s terror

of the “all-seeing eye” which the reader meets near the end of

Vengeance,” of which Leon Stilman has eloquently

“A

Terrible

written.'^

Setchkarev puts well another of the significant structures; “the adventure

who was
was eventually to reach the stature
of a purified hero.”'^ Gogol’s well-known hope to convert Dead Souls into a
Russian Divine Comedy at first seems ludicrous: where is Vergil, where Paolo
and Francesca? Then one realizes that Gogol has in very fact depicted an
inferno, partly of the provincial Russia he barely knew, mostly of the human
condition. I cannot agree with Erlich’s high estimation of Wolfgang Kayser’s
study of the grotesque as providing key insights to Gogol. Kayser’s analyses
of the St. Petersburg stories seem only to point out the obvious, or to be fitted
novel... was to

end up

in the style

of Dante. Chichikov, the hero

originally planned as a negative character.

.

.

or rejected according to the critic’s rather narrow, prescriptive recipe
the definition of the picaresque has been overly narrowed).

powerfully, however, of the world of

where everything, including the hero,

.

.

.the

world which

is

Dead

is

(much

Souls, the world of mediocrity

a middling hell:

depicted in the novel

is

decadent and rotten. The parties

given by society resemble macabre Dances of Death

full

of distorted

movements, and when we accompany

the hero to the lonely estates,

—

make

a kind of

Hades

or so the narrator wants to

characters are, of course, no longer

we enter

us believe.... These

demonic creatures whose presence

spells

death; nor does the supernatural intercede as in the St. Petersburg stories.

individual characters of the
alienation,

as

Kayser writes

book belong

to the chorus of shades in

which persists even where the

caricatural

and

satiric

The

whom the

elements are

in the ascendant, is crystalized.'^

An

Inferno indeed.

There exist the will

to life

and the yearning for death, for oblivion,
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Thanatos, not-to-be. Smokers, compulsive athletes or dare-devils, over-eaters,

may hasten their
who do not perceive that they are reenforcing

drinkers, drug addicts are endlessly told that their behaviour

death, by well-meaning counselors

such behaviour, since the wish for death

is its

aim. Death provides a significant

thematic structure fox Dead Souls, starting with the

importance Gogol attached to that

Mad Korobochka

is

a

word of its title and the

first

title.

widow, mad Nozdrev and mad Plyushkin

are

widowers. Chichikov speaks to Manilov of “such peasants as are not alive
forms...” (Chap.
folk,” inciting

2).

Korobochka

whatever” (Chap.
hanged; he

is

has never traded in “dead

insists that she

dust.
Take any useless,
them they are of no use

Chichikov to shout that they are “mere

cast-off... rag... it will
3).

have a

in

speaking and in accordance with the legal

reality but only alive relatively

price... but as for

.

.

.

Nozdrev keeps repeating how he’d love to have Chichikov
him without fee his dead souls, so long as

quite willing to give

Chichikov also buys his horses, dogs, hurdy-gurdy, or gambles with him

any

in

game in which Nozdrev can cheat. With Sobakevich, Chichikov carefully calls
the souls not “dead” but “non-existent.” “You are in need of dead souls?”
Sobakevich calmly responds (Chap. 5). Subsequently Sobakevich demands an
outrageous price for his deceased

serfs; the living ones,

not men.” Chichikov counters: “But

still

they do exist.

a dream.” In Chapter 6, Plyushkin’s household

he declares, “are

Your other folk

crushed by the death of his

is

wife, then the death, to him, of his children, while Chichikov
the extraordinary

Once

number of his

—humane

is

entranced by

starved-to-death serfs.

again, and strangely, Chichikov emerges

with Gogol

flies

are but

—

relatively, as

and empathetic. His desire for

profit

it

must be

and progeny

(Chap. 11) are, in this death-loving company, an affirmation of the life force.
The reader has been early prepared to be glad of his ultimate escape.
The next structure to be noted is that of “The Monstrous Regiment of

Women,” as John Knox called us in his famous, sixteenth century pamphlet. It
begins early, when Chichikov sees at the inn the portrait of the enormous
female.

It

continues with Manilov ’s poisonously saccharine wife (Chap.

2),

with the dreadful Korobochka (Chap. 3 ) on whose estate a sow gobbles up a live

chicken “without noticing” and

—

in

whose atmosphere

a

Prometheus becomes

even than a grain of sand.” In Nozdrev ’s section (Chap. 4) we
have references to his brother-in-law, Mizhuyev, “the fair one,” ambiguous in
a “mere fly

less

Reavey’s translation

—probably

a deliberate pun

returned from the fair (in Gogol, “yarmarka”) and

—

is

since

Mizhuyev has

just

also fair-haired (in Gogol,

“belokuryy.” Needless to say, “fair” in the sense of “just” or “impartial” does
not enter in here.). Because of his devoted wife,

who

awaits him, Mizhuyev

abandons Chichikov to Nozdrev ’s mercy. Like Manilov, although not so much,

Nozdrev also does a

On

lot

of kissing and embracing.

the road, in Chapter 5, Chichikov has his near-collision with the
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Governor’s daughter.

He is attracted by her whiteness, expecially her alabaster-

like face, as transparent as a

her,” he

muses

newly-laid egg: “there

lovingly, “nothing of

what makes

is

nothing feminine about

all

women

so repulsive.”

Although the road represents freedom, and carriages on the road make freedom
possible, curiously,

women in carriages bring about Chichikov’s downfall: the

Governor’s daughter; vengeful Korobochka
Chapter

agreeable in

who

“agreeable lady”

9, the

in

her watermelon coach; and

in

hastens in her carriage to “the lady

respects” to begin the ruinous gossip.

all

comes to the
Greek
heroine, Bobelina, one of whose legs seemed to be larger than the whole body
of the sort of dandy that crowds our drawing-rooms nowadays” (Chap. 5 ). Mrs.
Sobakevich is not a bad match for Bobelina. In Chapter 6, Plyushkin’s, comes
the most complex and subtle treatment of the female theme. In a characteristic
After his encounter with the Governor

estate of Sobakevich,

linguistic

then as

Gogolian

“it.”

on whose walls

feat,

Chichikov

is

first

’

s

daughter, Chichikov

a prominent portrait of “the

sees Plyushkin as “she,” then as “he,”

Plyushkin had had a genuinely good wife,

who

died young, after

which he alienated his children and turned from a model proprietor and decent,
well-ordered man into a monstrous miser. Even a truly good

woman betrays her

husband; she ups and dies on him.
In each succeeding chapter

women, although none

is

recognizable as

we must take
meaning to noun usage in genderized languages. Yet
it may be worth noting that Gogol chose as a major image the feminine noun
troyka. It is Chichikov’s means of transportation, and he, smelly Petrushka, and
lazy Selifan constitute a Russian troyka of their own. (In its tripleness the noun
can also suggest androgyny.) Later Gogol makes it the triumphant symbol of
another feminine noun, all-conquering Rossiya. Eemales are the bearers of
human, play

crucial roles.

As

readers of ungenderized English,

care in ascribing sexual

What a wonderful
true women,
leaving men free to

males; the troyka the bearer of the glorious Rossiya in birth.

world

it

would

be,

Gogol often implies,

if

the

women were

producing strong sons and gazing into their mirrors,
be real men.

The women and

their

menacing power introduce

my

sixth significant

Chichikov as pursuer (through Chapter 6) and then as pursued,
prefigured by Nozdrev in Chapter 4. The chapter arrangement has the uneasy
structure,

symmetry of

the

Tower of

Pisa.

Chapter

1

is

followed by five chapters of

Chichikov as would-be victimizer. Chapter 7 portrays him at the height of his
gleeful triumph, potentially enriched and contemplating a dowry, even though
it

must be accompanied by a

bride.

The next four chapters (8-11)

reveal

Chichikov as victim of incredible gossip (the more incredible, the more

The meanness of
him and done by him is finally
encapsulated. He has committed no actual crime yet must make a fearful
believed), persecuted, and perhaps about to be prosecuted.
his childhood

and youth

—meanness

to
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—

escape,

whose ignominy only

Finally

I

the lyric narrator can elevate.

propose that Dead Souls

fears, so consistent as to constitute a

elucidate this view by

Pinocchio

I

shall try to

means of an extended comparison with Carlo Collodi’s

a novel for children

to readers of

a novel of children’s nightmares and

is

seventh emergent structure.

which

much to adults, especially

offers

Dead Soids.-^

III.

In

Dreams Begin

Responsibilities.

Delmore Schwartz
Yet, wholly familiar as he

monstrous
that

—

the children he [Sam, their father]

is... to

not the singular monster that he

any grown-up

is to

you

if you

weigh

to us, but the ordinary

is

thirty or forty

is

monster

pounds and have your

eyes two feet from the floor.

Randall

Jarrell,

“Introduction” to Christina Stead,

The

He shook himself,
the difference

Man Who Loved Children

as if to cast off a nightmare; yet that

between dream and

him

reality, told

it

power, which knows

was

all true.

Isaac Bashevis Singer, “Yentl the Yeshiva

did not invent these nightmares.

I

They weighed heavily on

N. V. Gogol,

Pinocchio
the hero

is

about

my

The

soul.

Dead Souls,

a fine example of the neo- or pseudo-picaresque.

simple, grotesque, and fated.

is

in a letter

Boy”

1843.

The birth of

carpenter. Master Cherry, finds a

piece of wood that laughs and cries; he gives it to his friend, carpenter Geppetto,

who uses it to create a wonderful puppet; the puppet becomes Geppetto’s child,
is a rogue; what is new
here is that he is a child-rogxxQ. He is endowed with a Conscience (“the talking
a very naughty one.^- Like Chichikov and any picaro, he

Cricket”)

whom

he resolutely ignores. In Chapter 5 the Gogolian food motif

appears; hungry Pinocchio finds an egg and lovingly prepares to

himself an omelet, but when the eggshell

which thanks Pinocchio for
an old man

its

is

liberation

cracked,

and

flies

its

He

for

away. Pinocchio begs from

who promises him bread and instead pours cold water over him. To

recover he sleeps with his feet on a brazier, and his

away.

make

contents turn into a bird,

is

feet,

rescued by all-forgiving Geppetto (Chap.
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6).

being wooden, burn

Geppetto gives Pinocchio his own hard-earned breakfast of three pears,
which Pinocchio demands to have peeled. Geppetto makes Pinocchio new feet;
he creates a wardrobe for him of flowered paper, and sells his only coat to buy
him a spelling book. Pinocchio experiences brief gratitude, but it is soon
diverted; he sells the spelling
is

book

to

buy a

puppet show. There he

ticket to a

“recognized” (a mystic Gogolian touch) by the other puppets. Then he

is

almost burnt to death by the evil puppet-master (a terrifying Gogolian touch)

moment, saves

and, spared at the last

The puppet-master
to

Geppetto, but Pinocchio

convince him that

the life of his puppet friend. Harlequin.

(Fire-Eater) repents and gives

if

is

him

five gold pieces to take

Fox and

instead lured by the

he buries and waters a gold piece,

it

will

the Cat; they

blossom

into

He discovers too late, in a scene reminiscent of Gogol’s “St. John’s
Eve,” that he has been cheated, then falls among assassins who try to burn and
rob him. He is rescued by a “beautiful Child with blue hair,” a Eairy with a
magical falcon at her command, who calls in three doctors, a Crow, an Owl,
thousands.

and a talking Cricket. As sybaritic as Chichikov, Pinocchio takes the sugar
offered

him

for comfort but not his bitter medicine, until he sees the grave-

diggers arrive.

As calculating as Chichikov, he

that he has lost his four

lies to the

good

Eairy, saying

remaining gold pieces, and his nose grows longer.

On

way home to Geppetto he again meets the Cat and the Eox, who again delude
him that he can make his money grow in “the Eield of Miracles,” and who now

his

steal

it all.

Thus, the
suggest,

first

eighteen chapters of the novel’s thirty-six. There are,

many Gogolian elements.

I

Pinocchio’s fantastic creation from a piece

of wood that laughs and cries recalls the “fated” naming of Akaky Akakiyevich

Bashmachkin in “The Overcoat,” and his equally wooden, non-human existence.

Gogol has provided no character as loving and good as Geppetto, but “Papa
Geppetto” is at the same time a God-figure who with his art has given Pinocchio
life

and who sustains

that life with generous, loving self-sacrifice.

Again there

God who lours over Gogol’s works
is neither generous nor loving; indeed the closest He comes to Godliness is a
bare approximation in “The Terrible Vengeance,” when He grants the

can be no precise Gogol comparison. The

punishment of Petro which Ivan demands, but shudders and condemns Ivan
sit

for eternity watching

it.

Yet the Godly presence

picaresque novels, a genre from which

Equally strange to

Dead Souls

as

it is

condemns Pinocchio

it

is

It

Chichikov

Book

in

Pinocchio’s

the

Owl

endowment
when he appears as one

Pinocchio’s

are merciful, the Cricket

as “a confirmed rogue... a ragamuffin, a do-nothing, a

seems

blackguard.”

Crow and

to

there in both these

usually absent.

we know

with a Conscience: stern, though benign. In Chapter 16,
of the three doctors, while the

is

likely that

Gogol too planned to bestow a conscience on

II.

first

nightmare, the egg for the omelet which turns into a bird
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and

flies

away,

recalls the recurrent failed

His pretty

stories.

suit,

and thwarted dreams

in the

Dikanka

so easily dissolved in the rain, recalls the great Gogolian

theme of disrobement-razoblacheniye. The malicious old man who dumps cold
water on hungry Pinocchio
attendant

who

Fire-Eater, the

is

a spitting Plyushkin, or the sadistic

wicked puppet-maker who bums up

—and who can show
kindness —
Sobakevich. The

his puppets to heat

capricious and therefore terrifying

dinner

is

madhouse
The

regularity pours ice water over poor Poprishchin’s head.

a

beautiful Child with blue hair

is

up his

moments of
as abstract a

female figure as the Governor’s alabaster-skinned, egg-faced daughter. The

Fox and Cat recall Chichikov more than they do Nozdrev, Korobochka,
officials, who are less calculating, more spontaneously and
unpredictably wicked. A more natural comparison can be made between

crafty

and the town

Pinocchio and Chichikov since both are wicked, completely self-seeking,
utterly narcissistic, yet not Evil with a Capital E. Neither
to hurt

anyone

else. Incipient

chooses deliberately

psychopaths, they only want what they want, not

designedly cruel, just careless of the consequences to others.
In Chapter 17 of Pinocchio, near

mid-point,

its

feature appears. Evident, quite literally,
yes, the

Gogolian nose, begins to grow.

by now

tired

I

its

most evident Gogolian

when Pinocchio

shall not

theme of Gogolian nosology; any reader of

read the works and discovered

it

all

tells

a

lie,

his nose,

expand on the fascinating but
this

essay will have

for him-, her-, (or, to be Gogolian,

it-) self.

From Rostand’s Cyrano through Jimmy “Schnozzola” Durante the nose has
been a powerful male symbol. What Gogol and later Collodi added was its
specific attribution as a sign of guilt.^"* Is it phallic guilt made visible? Yes,
sometimes. But also the other guilts: morbid depressions show in the circles
under the eyes, secret gluttony on the waistline,

etc., etc.

Much more remains in Pinocchio to remind one of Dead Souls.
19 Pinocchio discovers (from a parrot) that the Cat and the

him; the judge to

summons “two

whom

In

Chapter

Fox have cheated

he complains “was a big ape of the gorilla

tribe.’’

He

mastiffs dressed as gendarmes... ‘That poor devil,’ rules the

magistrate, ‘has been robbed of four gold pieces; take

him up and put him

immediately into prison.’” After four months the other prisoners are released,

when he protests to the jailor that he is
The pseudo-logical irony here would have warmed Gogol’s

but innocent Pinocchio gets out only
“also a criminal.”
heart, as

would Collodi’s chapter introduction: “Pinocchio is robbed of
as punishment he is sent to prison...” [Italics added].

his

money and

Pinocchio’s further adventures are Chichikovian: a horrible Serpent;
capture in a trap; enslavement by a peasant; mourning for the death of the Child

with the blue hair; an effort to help Geppetto; a reunion with the Fairy; more
evil

companions; a

terrible

Dogfish; arrest; the threat of being fried like a fish;

a wonderful breakfast celebrating his escape; again an evil companion,

Candlewick, with

whom he goes to the “Land of Cocagne, or Boobies,” where
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months he

—

donkey ears, tail, braying. Later he is sold to
lamed and sold for his skin to make a drum, then
thrown into the sea where he is swallowed, a Jonah, by the terrible Dogfish.
Collodi’s introduction to Chapter 35 reminds one, though in child’s language,
of Gogol’s direct discourse with his readers: “Pinocchio finds in the body of the
after five

turns into a

a circus as a dancing donkey,

Dogfish.

.

.

whom does he find? Read this chapter and you will know.” He finds
whom he heroically rescues. This time he remains good and

of course Geppetto,

generous to others, though he must
finally his

a

dream

boy” (Chap.

is

still

endure the donkey’s ears and

realized; he “at last ceases to be a puppet

tail.

But

and becomes

36).

Pinocchio ’s great desire, ultimately

How much

nastoyashchiy chelovek.
Poprishchin and

fulfilled, is to

this

seems

to

become

a real boy,

resemble the dreams of

Akaky Akakiyevich. Yet Gogol was of course both more

profound and ambiguous than Collodi and he was writing for grown-ups.

same

Piskarev, for example, finds reality “sickening.” All the

human being

was,

I

think,

to

become a real

Gogol’s dream for Chichikov; he had to postpone

to the never-written sequel, to the

it

ever-dream of tomorrow, with the results

we know.
Further, Pinocchio and

world masterpiece, share a

Dead Souls, one a children’s classic the other a
common wellspring, the fears, the unexpressed

nightmares of childhood. I’ve set these out in the case of Pinocchio because

many

readers will

know

that

significant inner structure of

Ukrainian stories and

St.

work only from

Dead

Souls

the nightmares of children
it

doesn’t matter,

it

elaboration. Gogol’s

Petersburg stories suggest that he had had every bad

dream ever experienced by anyone. Dead Souls
that

the Disney film, but this

may need

who are constantly

was only a dream.

is

more

(not)

specific in

its terrors,

“comforted” by being told

Specifically,

I

would suggest that the

horrors and disasters faced by Chichikov, like those encountered by Pinocchio,
are the nightmares of childhood, for

whom the rogue-hero (thus designated by

both writers) is aparticularily appropriate bearer-victim. Manilov would at first

seem the least fearful. But his sugary sweetness recalls the doting relative
whose cooing and kissing all children instinctively reject. There is always the
fear, often confirmed by reality, that the grown-ups who hug and gush are those
who may turn on you in unprovoked fury. The threat of Manilov is compounded
by his equally saccharine wife; together they represent one of Gogol s menacing
to the young “ideal” marriages. One need think only of the mother and the witch
in “Hansel and Gretel” or the grandmother-wolf in “Little Red Riding Hood.”
(Not to mention Djuna Barnes and the NightM’ood version.)
In the next chapter Korobochka is called a “witch” and a “crone.” With her
the sexual threat is more evident, for it is in her chapter that we have the detailed
description of Chichikov ’s safe “wife,” his own little box. (This box has been
’

too

much

held against Chichikov.

He

is
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a travelling entrepreneur, and surely

everyone should have some private place,

Korobochka’s

estate

is

nourishing role in saying

more intimate

offers the
profit,

if

only a

little

box.) Everything on

shabby, decaying, smelly. She denies her basic female
it’s

too late to give Chichikov anything to eat, but

service of a foot-rub.

Next morning, anticipating

she does feed him. Again, one of the anxious, uneasy experiences of

woman who

childhood, the

Nozdrev,

in

Chapter 4,

who demands your

alternately starves
is

even more

and caresses you.

He is the schoolyard bully
who cloaks his madness in

terrifying.

lunch money, the teacher

bewilderingly irrefutable linguistic double-talk: “Here

is

the boundary-line of

my estate. Everything on this side of it is mine, and everything on that side too”
(Chap,

4).

He tries to tempt and threaten Chichikov

and the Fox lured Pinocchio. He

into outrageous wagers, as

domain even
most tenuous security is absent. And as we learn later, in Chapter 10,
although everyone in town knows him to be a pathological liar, it is his absurd
the Cat

is

clinically insane; in his

the

testimony against Chichikov which
believed.

He

is

and solemnly

officially requested

“proves” him a forger because his banknotes are genuine.

Chichikov, neither attractive nor admirable, and in his thoughts despicable and
ugly, has in fact

harmed no one so

far,

and thus emerges as Nozdrev ’s victim,

a representation of the naughty child’s fear of the evil child.

Sobakevich and his wife embody the basic childhood fear of superior,

overwhelming

force,

which one cannot placate by human speech. His

double animal image, the dog (sobaka) and the bear (he

and

all in his

is

Mikhail,

i.e.,

is

a

Misha,

house was “the very image of a bear”). Sobakevich ’s arms are as

thick as thighs, his thighs like tree trunks. Moreover, he

praising the local officials, then comparing

Magog (more Gogolian

doubling).

them to

the

is

untrustworthy,

pagan gods, Gog and

Once again Chichikov,

a

schemer

like

Pinocchio, passes from would-be victimizer into sympathy-inducing victim of
potential brute, uncontrollable irrationality.

These are children’s
is

fears, but

Gogol’s genius

the essential, hunger the unconquerable.

It is

left

the worst

till last.

Plyushkin (Chap. 6)

Food

who has the

most dead souls for sale because he has mortally starved so many and who, with
his disgusting, grudgingly offered,

mouldy cake, could

again an unattractive yet terrified victim with

starve Chichikov,

whom everyone who remembers

childhood anxieties can identify. Seemingly Gogol has exhausted his catalogue

when Chichikov first sees Plyushkin he takes
woman. Much has been written, appropriately, of Gogol’s fear of
female sexuality. But the important woman in childhood, and for some men all
of frightening females, but no:

him

for a

their lives,

is

the mother.

Gogol s mother seems to have been loving and nurturing in the basic ways;
as a boy he was indulged, and plied with fine Ukrainian food. Unfortunately she
seems also to have been somewhat simple-minded. The love-hate relationship
appears in Gogol s letters to her, a mishmash of condescension, pious adulation.
’

’
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peremptory demands, and intense irritation.
stories

where, as Karlinsky has pointed out,

but only the totally narcissistic ones

It is
it is

who

hinted (in opposite) in the early

not the maternal, giving

are not threatening.

women

Ambiguity

reaches its height in the food-providing but otherwise maddeningly monotonous

wife of “Old World Landowners.” (“The world is my circumference,” said
Emily Dickinson. The world, the circumference, of Mirgorod is painfully
small.) With Plyushkin the bearable ambiguity spirals into nightmare. There is

woman is really a man, and the
The ecstasy of horror followed by depression, which

a dramatic reversal; the child discovers that the
he/she/it will not feed him.

Chichikov experiences, embodies
In the second half of

caught

in the

Dead

this ultimate

childhood

terror.

Souls comes a catalogue of a child’s fears:

bad things one did do, accused of worse things one

talked about by people in authority.

By this

time

many

didn’t; being

readers must rejoice in

Chichikov ’s escape when the threatening forces are gathering around him

more innocent Khlestakov’s

(as

Gogol again
employs his great and subtle art. As contemptible Chichikov flees, Gogol
switches to the voice of the lyric narrator, if not at his best, at his most eloquent,
surely as one rejoices in the

escape).

rising heavenward from miserable Rossiya to the all-conquering troyka.
Through his persecution by male and female maniacs, Chichikov comes to
seem potentially redeemable. His dreadful childhood, recounted in the final
chapter, makes the reader think that he too, like Pinocchio, may once have

longed to become a “real boy.”

Had

not the sinister intervened, perhaps that

Purgatorio could have been written. Yet the Paradisol

seem

to

Who knows? It would

have required a whole other Chichikov, a whole other Gogol.

NOTES
1.

There are

similarities in the lives of those

two great

fantasists,

Andersen and Gogol. Both had simple beginnings, from which they were
rescued by

literature.

the rich or noble.

Both rejoiced, perhaps inordinately, when favoured by
to have avoided erotic relationships with women

Both seem

and preferred the company of young men, although both described
terms the

in ecstatic

women of high position whom they met. At a time when it was highly

uncomfortable, both were obsessed with travel, not for the purpose of getting
there but for the experience of movement, perhaps escape.

seems

The crucial difference

Andersen was an optimist,
the most discouraging events Andersen always found a

to lie in that mysterious factor: personality.

Gogol a pessimist;

in

fame only increased Gogol’s fear and
Hans Christian Andersen, The Story of My Life, transl. unnamed

cheerful “silver lining,” while praise and
despair. See

(Boston: Houghton, Mifflin and Co., ISll), passim.
2.

Most of my quotations

are

from Nikolai V. Gogol, Dead Souls,
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transl.

by George Reavey (New York: W. W. Norton Co.

Inc., 1976).

I

have also used

the Russian text in N. V. Gogol’, Sobraniye khudozhestvennykh proizvedeniy
V pyati
tomakh, izd. vtoroye, Tom V (Moscow: Akademiya Nauk
SSSR, 1956). Though I think the Reavey translation excellent. I’d recommend
even more highly that by Bernard Guilbert Guerney, which unfortunately
seems to be out of print. References in the text are simply to chapters. With the
existence of so many English and Russian editions, page references seem
irrelevant.

See G.

3.

S.

BeWeen Gogol’ and

N. Luckyj,

Sevcenko: Polarity

in the

Literary Ukraine, 1798-1847 (Munich: Fink Verlag, 1971).
4.
‘T am an American writer. .1 came to America in 1940 and decided to
become an American citizen and make America my home. It so happened that
I was immediately exposed to the very best in America, to its rich intellectual
life and to its easygoing good-natured atmosphere.... I became as stout as
Cortez. .my weight went up from my usual 140 to a monumental and cheerful
200. In consequence I am one-third American
good American flesh, keeping
.

.

—

me warm and

safe.” Interview: Vladimir

Nabokov, Playboy,

Vladimir Nabokov, Nikolai Gogol (Norfolk, Conn.:

5.

Jan. 1964, p. 38.

New

Directions,

1944), p. 89.

The apprehensive narrator not only reappears throughout the novel;
6.
Gogol kept him alive long after its publication when he kept offering new
accounts of what he really meant to say. Some notable examples: his
introduction (“Predisloviye k chitatelyu ot sochinitelya”) to the second edition

of 1846, which can be found in Sobr. khudozh. proiz., V, cited above, pp. 552556; his letters postscripting the novel, the four most important (“Chetyre

pis’ma k raznym litsam po povodu Mertvykh dush”) are included
sobr. socli., VIII, 286-99;

and there are numerous references

in his Pol.

in the

Selected

Passages from Correspondence with Friends.
Victor Erlich, Gogol

7.

pp.

(New Haven: Yale

University Press, 1969),

133-34.
This reference has two justifications. In our best memoir of Gogol

8.

S. T.

Aksakov

Moscow

tells

how in Rome Gogol fell in love with pasta, and carried in

a pocketful of macaroni which he’d cook for himself and favoured

Aksakov, Istoriya moyego znakomstva s Gogol’yem, Sobr.
(Moscow: Goslitizdat, 1955), pp. 149-388.) Marechal Charles

friends. (S. T.

soch.. Ill

Joseph, Prince de Eigne (1735-1814), served briefly
II,

at the

court of Catherine

but was especially noted for his travels and his cosmopolitan knowledge of

international

art, literature

and horticulture.

Lettres et pensees de prince de Ligne.

Elinor Wylie’s novel. The Venetian Glass

Doran, 1925). In

its

Mme de Stael, in

The quotation

is

1809, published

the epigraph to Part

Nephew (New York: George

celebration of the beauty art creates Wylie’s

Gogol’s admired E. T. A. Hoffmann, without the dark Teutonic
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work

strain.

I

of

H.

recalls

A pious

and contentedly celibate Cardinal longs not for a son but for a nephew. For a
Giacomo Casanova’s

price, an uncannily skilled glass-blower, with the aid of

own sort of magic, creates one
The nephew

is

—whom Cardinal

Peter Innocent names Virginio.

translucent, intelligent, courteous,

and charming, but Virginio

nomen-omen\ he falls in love and marries. The solution to the
dilemma of consummation is as ethereal as Gogol could have wished. The
“Italian Connection,” which I’ll stress below, continues in Thommaso
Landolfi, Gogol's Wife and Other Stories (Norfolk, Conn.; New Directions,
1963). The wife is not of glass but of rubber; Gogol names her “Caracas.”
Ultimately, weeping, he pumps her up to explosion, then destroys her bits and
is

a mystic

pieces, like his manuscripts, in the
inspired.

aroused a good deal of
reverberations,

I

MA:

critical

think, tell us

his flirtation with
9.

Art remains miraculous but devil-

fire.

I’m told that in recent years CoWodV sPinocchio, discussed below, has

Roman

and scholarly

interest in Italy.

more about Gogol’s

art

These

Italian

than do speculations on

Catholicism.

Simon Karlinsky, The Sexual Labyrinth ofNikolai Gogol (Cambridge,

Harvard University Press, 1976), p. 225.
Vsevolod Setchkarev, Gogol: His Life and Works (New York;

10.

York University

11. Erlich, p.
12.

I

New

Press, 1965), p. 183.
1

14.

feel sure that I’ve read this characterization in

Nabokov’s Gogol,

He does employ it in an essay on
Don Quixote: “It is closely allied to the picaresque novel. When we come to
Gogol’s novel. Dead Souls, we shall easily discern in its pseudopicaresque
cited above, but I’ve re-read

and can’t find

it.

.

.

pattern and the strange quest that the hero undertakes a freakish echo and

morbid parody of Don Quixote’s adventures,” Partisan Review, 1983, Vol. L,
No. l,pp. 36-7.
13. Donald Fanger, The Creation ofNikolai Gogol (Cambridge,
Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 1977), pp. 164 ff.
14. F.

M. Dostoevsky, Pis’ma, 4

Feningrad; Gosizdat, 1928-1959),
Ivanovna.) The

letter

II,

vols., ed.

A.

S.

Dolinin

MA; The

(Moscow

pp. 71-72. (Fetter to his niece,

has been often cited in studies oiThe Idiot. For

its

fullest

discussion see Robin Feuer Miller, Dostoevsky and The Idiot (Cambridge,

Harvard University Press, 1981), Chaps.
15.

V. Gippius, Gogol (1924;

rpt.

1,

-

Sonya

MA;

2 et passim.

Providence;

Brown

University Press,

1966), p. 135.
16.

Feon Stilman, “The ‘All-Seeing Eye’

in

Gogol,”

in

Gogol from

the

Twentieth Century, ed. and trans. Robert A. Maguire (Princeton; Princeton
University Press, 1974), pp. 376-89.
17.

Setchkarev,

p. 183.

Wolfgang Kayser, The Grotesque in Art and Literature, trans. Ulrich
Weinstein (New York; McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1966), pp. 126-27.
18.
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Chapter 4

19.

Perhaps

terms of the woman-structure, the most meagre.

in

is,

astounding brilliance briefly liberated Gogol from his obsession

its

with the “Regiment.” But since Nozdrev

is

as threatening as

structurally the chapter represents a turning point.

Nozdrev

is

any woman,

so terrifying that

the reader’s perspectives begin an uneasy shift in Chichikov’s direction.
20.

It is

notable that both the Governor

woman

the principal

Taras Burba,

in

’

s

daughter and the Polish temptress,

remain,

throughout both novels,

nameless. Karlinsky [pp. 38-42] gives an extended discussion of female
narcissism and, for Gogol,

its

non-theatening nature.

He

was,

I

think, the first

to point this out.

21. Carlo Collodi, The Adventures of Pinocchio (New York: Lancer
Books, 1968). Following the bad old custom, the translator is not named. I

believe

it

was M. A. Murray. Since writing and submitting

this article. I’ve

found a newer, more scholarly translation than the paperback

I

The

used

Pinocchio ofC. Collodi, translated and annotated by James T. Teahan (New
York: Schocken Books, 1985). I’ve concluded that my paperback translator did
very well. The differences

find are minor; in the Introduction to Chapter 17,

I

which

I

where

my

writes

“Lampwick.” Probably they

quote, “gravedigger”

“Candlewick”
difference

is

wondering

slightly

—

translation, so

much

to

I

more

22.

Chapter 30,

are equally correct, except that

serious. Still in

now

The other

Chapter 30 Pinocchio goes to the

consulted a colleague in the Department of Italian,

it

I

this was not
meant fools or “dopes” and that “Boobys” was a good
shall not change to Teahan’s “Toyland.” The Teahan version

recommend

Gogol was much

view of some

critics,

affinity to

Pinocchio

characters

who seem

(if

these notes are only included to explain

it;

stayed with the translation

the

in

could be the land of Cocaine, and was assured that

if it

meaning

has

rendered “pall-bearers,” and

refers to an unattractive chenille dotted bedspread.

Land of Cocagne.
its

is

version called the wicked seducing boy “Candlewick,” Teahan

I

first

why

I’ve

used.

interested in the Ukrainian puppet theatre, and, in

influenced by

there

is

one)

its

type-characters in his writing.

may have something

to

The

do with Gogol’s

often manipulated by invisible strings.

23. Theophile de Gautier, for example, in Les Grotesques (1835)

endow

is

said

Cyrano de Bergerac
( 1 6 1 9- 1 655 ) with an extraordinary nose, whereas contemporary portraits show

to

have been the

first to

the historical Savinien

a full-formed but not particularly long one. Gautier points out that in Savinien

Cyrano’s Comic History of the States and Empires of the Moon, virtue
corresponds with the length of the nose; when flat-nosed children are born
there,

measures are taken

that they not reproduce. Similarly

he writes of the

long nose as a visible sign of honour, intelligence, and courage: “Without a
nose... there can be
is

no valour, no

the abode of the soul;

it

wit,

no cleverness, no

forms the distinction between
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passion....

The nose

man and the brute,.

.”
.

And, as to the long-nosed artist; “Reason

in vain stands

always in reserve some secret thrust with which

it

on guard.

pierces her.

.

.

fantasy has

.The thrusts our

gentleman makes use of are exaggerated metaphors, over-refined comparisons,
plays upon words, quibbles, conundrums, conceits, witticisms, low jests, far-

fetched preciosity, the quintessence of sentiment,
excessive.
trans.

and

.”
.

ed.

—whatever,

Theophile de Gautier, The Grotesques,

by

S. C.

De

Taylor and Knowles, 1909),

in

in a

word,

is

The Complete Works,

Sumichrast (London-New York: Postlethwaite,
II,

167, 178-9.

Gogol could have read Les Grotesques when
he wrote “The Nose.” One hopes that he had the comfort of reading it sometime.
It is

unlikely that
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NIKOLAY GOGOL’S NIHILISM
Constantin Ponomareff

Pervading the body and

spirit

of Nikolay Gogol’s writings

of mind hostile to humanity and

nihilistic vision or state

life.

is

a destructive,

As

characteristic

was of many of the major writers of fiction in Russia during the
comes closest to the definition of nihilism
given by Helmut Thielicke. In his view, nihilism as a “symptom of disease” and
as a dehumanizing force grounded on the sense of life’s meaninglessness can
of Gogol as

it

nineteenth century, this nihilism

find expression, disguised, especially in times of upheaval, in political and
totalitarian forms.

can seek refuge

And from

in artistic

nihilistic conditions

of

such a perception or experience of the world one

forms of expression

that, in effect,

camouflage the

life.'

There are points of contact between Gogol’s nihilism and the “poetic
nihilism” of the European Romantics.

markedly;

if it

European Romantic

the

On one major point, though, they differ

can be said that Gogol sought, however futilely, to find his God,'^
nihilists

had abandoned

Him and tried to replace Him

by an aesthetic and idealistic experience of Being.-^ Gogol’s nihilism, however,
has nothing in

common

with what has erroneously been called “Russian

nihilism,” the label often applied to the radicals of the

Schmidt has correctly pointed

out, the

nihilists but “enlighteners” intent

Russian

critics, for their

the Russian radicals

men, humanist and
If

we

1

860s.

As Wolf-Heinrich

Russian radicals of the 1860s were not

on humanizing Russian

social reality.'' Soviet

own political reasons, have also consistently absolved

from nihilism by seeing them

idealist precursors

of the Soviet

new

as the revolutionary
era.^

take inhumanity and dehumanization as the essence of Russian

more than interesting to note that it was in fact Dostoevsky who
was the first to point implicitly to this inhuman quality in Gogol, when he called
him one of two very real and colossal demons (the other was Lermontov).® And
like a demon, throughout his lonely, restless, and terror-stricken life, Gogol felt

nihilism,

it is

a desperate need for moral purification, clutching equally desperately at

and salvation. Perhaps not so surprisingly he chose

Rome

as his

permanent address while abroad (1836-48, with brief sojourns

in

more

Russia) and,

consistent with his travel mania, undertook a pilgrimage to Jerusalem
less

—

in the spring of

1

848 before returning

to

God

or less

—no

Russia permanently.

Gogol’s profound need for purification and salvation came from an acute
sense of the presence of evil in

obsessive feeling that he had

life

and, especially,

in art,

and from

his

somehow become contaminated

as an artist,

part of Mertvyye dushi

{Dead Souls,

especially after the publication of the

first
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1

842).

He did not always feel that his work, even his major novel, lacked divine
1 840-4
just before the publication of Dead Souls, he

inspiration; in the years

thought of

work

is

it

1

,

as a “wonderful creation,” as his “sacred work,” and wrote,

my

great,

feat

is

my

observed: “The main hero of nearly

we encounter in

nearly every work,

Gogol’s works, the hero whose name

all

the Devil.”*

is

“My

But as Dmitry Chizhevsky has

salvation.”^

was no doubt

It

this artistic

obsession with evil which led Gogol to suspect the moral dimension of art, even

As early

his apparently inspired,

genuine

his close friend N. Ya.

Prokopovich

It

me to recall
my eyes. The

terrifies

appear to

were

to

art.

all

as

1

837 he had already written

to

that;

my

scribblings. Like threatening acciisors they

soul begs oblivion, longs for oblivion.

appear a moth that would suddenly eat

all

And

if

there

the copies of The Inspector

General and along with them Arabesques, Evenings, and

all

the other

nonsense, and in the course of a long time no one would utter a word about

me

either in print or orally

which,

alas,

I

—

I

would thank

have done nothing so

fate.

Only glory

far!) is familiar to the soul

after death (for

of the true poet.^

To P. A. Pletnev he confessed in a letter of 1 844 that he had “felt almost disgust
for my own creation,”’® and to his confidante A. O. Smirnova he observed in
a letter of 1845 from Karlsbad:

which have been printed up

Gogol spent the

last ten

“My

until

friend,

I

do not love

years of his

life

believed would allow him to atone for
iz

perepiski s

druzyami {Selected Passages from Correspondence with

of some of his friends.

and

From

1

847 against the better judgement

whose

a satirical writer,

critics as fighting against social

humanity. Selected Passages shocked
inspired

The work which he
was Vyhrannyye

his creative sins

all

Friends), which he insisted on publishing in

liberal writers

former works

trying to interfere with the natural

flow and expression of his “demonic” imagination.

mesta

my

now, especially Dead Souls.

book written

many

art

had been regarded by

abuse

in the interests

of

readers because this “divinely”

for the edification of Russia

was

in

essence an all-out

defence of Russian despotism.’^ In his justly famous response to Selected

Passages

in the

summer

of 1847, V. G. Belinsky accused Gogol of having

dishonoured and forfeited the calling of Russian
the quick

by Belinsky’s accusation. In

writer.'"’

Gogol was stung to
which he did not

his reply to the critic,

send, he tried to justify himself by maintaining that true art always supported
the status quo, implying thereby that he

Passages
It

to

undermine

had done nothing

in his Selected

his artistic integrity.'^

was, however, in his curious “Avtorskaya ispoved’” (“An Author’s

Confession” 1847) that Gogol intimated that there were

artistic

and more

subjective motives than those of state and edification behind the writing of

Selected Passages. These motives seem to have

ongoing attempt

to stifle his creativity,
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even

come

in the

wake of

his

to the extent of redefining the

nature of his

art.

For one, Gogol seemed to suggest some kind of creative

impotence which had led him to write the book and to explain “why I could not
write during this time [after 1842]” and to resolve the question of whether or

Even more

not he should remain a writer.

interesting

was

the

remark

that the

primary motive for writing Selected Passages, a “faithful mirror” of himself
containing “outpourings of my soul and heart,”'^ was a “psychological problem”;

my

it was relevant in terms
main subject of all my books.”’*
It is more than probable that this “psychological problem” had to do with
his demonic or nihilistic imagination, with that evil power which he believed
lurked in his art and which could contaminate and destroy him. Already in his
long story “Portret” (“The Portrait” 1841 -42) he had turned this creative-moral
concern into the story’s central theme, metaphorizing the demonic dimension
of art. But it was to be in his major work Dead Souls (1842) that he wrote yet
another and more profound and devastating portrait of his nihilistic imagination.
In the third of his “Chetyre pis’ma k raznym litsam po povodu Mertvykh
dush" (“Four Letters to Diverse Persons Apropos Dead Souls" 1843-46),
Gogol gave sufficient indication that Dead Souls was indeed a portrait of his
nihilistic self. “If anyone had seen the monsters which first issued from my pen,
he would promptly have shuddered for me,”’^ he wrote. “As for inventing
nightmares, I have not invented any either; these nightmares weigh on my soul:
what was in my soul is what issued forth from it.”^° “My heroes,” he confessed,
“are close to the soul because they come from the soul; all my last works are
the story of my own soul.”-' That Gogol considered Dead Souls a purely
subjective, spiritual outpouring and not a social satire can be seen from a
number of remarks in his letters. Thus, for example, in a letter of 1 846 to N. M.
Yazykov from Rome, Gogol reiterated the fact that Dead Souls was not a
portrait of Russia.^^ To S. P. Shevyrev he wrote in 1843 from Rome concerning
the novel that “...there is not a shadow of satire or personality in it.”-^ To A. O.
Smirnova he made the following characteristic remark from Karlsbad in the

“I

began

to talk of

literary

shortcomings, because

of the psychological problem which

is

the

summer of 1 845 “The subject of Dead Souls is not at all the provinces, and not
:

a few ugly landowners, and not that which people ascribe to

meantime

it

is still

a secret.”^'' That

morally conscious sequel to the

become
that

in his

Gogol

first

failed to write a

more

it.

For the

socially

and

Dead Souls, one that would have
human negativity of the novel, and

part of

eyes a godly antidote to the

he twice burned the manuscript of the second

part,

shows what an

was for him to revamp his poetic imagination. (Ironically, his
tragic life and suicide^^ seemed to bear out his fear of the evil and destructive
consequences of his art.) Here he not only failed himself as an artist but
impossible task

it

unwittingly he also failed to
critics

who had

historical,

come up

mistakenly read the

to the expectations of

first part

and social depiction of Russian
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of

Dead

society.-^

But

contemporary

Souls as a

in fairness to

realistic,

Gogol

it

should be said that his intuitive withdrawal from Dead Souls was not altogether
surprising.

certainly

For

in this

no love

for

world of “monsters” and “nightmares” there was

man

or for

As

life.

intriguing as this

poem

in

prose

is

for

the exploration of Gogol’s disturbed psyche and of his sinister imagination, as

a novel

it

lacked full-blooded characters, creating in their stead sombre

negative types amid a masterful hyperbolic flow of words.
that the only honest character in his

laughter,"^ he

might with equal justice have maintained

character of Dead Souls

human

void.^^

If Gogol

was language manipulated by

And behind

this

could claim

comedy The Inspector General had been
that the only real

the author to

mask

the

language the author’s oppressive psychology

had usurped the psychology of the characters.
In the lifeless world of Dead Souls epitomized

and things displaced the human being.

Man was

grotesque and hideous transformations which

left

by the

title,

broken objects

disfigured in a process of

him

a helpless thing of odds

and ends, an ugly object, animal, or insect.^*^ As Gogol put it through Chichikov,
“...there is a

in

common

figures

cold look in

my eyes.”^° This world of dead souls, which has more

with the gloom of hell than real

whose

sole claim to

life,

humanity seemed

to

was inhabited by sombre
be an overriding defect or

Gogol had used Pushkin’s metaphor of the Miser
human deprivation and corruption. The
acquisitiveness or material gluttony of the likes of Korobochka, Sobakevich,
and Plyushkin, not to mention Chichikov, drew in an ascending order a picture
of such spiritual want that even the environment came to reflect their condition.
This ascending process of dehumanization was further underlined by the
horrifying amorality of Nozdrev, who seemed motivated by neither good nor
evil, and by Manilov, who was shown to be so unbelievably good or insipid that
one felt he had absolutely no character at all and one quickly forgot him.
The spiritual emptiness of Gogol’s creatures was fully expressed in the
obsession. In fact,
to paint

it is

as if

an increasing scale of

description of a head of a department
or, for that matter,

who could easily have stood for the devil

perhaps even for Gogol himself: “There was absolutely

nothing in him: neither wickedness nor goodness, and there was something
terrifying in this absence of anything.”^' This

human and moral vacuum could

not be filled with lyrical “digressions,” be they a poetic evocation of Russia

from

afar, a

symbolization of her unique and mythical destiny, or the author’s

own megalomaniacal, moral
If Dead Souls reflected

self-aggrandizement as God’s

elect.^^

the spiritual vacuity of Gogol’s inner self,

uncovered his painful psychological being,

if it

gave, be

it

in the

if it

language of

poetry, the torturous self-portrait of a crooked and disfigured soul,

is it at all

appropriate to speak of social satire or of social vision in the novel, even

if

Gogol had never denied it himself? If life was seen at all, it was through the eyes
of a suffering genius obsessed with eviP-^ and with a hostility to man which
reminds us of Flaubert, with whom Gogol has a striking inner resemblance in
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this respect.

Bov ary

We

remember

Flaubert’s tell-tale line referring to

“File ne haissait personne, maintenant.”^'^

:

Madame

One truly wonders whether

Gogol’s Selected Passages and the book’s complete support of an inhuman
Russian absolutism was not

an appropriate measure for the

in fact

nihilistic

degree of dehumanization and moral anemia reached in his dead soul.
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TRAGEDY AS IDEOLOGY:
D. S. MEREZHKOVSKY’S
PAULI
C. Harold Bedford

Tendentiousness in drama

is

the dramatic compostitions of

by no means a novelty. Nor

presence in

is its

Dmitry Merezhkovsky unexpected, as he

invariably required his belletristic writings to disseminate his religious and
socio-political concepts. That excessive philosophising

is

indeed destructive to

drama, and flaws certain of Merezhkovsky ’s plays,' cannot be denied. Yet Paul
I

{Pavel

the

/),

drama which contains Merezhkovsky ’s

first

condemnation of

autocracy in a non-publicistic work, successfully transcends this potential

danger through the intensity of the personal tragedy of the central character, to
the degree that

it

has been termed, with some justification, the best historical

tragedy in Russian since Alexander Pushkin’s Boris Godunov.-

Merezhkovsky’s choice of Tsar Paul

I

symbol for the

as a

evils of

autocracy was a relatively safe one. Paul has been invariably considered insane;
therefore, in his delineation of Paul

The

portrait.

Merezhkovsky was presenting

a historical

actions of the tsar, either performed on the stage (the degrading

treatment he accords his generals and troops in Act

I,

Scene

i)

or refen*ed to by

various characters (in particular Alexander’s wife Elizabeth and Count Palen)
are well

documented and may be

attributed specifically to Paul’s

madness,

although Merezhkovsky undoubtedly intended them to apply to tsardom as a
system. Certainly, he availed himself of every opportunity to bear out the

—

opening speech of the drama
he will be a beast again
Alexander:

Konstantin’s:

today’’"'

—and

“We are all slaves, you know

[Paul]

was a beast yesterday,

—

that peasant without his cap,

and

I,

was not Merezhkovksy’s portrayal of Paul which aroused
authorities against him, despite his paying little more than lip-

and you.’’"' Indeed,
the ire of the

“He

Elizabeth’s later embittered remark to

it

service to the belief in Paul’s insanity.

What

is

surprising in this

work

is

Merezhkovsky ’s subordination of

his

absolute condemnation of autocracy to the exigencies of the genre of tragedy.

The

latter

obliged him to arouse a certain degree of sympathy for Paul;

otherwise, in spite of its horrific aspects, the murder of the tsar would be purely

an act of justice and not tragedy. Paul had to be
a beast, a tormented

claims:

“Above

all

man

as well as a

made

a

human being

as well as

minion of Antichrist, a Man-god who

popes, tsar and pope together, Caesar and Pontiff am

I, I, I

alone in the entire universe.’’^ While the slaying of the autocrat must be a
necessity, the

slaying of the

man must
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fulfill

the

dictates

of tragedy.

Merezhkovsky therefore developed Paul on two levels;

first,

as the egotistical,

though perhaps not yet really insane, overbearing, brutal wielder of

irrational

human

absolute power; and secondly, as a person capable of experiencing the

and sentimentality.

feelings of love, fear,

The
I,

initial

Scene

i.

He

intimation of Paul’s

human sensibilities appears as early as Act
Anna

speaks to his son Alexander about his love for Princess

Gagarina, and relates the effect a flower could have on him;

was endowed by nature with a sensitive heart, Sashen’ka. Once I saw a small
it stood by the side of a rock, covered with stones, where not a drop of
dew refreshed it. And a tender melancholy embraced my soul, tears fell from
I

violet;

my

eyes on that

little

flower, and revived by the moisture

it

opened.^

Projected against the background of what proves to be the fatal beating of a
soldier
heart’

whose wig

is

is

not the official length, Paul’s reference to his ‘sensitive

assuredly ironic. Merezhkovsky doubtlessly intended to achieve this

dramatic effect, but he also purposed the device to be a symbol revealing that
the autocrat has gained preponderance over the

Paul

is,

above

all else,

man.

a product of the autocratic system. He, too, has been

subject to the tyrannous caprices of an absolute monarch

—

his mother, Catherine

the Great.

Yes,

I

know;

my mother killed my

father and

son, in Schlusselburg, in the very casemate

Ivan Antonovich, was strangled like a

with the fear of death;

I

mother and saw how
memory of my father

I

—

thirty years!...

How

Although the revelation of
Paul and

is

wanted

to incarcerate

where once the innocent

rat in a cellar.

For

me, her

sufferer,

thirty years

expected poison, a knife or a noose from

I

lived

my own

she and her myrmidons, the regicides, reviled the

did

saw and endured, and remained silent... Thirty years,

God

his past

preserve

my

reason and

my

life?’

does not mitigate the evils perpetrated by

a further argument against autocracy itself, nevertheless

it

provokes

a sense of horrified pity for the tsar and underscores his present fear of

which convinces him

assassination,

that

his

beloved Alexander

is

a

potential parricide.
Finally,

it

is

in the short

scene between Paul and

Anna Gagarina,

immediately preceding his murder, that Merezhkovsky strove successfully to

engender the needed degree of sympathy for Anna’s “Poor Paul.’’^ Aware of the
conspiracy and of the participation of members of his

come

to

Anna

to seek a

measure of peace. Lying

at

own

family, Paul has

her feet, his head on her

knees, he reminisces about his childhood; the tears shed

when he had been hurt

by someone, usually his mother; his pranks with a childhood friend; his
flirtations with the young ladies-in-waiting. While he knows of Alexander’s
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complicity in the plot against him, he can

Anna’s locket and
Ah!

had forgotten

I

still

words of a proud

utter the

that

we were

regard Alexander’s portrait in

father:

both together here;

on one

I

side,

he on the

And how alike we are! Two
drops of water. You cannot make out where I am or where he is. Just like a
twin or a double. But this is not surprising he is my own son, after all, my
other.

We are the same age.

Both about twelve.

—

first-born,

my

flesh

my

and blood,

dear boy!... Alexander, Alexander!‘^

After such a speech Paul’s flinging the locket into the fire and his cursing

Alexander are but the outcome of the despairing rage of a

man betrayed by the

person dearest to him. With fate inexorably to encompass his death that very
Paul

night,

is

indeed to be pitied as he leaves the safety of Anna’s

comforting presence.

True to the tradition of tragedy, Paul
sentiment of pity. The effect
of fate in

No one

Petersburg.

appears in
scene.

all

s

vain conflict with fate heightens this

intensified

equal to the machinations of the ubiquitous Palen,

is

who

but two scenes: the above mentioned tete-a-tete and the murder

Cunning and opportunistic, a master of deceit and duplicity, Palen orders

the actions, decisions
is

’

by Merezhkovsky ’s personification
the figure of the Machiavellian Count Palen, military governor of St.
is

he who, in Act

I,

and destinies of principal and minor characters

Scene

i,

alike.

It

channels the personal anger and resentment of

General Talyzin, commander of the Preobrazhensky Regiment, and of Prince

Y ashvil

’

and the

latter struck

into the resevoir of the conspiracy, after the

former has been upbraided

by an enraged Paul. To Talyzin, who threatens to resign,
flattery and a promise: “Such persons as you are particularly

Palen offers

necessary to us now. {In his ear). This disorder cannot exist for

long.’’“’

He

plays on YashviT’s vanity to transform his impotent threats of revenge into
action:

“Do

not say too much...

I

will tell

you something

better.

(Leading

who talk, the brave who act.”' It is Palen, too, who
repeatedly insinuates that Paul is insane and who finally convinces the empress
Yashvil’

aside).

It is

the base

'

and even the reluctant Alexander.

To achieve his purpose, Paul’s death, Palen makes use of every means at
To Alexander he feigns sincerity: “I am an outspoken man. Your
Highness, I do not know how to use cunning: what is in my mind is on my
tongue.”'^ To Paul he professes loyalty: “Your Majesty, you yourself know: for
me there is only God and you. I would lay down my soul for you!”'^ Paul’s trust

his disposal.

must be maintained, but Alexander’s sanction of the overthrow of his father is
of greater importance, for by it alone will Palen’s scheme gain legality. At first
Palen

tries to

arouse Alexander’s vanity and ambition:

You know our plan:
to

compel him

to seize the

person of the emperor, to declare him

to abdicate the throne in order to give
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it

to you.

I

ill

and

say this not

from myself, but from the senate, the army, the gentry
Russian nation, whose sole desire

When

approach

this

fails,

and religious sentiments.
Russia, for Europe, for

all

He

—from

liberal,

humanitarian,

argues that the attainment of his goal

humanity.”'^

It is

—

whole

the

Alexander emperor.''^

to see

Palen works on Alexander’s

he hates, but “the source of his madness
to

is

he

not,

lies,

“for

is

the insane Paul

whom

despotism.”’^ Finally, he endeavours

impress upon Alexander the divine mission which has been laid upon

them both:
I

—

this great deed
to return human
now that I was mistaken. You and I are not

thought that the Lord had chosen us for

rights to forty million slaves.

the instruments of

conscience

see

God’s destiny.

do not know about you, but
to perish for

I

I

We were born slaves and will die slaves.

—though

I

may

die

on the block

—

I

I

am happy

my country and will appear before God’s judgement with a pure

—

I

did what

could.

I

The latter has already included a betrayal of the conspiracy to Paul, accompanied
by the falsehood that the imperial family, and
support the plot.

By

in particular

prepared by Palen, authorizing the arrest of every
It is

Alexander, actively

such knavery Palen readily induces Paul to sign an ukaz,

member of the royal family.'*

a tragic twist that in an effort to save himself Paul has unwittingly affixed

his signature to his

own

death-warrant. With this document and threats Palen

succeeds in breaking Alexander

’

s

resistance and obliges him to sign a manifesto,

by Palen, announcing the abdication of Paul and the
accession of Alexander.'^ The signatures on the death-warrant are complete.
In spite of his mouthings to Alexander, Palen’s reason for the overthrow
also written in advance

of the tsar

is

neither patriotic, humanitarian, nor divine.

No

less than Talyzin

and YashviT, he has a personal, human motive: he has learned

that

he

is

to

be

removed from his high post. “I see. Sire, that General Arakcheyev, my worst
enemy, has been appointed military governor in order to destroy me.’’-*^ These
words, few though they are, destroy the facade which Palen has carefully
erected and reveal the paucity of the cabal. Paul is to be murdered for human
and not humanitarian reasons; he

overcoming autocracy, but
individuals seek revenge.

to rid
It is

is

to

be slain not for the purpose of

Russia of an individual against

therefore not fate ordained by

whom

other

God, but

fate

proceeding from man, against which Paul vainly and tragically contends.

Merezhkovsky

exhibits

no sympathy for the participants

revolution. His attitude toward

them

is

best

summarised

Benigsen, one of the conspirators: “you will not

gentlemen. In deposing the tyrant,

proof of these words

is

we

will only

Merezhkovsky ’s purpose

make

tyranny.’’-'

Act IV, Scene

the anti-Paulists are gathered together before the murder.
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palace

words of

a revolution with these

confirm
in

in the

in the

i,

To
in

offer

which

Among them

are

who disagree on what song
come along at the last moment,
presumably for the thrill and to prove his manhood; Skaryatin, who delights in
relating obscene anecdotes; and Platon Zubov, a coward who is forced at pistoldrunkards, the Princes Volkonsky and Dolgoruky,
to sing; a nineteen-year-old cornet

point to

accompany

Baron Rozen’s

has

Lack of unity

the regicides.

is

which he attempts

constitution,

misunderstood, or mocked.

who

Two

abundantly
read,

to

in evidence.

is

unheeded,

unidentified plotters haggle over the sale of

a sixteen-year-old serf-girl, while others reject the very concepts of equality
(“In nature,

Noise

is

there

sir,

is

no

equality”-’)

and

smoke empty”^^).

deceptive and

liberty (“Liberty?

It is

What

is

liberty?

symbolic of the outcome of the

conspiracy that the opponents of liberty and equality outnumber the advocates

by the

ratio of

two

to one.

Klokachev’s demands for a republic are drowned

the arguments of the absolutists, in particular Talyzin,

autocrat has no legal right to limit his autocratic

Russian empire

is

Merezhkovsky repeatedly did
Take
rise

in

powers and contends: “The

impossible and pernicious.”-"^ Only one, Mordvinov,

is

liberation of the

for the

in

believes that the

so great and vast that, except for an autocratic sovereign,

every other government
calls

who

care, then, citizens!

and with

Shouted down, he prophesies, as

serfs.

in his works, a future revolution:

our blood. The block and the noose, the sword and

await us. This will be, this will
see through a

whole

—
—those

The day of vengeance is coming the slaves will
smash our skulls and will steep their cornfields

their chains will

century...

be!...

fire

are

what

My gaze penetrates the veil of time... I

see...

I

But the prophet is silenced, and the quarrels continue,

until

Palen arrives to give

order, if not cohesion, to their undertaking.

Only Alexander
autocracy.

To

is

the true

opponent

to the

Oh, my sole dream, when I ascend the throne,
to

kingdom of

the Beast,

his wife he passionately declares:

show everyone how much

of Man

—

les Droits

is

to leave

it,

to

renounce power,

hate despotism, to recognise the holy Rights

I

de I’Homme

—

,

to give

Russia a constitution, a republic

anything they wish...

However, he

is

a dreamer, not a

man

of action.

He

longs, under the influence

of Rousseau, to flee with Elizabeth to the peace of nature: “There, on the banks
of the Rhine or in the blue Jura, in a wilderness hut entwined with vines our
will

flow like an exquisite dream,

It is

Alexander’s tragedy, as well as

life

embrace of nature and innocence.”-^
Paul’s, which is developed through the

in the

drama. Content to lose himself in revery, preferring his own death to complicity
in the

death of his father,-^ he lacks the will to oppose successfully the stronger

wills of Elizabeth

and Palen: he

is

compelled
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to act as others

wish him to

act,

and he must then accept the

guilt

engendered by the forced action.

Despite his unwillingness to rise against the anointed of God,

Alexander who queries the divine origin of power.

it

is

He first does so immediately

after signing the manifesto:

is no power hut of God. The priest said this to us recently in church,
when we took the oath. But if the sovereign is insane, is power also of God?
A madman with a razor. Is the razor of God? A beast of prey which has
escaped from its cage. Is the kingdom of the beast the Kingdom of God? It is

There

impossible to understand any thing...

It

was primarily

which led

this speech,

and the following variation of it

in the final scene,

charge of lese-majeste against Merezhkovsky.^°

to the

power of God... there is no power hut of God... And this is again
But you know, Lizan’ka, there is something wrong here. But
if autocratic power is not of God? If this place is damned
will one stand on

Yes,
as

it

yes...

was

then...

—

—

me and I shall be
am raving?... No, now
I know what I am saying; perhaps later I shall forget, but now I know... Here,
God and the devil have been
I say, the devil and God are close, very close
it

and be swallowed up? All were swallowed up before

swallowed up. You think

that

have gone mad,

I

that

I

—

so entangled that one cannot untangle them!...

Merezhkovsky hinted at his current
power was of the devil and not of God.
There is no question that Merezhkovsky was in sympathy with Alexander
for his liberal and religious tendencies. Yet it must not be overlooked thddPaul
I is but the preface to the novels Alexander I {Aleksandr I) and December the
Although he did not

state

it

explicitly,

belief that the origin of autocratic

Fourteenth (Chetyrnadtsatoye dekabrya).^^ Alexander’s tragedy has barely
begun. Forced by fate to

rise against his father,

he

also forced

is

by Palen

accede to the throne, although he foresees the agony of conscience which

to

lies

before him:

Afterwards... Afterwards...

every minute
with this?

—

just this

all

my

life...

always

and nothing more...

Do you know?... I do not know...

—every

day, every hour,

How can one live with this, reign
I

cannot... let he

who

can... but

I

cannot...

Merezhkovsky must
tsar’s

also forewarn that Alexander’s reign, in spite of the

new

professed liberalism, will be no less evil than the one just ended. For this

purpose he has the arrival of Arakcheyev, a diabolus ex machina, announced
in the last lines

of the play and has Benigsen

gentlemen: Paul

is

dead, Arakcheyev
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is

state:

alive

—

“Remember my words,
the

beast

is

dead, the

beast

is alive.

The tragedy of Paul has been accomplished. Yet

it is

a tragedy that

is

Only
the human being has perished; the institution which produced him and of which
he is the symbol lives on.

poignantly ironic, for the elimination of Paul has been an act of

futility.
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SOVIET SCHOOLS AND SOCIETY

THE PROSE OE
VLADIMIR TENDRYAKOV
IN

N. N. Shneidman

Vladimir Tendryakov belongs to the generation of writers

on the Soviet

literary

who appeared

scene in the immediate post-Stalin period. His

name

is

therefore closely associated with the “thaw” in Soviet culture and with the

beginnings of the re-evaluation of the canon of socialist realism in Soviet
literature.

The

early

works of the young Tendryakov are

in the

main stream of

the so-called “village prose,” dealing primarily with the predicament of the

Soviet countryside in the 1940s and 1950s.' In his mature works, however, he

does not limit himself to the portrayal of simple peasant
universal problems, setting

urban

them

in the conditions of

life;

he explores more

contemporary Soviet

His later heroes, representatives of the city intelligentsia, are

life.

introspective and soul-searching.

They quest

their place in this world, yet are frustrated

nor refuse to accept.
of ardent religious

for

by a

meaning

reality they

in life

and question

can neither fathom

Some of them evade the dilemma they encounter by means

faith,

while others explore

it

squarely and honestly. Looking

for answers or explanations for the inner void they find so

burdensome, some

of Tendryakov ’s major characters see the roots of their psychological and

metaphysical disquiet

Tendryakov’s
to the

1

in the

education they received in Soviet schools.

interest in

problems of education

or even the educational process, he

and

ability

of the teacher.

to help his students define

selflessness

He

not new:

it

dates back

was primarily

interested in the personality

considered most important the teacher’s ability

and distinguish between good and evil, love and hate,

and egoism. Thus, for example, Audrey Biryukov, the narrator-

hero of the novel Za begiishchim
is

is

950s when, rather than focussing his attention on the educational system

dnem {On

the Heels of Time) written in 1959,-

a teacher of Russian literature and a crusader for school reform.

old teaching methods which

stifle

He opposes

the pupils’ interest and initiative and he

advocates the introduction of “organized dialogues” to stimulate student

involvement

in the lessons.

Biryukov can hardly be regarded as a successful

Soviet hero for his “positive” ideals are often

at

and his excellent intentions bear no

Yet despite the novel’s weakness

in characterization, the

Tendryakov

that

press, criticizing
drastic

changes

results.

odds with his indecisive nature,

educational issues examined in

he even waged a campaign, broader

many

it

were so important

in scope, in the

to

Soviet

aspects of the state system of education and calling for

in the schools’ teaching methods.-^
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Tendryakov’s concern did not slacken over the years and
he returned in his fiction to the question of education,

this

who

of upbringing affecting the lives of the young people
characters. In

70s

in the early

time the problems

main

are his

“Vesenniye perevertyshi” (“Spring Turnovers”

1973)“^

and

in

meshka somoy pshenitsy” (“Three Bags of Weedy Wheat” 1973)^ he
juxtaposes two generations; young, uncorrupted teenagers who battle for
“Tri

justice and common sense and their fathers

administrative bureaucracy.
fathers

leads

and sons, which

Tendryakov

is

The

who represent the corrupt, complacent

investigation of the relationship between

prominently featured

in

to an inquiry into the negative

“Vesenniye perevertyshi,”
changes

in the

who

young,

gradually become malleable, accomodating adults, complacent about everything

other than immediate material gratification and personal well-being.

Family, school, and society are the three forces that most influence young

people in their formative years. The Soviet school, because centrally controlled,

uniformly promotes and fosters values advocated by the state. But the influence

which the school exerts on a young student

in the Soviet

Union

is

not always

commensurate with the needs and ambitions of the individual or with
expectations of his family. The objectives of the state often clash with

the
the

educational concerns of the individual, leading to a conflict between the school

and teacher, on the one hand, and the pupil and

his family,

on the

other.

The

incompatibility between the school, which must serve the interests of society
in general,

and the individual student, who

is

not always able to sublimate

personal cravings through public service, accounts for

many

of the difficulties

young people for the
challenges of modem life. These are the problems that concern Tendryakov
most because, according to him, the irreconcilable conflict between the
individual and the school is largely responsible for the ethical shallowness, if
not the moral corruption, of young Soviet citizens.
The intricate relationship of school, teacher, pupil, family, and society is
Soviet education encounters in

set forth in

its

endeavour

to prepare

extreme, dramatic terms in Tendryakov’s trilogy of short stories,

“Noch’ posle vypuska” (“The Night

after Graduation,” 1974),^ “Rasplata”

(“Atonement,” 1979)^ and “Shest’desyat svechey” (“Sixty Candles,” 1980).^

The

action of “Noch’ posle vypuska” takes place in June 1972, on the thirty-

first

anniversary of Nazi Germany’s attack on the Soviet Union. The plot

in

is set

motion by the valedictory speech delivered by Yulechka Studentseva. The

best student of the graduating class frankly admits that though her education

opened for her many

different roads, all leading to a brilliant future, her

schooling failed to teach her what was most important:

Yulechka asks, “What road should I choose?”, she
saying that “school forced
like,

what

I

love....

me

to

know

to choose.

all
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it

turns out that

the same,

all

I

When

own question,

everything, except one thing

Now I look around and

there are a thousand roads, and they are

how

replies to her

—what

I

love nothing... and

indifferent to me....

Do

not think that

I

am

happy.

I

am

terrrified.”^

Yulechka’s desperate speech sounds

like a helpless cry in the wilderness,

pointing to the weaknesses and inadequacies of the system under which she

Though Soviet schools have

studied.

a

—they
workloads —they

number of admirable

qualities

develop diligence, obedience, and discipline, while stressing the value of good

marks and teaching the

efficient

management of heavy

emphasize the importance of the group over the individual, and

their rigorous

requirements of uniformity and conformity discourage the student from
thinking for himself. Thus the Soviet school stifles growth of personality, and
fosters a conformist

psychology which forces everyone

to look, to act,

and

to

think as convention requires, and as his peers do. Such enforced collectivity can

produce dangerous consequences, as

is illustrated in

the story

when the young
Genka

graduates, after a bitter quarrel, decide to surrender their best friend,

Golikov, to a gang that wants to murder him. Only Yulechka,
asserted publicly a personal identity distinct from her peers

defense.

By

common

taking a stand against a

,

who has already

comes to Golikov

’

s

treachery she expresses her

independence, her ability to withstand peer pressure.

As

the

title

of the

first

story suggests, everything

happens

among two groups of

ominous
two locations,

in the

night after graduation. But the action develops simultaneously in

people. While the students begin their graduation

celebration in the city square, six teachers, three

men and

three

women,

assemble after the ceremony in the teachers’ lounge. Both gatherings end in
acrimonious arguments and bode little good for the members of these groups.
The young people become embroiled in bitter exposures of each other’s
shortcomings, thus revealing

how their enforced camaraderie in school barely

camouflages the jealousy, envy, and

hostility

deeply rooted in the hearts of

supposedly friendly and cooperative schoolmates. The disputation

among

the

Shocked by Yulechka’s pronouncement, which
some teachers view as an impudent act of open rebellion against the school,
they argue about the merits and shortcomings of their teaching methods. Zoya
teachers

is

just as vitriolic.

Vladimirovna, the sixty year old literature teacher,
ignorant young people, unable to appreciate a real

is

accused of producing

work of

art.

Instead of

them to
memorize long passages and to repeat the worn-out truths prescribed by the
school programmes. Zoya Vladimirovna seems to lose the argument, yet she
is not prepared to accept her colleagues’ accusations. This would be tantamount
stimulating her students to think and feel and reflect, she requires

to

an admission of

failure,

The discussion

an admission of a wasted

in the teachers’

life.

lounge solves nothing.

only in the form of fiction the opinions

many

It

re-emphasizes

teachers and students have been

voicing in Russia since the death of Stalin, views which, unfortunately, have

been ignored by the bureaucrats
education.

in the

upper echelons of the Soviet system of

But Tendryakov’s message
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in

“Noch’ posle vypuska”

—

that

school

fails to

prepare adequately young people for adult

life

—

is

too simple,

concrete, and insistent to be easily dismissed. Therefore, the story has generated

mixed reaction in Soviet literary criticism. Most critics admit that
upon a number of very important issues, but they fail to agree
on its relative merits. Instead, Tendryakov is attacked hashly for the ideological
a lively and

the story touches

shortcomings of his work. Thus, for example, the “conservative”

Shamota decries

the fact that

Tendryakov poses

in his story a

critic

N.

number of very

important questions but avoids the responsiblity of even attempting to reply to

them. According to Shamota, “the literature of socialist realism never shunned
the duty of answering the questions
internal responsibility.

A

posed by life, doing

it

with a degree of great

Marxist-Leninist Weltanschauung

foundation for such cognition.”"

It is

is

a reliable

evident that the demands of Shamota

sound not only a retreat from the Chekhovian principles of artistic presentation,
according to which

not the writer’s duty to solve problems, but just to

it is

present them correctly, but also step back from the literary evolution of the

1960s and early 1970s when writers were relatively free to present and to
explore controversial problems, without being required to voice a definite

opinion on the conflicts described and the issues discussed.
In “Noch’ posle vypuska” the action is set in motion by an abstract notion,
by a statement expressing the failure of the educational system; in “Rasplata,”
on the other hand, the conflict is generated by an act of parricide. A grade nine

student,
his

Kolya Koryakin, shoots his alcoholic father for abusing and tormenting

mother and for destroying

the core of this story, but

their family life.

Tendryakov does

relationship of the Koryakins.

An

intense family

drama

is at

little

to investigate the family

Nor does he analyze

the psychological state of

young Kolya before his decisive and terrible act of violence. Instead, he
becomes absorbed in the search for the reasons for the crime and for the culprits
responsible for it. Among those who take upon themselves the guilt for the
murder is, first of all, Kolya’s mother, who wants to save her son. Quite
surprisingly and quite significantly, Kolya’s fifty-four year old literature
teacher, Arkady Kirillovich Pamyatnov, is also overcome by a sense of
culpability.

police,

He

is

and from

the

the scene of the crime, arriving even before the

first at

that

moment he becomes

the

main protagonist. And

in his

search for the causes of the parricide he looks both within himself and at his

methods of teaching

Now

the

literature.

murder becomes secondary

in the

development of the plot as

Tendryakov investigates the relationship between teacher and

pupil, school

and family, and the effect of the teaching of literature on the sensitive soul of
a

young man. Pamyatnov

his intense

man

is

greatly influences his students, and he

concern with ethics

essentially good,

shelters his students

and

in the

that

from real

classroom.

one has

life,

He

is

famous

to fight evil.

But

at the

same time he
good

projecting an idealized reality in which
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for

teaches his students that

always prevails. “Together with other teachers Arkady Kirillovich
protect his students

from the evils of this world. They have been

tried to

told that there

no alcoholism, no robbery, cheating or self-centered egoism. Instead there
growing consciousness of the people,
noble deeds, and honest relationships.”'^ But the students are not blind. The
is

are only the achievements of labour, the

moment they are dismissed from classes they encounter a world vastly different
from the one described in their classroom, and they are forced to develop new
skills

and values

to ensure their survival in this real

Pamyatnov’s notion

that

one should fight

and complicated world.

evil is carried

extreme that he murders for what appears to be an elevated
conscience

is

to the

Pamyatnov’s

may be troubled because he thinks that “murder and happiness

incompatible.”'-^
life,”'"'

by Kolya

idea.

But

possible and necessary, and they support their argument with

examples from the

lives of leading revolutionaries

who have killed for a higher

cause, examples previously cited by their teacher in his literature lessons.

question
to

are

his students argue that to “kill for life’s sake, for a better

if

one

justified in killing for a noble cause is not

is

Dostoevsky’s famous novel Crime and Punishment.'^ But

new.
it

is

It is

The

central

one thing

to

discuss these problems on a theoretical plane, as an abstract or historical issue,

and it is totally different to use this argument for the justification for the murder
of one’s

own father. Pamyatnov is confused and dejected when he realizes that
what is good does not lead to positive results. He

his intent to teach his pupils

recognizes also that supervising the general process of education and upbringing
is

much more

everyday

difficult than teaching

often

life are

simple facts, and that the ethics of

much more complicated

than abstract notions of

universal morality.

According

to

Tendryakov, the Soviet school does not give the

teacher the tools necessary for educating the young. “School

know the biographies of writers and the
works. He should be able to determine,

the student that he should

essence of their best

stereotyped manner, the essence of an

artistic image....

not take into consideration that literature describes

nobleness encounters baseness, honesty faces
perfidy,

tell

ideological
in a

given

But the programmes do

human

falsity,

literature

programmes

relations in

which

magnanimity confronts

and ethics counter immorality.”'^ Indeed, the Soviet teacher

is

given

room for innovation, independence, and imagination in his literature
classes. From their literature classes the students acquire certain skills; they
master many facts and learn to interpret them in the required manner, but they
little

cannot relate the pulsing

The

life

of a literary narrative to their

story ends inconclusively.

own

lives.

Tendryakov does not take the reader

the courtroom for the verdict against Kolya.

Nor does he make

clear

into

who

are

main culprits in this human drama. Since Tendryakov tries hard to absolve
Kolya of guilt without explicitly revealing who is to blame for the murder, the
the

only possible conclusion

is

that

everyone
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is

guilty: the family, its friends, the

school, and, last but not least, the whole social system which often neglects to
create conditions adequate for peaceful family

and is supportive of a school

life,

system which fails in its task of upbringing and of preparing young people for

The hero of the trilogy’s

last story,

“Shest’desyat svechey,”

life.

is its

narrator

He

has just

Nikolay Stepanovich Yechevin, a small town history teacher.

celebrated his sixtieth birthday and the fortieth anniversary of his teaching
activity.

He has been honoured by the town, by the

former students. But among the congratulatory
to kill

him

school, and by

letters is

for having allegedly ruined the writer’s

shattering effect

many of his

an anonymous threat

The

life.

threat has a

on the teacher and provokes a soul-searching re-examination

of his past. Little by
to public pressure

little

he begins

to

understand that he has always given in

and to the “demands of the

road of least resistance.

times,’’

choosing consistently the

He finally realizes that for years he has been deluding

himself that he knows what he

is

teaching, that he

knows no more about

truth

than do his students, that the blind have been leading and continue to
lead the blind.

who appears to be an ordinary, stern, and upright man, has been

Yechevin,
obsessed all his

Yet he now

life

with the idea of justice and with the welfare of his students.

recalls painfully that his obsessive drive to put

practice did not inevitably lead to positive results.
fifteen year old student, influenced by youthful zeal

good intentions into

He remembers how

as a

and by a young revolutionary

and school principal named Sukov,'^ he forsook the

girl he loved, and
denounced and drove to suicide her father, Ivan Semenovich Graube, who was

also his former teacher

and benefactor. Years

later, after the

War, he persuaded one of his students, Sergey Kropotov,
father,

when

the old

man was wrongly

to

Second World

denounce

his

own

suspected of collaborating with the

young Kropotov could not cope with the
him to alcoholism and
ruin. And it was for all the ensuing tribulations of a smashed life that Kropotov
decided on revenge against his former teacher by means of an anonymous
threat. With these oppressive memories and revelations Yechevin can only
conclude that his concerns have resulted in more harm than good.
The encounter between Yechevin and Kropotov, however, proves
anticlimactic when the pupil meets a changed and repentant teacher, who
nonetheless claims that his good intentions must be taken into account. But
Kropotov argues that unconscious delusion is more dangerous than deliberate
Nazis. Following this denunciation

alienation

villainy

from

his family,

and then, bidding

and

his conscience drove

his teacher to

judge himself according to his

own

conscience, he hands over his gun to Yechevin. Yechevin’s teacher, Graube,

poisoned himself after he concluded,
to distinguish

good

—but

I

“I

between falsehood and

failed to teach him.

I

have taught him [Yechevin]
truth; to hate evil

and

all his life

to respect the

am a wretched bankrupt. I wasted my life.”'^

Yechevin, however, does not follow

in his teacher’s steps for
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he lacks the inner

strength and fibre to commit suicide; instead, his guilt,
gnawing sense of his own uselessness condemn him to a

Yechevin’s situation suggests that man
matter

how he

deludes himself that he

is

is

his doubts,
life

and

his

of torment.

a blind tool of circumstances, no

in control

of his destiny. Yet his

conscience responds to the responsiblity which freedom imposes upon man, a

burden he
forced to

is

often too ready to relinquish in order to avoid the anguish of being

make

a choice or take a stand. Yechevin wants to be

but in his experience these two are incompatible.
the truth because

it

would hurt

It is

others; therefore to

good and just,

impossible for him to

do good means

to lie

tell

and

become a hypocrite in order not to cause pain to himself or to others.
The action in “Shest’desyat svechey” covers one day in Yechevin’s life,
but it is not a good day. It is a day of awakening and frustration. Just as Graube,
his teacher, had come to realize that he had failed in his educational
endeavours, so Yechevin learns that his life has been a waste. He knows now
that he was unable to instil in his students “good human qualities and
sensitivity. He did not develop in them a sense of independence.” Instead of
stimulating their independence and initiative he infected them with his own
“icy indifference to history.”’^

There are certain parallels in the predicaments of Pamyatnov and Yechevin.

Both begin teaching by adhering

strictly to the

requirements of the official

school programmes. Yechevin acts even beyond the call of duty by attempting
to influence the private lives of his pupils.

But the dramatic occurrences which

shatter the tranquility of their daily lives place their past educational endeavours
in a

new

perspective. All of a sudden they recognize the inability of

man

to

judge his fellow man because he is himself fallible and imperfect. They become

concerned with the universal problems of the ethics of life and death, discovering
that life in itself has a value

which

is

beyond and above

advocate and justify war and even murder.

By

the noble ideas

raising these

which

problems the

teachers challenge the philosophical foundations of the Soviet interpretation of

modem Soviet state.
No wonder the teachers find no solutions to their dilemmas. In the contemporary

history and literature as well as the ideological roots of the

conditions of Soviet

Yechevin can say
is difficult

—

full

life

they would get no chance to voice them, anyway. All

in conclusion to his

unvoiced deliberations

is,

“Oh, how

life

of incompatible contradictions

Soviet readers have found Tendryakov’s later stories compelling, for they
not only examined
their social

or

many

provocative and relevant issues, but also presented

and ethical content in gripping dramatic fashion.

An act of violence

some other dramatic occurrence of great tension precipitated the action, and

a Dostoevskyan emphasis on the extreme, the unusual, and the criminal,

grounded on devices generating intrigue, surprise, and suspense, was constantly
maintained. The power of the melodramatic events and the moral content

embedded in them was offset by a number of aesthetic deficiencies;
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the actions

of the characters were poorly motivated and characterization was often thin.
The main characters were introduced primarily to advance certain philosophical
and social notions, and their long debates and monologues often hindered the
smooth flow of the narrative. Yet despite these flaws, some of which may have
resulted from the changes demanded by censors and editors uncomfortable
with the sensationalistic violence so essential to the stories, the appearance of

Tendryakov’s

was an important literary event on the Soviet stage. These

stories

works probed the

ethical foundation of Soviet education; they disturbed the

peaceful complacency of the Soviet educational bureaucracy; and they

questioned the moral and social values prevalent in contemporary Soviet society.

Since the appearance of his early stories Tendryakov had been censured by
Soviet critics on numerous occasions for his

well as his ideological

artistic as

shortcomings, yet he always remained at the fore of Soviet

letters. In the

West,

on the other hand, Tendryakov was popular with Western readers and editors
only in the early 1960s,
literary

“thaw”

when he was
Union.

in the Soviet

hailed as one of the major figures of the

J.

G. Garrard even suggested that “tech-

no longer appears to have very much to learn. He
structuring his stories and manipulating characters and

nically speaking, Tendrjakov
is

amazingly

skillful at

events.”-' In the late 1970s,
like

critics,

Geoffrey

however, the writer’s stock declined, and some

Hosking,

addressed

the

diminishing

Tendryakov’s work by suggesting “that this neglect of him

He

is in

a

interest

in

way justified.

is a good
no way inferior to his early
work, and all his stories demonstrated similar strengths and weaknesses. Yet
though his first works were extolled because they belonged to a minority that
is

important because he

is

symptomatic rather than because he

writer.”--

But Tendryakov’s mature

sounded

liberal,

anti-Stalinist

fiction

was

in

views with which many Western readers

sympathized, his recent works were neglected because they were

mainstream of contemporary Soviet
its

own

literature, generally

more

in the

critical

of

society.

The

spirit

of the “thaw” has long been

stifled,

and whatever hopes

Tendryakov had for a continuation of the post-Stalin relaxation in the arts were
shattered

His

late

by the indifference and complacency of the new Soviet bureaucracy.

works, therefore, brooded over the overpowering effect of evil and over

the inability of man to
offered.

Most of the

No hint of a better future was

overcome his own failings.

characters were negative, and the few protagonists with

whom the author identified and sympathized roamed in the dark without a clear
sense of direction or without hope of finding a

work seemed

the outcry of a desperate

way

out of the darkness. His

man who

contradictions of his age and the absurdity of the

honestly mirrored the

human predicament.

The mood of dejection and negativism permeating his late stories found no
in official Soviet circles, particularly at a time when the creation of
a new image of a contemporary positive hero was demanded over and over
sympathy
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again.

“the

A

new

close to

resolution of the Central

Committee of the

CPSU stated bluntly that

generations of Soviet young people require a positive hero

them

time and

in

spirit;

a hero

who would be

perceived as an

who

is

artistic

who would reflect the fate of the people and in turn influence
Tendryakov could not produce such a positive hero because he
was deeply aware of and perhaps tormented by the incompatibility between, on

discovery; a hero
their actions.”--^

the one hand, the

demands of his moral nature and

other, the social requirements of conformity

artistic integrity

and compromise.

and, on the

And he was

oppressed by the chasm between a social reality difficult to change and yet
impossible to reject and a personal conscience impossible to alter and yet
searingly painful to bear.
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SOLZHENITSYN AND ANARCHISM:
AUTHORITY AND JUSTICE
K. A. Lantz

Speaking to a session of the Secretariat of the Writers’ Union

in

1967

Solzhenitsyn cast the writer in a distinctly non-political role, insisting that “the
writer’s task

is

not to defend or criticise one or another mode of distributing the

social product, or to defend or criticise

organization.”'

Solzhenitsyn

is

concerned with

one or another form of government

many pronouncements on

Despite his

political

not primarily concerned with politics. But he
justice,

writings. This political

and

that

matters

passionately

is

concern adds a political dimension

dimension has been shaped

to his

measure by

in large

sentiments best described as anarchist. This does not imply that Solzhenitsyn

himself should be labelled an anarchist; but there
in his fiction,

and

it is

that that

I

wish

to

is

a distinctly anarchist spirit

examine.

The range of anarchist thought, even among its Russian representatives,

is

very wide, embracing Tolstoyan pacifism and non-violence along with the
“passion for destruction” of Bakunin. But a basic tenet shared by
is

The sense of justice,

a concern for justice.-

trait

of all humans, and it stems from their inherent sociability.

anarchists

all

anarchists maintain,

is

an inborn

To quote George

Woodcock:
All anarchists,

I

contains within

him

think,
all

would accept the proposition that man naturally
which make him capable of living in

the attributes

freedom and social concord. They may not believe that man
but they believe very fervently that

man

is

naturally good,

naturally social. His sociality

is

expressed, according to Proudhon, in an immanent sense of justice, which

is

is

wholly human and natural to him: ‘An integral part of a collective existence,

man feels his dignity at the same time in himself and in others, and thus carries
in his heart the principle

not

come

to

him from

of a morality superior to himself. This principle does

outside;

it is

secreted within him,

constitutes his essence, the essence of society

human

spirit,

a

itself. It is

it

is

immanent.

the true

It

form of the

form which takes shape and grows toward perfection only by

the relationship that every day gives birth to social

life.

Justice, in other words,

exists in us like love, like notions of beauty, of utility, of truth, like all our

powers and

faculties.’^

The very core of anarchism, then, is this affirmation that human beings can
and peaceably with one another without direction from some

live justly

external authority since they have an inborn sense of justice and are,
alone, inherently predisposed toward cooperation. Kropotkin’s
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if

only

left

Mutual Aid (a

Cancer Ward urges Kostoglotov to read) attempts to
by attacking the post-Darwinian notion of human
relations as a “Hobbesean war of each against all.”'' Kropotkin argues that even
though there may be strife between different animal species or different human
societies, both the species and the tribe survive and prosper because their

work which Shulubin

in

demonstrate precisely

this

members cooperate with one

another. “Sociability,” he argues, “is as

law of nature as mutual struggle.”^ According

much

a

to Kropotkin, the concentration

of authority in the State only weakens this inborn tendency to mutual aid: as
citizens’ obligations

toward the State multiply,

diminish. Mutual aid

becomes

These two threads

—

their obligations to

the natural sociability of

their inherent sense of justice,

one another

institutionalized as public charity.^

human

beings arising from

and the failure and pemiciousness of authority

run through the writings of Solzhenitsyn as they run through anarchist thought.

Each of Solzhenitsyn’s major works is set within some system of authority.
Most prominent, of course, is the prison system, whose aim is to punish its
inmates and, often, to dispose of them through isolation, terror, inhuman
labour, and slow starvation. Cancer Ward, however, deals with a system whose
aims are drastically different

which

is still

within

it.

—

The play Candle in

treats briefly the

to preserve life

is

to ease suffering

—but

authority over the individuals

the Wind, set in the

“modern technological state,”

its

problem of authority

in society generally. Finally a fourth

system of authority, the military, whose aim
of the enemy,

and

unwelcome

seen as extending

is

to destroy the fighting capacity

depicted in detail in August 1914J If we examine Solzhenitsyn’s

treatment of each of these systems
hierarchial authority,

we

find a consistent attack on centralized,

and a consistent affirmation of the values of

solidarity,

brotherhood, and mutual aid.
Solzhenitsyn’s novels and play set within prison
authority that

camps depict a system of
The prison controls

as near to absolute as can be imagined.

is

nearly every waking minute of the prisoners’ lives and deprives them, or

attempts to deprive them, of any vestige of individual freedom. Little argument
is

needed

to

pernicious.

convince a reader that the prison system Solzhenitsyn depicts

And

between people
the

meagre

it

is

pernicious because

it

sets out to destroy those

and otherwise would

that should

rations, the lack of

exist.

The

killing

proper clothing and shelter, and

horrors that are chronicled in the pages of

One Day

work

all

is

bonds
load,

the other

in the Life

of Ivan

Denisovich, The Love-Girl and the Innocent, and The

GULAG Archipelago

push the prisoners toward a deadly competitive struggle

that

seems

to

confirm

view of human relations as “a Hobbesean war of each against all” neatly
summed up by the prison proverb “You croak today. I’ll croak tomorrow.” Any

the

hope for cooperation,

and mutual aid would seem

trust,

utterly utopian as the

prisoners are driven to compete for the bare essentials of survival. Ivan

Denisovich recalls his

first

gang boss warning him
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that the

camps operated by

“Who’s

the law of the jungle.

the zek’s worst

enemy?” asks

Ivan.

“The guy

next to him.”*

But Ivan’s gang

When

he

is

comrades

taken

will not

itself

away

operates on laws quite unlike those of the jungle.

to scrub floors in the

devour

guard house he knows that his

his breakfast but will

waiting for him. At each meal the

keep

it

and

his bread ration

members of his gang go through the arduous

process of making their way into the mess hall, securing seating space and trays,

and collecting

by cooperating with one another so

their rations

that

no orders

need be given. At the noon meal the others instantly cover for Ivan Denisovich

when he manages to cheat the cook out of two extra bowls of food, even though
they themselves derive no direct benefit from

it.

The functioning of Ivan’s gang bears out another of Kropotkin’s
observations on

human

viability of anarchism

interaction.

began

after

Kropotkin remarks that his belief

in the

he had seen the effectiveness of cooperation

among Russian peasants and Dukhobor sectarians living in small, autonomous
communities

in Siberia: “I

began

common

understanding.”®

It is

between acting

to appreciate the difference

on the principle of command and discipline and acting on
this principle

allows Ivan’s gang to operate as well as

it

of

the principle of

common understanding that
The men have organized

does.

themselves, taking into account the strengths and weaknesses of its individual

members

so that each can

of the whole. “To look
overcoats and numbers

work most efficiently and effectively for the benefit
them the gang was all the same the same black

—

at

—but underneath they were

all different.

You couldn’t

ask the Captain to guard your bowl, and there were jobs even Shukhov wouldn’t

do

—jobs

that

were beneath him” (1:14/16). Authority within the gang is not
it would be in a hierarchical system:

concentrated in a few individuals as

“Anybody who worked hard,” thinks Ivan Denisovich, “would get to be a sort
of gang boss for a while” (1:74-75/1 1 1). Few commands are issued while the
gang is at work since all realize that their survival depends on the performance
of the group as a whole. Tyurin, the gang boss, does give orders, but these are

minimal and are carried out because the men understand why they must be

He tells them, for instance, how they must organize the bricklaying:
“Shukhov and Kilgas looked at each other. Right enough! That was the easiest
way. They grabbed their picks” (1:71/106). Unlike a disciplined, hierarchical
system of authority which strives for unquestioning and immediate compliance
with instructions, the gang carries out its orders with the consent of the
carried out.

,

men

themselves.

There seems, indeed, to be a kind of unwritten law within the gang which

most of

its

entitled to

Pavlo

is

members come

to

understand and accept. Shukhov knows he

one of the extra bowls of food he has gained, just as he knows

right in giving the other

ten nights in the cooler.

bowl

He knows

to the Captain,

that
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he

is

who

will

is

that

spend the next

entitled to Caesar’s supper for

holding his place in the parcel queue, just as he knows Caesar owes him

something for the loan of

his knife.

These are not laws

that are codified or

enforced; rather they are customs that are valid because they have evolved out

of the gang’s

own experience. And they run directly contrary to the laws of the
camp system tries to force the prisoners to comply.

jungle with which the

At
he

is

least

one character

in the story

an outcast. Fetyukov

existence by eating as
his strength,

does live by the law of the jungle, and

engaged

is

and living only
end of his

shirking

in

camp

is

to save

doubtful: “He’ll never

sentence,’’ thinks Ivan Denisovich.

know how to do things right” (1:1 19/181).
The camp itself may be a jungle, then, but

work

no matter the

to ensure his personal survival

expense to others. Yet Fetyukov ’s survival
live to see the

Darwinian struggle for

in a private

much as he can whenever he can,

“He just doesn’t

Ivan and his gang survive in

because they cooperate. “Like one big family,” thinks Ivan Denisovich.

“It

it

was

a family, your gang” (1:65/96-97).

The malignancy of authority within the prison is dramatized much more
The Love-Girl and the Innocent. Nemov, the “innocent” in this

vividly in

corrupt camp,

and

fairly

is

convinced that he, a decent and just man, can rule responsibly

and so make the system more humane. But each time he

tries to

power he is frustrated or finds himself betraying the very principles
out to uphold. He is beset by prisoners eager to bribe him for privileged

exercise his

he

set

jobs which they will hold

at the

expense of other prisoners; yet without the

support of these allies in key positions he will be unable to hold on to his
post.

He

own

threatens to close the foundry because safety regulations are being

violated; the prisoners

working there object since they would then be sent

to

general duties and certain death. Fifteen pairs of boots must be distributed

among 500

people, each of

whom

is

desperately in need of decent footwear.

Prisoners must be assigned for transport to timber cutting at an isolated

where few

will survive.

Even

the high-minded

Nemov

camp

cannot solve these

still mete out justice to all.
Khomich, who has no such scruples, soon replaces Nemov, who

problems and

be relieved of his power. But clearly conditions in the

Khomich, whose only concern

is

camp

to save himself by squeezing

of the prisoners. The problem of responsible authority

exchange between Granya and Gay, a gang leader who

gets too

is

is

glad to

worse under

more work out

taken up later in an

tries to

use his power

Nemov, despairs at the impossibility of the task: “It’s a Hell
being a gang leader. Why did I ever take it on? If some poor drudge
weak to fulfill his norm, what am I to do about it? Beat him up?”

justly but

of a job,

are

who,

like

“Someone’s got to be gang leader,” Granya tells him. “If it wasn’t you
someone else, and he might be a bastard” (5:93/104).
This question, in

fact, is

never overtly resolved

in the play.

it’d

be

What does

emerge is a scathing critique of centralized authority in general. The fundamental
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not whether a good man can help make a bad system

issue Solzhenitsyn raises

is

better; his point is that a

system that concentrates such power

hands of

in the

no matter how humane and wellintentioned, cannot help but cause injustice to some when he makes a decision.

one person

It is

is

evil.

And

that person,

unfair to derive any general conclusion about Solzhenitsyn’s attitude

on the basis of evidence from the prison system, which

to authority solely

operates on corruption, cruelty, and exploitation. But even the hospital in

Cancer Ward, whose functioning

is

intended to be entirely salutary,

as different only in degree but not in kind

system, the hospital system
in the

is

is

depicted

from the prison. Like the prison

wrong because

concentrates

it

power over many

hands of a few.

Although the distance from camp

to

cancer ward

may seem

vast,

Kostoglotov, the ex-prisoner and cancer patient, immediately senses the

resemblance between the two. Windows are barred; the patients, terrified, sleep
in

bunks; their daily routine, including meals, parcels, visitors, and baths,

rigidly controlled; there are periodic searches in

is

which personal belongings are

confiscated. Kostoglotov objects to being treated as “a grain of sand, just as

was

in the

camp”

I

(2:89/74). Leaving the hospital he thinks: “This exit through

the hospital gate

—was

it

any different from the

exit

through the prison

gate?” (2:537/485).

—

The doctors, who control the system, have enormous power literally the
power of life and death over the patients in their care. It is significant how
frequently Solzhenitsyn describes their methods of treatment as violent,

—

“unnatural,” or “barbaric.”
(rasstrel)

Radiation therapy

by heavy quanta unimaginable

a “barbarous execution

is

to the

human mind”

(2:80/66).

Kostoglotov believes his injections to be “sheer barbarity” (2:329/293). Senior

Surgeon Ustinova “sawed off

limbs... took out

stomachs, penetrated to every

part of the intestines, plundered the inside of the pelvic girdle” (2:125/106).

While radiation therapy does destroy cancerous cells
healthy ones at the same time.

it also inflicts damage on
The doctors themselves do not fully understand

and in their efforts
sometimes cause new maladies. Dr. Dontsova has a case of a
fifteen-year old boy who has been cured of multiple lesions of the bones
the implications of the powerful treatments they administer,
to help they

through X-ray treatments which

later

caused severe growth deformities, and

another case of a mother whose breast tissues have atrophied because of earlier
treatment for a benign tumor. Here too, as in The Love-Girl
it

is

the system itself that simply puts too

individuals. This

between prison

is

much power

and the Innocent,
in the

hands of

not to suggest that Solzhenitsyn makes any sort of equation

staff

and doctors: he depicts most of the hospital

staff as

capable, humane, dedicated, and grossly overworked. His point, rather,
the burden of power that the doctors are forced to carry

cannot avoid causing injustices.

is

that

enormous that they
“Why do you assume you have the right to
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is

so

decide for someone else?” Kostoglotov challenges Dr. Dontsova. “Don’t you
agree it’ s a terrifying right, one that rarely leads to good?

No

one’s entitled to

The

it,

doctors, in fact, are

and even

You should be careful.

not even doctors” (2:92/77).
all

too aware of the hazards of exercising

power

under severe limitations. They are often

realize that they operate

forced to admit their helplessness, but to preserve their authority they withold
tell them outright lies. Vera Gangart is led to ask
methods used in administering X-rays are any more
scientific than those of a primitive medicine man scooping up a handful of dried
root without using the scales. Lev Leonidovich, the chief surgeon, dreads the
operation he must perform on Asya: “The hand literally rebels against doing an

information from patients or
herself whether the

amputation on someone so young...

You have

a feeling you’re going against

nature” (2:402/361). After Kostoglotov has questioned her very right to treat

much

much the same
Granya in The Love-Girl and
the Innocent'. “It was a universal law: everyone who acts breeds both good and
evil. With some it’s more good, with others more evil” (2:106/88).

him. Dr. Dontsova, with
conclusion

soul searching, reaches

—though perhaps more profound—

Kostoglotov

resists the well-intentioned

as

tyranny of the doctors and fights

against the rules and restrictions of the hospital system.

He

objects that the

doctors want to think for him and asks only that they relieve his suffering to

him

live a little longer

let

without pain. In spite of the startling success of his

treatment he prefers to recover under his

defences of the organism” (2:64/5

1 )

own

resources, letting the “natural

take their course. Kostoglotov, in fact,

is

a firm believer in natural healing: he believes in the benefits of chaga or birch

fungus; he treats himself with a concentration

made from

the mysterious root

from Issyk Kul; he speaks of “self-induced healing” (2:154/133).
One can easily draw an analogy between the various prescriptions for
healing the

human organism and

social organism.

It

would be a

the differing notions of treating

distortion of this

complex and

ills

of the

subtle novel to

attempt to squeeze a narrowly political meaning out of it, and Solzhenitsyn has

himself denied

it

is in

any sense a political allegory.

'

that authority in the hospital functions as authority

'

Still

it

seems clear enough

does anywhere

else.

Both

doctors and politicians have radical methods of treatment at their disposal, but
neither,

no matter how noble

their intentions,

can

know

the full consequences

of the application of these methods. Kostoglotov’s stubborn faith in folk

remedies and natural healing should be seen not only as the reaction of a
cantankerous ex-prisoner whose experience has taught him to be wary of
authority and

imposed

solutions, but also as a wider prescription for social

healing: the social organism, like the

human organism, has its own defenses and
who would treat the ills of society

these also should be allowed to work. Those

by subjecting

it

to massive, imperfectly understood, “barbaric” political or

social remedies, Solzhenitsyn implies,

may solve immediate problems but may
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cause many more long-term ones. Kostoglotov ’s question to the doctors applies
equally well to the politicians:

must

like doctors,

evil.”

act,

who gives them the “right to treat?” Politicians,

but in so doing they are bound to “breed both good and

Kostoglotov’s attitude to medical authority thus conveys Solzhenitsyn’s

attitude to politics: skeptical,

rights that

even mistrustful, and determined

belong to him alone. Kostoglotov

insists

to

defend the

on thinking for himself; he

wants to understand why his treatment is necessary and what its aftereffects will

He does not reject all medical treatment, any more than
authority; but he does make it clear that authority is a
exercised only with the informed consent of those who have

be before agreeing to

it.

Solzhenitsyn rejects

all

trust

and must be

entrusted

it.

In the final analysis there

is

the strong affirmation of the

supremacy

of the individual’s right and duty to exercise his private judgement in matters
of therapy as well as politics.

One

of the most remarkable commentaries on authority comes in the

novel’s Chapter 30 (“The Old Doctor”). Dr. Oreshchenkov resists both the

tyranny of the hospital and the tyranny of the state by what in his society

amounts

to a brazen

proclamation of individualism: he has a private house and

maintains a private practice. The bureaucratization of medicine
utterly alien to him. His advice to doctors

authorities generally:

is

something

can also be taken as advice to

“The primary doctor should have no more

patients than

memory and knowledge can cover. Then he could treat each patient as a
subject on his own” (2:471-72/425). He argues for a decentralized system

his

which

is

based on mutual agreement between the individual and the doctor-

authority. This
that patients

agreement

control over

what happens

dedication and skill of
to

is

to him.

its staff,

thus Dr.

the individual

The

hospital system, in spite of the

simply cannot do

submit unquestioningly to treatment;

too

Oreshchenkov argues
—
—which allows
some

in fact a contract

should pay for their treatment

it

is

this:

it

requires the patients

too large, too bureaucratized, and

much a monopoly to be able to regard each patient as “a subject on his own.”
Dr. Oreshchenkov ’s views on authority are echoed by the social cyberneticist

Terbol’m

in the play

Candle

in the

Wind. Terbol’m hopes to create an “ideally

regulated” society using computers to process information and test proposed
reforms. Computers will allow the individual’s voice to be truly heard, he
argues, since they will collect and store opinion on issues and proposals.

Terbol’m displays two social models; the

power

structure

is

first is

whose
composed of

a democratic society

represented by a pyramid-shaped hierarchy

many small units at the bottom; these grow progressively fewer but progressively
larger the higher they are in the pyramid. This

This model lacks

flexibility.

model he categorically

rejects:

We have here a highly complicated combination

of elements. The organizational form you see here was invented by

human

beings and their efforts have proved a complete failure. Living cells prefer to
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combine

together... like this [he indicates his

second model]. Without a

master mind. (5:174/95-96)

His preferred model

is

human

analogous to the

not a hierarchy but a cluster of independent units
brain,

which he describes

The cells are all connected together.
that the organism

is

...

It is

as follows:

only thanks to these free connections

able to survive by successfully resisting external destructive

forces and recovering from injury.

subjected to strict control

. . .

If,

on the other hand, the connections are

development is arrested and life itself is threatened.

(5:173/94)

This

latter

model, then, depends on

many

“free connections” of presumably

equal cells operating independently and unrestricted by any centralized authority.

Terbol’m’s ideas are obviously meant to be taken seriously: even though he

is

not a central figure in the play, Alex, the hero, decides to work with him to

develop a plan for such an “ideally regulated society.”

The failure of a centralized, highly-structured system of authority is amply
documented in August 1914. The principle of command itself, of course, is by
no means rejected. Indeed, the point of Solzhenitsyn’s criticism of the higher
levels of

command

is

that they

never exercised their authority responsibly.

General Blagoveshchensky’s attempt to rationalize his cowardice by citing the

Kutuzov (“military matters go their own way, which they
it corresponds to what men propose”
given short shrift. Blagoveshchensky is a major culprit in the

fatalism of Tolstoy’s

are fated to follow whether or not

[463-63/503] )

is

Samsonov’s
Second Army.

defeat since his panicky retreat exposed General

opened the way

to the encirclement of the

right flank

and

Many factors contributed to the disaster, but the largest single one is seen
command structure itself, which is portrayed as a system
based strictly on seniority, top-heavy with generals who are incapable of
teamwork and who must justify their existence by issuing irrelevant orders.
And it is clear that the rigid discipline of the system is responsible for stifling
as the rigidity of the

initiative

and discouraging

real talent: “discipline, the foundation of the

army, always works against a

man

whole

of rising talent, and everything that

is

dynamic and heretical in him must be shackled, suppressed, and made to
conform” (199/214). Samsonov, in the grip of this discipline, is given orders
which he knows are wrong but which he must nevertheless obey: “... at the front
orders had to be obeyed, not as a favour but as a duty. And however stupid the
next order and all subsequent orders might be, he had no alternative but to carry
them out, because even an army commander had no more freedom than a
hobbled horse” (87/88). Had Samsonov been less a product of the system, had
he been willing to do what he knew was right rather than simply follow orders,
the outcome of the battle might have been different. Solzhenitsyn sees the same
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stifling effects

German

of a rigid system on the

side as well. Usually thought

German staff,
Had Hindenburg’s

of as a superbly organized and tightly disciplined machine, the

according to Solzhenitsyn, seriously misread the situation.

and Ludendorff’s plan been followed

to the letter, their

army might have been

von Francois and von Mackensen exercised their
initiative (and disobeyed orders) by seizing the opportunity to begin the pincer
movement that eventually trapped Samsonov’s army.
defeated. But Generals

The most successful or heroic

military actions depicted in the novel are

those done either counter to the orders of the Russian

staff,

without orders, or

minimum of direction. The troops are at their best when they
act because they know what must be done, when they act on Kropotkin’s
“principle of common understanding.” The first major action of Samsonov’s
army, the Battle of Usdau, was almost won until General Artamonov ordered
with only a bare

a withdrawal.

The earlier, successful part of the

action

with the weakening of enemy pressure on the

“...

forces, thirsting for action,

was quite spontaneous:
pent up Russian
own initiative. This had

left flank, the

had burst forward on

their

come from divisional headquarters, it had been a spontaneous movement
company level” (244-45/245). When the German counter-offensive has

not
at

acquired momentum Colonel Vorotyntsev, the novel’s central figure, discovers
a gap in the line which must be plugged in order to allow other units to

withdraw. The only troops available to

which has

fill it

itself retreated after suffering

continuous fighting.

Vorotyntsev knows

demoralized the troops
return to the line.

are,

He would

are

from the Estland Regiment

heavy casualties from two days of
well

full

how

exhausted and

and wonders how he can possibly order them
like to

to

speak honestly and to explain simply their

objectives and to admit the cowardice and incompetence of their generals. But
this,

he realizes,

ignores the rules

is

so absolutely against military tradition that even he,

who

when he knows he must, cannot go so far. He does manage to

rally the regiment, but not

by invoking military

discipline, nor

by appealing

to

the troops’ sense of honour, their obligations to Russia’s allies, to their Tsar,
their

God, or their country. He appeals instead

their fellows:

“What we ought

ourselves out but
Isn’t

it

how we can

to

to their sense of solidarity with

be thinking of

selfish to save ourselves at the

is

how we can get
down Brothers

not

...

...

expense of others?” (329/359-60). The

shattered troops do return to the line, proving,
solidarity

now

avoid letting our comrades

it

seems, that their sense of

remains intact even after their military discipline has been destroyed.

Similarly, the action of the

Dorogobuzh Regiment

in fighting a suicidal

rearguard action while undermanned and undersupplied
discipline or to training (half its troops are reservists

service for only a month). “Others like

them would

is

not ascribed to

who have been on full time
retreat, return

home; they

owed such men nothing: they were not their relatives or their brothers
would stand and

die so that others might live” (354/386).
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—

yet they

The

principle of

common

understanding

is

demonstrated most vividly

in

when Vorotyntsev and a small band of survivors break out of

the later chapters

German

encirclement. In these scenes the structure of military

virtually

melted away, replaced by a different and more authentic relationship

between the survivors. Vorotyntsev

leads, to

be sure, but

command

has

insists “there are the

between us” (420/457). He
ensures that everyone understands their situation, just as earlier he had always
explained the purpose of their actions to his orderly Blagodarev. Thus his
fit

and the wounded,

that’s the only difference

much commands as statements of what the others already
know must be done. His authority is quite genuine and is based on more than
his rank: the men are aware of their common dilemma, and they are also aware
orders are not so

that

he

is

the best equipped to lead

them out of it. When

the original group of

four meets another group of survivors from the Dorogobuzh Regiment

Vorotyntsev speaks to them

not only to their senior rank; he makes no

all,

attempt to give them orders but asks
surprised by
thinks:

“...

V orotyntse v

there

’

s

if

was something odd about

manner. Lieutenant Kharitonov

this

group, something unmilitary.

Their relationship was not based on subordination but

Ofrosimov was not

was why

in

had

to

Lieutenant

trust.

command of them, the group seem to run

the soldiers themselves

Somewhat

they want to join forces.

distinctly unmilitary

itself,

and

that

be asked” (444/485).

What emerges from August 1914 then is the sense of a clear necessity for
command, but an authority “based not on subordination but

authority and
trust,”

one

on the principle of

that operates

common

successful military actions in the novel occur

responsible authority and

common

when

understanding

—

understanding.
these

two

The

factors

operate together.

When

who
who exert it
of common

conditions warrant, natural leaders such as Vorotyntsev emerge, leaders

can assert power because

it

has been freely entrusted to them, but

with justice since the leader and the led operated on a principle
understanding.

Apart from

its

attention to military matters

August 1914 contains some

intriguing hints about social and political structures generally, suggestions that

also

owe much to the Russian anarchist tradition. One of the positive figures in

the novel, the energetic

who remains

and creative engineer Obodovsky,

is

an ex-anarchist

mistrustful of governments. “Intelligent, practical

men

don’t

wield power,” he claims, “they operate and transform. Power is a waste of time.

But if government hinders the development of the country, then we might have
to take over” (527/572). Varsonof’yev, the “stargazing” philosopher,

indifferent toward government:

“The

social order?...

I

suppose there

is
is

also

one

kind that is better than all the bad ones. Perhaps there may even be a perfect one.

Only remember, my friends, that the best social order is not susceptible to our
arbitrary powers of invention. Nor can it be scientifically constructed ...” (376/
410). Society, Varsonof’yev argues, is not held together by government or by
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written law but by “the bonds between generations, bonds of institution,

custom; these are what keep the stream flowing between

tradition,

(377/411). Varsonof’yev’s notion of the

times. For ages and ages
in

its

banks”

the social fabric echoes

who wrote: “Relatively speaking, law is a product of modern

that of Kropotkin,

graved

make-up of

lived without any written law, even that

mankind

symbols upon the entrance of a temple. During

that period,

human

were simply regulated by customs, habits and usages, made sacred by
constant repetition, and acquired by each person in childhood, exactly as he
relations

how to obtain his food by hunting, cattle-rearing, or agriculture.”*^
Such a view forms the basis of Solzhenitsyn’s traditionalism. His works
suggest that the glue which holds a society together consists of these same
bonds of tradition, institution, and custom that have evolved slowly and
learned

sensibly as they were tested by experience over
that sets out to sever the

bonds with the

many

past, to turn

centuries.

its

custom, and to destroy longstanding and viable institutions

way

to tyranny.

Once

A revolution

back on tradition and

the threads of the social fabric have

in fact

been

opens the

torn, the sense

of solidarity and the notion of mutual aid are weakened, and a centralized
authority can easily extend
State.

The bonds

nation’s

that

itself.

Personal responsibilities are shifted to the

Varsonof’yev and Kropotkin cherish make up the

“common understanding” that enables it to live in harmony with itself,

and although they may not entirely eliminate the need for a central government,
they

work against

that

government’s tendency

to

encroach upon the freedoms

of its people. Solzhenitsyn suggests that if the bonds are strong enough they can

allow a people to resist the potential tyranny of

The

its

government.

crucial role Solzhenitsyn assigns to social tradition suggest another

influence, that of Slavophilism. Several writers have suggested that Solzhenitsyn

himself

is

much
itself

to

a twentieth-century reincarnation of these nineteenth-century

To be

thinkers.

sure, the nationalist

component of Solzhenitsyn’s ideas owes

Kireyevsky and Khomyakov. But, as has been noted. Slavophilism

has a strong anarchist component.'"* Berdyaev argues, in fact, that “an

original anarchist element

may be discerned
It may well be

Russian nineteenth century.”*^

discerned in Solzhenitsyn’s outlook
tradition that

is

lies

in all social

that

tendencies of the

beneath the other “-isms”

an even older, authentically Russian

expressed most notably

in

Russian Orthodoxy, with

emphasis on consensus, sohornosf, and brotherhood, and
worldly authority.

its

its

mistrust of

A proper examination of this tradition in Solzhenitsyn is, of

course, a subject for another study;

it

seems evident enough, however,

that his

roots run very deep in the Russian past.

The presence of
difficult to explain.

which, by

its

anarchist tendencies in the works discussed here

is

not

His novels deal with people caught within some system

very nature, works to limit their individuality. The system tends

to function as

an end in

itself,

and

to

do so
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it

pressures the individual to adapt

himself to

needs: he

its

roster, another case

becomes merely another number on

on the surgeon’s

roster,

the prison guard’s

another rank and function on the

regimental roster. Authority and the individual’s relation to it is clearly a central
issue in Solzhenitsyn’s works.

Anarchism

—and

specifically Kropotkin’s anarchism

—

offers Solzhenitsyn

some means of coming to terms with authority. The notions of mutual aid and
of a society regulated by
tradition (“by

a

its

sense of

common

understanding and healthy

mutual agreements between the members of that society and by

sum of social customs and habits”'^)

are held

up as a counterforce to tyranny

and a means by which authority can function with justice. Solzhenitsyn
express a deep suspicion of authority of

still

’

Kostogloto V defiantly questions the doctors

‘

all

’

s

types, however.

works

When

‘right to treat” he is also questioning

any leader’s right to lead and any government’s right to govern. Such rights are
seen not as absolutes but as matters of trust and mutual agreement between the

who remain free

leaders and the led,

free individuals can retain a real

individuals.

The

fact that Solzhenitsyn’s

measure of their freedom, even when caught

power

within a system that extends

its

profoundly optimistic view of

human

to

its

maximum, demonstrates

his

nature.'*
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that
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arch-enemies, cooperated and stood together. The criminals, who

the revolt succeeded as
traditional

had hitherto lived by oppressing and plundering the non-resisting

“behaved

decent people'"

like

managed

even when the prison
raided, food

’

common cause

politicals,

transcended

the revolt

is

that the

organize themselves successfully and maintain order

to
s

306) since their

What he most admires about

years of fear and hatred.
participants

(p.

harsh discipline had been removed: food stores were not

norms remained the same

women

a dozen prisoners fled,

as before,

cooks stopped pilfering, only

prisoners were not raped, and the prisoners

displayed startling ingenuity in finding ways to survive and defend themselves

when

left

on

collapse as
that there

their

own. The guards, expecting

that the revolt

would soon

dissolved into “anarchy,” “were regretfully forced to conclude

it

were no massacres, no pogroms, no violence

own

in there, that the

camp

was no excuse to send
troops in to the rescue” (309). In short, the revolt seemed to prove the capacity
of human beings, even those who had been longstanding enemies and who for
years had been deprived of even the most limited independence, to cooperate
and to organize themselves successfully on their own initiative. Solzhenitsyn’s

was not

disintegrating of

criticism

is

reserved for those

implies, tried to channel

Once
seems

a “government”
sullied.

like all

its

it

is

accord, and that there

who

seized the leadership of the revolt and, he

into directions

it

might otherwise not have taken.

firmly established the original purity of the revolt

A jail is set up, for example:

“The newborn camp government,

governments through the ages, was incapable of existing without a

security service... “ (314).
17.

Peter Kropotkin,

Revolutionary Pamphlets,
18.

It is

salutary to

“Modern Science and Anarchism,” Kropotkin’s
p. 157.

compare

the very different
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view offered

in the

works

of Varlam Shalamov, a writer whose prison experience was longer and harsher
than Solzhenitsyn’s. Shalamov ’s brief stories depict a system

no limits; individuals within

it

whose power has

are either reduced to the level of animals fighting

one another to survive or are crushed altogether. This pessimistic view should
in

no way weaken Solzhenitsyn’s case, however: the

fact that he could

draw

very different conclusions from Shalamov on the basis of similar evidence
again suggests his fundamentally optimistic view of
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human

nature.
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